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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
This study aims to explore the possibilities of inculturation. What possibilities are there
for liturgical inculturation in the Syro-Malabar Church? We will take as our starting point
Sacrosanctum Concilium, the Liturgy Constitution of Vatican II, in particular the articles
thirty-seven to forty, which has been called the “Magna Carta” of liturgical inculturation
in the Roman Catholic Church. This document, and in particular the paragraphs
mentioned, lie at the basis of forms of inculturation that have been carried out since then,
especially in non-Western churches. It also instigated debates among liturgical scholars,
theologians and faithful, and its principles worked out and canalized in several
instructions published by the Congregation for Divine Worship and the Discipline of the
Sacraments.
Feeling “at home” in the liturgy is an essential condition for celebrating it meaningfully in
a modern multi-cultural society. This is only possible when the message of the Good
News of the Gospel is integrated in, and fused with, the cultural, spiritual and social
heritage of the local community. Anything people do not make their “own”, will be
discarded sooner or later. In a radio broadcast from the Philippines in February 1981 Pope
John Paul II said, “Wherever she is, the Church must sink her roots deeply into the
spiritual and cultural soil of the country, assimilate all genuine values, enriching them also
with the insights that she has received from Jesus Christ.”1 This is possible only through
the genuine inculturation of the gospel and the local Christian lifestyle.
At present, the situation is entirely different. Only few attempts have been made to
inculturate the Gospel in other cultures. Generally, evangelisation takes place by
emphasising the stereotyped message of Jesus without considering local cultural
differences. As a result, Christian practices remain strange to the local people who do not
understand the real message of the Gospel, and its blessings. An example of this problem
is seen in India, where the accessibility of the Good News of Jesus is limited as a result of
the gap between Christianity and Indian culture.
In this connection, the question arises as to whether, and to what extent, ritual elements
can be taken over by Christians from Hinduism in India. Hinduism is the original religion
of the country and there are many Indian cultural elements in its religious ceremonies and
rituals. Hindu society is of multi-racial and multi-cultural origin. In that sense, the Hindu
religion is more inculturated than Christianity in India. Christianity remains foreign in
India, even after presence of many centuries in that country. Whereas the Hindu religion
accepts all kinds of cultural differences and instills its own ideas into them, Christianity
tries to introduce its faith in union with the culture of the countries it originally came
from. This provokes resistance because the gospel preached comes from an unfamiliar
cultural background. Instead of imposing foreign religious usages, instilling Christian
faith into Indian cultures would be more acceptable. Cultural tolerance and its ability to
integrate its basic principles into all cultures constitute the power of Hinduism. It has

1

Address of His Holiness Pope John Paul II during his visit to the auditorium of radio veritas Asia, Manila,
Saturday, 21 February 1981; AAS 73 (1981), p. 397.
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proven to be attractive to large numbers of adherents and has being so without a general
leader or any compulsory rules, dogmas and regulations to guide them.
The issue of liturgical inculturation in India exists in a very specific way with regard to
the Syro-Malabar Church. To understand why this is the case, a little history of the SyroMalabar Church is necessary. The Syro-Malabar Church is an indigenous Church, the
foundation of which probably goes back to the first century A.D., and is traditionally
attributed to the preaching of the Apostle Thomas. Catholics among the Thomas
Christians in India observe the Syro-Malabar rite, which belongs to the liturgical family of
East-Syrian liturgies. It is believed that the apostolic activities of St. Thomas took him to
the far-off Malabar Coast in India (the present South Indian State of Kerala). So far we do
not have any evidence of the manner in which the first missionaries celebrated the liturgy
in Kerala. However, it seems highly likely that from the very start they introduced, at least
some elements from the local Indian culture into the acts of Christian worship, as was the
usual apostolic practice.
During the first centuries of Christianity, when the Malabar Church began organizing its
liturgical life, it adopted the liturgical traditions of the East Syrian rite, undoubtedly
combining them with some characteristics of its own. This incorporation came about
through the connection that existed between the Malabar Church and the Churches of
Edessa, Babylon and Persia. Unfortunately, we do not possess much evidence concerning
the state of the liturgy of Malabar before the arrival of the Portuguese in the sixteenth
century. After the Synods of Goa (1585) and Diamper (1599) these Portuguese
missionaries destroyed many ancient books as part of the Latinization of the Malabar
Church. Soon after the Synod of Diamper (1599), Latin customs were forcefully
introduced into the Malabar Church. Signs of change appeared in the Malabar Church
when, in 1923, the Syro-Malabar hierarchy was re-established. Years later, on the feast of
St. Thomas, July 3 in 1962 the Syro-Malabar Holy Mass (Qurbana) in Malayalam (the
local language of Kerala) was officially celebrated. Until then the language of worship
had been Syriac. Later, the missal (taksa = text of the Holy Mass) was reformed once
more, the new editions coming into effect in 1968 and 1986. In 1992 the Syro-Malabar
Church was elevated to a Major Archiepiscopal Church.
After Vatican II, a great number of inculturation processes were realized in the SyroMalabar Church. According to A.M. Mundadan, “with regard to the theology of
inculturation the Thomas Christians today are a model for other Christians in India.”2 As
regards liturgy this is not the case. Even though several elements of inculturation can be
observed in the Syro-Malabar liturgy, a major part of the liturgy remains foreign to the
Indian local community. People do not feel at home in the liturgy of the Church, because
of the predominance of foreign elements, which they do not understand, or which are not
relevant in an Indian cultural and social context. There are forms of inculturation in the
sacrament of marriage and in funeral ceremonies, but in the initiation rites inculturated
Indian elements are entirely absent. These rites remain non-Indian in spirit and even after
the 2005 renewal contain only elements derived from Latin and East Syrian Churches. At
present both the social and cultural background of the Syro-Malabar Christians require
2

Mathias Mundadan, Indian Christians: Search for Identity & Struggle for Autonomy (Bangalore:
Dharmaram Publications, 1984), pp. 27-28.
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inculturation in their worship practices. It is worth mentioning that only less than three
percent of the Indian population is Christian while eighty percent is Hindu at present.
This research project focuses in particular on the possibilities for inculturation of a
specific part of the liturgical traditions of the Syro-Malabar Church, namely the initiation
rites. It wants to explore the possibilities of integrating Indian religious and cultural values
in these initiation rites in such a way that Indian, Syro-Malabar and Christians can
celebrate them as a Christian liturgy, but without relinquishing their being Indian by
culture.
Contents of this Thesis
The first chapter of this thesis deals with the discussions that were sparked in various
countries by Sacrosanctum Concilium articles thirty-seven to forty. We will begin with
the explanation of terms like culture, adaptation and inculturation, which are frequently
used in this thesis. Furthermore, this chapter highlights the discussions about liturgical and
cultural adaptation, during and after Vatican II. Discussions and reactions were still alive
when the Congregation for Divine Worship published further instructions on inculturation
such as “Inter Oecumenici,” “Comme le prévoit,” “Varietates Legitimae,” “Liturgiam
Authenticam” and “Directory on Popular Piety and Inculturation”. This chapter
continues with the reception, reactions and discussions from the Asian theologians, in
particular Anscar J. Chupungco (Filipino: Latin Church), D.S. Amalorpavadass (Indian:
Latin Church) and Joseph Cardinal Parecattil (Indian: Syro-Malabar Church).
The second chapter deals with the reception of Sacrosanctum Concilium, articles thirtyseven to forty, in India, especially in the Syro-Malabar Church. The first part of this
chapter is a short historical overview of the liturgical traditions of the Malabar Church in
the pre-Diamper period, followed by a survey of the Latinization period up to the
twentieth century. After that it deals with the measures taken in the twentieth century to
reform the Syro-Malabar Church, that were strongly motivated by the ideal of returning to
East Syrian roots, rather than the ideal of “inculturation” as stimulated in Sacrosanctum
Concilium. Here special attention will be paid to the ideas and initiatives of Joseph
Cardinal Parecattil (Syro-Malabar tradition), one of the foremost proponents of a different
approach of liturgical reform and a much more far-reaching inculturation in the SyroMalabar Church.
The third chapter will deal with the rituals and traditions of Syro-Malabar initiation rites.
A historical overview is given here of the Syro-Malabar initiation rites as they existed
before and after the Synod of Diamper (1599), with a special focus on the possible
presence of Indian elements. Next, we will examine the process of liturgical reform of the
Syro-Malabar initiation rites up to 2005, when the reformed initiation rites of the SyroMalabar Church were published.
It is evident from this chapter, that inculturation was never properly realized in the Indian
Church. Because of its connection with the East Syrian Church, in the Syro-Malabar
Church more Syrian than Indian elements were visible. The reforms of the initiation rites
of the Syro-Malabar liturgy that took place after Vatican II, did not take into consideration
the provisions given by Vatican II, and resulted in a pure Chaldeanization, a return to the
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East Syrian initiation rites as they existed among the Syro-Malabar Christians before the
Synod of Diamper 1599.
This prompts the question whether one may imagine alternative solutions and to what
extent a further inculturation of the initiation rites of the Syro-Malabar Church, based on
Vatican II and in particular Sacrosanctum Concilium, numbers. 37-40, is desirable and
possible? In search of an answer to this question, in the fourth chapter we will deal more
extensively with the Hindu Saṃskāras: the basic Indian initiation rites in Hinduism and by
means of which a Hindu becomes a full member of the socio-religious community.
Hinduism has over forty initiation rituals. Every important occurrence in one’s life is
connected with a special initiation ritual. These rituals are fully Indian in nature and
content. They reflect Hinduism’s holistic view of life, based on cosmic and eco-centric
spirituality. We can argue that these saṃskāras may form the starting-point for developing
authentic possibilities of inculturation of Syro-Malabar initiation rites, being in line with
the provisions given by Vatican II. Besides the Hindu saṃskāras, we also deal with the
rites of Christian blessings in the Catholic Church in search of other models for
inculturation for the Thomas Christians.
In the fifth chapter of this research we line up some general remarks and practical
suggestions and conclusions regarding the various possibilities of inculturation in the
Syro-Malabar Church in general, and the initiation rites in particular.

CHAPTER 1: ASPECTS OF INCULTURATION SINCE VATICAN II
1.1. Introduction
This first chapter deals with the concept of liturgical inculturation during and after
Vatican II, particularly in the Constitution Sacrosanctum Concilium, which explicitly
addressed this subject in the articles 37-40. These articles opened new prospects for what
in SC is called a genuine adaptation of the Roman Catholic liturgy, after a long period of
strict adherence to the rituals of the Roman Church, which had their roots in Late
Antiquity and had developed in Western Christianity. It is therefore natural for us to start
with the debates that took place during the Council, with the passages of the Constitution
in which the essential principles of that adaptation were formulated, with the reception of
the relevant articles in the period after the Council, and with the discussions they
provoked in various countries, in particular in India.
While dealing with this issue, we met with a terminological difficulty. The Constitution
Sacrosanctum Concilium used neither the term “inculturation” nor “culture.” Instead, the
documents promulgated during the Council used the terms “aptatio” and
“accommodatio”. In the period after the Council these words were soon considered
unsatisfactory. In the discussions that followed, alternative terms were proposed. One of
them, “inculturation” became the concept that was most widely employed and gained
acceptance in documents that were published later by the Congregation for Divine
Worship.
In the following we will first deal with the various terms that were used in the discussions
that took place in the period after the Council. After that, we will give a short survey of
the discussions on the adaptation of the liturgy during Vatican II. Next, we will deal with
the position taken with regard to this topic in the documents published by the
Congregation for Divine Worship. We will also show how the concept of “inculturation”
was developed and understood by some of the leading Roman Catholic liturgical scholars
who specialized in this subject, namely Anscar J. Chupungco, D.S. Amalorpavadass and
Joseph Cardinal Parecattil.
1.2. Discussions and Developments of Special Terms in the Liturgical Inculturation
Before giving an overview of the various terms that were used in the discussions, during
the Council and in the decades after the Council, we will address two issues that are not
always clarified explicitly in the debates - but always play a crucial role, at least in the
background, and are fundamental to a proper understanding of these debates, namely the
definition of the concept “culture”, from which the word “inculturation” is derived, and
the relationship between culture and liturgy. Let us start with the concept of culture.
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1.2.1. Culture
The word “culture” which is derived from Latin “cultura”, from “colere”, meaning "to
cultivate",1 may have multiple meanings. It may, for instance, refer to the appreciation of
literature, music, art and food. For anthropologists and other behavioral scientists, culture
covers the full range of acquired human behavior patterns. The term was first used in this
way by the pioneer English anthropologist Edward B. Tylor in his book, Primitive
Culture, published in 1871. He proposed new ideas on cultural understanding by
introducing a broader definition of culture. According to him culture not only involves
the rational and the intellectual, but every human action.2 It is "that complex whole which
includes knowledge, belief, art, law, morals, custom, and any other capabilities and habits
acquired by man as a member of society.”3
A different view of “culture” is endorsed by Mathew Arnold who was a contemporary of
Edward B. Tylor. According to Arnold culture is “the pursuit of sweetness and light”4
which can be achieved by becoming acquainted with the best that has been thought and
said in world history. Culture is pointed to the highest available expressions of human
vision and human values.5 While Arnold emphasized traditional and normative culture,
Tylor named every human action a part of culture. As every human action is related to
culture, a definition of culture should do justice to all its dimensions and aspects. In 1952,
Kroeber and Kluckhohn compiled a list of 164 definitions of “culture”6 based on various
categories, some of them descriptive and some focusing on historical, structural, genetic,
normative or psychological dimensions.7 All these definitions show that culture is
essential to give shape to life both materially and spiritually.
When all human actions fall under culture, all forms of religious behavior, especially
rituals, are also part of it. Religions make use of cultural elements such as symbols and
signs, languages and human expressions to ritualize religious actions. According to
Clifford Geertz culture “denotes a historically transmitted pattern of meanings embodied
in symbols, a system of inherited conceptions expressed in symbolic forms by means of
which men communicate, perpetuate, and develop their knowledge about and attitudes
towards life.”8 Symbols play a crucial part as the carriers of culture. It is this aspect that
appears to be of special relevance in the relation between culture and religious faith, in
1

Cf. Douglas Harper, Online Etymology Dictionary (2001-2017),
<http://etymonline.com/index.php?search=culture&searchmode=&p=0&allowed_in_frame=0>
[accessed on 4 March 2017], p. 1; Alan Barnard and Jonathan Spencer, eds, Encyclopedia of Social
and Cultural Anthropology (London and New York: Routledge Taylor & Francis, 2003), p. 136.
2
Cf. Edward Burnett Tylor, Primitive Culture: Researches into the Development of Mythology,
Philosophy, Religion, Art, and Custom, 6th edn, 2 vols (London: John Murray, 1920), 1, pp. 1-15.
3
Edward Burnett Tylor, Primitive Culture, p. 1.
4
Mathew Arnold, Culture and Anarchy, ed. by J. Dover Wilson and F.C. Cavenach (London:
Cambridge University Press, 1932), pp. 69, 149.
5
Cf. Mathew Arnold, Culture and Anarchy, pp. 52, 193.
6
Cf. Kroeber, Alfred and Kluckhohn, Clyde, Culture: A Critical Review of Concepts and Definitions
(New York: Vintage Books A Division of Random House, 1952), pp. 76-142.
7
Cf. Ibid.
8
Clifford Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures (New York: Basic Books, 1973), p. 89.
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particular with regard to inculturation.9 Moreover, Geertz does justice to the “informal
logic of actual life”10 holding that “society’s forms are culture´s substance.”11
Another broad definition of culture is provided by UNESCO. UNESCO’s reaffirming of
culture definition includes means of achieving satisfactory intellectual, emotional, moral,
and spiritual existence. It defines culture as the "set of distinctive spiritual, material,
intellectual, and emotional features of a society or a social group, and which encompasses,
in addition to art and literature, lifestyles, ways of living together, value systems,
traditions and beliefs.”12
The view of the Catholic Church on culture is highlighted in the Vatican II document
Gaudium et Spes 53-62. Before defining culture, it explains the circumstances of culture
in the world today and some principles for the proper development of culture (GS 54-59).
The definition of culture given by the document is; “Culture in its general sense indicates
everything whereby man develops and perfects his many bodily and spiritual qualities; he
strives by his knowledge and his labour, to bring the world itself under his control. He
renders social life more human both in the family and the civic community, through
improvement of customs and institutions. Throughout the course of time he expresses,
communicates and converses in his works, great spiritual experiences and desires that they
might be of advantage to the progress of many, even of the whole human family.”13
According to D.S. Amalorpavadass, considered from his Indian background, culture is a
shared world vision, with common values, common opinions, a common way of thinking,
common goals, knowledge systems or thought patterns, common environment and
common patterns of behavior.14 These attainments are acquired, embodied and
transmitted.
A concept of culture including all human actions is not a static one. Cultures change since
they are intrinsically connected with the various changes taking place in society. These
cultural changes are also reflected in the religious expressions of the people.15 According
to Bernard Lonergan “theology mediates between a cultural matrix and the significance

9

Cf. Ibid., pp. 89-94.
Ibid., p. 17.
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Ibid., p. 28; Cf. Michael Paul Gallagher, Clashing Symbols: An Introduction to Faith & Culture
(Darton: Longman and Todd Ltd, first published 1997, revised and expanded edition 2003), p. 18.
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UNESCO, Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity, on 2 November 2001;
<http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.phpURL_ID=13179&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html> (accessed on 21 April 2017);
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and role of religion in that matrix”16 and he continues by saying that theology is not a
permanent achievement but an ongoing process. Finally, from the foregoing it follows that
there is a close link between culture and religion, and therefore, more particularly,
between culture and liturgy. If all human actions are included in culture, this naturally also
applies to liturgy. Thereby the question arises how the two concepts relate to each other;
what is the relationship between culture and liturgy?
1.2.2. Liturgy
The term “leitourgia” is a Greek composite word originally meaning a public duty, a
service to the state undertaken by a citizen. Its elements are “leitos” meaning belonging to
the people, and “ergon” meaning work.17 The term liturgy began to be used first in the
Eastern Church in reference to the Eucharist, “The Divine Liturgy”, as it has been
celebrated until today.18 Western Church began to use it much later.19 Many definitions of
liturgy are possible. Roman Catholic definitions that have become current since the
middle of the twentieth century were strongly influenced by the papal encyclical Mediator
Dei and Sacrosanctum Concilium, the Constitution on the Liturgy of Vatican II.
The papal encyclical Mystici Corporis Christi20 issued by Pope Pius XII, on the Church as
the Mystical Body of Christ, was the foundation both for the liturgical concept of
Mediator Dei and Sacrosanctum Concilium. This concept of the Church as the “Mystical
Body of Christ” is not new. The Apostle Paul presents the concept “Body of Christ” in 1
Corinthians 12:12-31 and it plays a prominent role in the works of St. Augustine of
Hippo.21
In line with this, the encyclical Mediator Dei22 defines liturgy as “the public worship
which our Redeemer as head of the Church renders to the Father, as well as the worship
which the community of the faithful renders to its Founder, and through him to the
heavenly Father.”23 It is “the worship rendered by the Mystical Body of Christ in the
entirety of its head and members.”24 The worship rendered to God by the Church must be,
in its entirety, interior as well as exterior. Mediator Dei says: “the chief element of divine
worship must be interior. For we must always live in Christ and give ourselves to Him
completely, so that in Him, with Him and through Him the heavenly Father may be duly
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glorified. The sacred liturgy requires, however, that both the exterior and the interior
element be intimately linked with each other.”25
Sacrosanctum Concilium defined liturgy as the fount from which all the Church’s power
flows, integrating liturgy and life. “The liturgy is the summit towards which the activity of
the Church is directed; it is also the fount from which all her power flows.”26 SC 10
defines the goal and purpose of liturgy: “From the liturgy, therefore, and especially from
the Eucharist, as from a font, grace is poured forth upon us; and the sanctification of men
in Christ and the glorification of God, to which all other activities of the Church are
directed as toward their end, is achieved in the most efficacious possible way.” 27 This
sanctification is expressed by signs perceptible to the senses, effected in a way that
corresponds with each of these signs.28 The signs and symbols in the world are used to
reveal the presence of Christ.29 Moreover, according to Vatican II liturgical functions are
not private functions, but celebrations of the entire Church30 and inter-connected with
various cultures.
Liturgy is not only a communication of people with God but also a communication of God
with people.31 This communication of God is experienced by humans in liturgy through
cultural elements. The historical, communitarian and mystery-based dimensions of liturgy
are related with cultures. These dimensions are evolutionary, formed according to the
cultural changes influencing the liturgy being celebrated.32 Vatican II accepts and
promotes cultural elements in the liturgy taking cultural adaptations as a basis for the
liturgical reforms in the Church.33 Vatican II used the word “aptatio” and
“accommodatio” to indicate the adaptation of cultural changes in the liturgy.
1.2.3. Adaptation
The definition of the word “adaptation” found in dictionaries and encyclopaedias is: the
process of changing something, for example behavior, to suit a new situation.34 “It is an
act or process of adapting that is changing something so as to make it suitable for a new or
special application or situation.”35 Especially since Vatican II the term adaptation has been
used when dealing with liturgical reform. Sacrosanctum Concilium first used the words
“aptatio” and “accommodatio” synonymously, but later (in ch. 3), dealing with the
25
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sacraments and sacramentals (SC 62, 65, 75) “accommodatio” was replaced by “aptatio”
as a measure of compromise.36 Some of the Council Fathers felt uncomfortable with the
word “aptatio” because of its possible association with the radical reform meant by
liturgical movements.37 In the editions of the liturgical books that appeared after the
Council, these two words are also different in meaning. “Aptatio” indicates changes
inserted into the ritual of the local church after having been approved by the Conference
of Bishops and the Roman authority, while “accommodatio” is a temporary change or
modification of the rite made by the minister to accommodate the special needs of
individual groups.38
In the Constitution on the liturgy, the concept of adaptation, whether it is designated by
the word “aptatio” or “accommodatio”, serves to explain the nature and mode of the
liturgical reforms.39 It says, “Provisions shall also be made, when revising the liturgical
books, for legitimate variations and adaptations (aptationes) to different groups, regions,
and peoples, especially in mission lands, provided the substantial unity of the Roman Rite
is preserved; and this should be borne in mind when drawing up the rites and devising
rubrics.”40 The understanding of the word “adaptation” used by the Council is clear from
the aims of the Council as formulated in chapter 1: “to adapt (accomodare) more suitably
to the needs of our times those institutions that are subject to change.” 41 The adaptation is
the general approach of the Church for renewal of liturgy. The Council might have used
the term adaptation as a synonym of the celebrated aggiornamento.42 To update the
liturgy, it is unavoidable to adapt it to contemporary circumstances, to make necessary
adjustments, and to insert current thinking into Christian worship.
When Sacrosanctum Concilium considered the question of adaptation to cultures, it fixed
“Norms for adapting the liturgy to the Culture and Traditions of various peoples.”43
However, due to the colonial and Eurocentric image of the Church in the past, the term
adaptation has sometimes been associated with the manipulation of cultures.44 Taken in a
missiological context, the term adaptation very often speaks of changes that are transitory
and external only, without the internal changes intended in “aggiornamento” by Pope
John XXIII. Against this background the liturgists have been trying to coin new words to
express the full meaning of “aggiornamento” in liturgical reform. The term “adaptation”
has gone out of use, though it was freely and commonly used in the sixties. Even
linguistically it suggests certain superiority and a rather external, superficial process.
Another word used to express the adaptation of cultural variations in liturgy was
contextualization.
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1.2.4. Contextualization
Contextualization means “to place (a word or idea, for example) in a particular context,”45
that is to situate it in relation to the situation in which it happens or exists. 46 To become
relevant and understandable for the life of a particular group of people in a specific
culture, the faith of the Church will have to be adjusted to the given context. 47 The
environmental living background of a local Church is the context of its theology,
sacramental life, and missionary activities. The exhortation of Vatican II to make the
Church relevant for local cultures should be considered against this background.48
Contextualization of liturgy means that the liturgy should not be deprived of the actual
context of human life at local level. A continuous use of contextualized language in the
liturgy is important to help modern, quickly changing man to understand and to have
access to liturgy.49
1.2.5. Indigenization
One definition of indigenization in dictionaries is: “bring (something) under the control,
dominance, or influence of indigenous or local people.”50 It is “the infusion of indigenous
ideas, values, peoples, symbols, aesthetics, procedures and an authentic history into an
organization so that it is as thoroughly a product of indigenous imaginations and
aspirations as it is of western or settler ones.”51 In anthropological terms, to "indigenize"
means to change something to make it suitable to the local culture. In liturgy it is the
process of adapting the worship to local cultural forms.52 D.S. Amalorpavadass was a
supporter of this term in the liturgy when he spoke of liturgical adaptation and revision in
India. Using this term with or in connection with an Indian background, he was of the
opinion that the adaptation of the Christian liturgy should take place within the framework
of Indian culture with a more Indian setting and complexion.53 For him “indigenization”
was in fact another word for “Indianization.” According to him liturgy is formed from
time and space with concrete events based both in history and in actual situation. 54 If, for
45
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India, “indigenization” means “Indianization”, for Japan it is “Japanization” and for the
Philippines “Filipinization.”55 “Indigenization and specifically Indianization goes deeper
than adaptation and refers to the Good News entering into the ‘soil’of a particular nation
or religion.”56
Even though indigenization seems an appropriate term for making the liturgy suitable for
the local people, it is not an adequate word because a really indigenous form of worship is
only possible in the land of its origin. Nothing can be made native or indigenous in a
foreign country; hence making Christian liturgy completely indigenous is impossible.
Generally, liturgy is made up of essential elements that have been divinely instituted and
locally integrated. The divinely instituted elements are the same all over the world. The
local elements used in the liturgy influenced by local culture cannot be imported to
another country. Only when the divinely instituted liturgy has been celebrated with the
signs, symbols and internal feelings of local cultural elements, does it become an
indigenous liturgy.57 Moreover, it is not an easy task to determine the indigenous elements
in multicultural countries like India, because the indigenous Indian culture need not
necessarily constitute the various layers of the complete Indian culture.58
1.2.6. Incarnation
Another term that is sometimes used in this connection is “incarnation”. Inspiration for
this idea can be found in the following passage of the decree Ad Gentes of Vatican II: “In
harmony with the economy of the Incarnation, the young churches, rooted in Christ and
built on the foundation of the Apostles, take to themselves, in a wonderful exchange, all
the riches of the nations which were given to Christ as an inheritance. They borrow from
the customs and traditions of their people, from their wisdom and their learning,
from their arts and disciplines, all those things which can contribute to the glory of their
Creator, or enhance the grace of their Savior, or dispose Christian life the way it should
be.”59
The basic idea is that the incarnated Son of God adapted himself to circumstances. Jesus
carried an eternal consciousness of the Father and communicated it to his people by using
the signs and symbols that were valid for them. In his actions transcendence of all the
limitations of his own culture and the religious practices of his time was visible in his
actions. He criticized the practices of the people of his own time but neither relinquished
all of them nor implemented new practices.60 Just as the Word had been incarnated in the
Institution or Movement? A Commemorative Volume in honour of Fr. D.S. Amalorpavadass, ed. by
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flesh of the Blessed Mary, a Jewish woman, Jesus wanted His spirit to be incarnated in
Jewish culture and to give birth to a renewed culture, divine and Jewish at the same time.
“The heavenly and the universal character of the Word was now restricted to the
limitations of time and space and thus to the particularity of a culture.”61 So, “The Church,
in order to be able to offer all of them the mystery of salvation and the life brought by
God, must implant herself into these groups for the same motive which led Christ to bind
Himself, in virtue of His Incarnation, to certain social and cultural conditions of those
human beings among whom He dwelt.”62
The passages of Ad Gentes do not explicitly refer to the liturgy, but it is clear that they
have implications for the liturgy and its relation and interaction with various cultures. It
offers a theological basis for the adaptation of liturgical traditions to various local
cultures. However, its major limitation lies in the fact that it is not specific about the
relation between liturgy and these cultures or about how the interaction between both
might take place. In the following we will deal with some terms that are specifically
concerned with these processes of interaction between liturgy and culture.
1.2.7. Acculturation
The term Acculturation was first used by cultural anthropologists. It was employed by
them to designate the exchange of cultural features that results from the continuous
contact between different cultures. Franz Boas said that all people acculturate, not only
savages and minorities. “There is no people whose customs have developed uninfluenced
by foreign culture, that has not borrowed arts and ideas which it has developed in its own
way.”63 None of the ideas and customs of a particular culture have developed
independently. For example "the steel harpoon used by American and Scottish whalers is
a slightly modified imitation of the Eskimo harpoon.”64 Subsequently, the anthropologists
Redfield, Linton and Herskovits developed the idea that “acculturation comprehends those
phenomena which result when groups of individuals having different cultures come into
continuous first-hand contact, with subsequent changes in the original culture patterns of
either or both groups.”65 According to Aylward Shorter, “by acculturation is meant the
encounter between one culture and another or the encounter between cultures.”66
Acculturation implies mutual influence by which elements of two cultures mingle and
merge. The meeting of two cultures is a process that starts with external contact. It may
remain more or less external with distinguishing elements from two cultures, but may
equally develop and be assimilated into a new form of culture (Example: Spanish culture
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in America).67 There are three possible outcomes of the acculturation process:
juxtaposition, which is purely external, the dynamic of interaction, and mutual
assimilation.68
1.2.8. Enculturation
“Enculturation is the process whereby individuals learn their own group’s culture, through
experience, observation, and instruction.”69 It is a process by which individuals learn
knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values that make them function as members of their
societies in which they grow up and live. The influences that limit, direct or shape the
individual as part of this process, whether knowingly or unknowingly, include family
members, other adults and peer groups. If successful, enculturation results in competence
in the language, values and rituals of the dominant culture.
Culture influences everything a person does, whether one is aware of it or not.
Enculturation is a lifelong process that helps to unify people. Even as a culture is
changing, core beliefs, values, worldviews, and child-rearing practices change much more
slowly. How many times have parents said, “If all your friends jumped off a bridge, would
you?” Children want to fit in with the sub-culture of their peers; parents want to instill
their culture into the child through direct teaching. Enculturation is a mutual process. It is
an anthropological term for the socialization during the learning process by which a
person is initiated into his or her culture.70 It will have become clear from this that the
term “enculturation” is not helpful in clarifying processes of liturgical adaptation because
it relates to the socialization of an individual by learning his own culture.
1.2.9. Appropriation
Appropriation is a word that is rising rapidly in cultural historical studies. In appropriation
the receiver gives meaning to the messages he receives from outside by superimposing his
personal or group related significance to it.71 It is the process of giving meaning to a
message that individuals or groups receive from others, allowing them to fill in their own
meaning and thus make the message acceptable for the group concerned.72 The term
“appropriation” implies that the receiver of the messages does not follow the rules and
regulations designed by authorities. Instead the receiver fills the message with his own
homemade meaning.73 The recipient is seen less as a “consumer” than as a “producer” of
culture and meaning. In this concept of appropriation, two variants may be distinguished:
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a broad, intentional and conscious group strategy, and a pragmatic, more individual tactic
of identity formation. In both variants, the term may be fruitful for religious history. 74
On the transformation scale of the appropriation process various positions are possible, for
instance: acceptance, transmission, imitation, reproduction, adjustment, adaptation,
conversion, reversal, subversion, and perversion.75 It criticizes the notion of a standard
culture, while making the culture essentially more pragmatic in nature and does away with
the rigid distinction between popular culture and elite culture, between popular religiosity
and official religion.76
In liturgy appropriation refers to “the way in which society itself appropriates the liturgy
through a process of giving meaning to what is being experienced, in contrast to the term
"designation" which refers to how the same liturgy is being discussed by third parties
(top-down) e.g. academics and Church authorities.”77 Appropriation is a term used in the
last few years to describe the rendering of the culture suitable for the liturgy. It implies a
shift from the top-down to the bottom-up model, viewing the community as the central
focus where culture takes form. This is the basic difference between the concept of the
term appropriation and other terms used in the liturgy to denote interaction with culture.
Contrary to the term “inculturation”, the word “appropriation” is rather rarely used by
liturgical scholars dealing with the interaction between liturgy and culture. Moreover, it
focuses on only one aspect of this process. Nonetheless, it is an aspect which should not
be overlooked. Let us now finally turn to the term which has gained the widest acceptance
in circles of liturgical scholars and is also used in recently published official documents of
the Roman Catholic Church, namely “inculturation”.
1.2.10. Inculturation
It is interesting to know how the concept “inculturation” acquired its present meaning.
The term “inculturation” was used in theological circles during the 1950’s. More in
particular, it played a role in the debates on "mission and non-Christian cultures" at the
29th Missiology Week at Louvain in 1959. One of the contributions was entitled:
"L’initiation, valeur permanente en vue de l’inculturation.”78 Since 1970 the term
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inculturation, which was a neologism, has gained wider acceptance in the areas of
theology, missiology, and liturgy. More in particular, it was also used by Protestant
missionary G.L.Barney, who was a professor at the Nyack Alliance School of Theology in
Nyack, New York in 1973 and while discussing frontier missions wrote that in the process
of inculturating the supracultural components of the Gospel into a new culture: “the
essential nature of these supracultural components should neither be lost nor distorted but
rather secured and interpreted clearly through the guidance of the Holy Spirit in
“inculturating” them into this new culture.”79 It emerges from the quotation that Barney
was primarily concerned with the dangers involved in “inculturation”, but he nevertheless
used the term. During the twenty-third General Congregation of the Society of Jesus held
in 1975 the delegates adopted the Latin term “inculturatio” as an alternative for
“acculturation” which they considered to be problematic. It seems they took the English
term “enculturation” and changed the prefix “en”-which does not exist in Latin- to “in”.
In 1979, the word “inculturation” was also used by Pope John Paul II who introduced it in
the official Church documents during an address to the Pontifical Biblical Commission in
1979 when he said: “the term “acculturation” or “inculturation” may be a neologism, but
it expresses very well one of the elements of the great mystery of the incarnation.”80
Remarkably, the pope connected the process of inculturation with the mystery of the
incarnation. He did so even more explicitly in the apostolic exhortation Catechesi
tradendae when he emphasized the relationship between catechism and culture stating
that “the genuine catechists know that catechesis "takes flesh" in the various cultures and
milieu.”81
1.2.10.1 Definitions and Theological Dimensions
In the course of the last few decades, various definitions of the term “inculturation” have
been proposed. The extraordinary Synod of Bishops in 1985 defined inculturation as
follows: “Since the Church is a communion, which is present throughout the world and
joins diversity and unity, it takes up whatever it finds positive in all cultures.
Inculturation, however, is different from mere external adaptation, as it signifies an
interior transformation of authentic cultural values through their integration into
Christianity and the rooting of Christianity in various human cultures.”82
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Aylward Shorter prefers this definition: “inculturation is the on-going dialogue between
faith and culture or cultures. More fully, it is the creative and dynamic relationship
between the Christian message and a culture or cultures.”83 For him it is an on-going
process: so-called “Christian” nations also need to undergo inculturation, the Christian
faith transcends all cultures because it cannot exist except in a cultural form and there is
need of a reciprocal and critical interaction between the Christian faith and other
cultures.84 He mentions the definition given by Pedro Arrupe SJ: inculturation is the
process by which an ecclesial community lives its Christian faith and experience within a
given cultural context.85 In this process the community’s faith and experience find their
expression in elements of the local culture, transforming gradually the culture itself by
animating, reshaping and profoundly renewing it. Thus, new patterns of communion and
communication are developed not only within the culture but also beyond it.86
A similar definition has been given by Arij Crollius Roest: “inculturation is the integration
of the Christian experience of a local church into the culture of its people, in such a way
that this experience not only expresses itself in the elements of this culture, but also
becomes a force that animates, orients and innovates this culture, creating a new unity and
communion, not only within the culture in question but also as an enrichment of the
Church universal.”87 According to him inculturation in the full sense is going the way
from Babel to Pentecost: not a return to the situation prior to Babel, when “the whole
earth had one language and few words” (Gen.11:1), but entering into a new communion
which is actually brought about through the plurality of different expressions: “We hear
them telling in our own tongues the mighty works of God” (Acts 2:11).88
In the document “The Interpretation of the Bible in the Church” which was published and
presented to the Pope in 1993 by the Pontifical Biblical Commission a theological
interpretation is provided of inculturation in connection with the interpretation of the
Bible: “The theological foundation of inculturation is the conviction of faith that the Word
of God transcends the cultures in which it has found expression and has the capability of
being spread in other cultures, in such a way as to be able to reach all human beings in the
context in which they live. This conviction springs from the Bible itself, which, right from
the book of Genesis, adopts a universalist stance (Gen.1:27-28), maintains it subsequently
in the blessing promised to all peoples through Abraham and his offspring (Gen. 12:3;
18:18) and confirms it definitively in extending to “all nations” the proclamation of the
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Christian Gospel (Mt. 28:18-20; Rom. 4:16-17; Eph.3:6).”89 The commission continues:
“this is not, as is clear, a one-way process; it involves “mutual enrichment.” On the one
hand, the treasures contained in diverse cultures allow the Word of God to produce new
fruit and, on the other hand, the light of the Word allows for certain selectivity with
respect to what cultures have to offer: harmful elements can be left aside, and the
development of valuable ones encouraged. “Total fidelity to the person of Christ, to the
dynamic of his paschal mystery and to his love for the Church makes it possible to avoid
two false solutions: a superficial “adaptation” of the message, on the one hand, and a
syncretistic confusion, on the other.” (Ad Gentes, 22).
What these definitions have in common is that they do not consider inculturation as some
sort of superficial adaptation, but, rather, as a “two-way” process through which
Christianity takes root in cultures and through which cultural values are integrated into
Christianity. The “hinge point” between these two dynamics is the interior transformation
and regeneration of cultural values. The two dynamics of taking root and integration are
necessary to one another in the process of inculturation.90 It should be a deep and
continuing process; otherwise inculturation will be, as Pope Paul VI said in Evangelii
Nuntiandi 20 a “drama of our time.”
The theological basis of inculturation was explicitly given during Vatican II in the decree
Ad Gentes 22: “In harmony with the economy of the Incarnation, the young churches,
rooted in Christ and built up on the foundation of the Apostles, take to themselves in a
wonderful exchange all the riches of the nations which were given to Christ as an
inheritance (cf. Ps. 2:8). They borrow from the customs and traditions of their people,
from their wisdom and their learning, from their arts and disciplines, all those things
which can contribute to the glory of their Creator, or enhance the grace of their Savior, or
dispose Christian life the way it should be.”91 Openness of the Church towards cultures,
traditions and customs makes the individual churches to be incarnated in their own
cultural background. Even though not directly about the adaptation in liturgy, Vatican II
decree on the Catholic Eastern Churches says, “for it is the mind of the Catholic Church
that each individual Church or Rite should retain its traditions whole and entire and
likewise that it should adapt its way of life to the different needs of time and place.”92
1.2.10.2. Liturgical Inculturation
When a continuous inculturation of Christian faith is necessary this has important
implications for the celebration of liturgy. There are two reasons: on the one hand, the
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faith is celebrated and expressed by Christian communities in their liturgical celebrations,
on the other hand, liturgy and culture are inextricably connected, they are inseparable.
Liturgy uses cultural elements such as language, symbols, and objects related to cultures.
A link between liturgy and culture is necessary to make the invisible graces of liturgy
visible. According to Anscar J. Chupungco “inculturation of the liturgy is a process
whereby the texts and rites used in worship by the local Church are so embedded in the
framework of culture, that they absorb its thinking, language, and ritual patterns. The
process is a subtle one, whereby “the liturgy and culture are able to evolve through mutual
insertion and absorption without damage to each other’s identity.”93
Liturgical traditions and cultures share and should share the same pattern of thinking,
speaking and expressing themselves, through rites, symbols, and artistic forms. It should
be emphasized that liturgy has always been linked with culture. Thus, the Roman liturgy,
which developed and flourished between the fifth and the eighth centuries, is a typical
example of liturgical inculturation. It is characterized by a number of features typical of
Roman culture: its noble simplicity, its sobriety, its mastery of rhetoric, and its practical
sense. It is based upon early Christian tradition, but at the same time the result of creative
inculturation. We do not exclude the possibility of a similar process of inculturation taking
place today, especially in the liturgy in local Churches, where liturgical life is vibrant.94
After all Jesus did not give us a “prototype” of liturgy, but an experience. Since this
experience is inextricably linked with cultural manifestations, its expressions vary.
1.3. Aspects of Adaptation in the Constitution on Liturgy
Pope John XXIII announced his decision to convoke a new Council on 25 January 1959
with the following words: “trembling a little with emotion but at the same time humbly
resolute in my purpose, I announce to you a double celebration which I propose to
undertake: a diocesan synod for the City and a General Council for the Universal
Church.”95 In his announcing address the Pope described the aims of the Council: “on the
one hand, “the enlightenment, edification and joy of the entire Christian people” and, on
the other, “a renewed cordial invitation to the faithful of the separated Churches to
participate with us in this feast of grace and brotherhood, for which so many souls in all
parts of the world,”96 are looking. With the Council the Holy Father intended the
consolidation of the entire Christian unity.97 The unity that the Pope referred to in the
Council was not uniformity but a substantial unity. The Pope considered this Council an
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opportunity to renew the Church’s understanding of the “the signs of the times”, because
the Church was entering into a new age.98
It was perfectly clear from the outset that the renewal of the church would also involve
liturgy and liturgical life. That is why in 1960 Pope John XXIII installed a preparatory
Liturgical Commission which was to study and prepare liturgical topics, including the
liturgical adaptations that might be treated during the Council.99
1.3.1. Aspects of Liturgical Adaptation in the Preparatory Period
From the very beginning of the preparatory work on liturgical reform, the necessity and
desirability of adaptations in the liturgy were discussed. The liturgy in the vernacular was
the most discussed item of adaptation. The issue of Latin in the liturgy was thought by
some to have been settled in the encyclical Musicae Sacrae in 1955, which stated that
Latin was the liturgical language,100 and during the first international Congress of Pastoral
liturgy held in Assisi in September 1956, Cardinal Cicognani recalled the words of Pope
Pius XII in Mediator Dei who had said, “the use of the Latin language, customary in a
considerable portion of the Church, is a manifest and beautiful sign of unity, as well as an
effective antidote for any corruption of doctrinal truth.”101 Yet, the question of the
vernacular remained a matter of discussion in this period. It seems that this subject was
put up for discussion by the preparatory Commission due to the use of vernacular in
Oriental Rites, “Inquiry by the Melkite discovered that the instructions came, not from the
Congregation for the Oriental Church, but from the Holy Office.”102 On 31 March 1960
The Melkite Church obtained permission to celebrate their liturgy in the vernacular with
the exception of the anaphora.103 Progressive thinkers supported the view104 of the
vernacular, while conservatives taking inspiration from Mediator Dei105 claimed that Latin
in the liturgy was essential for unity106 in the Church. Finally the Liturgical preparatory
Commission declared itself in favor of the use of the vernacular in the liturgy on the
understanding that the unity in the Church did not mean uniformity, but rather a form of
unity that left room for variety, especially in the liturgy.
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1.3.2. Discussions on Adaptation in the Council Session on Liturgy
The major discussions on adaptation in the liturgy during the Council session were about
the use of the vernacular, the active participation of the faithful in the liturgy and
decentralization of decision-making in the matter of liturgical adaptation. Adapting
liturgical books, texts, and rites to the pastoral demands of the actual situation in the local
churches was another important point of discussion.107 Some impressions from the
discussions that took place during the Council session may give an idea of the nature of
the adaptations that were discussed by the Council Fathers and the views they took with
regard to these topics. Let us start with the question of the vernacular. A small number of
cardinals objected to the recommendation of the preparatory Liturgical Commission to
make wider use of the vernacular in the liturgy. Their main concern was for the small
Christian communities among a multiplicity of peoples in missions. 108 Nonetheless, the
majority of the Council Fathers spoke in favor of the vernacular to save the faith of the
people. For example, the Chilean bishops were happy with the vernacular considering the
early Church had not remained with Aramaic or Greek when they were no longer
understood.109
Eugène Cardinal Tisserant reminded the Council Fathers of the fact that “Latin was not
the only liturgical language indicating the inscription on the cross in Hebrew, Greek, and
Latin. In the early period the Slavic languages and Chinese had been recognized.” 110 The
Indian Cardinal Gracias expressed the need for the vernacular even in the great diversity
of Indian languages for a proper catechesis and to experience Christ personally. 111 Bishop
Kobayashi from Japan said that the salvation of souls is more important than the
uniformity in the Church.112 Bishop Lokuang of Taiwan reminded the Council Fathers “If
our people do not pray in their own language, they are accused of subservience to
foreigners.…”113 Bishop Rau from Argentina argued that “the Church as such has no
proper culture of its own and therefore no proper language….I will be faithful unto death
to the Roman Church, but not to the Latin language.” 114 Finally the experience of the
Polish bishops testified that, “the introduction of the Polish language in the Mass, which
has been in effect for the past fifteen years, saved the faith in their country.”115 Moreover,
the Melkite Patriarch of Antioch Maximos IV Saigh supported the use of the vernacular
from his experiences in the Eastern Churches, drawing strong arguments from the
Scriptures and from the apostolic period.116 His suggestion to the Council was to leave the
decision on the vernacular to each singular region. The majority of the speakers spoke in
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favor of the vernacular as a pastoral concern and brought forward their own experiences in
the matter.117
Besides the vernacular, another issue that was discussed in detail was the question as to
who had the authority to decide about adaptations in the liturgy. Cardinal Rugambwa was
in favor of giving more authority to the local Bishops’ Conferences to make adaptations in
the liturgy suitable to local customs.118 The authority to control the authenticity of the
revision of liturgical books was a matter of dispute because the Council Fathers argued
that the Bishops’ Conferences should also be consulted on this matter119 and that pastoral
needs should be the basis for any changes. This idea was shared by Bishop Bekkers (the
Netherlands),120 Bishop Vielmo (Chile) and Bishop D´Agostino (Italy),121 and the bishops
from the missions.122 It was also said that those local adaptations should be examined by
local experts.123
Further issues that were discussed were the possibility of con-celebration and the
reception of communion under both species by the laity. Other aspects of liturgical
adaptations were not discussed in detail, but most of the proposals presented by the
Liturgical Commission were accepted.
1.3.3. Call for Reform in the Constitution on Liturgy
The discussions on the liturgical topics during the Council session were intended to result
in a reform of the liturgy. This reform should be based on a number of general norms that
were formulated in several chapters and articles of the Constitution. Some of these norms
are implicitly or explicitly related to the question of the adaptation of liturgy to cultures
and traditions of the peoples.
The principal aim of the renewal and reform of the liturgy is formulated right at the
beginning of the Constitution SC 1: “This sacred Council has several aims in view: it
desires to impart an ever increasing vigor to the Christian life of the faithful; to adapt
more suitably to the needs of our own times those institutions that are subject to change;
to foster whatever can promote union among all who believe in Christ; to strengthen
whatever can help to call the whole of humanity into the household of the Church. The
Council therefore sees particularly cogent reasons for undertaking the reform and
promotion of the liturgy.”124
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It is further emphasized that reform of the liturgy is a matter of a long process of study
and experiment.125 As has been stated by Godfried Cardinal Danneels, the Constitution
wants to say here that adaptation in the liturgy presupposes a return to the classical form
from which changes and modifications may ensue. However, Danneels adds that
according to SC every proposal for reform of the liturgy should be rooted in that basic
concern that the liturgy should be understood by the celebrating community.126For this
reason the liturgy should be simple, brief and transparent.127 “The rites should be marked
by a noble simplicity; they should be short, clear, and unencumbered by useless
repetitions; they should be within the people´s powers of comprehension and as a rule not
require much explanation.”128 Latin was an obstacle to these aims. Therefore, SC partially
admitted the use of the vernacular to make it possible for the people to have more profit of
the liturgy and therefore advocated creating more scope for vernacular.129 The authority to
decide on the use of the vernacular was given to various competent territorial bodies of
bishops legitimately established such as given in SC 22, 2.130
1.3.4. Concept of Adaptation in the Constitution on Liturgy SC 37-40
SC 37-40 deal explicitly with the adaptation of the liturgy “to the genius and talents of the
various races and peoples.” SC 37 starts with general norms to create a “substantial unity”
in the liturgy rather than a “formal unity” or “uniformity” of worship in the Church.131 The
Council opened the door to pluralism within the Roman Rite with the following words:
“Anything in these peoples’ way of life which is not indissolubly bound up with
superstition and error she studies with sympathy and, if possible, preserves intact.
Sometimes, in fact, she admits such things into the liturgy itself, as long as they
harmonize with its true and authentic spirit.”132 SC here elaborated on a basic idea that had
already been expressed by Pope Pius XII in Summi Pontificatus: “All that in such usages
and customs is not inseparably bound up with religious errors will always be subject to
kindly consideration and, when it is found possible, will be sponsored and developed.”133
This passage implies that the Church no longer demands uniformity but allows room for
flexibility in the liturgy. It was the first time after the adaptational recommendations for
the missions by Pope Benedict XV (1914-1922) that the Church clearly asked for
adaptations in the liturgy.134
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This renewed call for adaptations offered new possibilities to take into account local
differences in the liturgies ritualized according to local cultural diversities. The challenge
will be to integrate the liturgy into different cultures, races and traditions without
sacrificing its substantial unity. With regard to the risk of sacrificing the unity, just after
the Council Cardinal Lercaro wrote in a letter to the presidents of the Conferences of
Bishops on furthering liturgical reform: “All of that is consoling to us who, in the service
of souls, are the instruments of “God´s varied graces” (I Pt 4:10). Still, we must see to it
that this fullness of life does not weaken, that this river which “makes glad the city of
God” (Ps 45:5(46:4)) does not run off into dead streamlets at the risk of drying up. That is
what could happen at the moment the single, centralized direction of the practice of
worship begins to pass little by little from the center to the periphery because of a failure
to keep to the higher course of unity in intention and action.”135 Even though SC 37
emphasizes the “need for adaptation to the genius of various peoples”, care should be
taken not to give in to superstitions and errors included in those cultures, which always
remains a risk to be avoided. It is the same substantial unity of the Roman Rite intended in
SC 38 with regard to the options for revising the liturgical books.
Revisions of the liturgical books according to cultural, regional and social differences are
part of adaptation. SC 38 reminds us that while using the provisions for the renewal of the
liturgical books with legitimate variations and adaptations for different groups, regions,
and peoples, the substantial unity of the Roman Rite should be maintained. Most of these
provisions for adaptations are intended for new, revised liturgical books especially for
missions.136 The general norms given for inculturation in the Church are continued in SC
39.
SC 39 deals with inculturation in the administration of the sacraments, the sacramentals,
processions, liturgical language, sacred music, and the arts. To inculturate these areas in
the Church the fundamental norms are given in SC such as articles 1, 23, and 34 which are
to be maintained. This sacred Council desires, “to adapt more suitably to the needs of our
own times those institutions which are subject to change.”137 At the same time SC 23
requests keeping the established traditions and suitable suggestions are given on how to
implement this. It says that, a careful theological, historical, and pastoral investigation is
always to be made into each part of the liturgy that is to be revised. This is in combination
with the general laws governing the structure and meaning of the liturgy in conjunction
with the experience of former liturgical reforms and with the indults conceded in various
places. The Council is not open to completely new unnecessary rites because the Council
argues for an organic growth from the forms already existing. 138 It says, “As far as
possible, notable differences between the rites used in adjacent regions must be carefully
avoided.”139
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Moreover, “The rites should be distinguished by a noble simplicity; they should be short,
clear, and unencumbered by useless repetitions; they should be within the people’s powers
of comprehension, and normally should not require much explanation.”140
Further, SC 39 made it clear that the proper authority to decide on adaptations in the
liturgical books is with the local bishops. The competent territorial ecclesiastical authority
mentioned in Art. 22, 2,141 namely “the bodies of bishops lawfully established” has to
follow the norms within the limits of the typical edition in all liturgical administration and
adaptations.142 It is their duty to examine all possible adaptations based on the general
norms given by the liturgy constitution.143 The decentralisation of the liturgical authority,
from the Holy See to the local Bishops’ Conference, is a new phenomenon which may
create more possibilities for adaptations because they can take into consideration concrete
local situations.144
Finally, SC 40 accepts the need for radical adaptations in some places and regions. If a
radical adaptation, it is to be undertaken with much care and prudence. SC 40 gives
provisions in special situations for more radical adaptations in the liturgy which do not
remain within the revised editions of the Roman Rite. The authority to decide the need of
such radical adaptations to the liturgy in a particular region is given by the Holy See to the
local bishops. The local bishops are requested to study the various departments of liturgy
in order to make radical adaptations suitable to local situations, especially in mission
lands.145
In this regard the Bishops’ Conferences are to follow the general norms given by SC 22,
“Regulation of the sacred liturgy depends solely on the authority of the Church, that is, on
the Apostolic See and, as laws may determine, on the bishop. In virtue of power conceded
by the law, the regulation of the liturgy within certain defined limits belongs also to
various kinds of competent territorial bodies of bishops legitimately established.
Therefore no other person, even if he be a priest, may add, remove, or change anything in
the liturgy on his own authority.”146 These general norms are to be kept in mind when a
region starts with radical adaptations.
For a radical adaptation in the liturgy to be realized a strict procedure has to be followed.
At the first stage, changes that involve a “more radical adaptation” are to be examined by
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the local Bishops’ Conferences and when they are convinced it is necessary to adapt, they
have to refer to Rome for acceptance.147 When permission for the proposed adaptation has
been granted by the Apostolic See, the local Bishops have to start a period of
experimentation within certain groups.148 After a considerable period of experiment the
local Bishops’ Conferences have to refer their experiences to the Apostolic See for final
approval.
In short, these norms for liturgical reform given in SC 37-40 are promising, especially for
mission regions where the culture of the Roman Rite liturgy seems strange and pointless
to the local assemblies, such as in Africa and Asia. Here a tentative but wide opening has
been made to adapt the rite to different local needs in order to make the Roman Rite
meaningful and suitable while keeping the substantial internal unity.149
Firstly, several questions arise with regard to the practicability and applicability of these
general norms because they lack certain fundamental basics and seem paradoxical.
According to the general norm the “substantial unity” when reforming the liturgy, is to be
maintained throughout the reforms everywhere in the Liturgy of the Roman Rite. How is
it possible to make a radical adaptation while keeping the substantial unity? In translations
of liturgical books the adaptations are possible only while maintaining the typical editions.
Secondly, terms like “superstition” and “errors” were not defined in the Constitution on
the liturgy. How to avoid those unfamiliar customs when adapting the liturgy is not
defined however.
Finally, although the authority to point out possible adaptation is given to the local
Bishops’ Conferences, the final decision must come from the Apostolic See, which may
sometimes not be familiar with local cultures and customs.
In this regard it is not surprising that the discussions continued after the Council, not only
in the Roman Rite Churches but also in the Syro-Malabar Church in India. In the next
section we will see the instructions given by the Vatican for the proper implementation of
the norms of adaptation and the discussions they sparked in Asia under the leadership of
the theologians Anscar J. Chupungo, D.S. Amalorpavadass and Joseph Cardinal
Parecattil.
1.4. Inculturation in the Liturgy after Vatican II
The promulgation and implementation of Sacrosanctum Concilium gave rise to a great
number of questions that had remained unanswered during the Council and provoked
much discussion all over the world. In reaction to this, the Vatican published various
documents which had the purpose of clarifying specific questions and providing norms for
the implementation of liturgical reform. With regard to the question of liturgical
inculturation, some documents are of primary importance, namely the instructions Inter
Oecumenici, Comme le prévoit, Varietates Legitimae, Liturgiam Authenticam and the
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Directory on Popular Piety and the Liturgy. The first two documents do not go into the
question of inculturation as such, but address an issue that is closely connected, namely
the translation of liturgical books into the vernacular. Varietates Legitimae deals with it
most explicitly and extensively. The last two instructions work out the implications
liturgical inculturation will have for the translation of liturgical texts and rituals that are
considered forms of popular devotion.
1.4.1. Inter Oecumenici
The first instruction Inter Oecumenici (September 26, 1964), explains the norms and
regulations in the concept of SC with regard to the translation of the liturgical books into
the vernacular. It deals with general norms, the mystery of the Eucharist, other Sacraments
and Sacramentals, the Divine Office and designing of churches and altars to facilitate the
active participation of the faithful. It emphasizes that the translations of liturgical books
have to be prepared keeping in mind the norms of SC 36, 3. 150 The basis of the
translations is the Latin liturgical text. At the time of this instruction only some parts of
the Holy Mass and the Sacraments were allowed to be translated into the vernacular, later
on more texts were translated into the vernacular.
This instruction, which sets out more clearly the duties of Bishops’ Conferences as the
authority in liturgical matters, explains the general principles in the documents of SC and
the measures that should be taken before the revision of the liturgical books goes into
effect.151 As to the translation into the vernacular, the liturgical commission of the
assembly of Bishops should follow the regulations mentioned in SC 44,152 in combination
with SC 22. A liturgical commission appointed by the bishops is responsible for the
translation into the vernacular. Where such a commission is not possible, it is required that
two or three bishops share the responsibility and find experts in all departments to make a
sound translation and revision of the liturgical texts.153
According to this document “the basis of the translation is the original Latin liturgical
text.”154 The sound translation of a liturgical text into the language of the people has to
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answer a number of local linguistic requirements.155 Thus the instruction Inter Oecumenici
made a positive approach to the vernacular in the liturgy and the translations of the
liturgical books. The next instruction on translation into the vernacular is the document
Comme le prévoit, which expresses the need of review in the trends in the translations.
1.4.2. Comme le prévoit
Comme le prévoit156 may be regarded as a summarized publication of instructions issued
by the Vatican on translations of liturgical texts up to 1969. It explains the problems of the
translations of the liturgical books in a specific context. Above all, it says “after sufficient
experiment and passage of time, all translations will need review.”157 The focus of this
instruction is on the general principles, followed by some particular considerations; it lays
down, “in common and non-technical terms, some of the more important theoretical and
practical principles for the guidance of all who are called upon to prepare, to approve, or
to confirm liturgical translations”158 and finally adds some remarks about the role and
duties of translation committees.
We are concerned here only with those parts of the instruction that deal with the
adaptations in the liturgy. We will start with the comment of Pope Paul VI, who says that
the liturgical translations have become the voice of the Church.159 Therefore, it is not
enough to merely reproduce the original text, rather, it should be faithfully communicate
with a given people, in their own language, that which the Church originally intended to
communicate to another people in another age and the literary form proper to the
respective language by means of this given text.160
Comme le Prévoit instructs the translators to follow a scientific method to make the
original texts understandable for the audience concerned, without losing their original
meaning.161 Therefore the original “Latin terms must be considered in the light of their
uses, historical or cultural, Christian or liturgical,”162 to make them comprehensible for
that particular community. To express the full meaning of the original texts, in the
translations, suitable words of the original within the whole context should be assessed.163
The original Latin texts may often not be intelligible to everyone in the community
concerned.
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To make a translation intelligible to all concerned in a particular community of region,
translations of the liturgy often require cautious adaptation.164 For example: “Sometimes a
text can be translated word for word and keep the same meaning as the original.”165
“Sometimes the metaphors must be changed to keep the true sense.”166 “Sometimes the
meaning of a text can no longer be understood, either because it is contrary to modern
Christian ideas or because it has less relevance today or because it no longer expresses the
true original meaning.”167 Supporting the use of the possibilities of adaptation Comme le
prévoit says: “in these cases, so long as the teaching of the Gospel remains intact, not only
must inappropriate expressions be avoided but others found, which express a
corresponding meaning in modern words. The greatest care must be taken that all
translations are not only beautiful and suited to the contemporary mind, but express true
doctrine and authentic Christian spirituality.”168
Moreover, in Comme le prévoit, it has been pointed out that translating texts from other
languages (Latin) will not be sufficient for the celebration of a fully renewed liturgy.
Therefore the creation of new texts will sometimes be unavoidable. However, the
translation of texts transmitted through the tradition of the Church is the best basis for the
creation of new texts so "that any new forms adopted should in some way grow
organically from forms already in existence.”169
With regard to the translation of specific texts Comme le prévoit holds that the translation
of the Bible for liturgical use should be done with much care and a literal translation is
preferred even if it is not fully intelligible for all in the community. Making it intelligible
for all is given as the duty of sermons or interpreters.170
The same holds good for the translation of the most important prayers, such as the
consecratory prayers, the anaphoras, prefaces and exorcisms.171This instruction requires
that those prayers that accompany an action like the imposition of hands, the anointing,
the signs of the cross, etc., be translated integrally and faithfully.172 However, with regard
to ancient orations and chants in the Eucharist, they may be translated more freely,
keeping the original ideas.173
To make professional translations of the liturgical texts, Comme le prévoit suggests the
formation of expert committees in the various disciplines, such as liturgy, Scripture,
theology, pastoral study, and especially languages and literature.174 Even in the formation
of committees Comme le prévoit pays attention to the possibility of adaptation. It says that
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a mixed commission is necessary when a region is complex with various customs. “If a
particular episcopal conference requires a change or substitution for specific local needs,
it should propose the change to the "mixed commission," which must first agree.”175
Translated texts can be used in the community only after the proper approval from the
Bishops’ Conference and from the Holy See. However, before a translated text is
promulgated, sufficient time for experiment by selected congregations in different places
is recommended.
Comme le prévoit is an open instruction for possible adaptations in the translation of
liturgical texts. No unnecessary rigidity is visible in the instruction. The main concern of
Comme le prévoit is the intelligibility of the translation of liturgical texts for the
community that uses it. The direction to translate literally as far as possible, referred
especially to classical texts like those of the Holy Scriptures and some consecratory
prayers. The next instruction from the Vatican on renewal and adaptation in the liturgy
was published in 1994. How the instruction Varietates Legitimae promoted or discouraged
the possibilities of adaptation in the liturgy is a matter of interest in this study.
1.4.3. Varietates Legitimae
Comme le prévoit was published in 1969 and it was not until 1994 that the Congregation
for Divine Worship issued Varietates Legitimae176 to ensure the right application of the
norms of the Conciliar Constitution on the liturgy. It reassumes the provisions given by
the SC 37-40 for the inculturation in the Church. By this time, the translations of the
liturgical books elucidate that inculturation in the liturgy was a topical theme in the local
churches. This document clarifies the general norms given in SC 37-40, defines the
concept of inculturation properly, gives clear directives for an appropriate method and
procedure for the proper implementation, introduces new conditions and requirements and
declares the proper authority.177
This instruction fully accepts the new word “inculturation” and uses it to indicate more
clearly that a two-way development occurs in inculturation, “the incarnation of the Gospel
in autonomous cultures and at the same time the introduction of these cultures into the life
of the Church.”178 In fact, inculturation signifies “an intimate transformation of the
authentic cultural values by their integration into Christianity and the implantation of
Christianity into different human cultures.”179
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The concept of inculturation is clarified here with definitions such as “by inculturation,
the Church makes the Gospel incarnate in different cultures and at the same time
introduces peoples, together with their cultures, into her own community.”180 A double
movement is visible: 1. the penetration of the Gospel into a given socio-cultural milieu, 2.
the Church assimilates these values, when they are compatible with the Gospel. The first
one "gives inner fruitfulness to the spiritual qualities and gifts proper to each people...,
strengthens these qualities, perfects them and restores them in Christ.” 181 The second one
is: "to deepen understanding of Christ’s message and give it more effective expression in
the liturgy and in the many different aspects of the life of the community of believers.” 182
After making clear the definition of inculturation and the purpose Varietates Legitimae
recalls the history of inculturation in salvation history. 183 It describes the gradual
development of the liturgy in the past when local elements were adopted and a Christian
meaning was given to them, thus forming the different liturgical families of the Churches
of the West and the East.184 These streams may complement each other. “The liturgy of
the Church must not be foreign to any country, people or individual, and at the same time
it should transcend the particularity of race and nation.”185 Liturgy should be able to
express itself in every human culture, maintaining its identity.186 The vernacular is the first
medium that makes people feel at home with the liturgy. The Roman Church sometimes
took the living language into its liturgy and this same sort of integration is encouraged by
Varietates Legitimae even today.187 The experiences of the early church teach us that,
whatever good lies in the religious practices and cultures of diverse peoples is to be saved,
cleansed and made perfect unto the glory of God and the happiness of mankind. 188 At the
same time if people came from paganism to Christianity they had to renounce idols, myths
and superstitions.189
The trend of the instruction up to article number 20 was positive and inspirational for a
solid inculturation in the Church but from article number 21 onwards it twisted in the
nature of the document on the concept of inculturation, from openness to requirements
and conditions. Varietates Legitimae numbers 21 to 51 have a defensive nature rather than
promoting the implementation of the provisions given by SC 37-40 for inculturation.
Even though Varietates Legitimae 20 says, “the challenge which faced the first Christians,
whether they came from the chosen people or from a pagan background, was to reconcile
the renunciations demanded by faith in Christ with fidelity to the culture and traditions of
the people to which they belonged,” it went further with a number of restrictions called
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“requirements and preliminary conditions” for a proper implementation of inculturation
especially in the liturgy. It said that inculturation should emerge from the common nature
of the liturgy, the preliminary conditions for inculturation should be followed and the
Episcopal Conference should take the responsibility.190 The Church is made present in a
given place and in a given time by the local Churches, which reveal the Church through
the liturgy. Every particular Church must therefore be united with the universal Church as
part of the uninterrupted Apostolic Tradition.191
The preliminary conditions for inculturation start with the use of the vernacular in the
liturgy. With regard to the Bible at least the passages in the liturgy should be translated
into the vernacular.192 Before starting any inculturation in a mission region, in a
traditionally Christian country or in a Christian minority region a precise evaluation of the
situation is necessary.193 Furthermore the episcopal conferences should call upon people
who are sufficiently competent both in liturgical traditions and in the Roman Rite, and
who have knowledge of the local cultural values.194 The competent authorities have to use
common sense to select which cultural elements may be introduced into the liturgy, such
elements as are not bound up with superstition and error, provided they are in keeping
with the true and authentic spirit of the liturgy.195
When this instruction deals with the principles and practical norms for inculturation of the
Roman Rite there are confusing inconsistencies. The norms of Vatican II on the renewal
of the liturgy are taken as basic general principles for the restoration of the liturgy. "Both
texts and rites should be so drawn up that they express more clearly the holy things they
signify and so that the Christian people, as far as possible, may be able to understand them
with ease and to take part in the rites fully, actively and as benefits a community.”196
During the renewal the biblical and traditional character of the liturgical structure and the
particular way in which it is expressed are to be preserved. The competent authorities
have to keep the substantial unity of the Roman rite in mind when engaging in
inculturation.197
It instructs the countries with Christian backgrounds to continue their traditions as far as
possible, in order to safeguard organic growth. It also says: “Innovations should only be
made when the good of the Church genuinely and certainly requires them; care must be
taken that any new forms adopted should in some way grow organically from forms
already existing.”198
However, as regards music and singing, gesture and posture, art and architecture, it leaves
much room for local and popular forms, provided they are in accordance with the sacred
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character of worship.199 “They always are the expression of the communal prayer of
adoration, praise, offering and supplication and not simply a performance.”200 Concerning
the gestures, local cultural elements and customs may be used in the rituals of Christian
initiation, marriage and funeral rites. However, this instruction warns that the truth of the
Christian rite and the expression of the Christian faith could easily be diminished in the
eyes of the faithful with the use of those local cultural elements.201
This instruction on dealing with other religions is confusing and paradoxical. It says:
“Careful consideration therefore needs to be given to determine which elements in the
language of the people can properly be introduced into liturgical celebrations and in
particular whether it is suitable or not to use expressions from non-Christian religions.”202
At the same time its attitude towards them is negative and defensive. “The liturgy is the
expression of faith and Christian life, and so it is necessary to ensure that liturgical
inculturation is not marked, even in appearance, by religious syncretism. This would be
the case if the places of worship, the liturgical objects and vestments, gestures and
postures made it appear as if these rites had the same significance in Christian celebrations
as they had before evangelization. The syncretism will be still worse if biblical readings
and chants or the prayers were replaced by texts from other religions, even if these contain
an undeniable religious and moral value.”203
Besides, in a number of countries, cultures coexist and influence each other, which may
gradually lead to the formation of a new culture, although they sometimes seek to affirm
their own identity or even oppose each other in order to strengthen their own existence. In
these places, the instruction warns, the Episcopal Conference “should respect the riches of
each culture and those who defend them, but they should not ignore or neglect a minority
culture with which they are not familiar.”204 “While allowing...for legitimate differences
and adaptations according to the prescriptions of Vatican II, the liturgy must remain a sign
and instrument of unity.”205 Within these limits given by the Varietates Legitimae few
inculturations are possible in the liturgy.
1.4.3.1. Room for Inculturation according to Varietates Legitimae
The final part of the instruction indicates how much room there exists for inculturation in
the liturgy. It starts with the adaptations that remain within the limits offered by the
liturgical books (Varietates Legitimae 53-61) and afterwards deals with forms of
inculturation that reach beyond those limits.
With regard to the first category, it is observed that the first and most important step to be
taken is the translation of the liturgical books. According to the instruction “different
literary genres are to be respected, and the content of the texts of the Latin typical edition
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is to be preserved; at the same time the translations must be understandable to
participants, suitable for proclamation and singing, with appropriate responses and
acclamations by the assembly.”206 It allows for the value of every language, however
primitive, to be suitable for expressing prayers and religious feelings. On the other hand,
some liturgical words can be transmitted from one language to another without changing
their meaning such as Ecclesia, Evangelium, baptisma, Eucharistia, which are deeply
integrated in the Bible.207
The Instruction continues with notes on the application of inculturation in concrete
liturgical situations, in particular the Eucharist and the other sacraments especially
Christian initiation and marriage, the funeral, blessings that are often connected with
popular devotions, liturgy of the hours and the liturgical calendar.208
With regard to all these adaptations this Instruction emphasizes the task and the
responsibility of the Episcopal Conferences to assess the translations and adaptations
proposed and should send them to the Congregation for final approval. The possibility of
introducing more radical inculturations mentioned in SC 37-40 are repeated in Varietates
Legitimae,209 “Apart from the adaptations provided for in the liturgical books, it may be
that in some places and circumstances an even more radical adaptation of the liturgy is
needed, and this entails greater difficulties.”210 The instruction, however, gives the
impression of wanting to reduce these types of inculturation as much as possible and
emphasizes that even this kind of inculturation should not envisage a transformation of the
Roman Rite, but be realized within its context.211 This implies that the narrowest possible
interpretation of SC 40 is advocated.
1.4.3.2. Procedures for Legitimizing the Inculturation in the Liturgy
The procedure to obtain approval on liturgical inculturation is rigidly centralized in
Varietates Legitimae. The sole authority to provide permission on inculturation in the
liturgy is restricted to the Holy See. The emphasis of this instruction is put more on
conditions and strict procedures than on instructions for implementation. The final
responsibility, even for minor items, rests with the Holy See, and reveals a trend for
greater control over local inculturation.212 This document indicates a rather complex
procedure to legalize the proposed inculturation in a local church.213 After recognition by
the Apostolic See: only the Episcopal Conference may promulgate the decree and
determine the date when the new text will come into force, followed by a period of
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experiment,214 guided by the local Episcopal Conference.215 When the Episcopal
Conference is satisfied,216 after examining the case, the Congregation may give its final
consent.217 It seems that the reason for these precautions and conditions is intended to
safeguard the unity in the Roman Rite.
Summarizing we can say that the instruction Varietates Legitimae is the product of the
past 30 years of experimentation in the field of inculturation after Vatican II. The
necessity for such a document is felt in the subject of substantial unity and organic growth
in liturgical matters. Through this instruction with its clear definitions, strict procedure for
the proper implementation and new requirements for inculturation, the major concerns of
the Congregation were to safeguard the substantial unity in the Church. A defensive trend
for the traditional nature of the liturgy is presented with many restrictions to make use of
the provisions given for inculturation by SC 37-40. The next document Liturgiam
Authenticam is also closely related to the requirements and conditions given in Varietates
Legitimae.
1.4.4. Liturgiam Authenticam
Important as the publications of the preceding instructions are, with the issuance of the
Fifth Instruction in 2001, for the Right Implementation of the Constitution on the Sacred
Liturgy, entitled Liturgiam Authenticam,218 greater significance is given to the translation
of liturgical texts. This instruction describes in some detail the need for, and norms of a
correct vernacular translation of the Roman liturgy. It recalls the liturgical reform of the
past and advises the vigilance which is necessary while reforming, to preserve the identity
and unity of the Roman Rite. According to the Congregation this instruction was
necessary because, “It has been noted that translations of liturgical texts in various
localities stand in need of improvement through correction or through a new draft. The
omissions or errors which affect certain existing vernacular translations-especially in the
case of certain languages - have impeded the progress of the inculturation that actually
should have taken place. Consequently, the Church has been prevented from laying the
foundation for a fuller, healthier and more authentic renewal.”219 Liturgiam Authenticam
supersedes many norms previously set forth on liturgical translation, with the exception of
Varietates legitimae, and specifies that these two instructions should be read in
conjunction with each other.220 This instruction promotes anew the true notion of liturgical
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translation to ensure that it represents the authentic voice of the Church of God, 221 and
enables understanding and active participation of the people in sacred actions.222
The nature of this instruction may be predicted from the definition given in article five on
the concept of inculturation. The concept of inculturation in the Constitution on the Sacred
Liturgy (SC 37-40) and the definition given in Liturgiam Authenticam are not
complementary. Liturgiam Authenticam defines inculturation as, “Indeed, it may be
affirmed that the Roman Rite is itself a precious example and an instrument of true
inculturation. For the Roman Rite is marked by a signal capacity for assimilating into
itself spoken and sung texts, gestures and rites derived from the customs and the genius of
diverse nations and particular Churches-both Eastern and Western-into a harmonious
unity that transcends the boundaries of any single region. This characteristic is particularly
evident in its orations, which exhibit a capacity to transcend the limits of their original
situation so as to become the prayers of Christians in any time or place. In preparing all
translations of the liturgical books, the greatest care is to be taken to maintain the identity
and unitary expression of the Roman Rite, not as a sort of historical monument, but rather
as a manifestation of the theological realities of ecclesial communion and unity. The work
of inculturation, of which the translation into vernacular languages is a part, is not
therefore to be considered an avenue for the creation of new varieties or families of rite;
on the contrary, it should be recognized that any adaptations introduced out of cultural or
pastoral necessity thereby become part of the Roman Rite, and are to be inserted into it in
a harmonious way.”223 Based on these concepts on inculturational norms, regulations and
conditions are given for the translation of the liturgical books, Bible texts and other
prayers for liturgical use in the Church.
1.4.4.1. General principles for the Translation of Liturgical Texts
In general, this instruction emphasizes the preservation of original texts in all translations
for the liturgical use. “In order that such a rich patrimony may be preserved and passed on
through the centuries, it is to be kept in mind from the beginning that the translation of the
liturgical texts of the Roman liturgy is not so much a work of creative innovation as it is
of rendering the original texts faithfully and accurately into the vernacular language.”224
Even though it continues and says: “it is permissible to arrange the wording, the syntax
and the style in such a way as to prepare a flowing vernacular text suitable to the rhythm
of popular prayer, the original text, insofar as possible, must be translated integrally and in
the most exact manner, without omissions or additions in terms of their content, and
without paraphrases or glosses.”225 For example, whenever biblical or liturgical texts such
as Amen, Alleluia, Kyrie, are taken from ancient languages, they should be kept
unchanged in the new vernacular translations.226 It points out that any inculturation of the
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characteristics or the nature of the various vernacular languages is to be sober and
discreet.227
Translations should be simple and easy to understand, yet preserve these texts´ dignity,
beauty, and doctrinal precision.228 Due to some of the principles of this instruction it is not
always possible to introduce original vernacular expressions into the liturgy. According to
Liturgiam Authenticam, if we use the original texts in the translation, there should be an
organic growth and the original texts will gradually help to develop a sacred style which
will come to be recognized as proper texts to liturgical language.229 With regard to gender
it says that the original gender of the words is also to be observed in the translations.
Bible translations for the use of liturgy should be as exact as possible. In the translations
of the Scriptures for liturgical use, the Nova Vulgata Editio should normally be consulted
as an auxiliary tool.230 “It is of the greatest importance that the translation of the Sacred
Scriptures intended for liturgical use be characterized by a certain uniformity and stability
such that in every territory there should exist only one approved translation, which will to
be employed in all parts of the various liturgical books.”231
It requests preserving the original style of the vocabulary, rather than substitute other
words in the Roman liturgical books.232 In the various texts of the liturgy, translations,
syntax, style and literary genre, this instruction demands maintaining the Roman
Liturgical genres.233 It also suggests that special attention should be paid to retaining
particular texts like the Eucharistic prayers and sacramental formulae.234
However, this instruction sometimes tries to impose limits upon the concept of
inculturation. On one side it states “all parts of the various liturgical books are to be
translated in the same order in which they are set forth in the Latin text of the editio
typica, including the institutiones generales, the praenotanda, and the instructions
supplied in the various rites, which function as a support for the whole structure of the
Liturgy.”235 On the other side it says, “Wherever such praenotanda or other texts of the
editiones typicae explicitly call for adaptations…to be introduced by the
Conferences,…that are to be defined more specifically by the Conference of Bishops,”236
it is permitted to insert these prescriptions into the text, provided they have received the
recognitio of the Apostolic See.
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1.4.4.2. Translations, Approval and Publication of Liturgical Texts
It is strange to notice that so much attention should be given to the correct procedures in
the work of translations to keep the original texts in the liturgy as much as possible. The
Bishops are entrusted with the selection of the languages to be introduced into the liturgy
and on the translation of liturgical texts into vernacular languages while adhering to the
norms given by the Liturgiam Authenticam. The translated liturgical texts may be used
only after having received approval both from the Bishops’ Conference and from the Holy
See.237 This recognition from the Apostolic See is not a formality, but derives from a
concern for keeping control of the process of inculturation. Modifications, even
substantial ones, may be introduced by the Holy See.238 Before the publication of any
liturgical book, especially in the case of Latin texts, prior approval from the Apostolic See
is required.239
In short, Liturgiam Authenticam speaks of norms, regulations and conditions rather than
of cooperation and consultation in line with the SC 37-40. It says that inculturation has
already taken place in the Roman Rite and it may transcend to all cultures and regions.
For this reason a creative liturgy with new elements is unnecessary. This view of
inculturation recommends only a strong emphasis of literal translation of Latin texts.
Unfortunately this instruction selects Nova Vulgata as the only model for Scripture
translations and mandates others who are not intensively involved in translation to consult
the document. These negative points of Liturgiam Authenticam may endanger
inculturation.
Moreover it should be noted that this document is only concerned with the translation of
the Roman Rite. The question should be raised what it means for other rites than the
Roman one, such as the Syro-Malabar rite. How should the Syro-Malabar Church apply
the principles of translation given by SC?
Recently Pope Francis has established a commission to examine Liturgiam Authenticam.
He wants the Congregation for Divine Worship to revisit the instructions given in
Liturgiam Authenticam on translations. Pope Francis overhauled the Congregation in 2016
leaving Cardinal Robert Sarah as prefect while replacing multiple staff below him, some
with more liberal sensibilities; he established the commission in December to
review Liturgiam Authenticam.240
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1.4.5. Directory on Popular Piety and the Liturgy Principles and Guidelines
The Directory on Popular Piety241 is an instruction by the Congregation for Divine
Worship and the Discipline of the Sacraments published in December 2001. The nature
and the aims of this instruction are given in an address by the Pope as “Popular piety is an
expression of faith which avails of certain cultural elements proper to a specific
environment which is capable of interpreting and questioning in a lively and effective
manner the sensibilities of those who live in that same environment.”242 The genuine
devotions of people predispose them to the celebration of the Sacred Mysteries, therefore
popular piety should be promoted. However, it cannot be substituted for the official
liturgy of the Church.243 The purpose of this Instruction is to assist the Bishops in
"promoting and honoring the prayers and pious practises of the Christian people that fully
reflect the norms of the Church."244 In a general way, it considers the various connections
between liturgy and popular piety.
This Directory has two subjects namely the emerging trends and the guidelines. The
emerging trends provide the elements necessary for the harmonization of liturgy and
popular piety and the guidelines offer a series of practical proposals. It does not claim to
be able to include every usage or practice of popular piety found in particular locations
throughout the world. The object of this Directory is to offer guidelines and where
necessary, prevent abuses or deviations. Its tone is positive and constructive.
1.4.5.1. Devotion, Popular Piety and Popular Religiosity
The usages like devotions, popular piety and popular religiosity are closely related. In the
present context devotion is understood to describe various external practices animated by
faith. Such external practices manifest the particular relationship of the faithful with the
Divine Persons, or the Blessed Virgin Mary in her privileges of grace.245 Popular Piety
indicates the private cultic expressions by an individual or a community in the context of
the Christian faith that is not directly inspired by the Sacred Liturgy, but stems from a
particular form of devotion in a particular cultural context.246 At the same time Popular
Religiosity refers to a universal faith experience: “there is always a religious dimension in
the hearts of people, nations, and their collective expressions.”247 Popular religiosity does
not always necessarily refer to Christian revelation.
The Directory on Popular Piety deals with the living tradition of the Church in history,
and with the way in which the faithful experience the mystery of Christian worship. The
Church has always been aware that devotion has to accord with the liturgy. She respects
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the special character of popular devotion, which is less guided by norms, but which should
not decline into total spontaneity.
1.4.5.2. Relation between Liturgy and Popular Piety
Popular piety is a treasure of the Church. Sometimes the value of popular devotion is
looked upon as a set of superstitious practices that are only in appearance religious. Pope
Pius X proposed popularizing the liturgy by bringing it closer to the people. The Pope
proclaimed that the faithful assimilate the true Christian spirit by drawing from its
“primary and indispensable source, which is active participation in the most holy
mysteries and from the solemn public prayer of the Church.”248 The Liturgy and popular
piety are two forms of worship which are in mutual and fruitful relationship with each
other. In this regard, however, “the Liturgy remains the primary reference point so as
"clearly and prudently to channel the yearnings of prayer and the charismatic life" which
are found in popular piety. For its part popular piety, because of its symbolic and
expressive qualities, can often provide the liturgy with important insights for inculturation
and stimulate an effective dynamic creativity.”249 It is interesting to see that, when the
Council of Trent made its laws for the liturgy, making it static, this static nature of the
official liturgy paved the way for the flourishing of popular piety, encompassing the
languages of the people and their many cultural differences. As a result, a dualism came
into existence between liturgy and popular piety.
1.4.5.3. Popular Piety and Inculturation in the Liturgy
This Directory on Popular Piety notes the importance of inculturation250 and culture251 in
the various phases of liturgical activity. In the history of the Church popular piety played
an important role. However, in the strict sense the instruction on popular piety has nothing
to do with inculturation in the liturgy, because popular piety is different from liturgy and
her inculturations. The instruction of Varietates Legitimae on popular piety says: “the
introduction of devotional practices into liturgical celebrations under the pretext of
inculturation cannot be allowed “because by its nature, (the liturgy) is superior to
them.”252
However, when we examine the nature of popular piety, inculturation and liturgy are
related. A basic form of inculturation is always present in popular piety. Those popular
pious actions express the religious experiences of the faithful as they originated and
developed in their particular cultural environment. Even though popular piety is not
directly linked to liturgy it may provide us with important insights for inculturation and
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stimulate an effective dynamic creativity because of its symbolic and expressive
qualities.253 On the renewal of the liturgy this document notes that there should be
“respect for the culture and expressive style of the peoples who use them without,
however, losing those traditional elements that are rooted in popular customs.” 254 It is the
fundamental form of the inculturation of faith guided by liturgy which nourishes the
faith.255 Popular piety innovates the dynamism of the Gospel with various elements of a
given culture.256
However, there is the risk that popular piety may grows away from the official liturgy of
the Church. Because liturgical actions have sometimes been superseded by popular piety
it may appear that popular piety is sufficient for a free and spontaneous celebration of the
liturgy; popular piety speaks directly to somebody, involving body, heart and mind; it is
an authentic and real locus (place) for the life of prayer. As popular piety connects their
cultural expectations and ritual language, it is received and accepted by the faithful.257
After the post-Vatican II attempts at liturgical reform popular piety has regained its role
among Catholics. Even though this directory offers many guidelines to prevent abuses or
deviation, its tone is mostly positive and constructive, so as to harmonize pious devotions
with the official liturgy of the Church.
1.4.6. Conclusion
All the five Instructions given by the Congregation for Worship after Vatican II are
relevant for our study. Three out of five instructions dealt with the correct translation of
the liturgical books and the Scripture. Even though the first two instructions left room for
inculturation in the translation of liturgical books into the vernacular, Liturgiam
Authenticam fully prevents the trends towards inculturation. According to Liturgiam
Authenticam all translations should be true to the original. Moreover, it seems problematic
that Liturgiam Authenticam says that inculturation has already happened in the Roman
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Rite and that this Rite therefore may transcend all regions and cultures.258 Within such a
concept a radical inculturation of liturgy is not possible.
Varietates Legitimae gave more possibilities of inculturation but it demanded a number of
sometimes unrealistic conditions and regulations for a proper implementation of
inculturation in the liturgy. Varietates Legitimae is loaded with pages explaining the
procedure for inculturation rather than giving clear definitions, concepts, usages and
practical norms. The entire five Instructions require that the ecclesiastical authorities keep
control of the process of inculturation, the substantial unity of the Roman Rite, and the
wish for an organic growth. On the one hand these instructions deal with fundamental
reflections on topics like the translations of liturgical books into the vernacular, cultural
elements in the liturgy and the inculturation of the local Churches. On the other hand one
may note a tendency towards interpreting SC 37-40 in a rather restrictive way, curbing the
processes of inculturation. Even though there were restrictions in later instructions for
inculturation, an enthusiasm was kindled in the Asian Church immediately after the
promulgation of the liturgy constitution SC, which is tremendously interesting. How the
liturgical constitution SC was received and discussed in Asia and especially in India
follows in our next section.
1.5. Discussions on Inculturation in Asia
After the promulgation of the Constitution on liturgy, discussions and debates opened
around the world. The main participants in these discussions were bishops, priests,
liturgists and later the laity also joined in. These discussions resulted in changes in the
day-to-day situation of the local liturgical actions. Three leading figures who made
important and original contributions to the discussions about inculturation based on SC
37-40 were Asians and two of them came from India. This fact makes them particularly
interesting for our purpose. They were: 1. Anscar J. Chupungco (Phillipine), 2. D.S.
Amalorpavadass (Indian, Latin Church) and 3. Joseph Cardinal Parecattil (Indian, SyroMalabar Church).
1.5.1. Anscar J. Chupungco
Anscar J. Chupungco was born in Cainta, Philippines. He was a Filipino Benedictine
monk, a noted liturgist, theologian and mentor to all Phillipine liturgists. Anscar J.
Chupungco studied at the Pontifical Liturgical Institute in Rome soon after Vatican II. His
mentor, Father Cipriano Vagaggini, was one of the architects of the Constitution on the
Sacred Liturgy and his professors were active in Vatican Liturgical Conciliar
commissions or in the Consilium for the implementation of the liturgy constitution. After
his studies in Rome, he spent his life forming others in the liturgy, both in the classroom
and through his writings and talks. He served as president of the Pontifical Liturgical
Institute and rector of the Atheneum of Saint Anselmo. The Paul VI Institute of Liturgy in
the Philippines and the Graduate School of Liturgy in St. Bede College in Manila were
founded by him. Furthermore, he was a consultor of the Congregation for Divine
Worship and was internationally and inter-denominationally recognized as an expert in
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liturgy. He died on January 8, 2013, at the age of 73. Let us consider his views of
inculturation.
1.5.1.1. Anscar J. Chupungco on Liturgical Inculturation
According to Chupungco “Perhaps the root of our woes in inculturation is the failure to
recognize the basic fact that all liturgical rites are vested in culture, that no liturgy is
celebrated in a cultural vacuum.”259 The history of liturgies convinced him of the need for
inculturation and encouraged him to take the liberty of suggesting liturgical innovation
since all liturgies depend on culture.260 He was of the opinion that the liturgical traditions
of the past were rooted in the cultures of the past and this provided a stimulus, a basis for
ongoing inculturation. Theologically, inculturation is the mystery of the Incarnation
demanding that the Church incarnate herself in every culture.261 Liturgical inculturation is
the process of inserting liturgical rituals and texts into a local cultural framework. It may
be identified as the interaction of cultural components such as dialogue, signs and
symbols, with the Christian liturgy. Those cultural elements also include thoughts,
language, literature, music, architecture, values, patterns, and other institutions which are
engaged in a ritual system of the rites of passage of a society.262 Liturgical ceremonies,
significances and rituals were developed in the history of the liturgy by taking cultural
components from the local society. A continued interaction and integration of cultural
components with the liturgy is a necessity for a genuine missionary Christian worship.263
Liturgical inculturation is also the result of an organic assimilation of culture and
traditions in Christian worship. Interaction, integration and transculturation also take place
in the inculturational process of the liturgy. Chupungco says, “Christian worship should
not end up being a mere ingredient of the local culture, nor should culture be reduced to
an ancillary role.”264 The mutual interaction of culture and liturgy supports the growth of
both sides. In the liturgy the process of interaction starts at opposite ends. There are the
official liturgical books on the one side, Vatican II and the cultural patterns of the people
on the other. In liturgical inculturation these two meet and interact in order to form a new
unity, in forms, terms and actions. Only with the proper methodology which we explained
above can this process be completed successfully.265
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The “typical editions” play an important role in the inculturation of the liturgy.
Inculturation differs from creativity. Creativity may support a totally new form of worship
without connection to past traditions. Already before Vatican II there are examples of
inculturation in the form of creativity.266 After Vatican II, inculturation is an extension of
the solid traditions, models, texts, already existing in the Church. But the Constitution on
the Liturgy makes clear that the work of inculturation should be based on the typical
editions of the liturgical books as prescribed by Vatican II.267 Therefore, for a liturgical
inculturation, a historical overview of the rite concerned is essential. SC 23 proposed
opening the way for progress while retaining the sound traditions in the liturgy. To this
end a careful theological, historical and pastoral investigation is necessary. This
investigation requires exegesis of liturgical texts and conciliar and post conciliar
documents on the liturgy in order to understand the mind of the Constitution on the
Liturgy.
On the cultural side the same care and investigation is needed. All cultural actions, signs
and symbols in a society that affect society’s values, ideology, social and family life,
socio-economic life, and political system should be examined. These cultural elements are
interconnected in a society which is distinguished from other cultures and societies. This
cultural pattern in diverse societies may play a decisive role in liturgical change.
Therefore in liturgical inculturation the Roman liturgy is being revised to suit the color
and vibrant cultural elements of the local church.268 Chupungco thought that “a liturgy
whose cultural pattern differs radically from that of the local Church has to adapt or to be
pushed to irrelevance.”269
Chupungco was also aware of the challenges of inculturation in the liturgy, because
inculturation in the liturgy is an encounter between the Roman cultures with their typical
patterns and the particular cultures of the local Churches. However, according to him, if
done properly, the inculturation in the Church “is an ideal means of Christianizing the
entire culture, that is to say, of imbuing culture with the spirit of Christ and his Gospel.
But it is a long process which entails the gradual Christianization of diverse cultural
elements through the process of acculturation.”270
1.5.1. 2. The Elements of Inculturation according to Anscar J. Chupungco
Chupungco understood, accepted and developed the new and refreshing ideas of Vatican
II on inculturation. He called SC 37-40 the “Magna Carta” of Liturgical Adaptation.271
This view is reflected in his writings272on inculturation.
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One of the characteristics of his reflections on inculturation is that they are solidly
anchored in the history of Christian liturgy. He goes back to the sources, origins and
historical developments of the rituals, especially those of the Roman Rite and emphasizes
how the Christian liturgy underwent cultural adaptations from the first century up to
Vatican II.273
According to Chupungco, interaction, integration and the dynamics of transculturation are
the basic elements of inculturation. Inculturation starts with interaction, that is, with the
fact that two cultures are entering into a dialogue with each other. Both cultures have
something to take from or give to each other. In this phase, cultural elements will be
critically valued in the light of the Gospel in order to see whether they are compatible with
the values of Christianity and how they can be made suitable for Christianity, without
eliminating their cultural character. Interaction is followed by the integration of nonChristian cultural elements into Christianity. In most cases this implies that they are
adjusted in order to make them suitable to Christian values. This adjustment sometimes
involves a change in the meaning of cultural elements, while keeping the same external
form. Thus a reciprocal enrichment is involved in inculturation. Finally, by using the term
transculturation Chupungco appears to indicate that both parties keep their identity in the
process of interaction and integration.274
This concept of inculturation well matches the definition given at the conclusion of the
extra-ordinary Synod of Bishops in 1985 which characterized inculturation as the process
of reciprocal assimilation between Christianity and culture, resulting in an interior
transformation of culture on the one hand and the rooting of Christianity in culture on the
other. “The Church is communion, which joins diversity and unity in being present
throughout the world; it takes from every culture all that it encounters of positive value.
Yet inculturation is different from a simple external adaptation, because it means the
intimate transformation of authentic cultural values through their integration in
Christianity in the various human cultures.”275 The interaction and integration brings
progress to both Christianity and culture, none of them being destroyed but interiorized.
Chupungco explains the interaction and the result of integration in inculturation by the
formula: A+B=C. Inculturation is not A+B=AB, but, “A” and “B” integrate and interact
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with each other and become “C” without A and B losing their identity. 276 It is a dynamic
transculturation. In this regard Chupungco fully endorses the inculturational concepts of
Aylward Shorter who views inculturation as “the creative and dynamic relationship
between the Christian message and all other cultures,”277 and the definition given by Pope
John Paul II who characterizes it as “the incarnation of the Gospel in native cultures and
also the introduction of these cultures into the life of the Church.” 278 It is an intimate
transformation of the authentic cultural values by their integration into Christianity and
the implantation of Christianity into different human cultures.279
1.5.1.3. Anscar J. Chupungco on the Methods of Inculturation
Chupungco distinguishes three methods that may be successfully used to realize an
appropriate form of liturgical inculturation. These are: Dynamic Equivalence, Creative
Assimilation and Organic Progression.280
In the method of Dynamic Equivalence an element from the Roman liturgy is replaced by
something from a local culture that has an equal significance. This act of replacing
elements in the liturgy may take place with linguistic, ritual or symbolic elements,
language, ritual actions or symbols with the essential part of a local worshiping
community such as the human values, cultural patterns and the traditions of the people.281
This method of inculturation takes the editio typica as its basis and starting point. Though
some creativity is involved in this process (e.g. the use of the local language) and this
method may lead to a creative liturgy, it remains dependent on those editions.
Creative Assimilation is a method which, according to Chupungco, already existed in the
patristic era.282 Fathers of the Church borrowed cultural and linguistic elements, signs and
symbols from contemporary culture to shape liturgies. Usually they gave a Christian
significance to those elements in order to make them fully Christian. This method can be
illustrated by the example of the baptismal liturgy in the early centuries which developed
from the simple apostolic word “washing in water with the word” into a full-fledged
baptism liturgy with various local cultural elements. 283 In the course of liturgical history,
by the method of Creative Assimilation, a number of cultural symbols and traditions
became part of the liturgy. By those cultural elements the shape and meaning of liturgy
was elaborated and explained. Examples that date back to the early Christian period are:
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giving a cup of milk and honey in the Eucharist following baptism, renouncing Satan
while looking towards the West, professing the faith turned towards the East and the
blessings of the baptismal water.284 When the Creative Assimilation method is applied to
language, it refers to the use of linguistic idioms that make the people feel at home in the
liturgy. SC 77 gives provisions to use this method in the marriage liturgy. 285 Chupungco
sees a possibility to introduce new rites or ceremonies especially in the case of marriages,
funerals, baptism and also in other blessings.286 In this way, items of non-Christian
provenance which do not originate from the editiones typicae may be inserted into
Christian liturgy and they may become familiar to the local Church.
The method of Organic Progression is related to the natural growth of the liturgy after the
reforms by the Liturgy Constitution of Vatican II. It supplements the lacunae in the
reform that was the object of the Constitution on the Liturgy but was not totally completed
and never will be. Organic progression implies that sometimes even new forms of
Christian worship will be created. This method is both progressive and organic. It is
progressive because it gives birth to a new shape of the liturgy in specific local
communities and it is organic because it results from and builds upon the basic aims of the
liturgical Church documents. Antony Nariculam compares it with a “particular law”
which has developed in a local Church based on the “general laws.”287 The method of
organic progression is in line with SC 23 which states that, “care should be taken that any
new form adopted should in some way grow organically from forms already existing.”288
The method of Organic Progression implies that the renewal of the liturgies will continue
after Vatican II because it was not completed in the first place.289 On the other hand, it
may block the ongoing inculturation of rituals in local Churches, when “new forms of
liturgical inculturation” are criticized for not having developed organically from tradition.
When the Creative Assimilation starts from what is already present in culture and
introduces new elements into the liturgy, the dynamic equivalence starts from what
already exists in the social-cultural environment a kind of translation transmitting the
message of the liturgy in a local cultural pattern. Finally the Organic Progression is a
natural growth of liturgy as a result of organic developments in a local Church.
These methods of inculturation work as instruments for inculturation in the local liturgy.
Chupungco’s views correspond to the inculturation ideas of the Indian theologian D.S.
Amalorpavadass who was engaged in making the Church more indigenous in character
from within.
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1.5.2. D.S. Amalorpavadass
D.S. Amalorpavadass was born in Kallery near Pondicherry in India on 15 June 1932. He
studied philosophy and theology at St. Peter´s Seminary, Bangalore. He became a Doctor
of Theology defending his thesis ´Destinée de l´Eglise dans l´ Inde d´aujourdhui´, in
many ways a prophetic book, in which he clearly indicates the conditions for an effective
evangelization.290 He taught Scripture and Liturgy at the Catechists’ Training and the
Teachers’ Training School in Tamil Nadu. His main activity was organizing seminars for
religious, priests, and lay people all over Tamil Nadu. Even before Vatican II D.S.
Amalorpavadass criticized the Christian practices of his time and promoted an “indirect
evangelization”more relevant to contemporary India. From this background D.S.
Amalorpavadass looked forward to Vatican II with great expectation.
After Vatican II he founded the Anjali Ashram in Mysore and headed the Department of
Christianity at Mysore University.291 As the founder of National Biblical Catechetical and
Liturgical Centre (NBCLC) at Bangalore, he promoted the twofold idea of a “fully
Indian-authentically Christian” lifestyle for Christians in India. The struggle to effectuate
the views of Vatican II characterized his life as well as the history of the NBCLC and
inculturation in Indian Church.
1.5.2.1. D.S. Amalorpavadass and Vatican II
D.S. Amalorpavadass was a distinguished promoter of Vatican II’s renewal activities in
India.292 He had a holistic view of inculturation; his studies in Paris had qualified him to
follow Vatican II. As a journalist he came into personal contact with bishops and the best
competent theologians, which gave him an opportunity to absorb the original spirit of
Vatican II and to initiate renewal activities in the Indian Church.293 Influenced by the
views of inculturation in SC 37-40 he defined the aim of the new Institute, The National
Biblical Catechetical Liturgical Centre as follows: “to plan and implement on a national
level under the guidance of the hierarchy a programme of biblical, catechetical and
liturgical renewal in India, within the overall framework and movement of Church
Renewal in India and according to the spirit and programme of Vatican II and the
exigencies of the Post-Vatican period. Thus it was to be an agency to promote and
coordinate renewal at the national level in collaboration with regional and diocesan
agencies.”294 He developed a complete pastoral plan for the all-round renewal of the
Indian Church, making catechism and liturgy its center. According to him, to
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communicate the “spirit” of Vatican II by implementing its visions in the local Church is
more important than seeking the exact, literal meaning of its documents.295
On the occasion of the 20th anniversary of the NBCLC (only available in cyclostyled
form), he speaks about Vatican II as follows. After having related that we are privileged to
live in the 20th century with its many marvels he says, “One such marvel is the neoPentecostal event of the Second Vatican Ecumenical Council of 1962-1965.…Kairos has
something unrepeatable in it, hence it contains a specific revelation and demands of us a
unique response. If we miss it, we miss it forever. There is something ineluctable and
irrevocable about it. Some people lament the present, regret what has happened and are
getting upset at the way the world is going and the trend history is taking, with certain
pessimism and negative attitude. As for us, let us rejoice that we are people of this century
and this age. Citizens of this world and this country! It is worth living just for the unique
event of the Ecumenical Council and its impact on our life.”296
1.5.2.2. D.S. Amalorpavadass on Inculturation

For D.S. Amalorpavadass inculturation of the Christian liturgy not only implies openness
to an Indian culture, but also to various other Indian religious traditions. There is no
objective way to describe how this should be realized because it is based on the personal
life of a Christian and on various areas of ecclesial and social life.297 D.S. Amalorpavadass
knew the limited view of others, “some of those who would agree on inculturation limit its
scope to culture and will not extend it to religious realities.”298 At the same time he invites
all the three Catholic sui iuris Churches in India to be open to other religions while
maintaining their own identity, absorbing the good elements from other cultures and
religions, by making them suitable to Christianity.299 According to him a minimum of
knowledge of the relation between religion and culture is necessary to understand this
view fully. He understood culture and religion as interdependent or related to each other:
“Culture and religion are distinct and autonomous, and have an identity and personality of
their own. Yet they are not independent and separate, nor opposed or closed to each
other.”300
According to Amalorpavadass the entire Indian culture, including secular culture, is
impregnated and interwoven with Hinduism. Inculturation in India is not possible without
taking religious elements from Hinduism. In a context where 80% of Indians are Hindus,
Hindu religion will definitely influence Indian culture. There is a natural mingling of
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culture and religion in India because religions need culture to express them. 301 So the
religious traditions and cultures form a substantial part of inculturation. To understand
this, we need a wide understanding of God’s salvific plan for mankind. Pope Paul VI
wrote, “Exhort her sons, that through dialogue and collaboration with the followers of
other religions, carried out with prudence and love and in witness to the Christian faith
and life, they may recognize, preserve and promote the good things, spiritual and moral,
as well as the socio-cultural values found among these men.”302 As for Amalorpavadass,
these statements of Nostra Aetate allow us to freely take elements from other religions and
integrate them into Christian theology, worship, and prayer provided they are
Christianized properly.303 When considering inculturation from a theological perspective it
means that the young Churches, by imitating incarnation, in a wonderful exchange, may
use all the cultural riches of nations including religious elements, thus making
inculturation an inheritance to Christ.
Even though inculturation does not abstain from some degree of “Hinduisation”, with the
natural mingling of Indian culture with Hinduism, it should not absorb too many rituals
without the necessary modifications. The local church should have reformulated these
Hindu elements first, in order to make those religious and cultural elements suitable for
the Christian faith.304 In other words, it is necessary to know whether those Hindu and
cultural elements can be made suitable for the Christian faith. Inculturation recognizes the
presence of evil in the world. Non-Christian elements from other religions may only be
integrated into Christianity if a new Christian significance is given to them. 305 Adapting
elements from Hindu religion to Christianity by giving them a Christian significance may
be called “Christianization” of Hindu elements, rather than “Hinduization.” It is of the
utmost importance that one should not hurt the feelings of either Christians or other
religions in inculturation. Inculturation should be a slow process, where proper education
is recommended, in order to make people aware of the relevance of the adaptations that
have been inspired by other cultures and religions. However, expecting Christians to live
like Hindus in everything except faith would go too far. About inculturation in India it
may be said: “Indigenization-Yes, Hinduization-No.”306 Indigenization and Hinduization
are mutually exclusive. Indigenization is not a partial Hiduization. Indigenization is not
receiving every element from Hindu religion without any change into Christianity.
Indigenization takes Indian cultural elements, influenced by Hinduism and makes them
suitable for Christian liturgy.
According to him the Indian Church should be indigenized with the original spirit of
India, its complexity of customs, philosophy, religion, literature, art, architecture,
mysticism, human institutions, and values. Indian culture is like a river that begins as a
small stream but on reaching the sea has absorbed numerous particles in its continuous
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flow. Thus the regional cultural differences lead to differences in inculturation, but those
regions remain interconnected by their basic underlying unity.307
For Amalorpadavass “indigenization” is the result of inculturation. For him
“indigenization” was in fact another word for “Indianization.” He sees “indigenization” as
the inculturation in India. If, for India, indigenization means “Indianization”, for Japan it
is “Japanization.”308 “It means, above all, being present today and looking to the future,
being taken up in the very dynamism of personality-development, group life and
history….Indigenization means solidarity with man and involvement in all issues and
problems, and entry into the dynamism and adventure of human history with all that they
imply, and in all that they demand, the Church being present everywhere with her humble
diakonia in testimony of the Gospel and of the Kingdom. Thus indigenization is a concern
for the contemporary reality as integrated in the culture and life of today´s man…. The
Church is indigenous in so far as she is relevantly present to the living, moving and actual
reality.”309
Indigenization is related to inculturation in the sense that it serves as a guideline to the
manner in which inculturation should take place in a concrete situation.310 It may function
as the starting point for inculturation in a local Church. For example, we may begin with
the formation of the local clergy, religious orders and lay leaders in their own cultural
environment in a local Church. “It is not sufficient to have Indians as priests, brothers,
sisters and laymen. They should have an Indian mentality and outlook; they should think,
speak and act like Indians, lead an Indian way of life, be fully involved in the problems of
social and national life, rooted in and permeated by Indian spirituality.”311 “The
indigenization is concerned with every aspect of the Church´s life and with every sector of
her activities.”312 Thus, indigenization is the result of inculturation in a locality where
people live and experience the liturgy and the Church according to their own cultural
taste.
There are three aspects to indigenization: a) Creating an Indian setting for worship
through the introduction of symbols and a style characteristic of Indian spirituality and
worship. b) Using the native language for the composition of liturgical texts. c) Selecting
and using sacred books from Indian as well as other cultures such as Hinduism. However,
according to Chupungco the word indigenization presents two problems. Etymologically
something is indigenous when it has originated in its own region or environment. In this
sense nothing from foreign origin can become indigenous. The other problem is pointing
out those elements that constitute the indigenous culture, as there is no nation in the world
307
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without a blending of different cultures.313 If the indigenous culture is not relevant for
modern man it seems meaningless to go back to an outdated indigenous culture. Since
liturgy is a living expression of faith, its cultural elements should be contemporary and
understandable for present-day people
Inculturation continues the sound traditions of the Church by not being dependent on
temporary changes and fashions in culture.314 For Amalorpavadass the continuity of the
solid traditions of the Church is their cultural basis, its elements have been inculturated
into Christianity during faith formation. These elements have slowly become part of the
Christian identity rather than being the local cultural expression. The cultural adaptation
that took place in the early Church both in West and East serves as an example. The
traditions or practices imposed on the local churches during the colonial period are to be
discontinued in the process of inculturation.315 Christian culture as such does not exist
anywhere; instead, we should think of many Christian cultures. So all regional cultures
should be permeated by the Spirit of Jesus Christ, purified, enriched and fulfilled by
gospel values. Thus there could be as many Christian cultures, as there are cultures in the
world. Amalorpadavass advocated missionary fidelity to the Gospel message, not to
cultures. There could be an “Indian Christian culture” or a “Chinese Christian culture”
where people are proud of their indigenous culture and benefit from their national
heritage.316
Amalorpavadass wished the Indian mission dream of a French missionary, Fr. Monchanin,
to be realized, he said, “Christian India-absolutely Indian and absolutely Christian - can
and will be something marvelous.”317 Reflecting on these elements he proposed possible
areas of inculturation based on three principles, 1) Inculturation pre-supposes the
Christian understanding of creation. 2) Inculturation is based on the Incarnation of the
Word. 3) Inculturation follows the constitution or the theology of the Church. According
to D.S. Amalorpavadass this mission of the Church includes all cultures and religions.318
It is an on-going process producing a consistent behavior pattern evolved from its local
cultural and religious background. One cannot create all the aspects of inculturation in a
limited time, therefore each local church could begin with a few necessary items such as
the liturgy using Indian symbols or meditation with yoga. Inculturation is a long process,
a slow and cautious step.319 It is a way of life, in which a group of people have met Christ
and accepted and identified Him in their own cultural framework.
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1.5.2.3. Need and Possibilities of Inculturation
The very first article of Sacrosanctum Concilium declares that our liturgy should be
renewed and fostered to deepen our Christian life and the communion of all humankind.320
This is one of the most explicit emphases in the liturgical theology of Amalorpavadass.
The fundamental option for the poor, both in his writings and in his organizational
initiatives is based on these principles.321 His anthropological approach in catechesis and
pastoral work in general helped him to become a prominent promoter of the integral
relationship between liturgy and life.322
According to Amalorpavadass the reform of the liturgy laid down by Sacrosanctum
Concilium is valuable for the universal Church, but sometimes appears insufficient for
local Churches. Many people find it difficult to accept in practice customs, signs and
symbols from other religions, even though it is possible in theory. 323 Often those elements
neither touch the hearts nor do they express the faith and devotion of the members of the
local Church. In India with such variety within a basically shared culture, and such
diversity in development, modernization and pastoral requirements, “we need liturgical
pluriformity based on fundamental dynamic liturgical unity.”324
The Indian Church background is particularly complex because of the rich Catholicity of
its existing three sui iuris Churches. For Amalorpavadass all the three rites will have to go
through a process of giving up all that is not authentically and relevantly Indian and then
start from this self-emptying to a fresh and original ritual expression of the Christian faith
in India. He notes that there is a growing awareness among the three rites in India that a
greater unity would be beneficial to everyone Catholic in India. This awareness tends to
form something common in the process of renewing or inculturating Indian liturgies.325
The use of the vernacular has already brought the three rites closer and at some time in the
future some signs may be replaced by local ones. This development may grow towards
greater unity in the Indian Church.326
He understood that many rituals and sacramental symbols are common in all religions and
groups. “It is natural for men to sanctify the various stages, periods and events of his/her
life by rites and rituals which is just religiosity.”327 “Liturgy is the supreme manifestation
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of the mystery of the Church and the most efficacious means of fulfilling her mission….
Hence liturgy should be the most indigenous and deepest form of inculturation.”328
According to him, “if the Church in India wants to celebrate, animate and deepen its life
of faith through liturgy, the people have to experience its inspiration and power.”329 This
power and inspiration created in liturgy and worship is experienced by people within their
cultural setting. They may select signs, symbols and rituals spontaneously from their own
tradition and cultural values.330 Liturgy should use the language of the people; the way
they speak and the words they use in their communication should be also part of their
worship.331
Amalorpavadass wished for a slow process of adaptation in the liturgy to start the creation
of an Indian environment of worship for the local Churches. “The faithful must be shown
that we are by no means bringing Hinduism into our churches, but only adopting the
Indian people’s own way of expressing reverence and worship to God the Father and to
our Lord Jesus Christ.”332
He preferred using a genuine liturgical translation of the Word of God which nourishes
God’s people as directed by the Constitution, followed by a homily which explained it in
local situations.333 He also expressed the need of Indian anaphoras that reveal the
inexhaustible richness of the Eucharistic Prayer for various occasions. Hence he initiated
and guided the composition of two anaphoras based on the Indian religious and cultural
heritage, one inspired by the Latin and another based on the Syro-Malabar Tradition. He
further stimulated the composition of prayers, including the Eucharistic Prayer, to
celebrate Holy Mass understandably for children and youth. Finally a complete Order of
the Mass for an Indian Eucharistic celebration was developed, supplied with the use of
Hindu religious scriptures in the Christian liturgy.334 According to him in developing an
Indian way of worship “the local Church has an important liturgical task, particularly in
this long period of transition, when many continue to look for Roman guidance and
support, some from habit nurtured for centuries, others from a false sense of
security.”335The liturgy of the local church should be created locally resulting in liturgical
pluriformity of liturgies.
In short, no one can talk about liturgical inculturation in the Catholic Church in India
during the period just after Vatican II, without paying special attention to the person and
the work of the Indian theologian Amalorpavadass. Although he was a member of a Latin
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Church, his ideas and views were of great relevance for the Syro-Malabar Church. In his
time many people expected that the inculturational vision of Amalorpavadass, which he
initiated, lived and taught might make the Indian Church in the third millennium “fully
Indian and fully Christian.” This same idea of “fully Indian and fully Christian” was also
promoted by the pioneer of inculturation in the Syro-Malabar Church: Joseph Cardinal
Parecattil. In the next section we shall see how Cardinal Joseph Parecattil was inspired by
Vatican II for his views and actions on inculturation in the Syro-Malabar Church in India.
1.5.3. Joseph Cardinal Parecattil
Joseph Cardinal Parecattil was born at Kidangoor, in Kerala on 1 April 1912. After
completing his High School studies, he joined the Sacred Heart Minor Seminary of the
Archdiocese of Ernakulam in 1930. He was sent to the Papal Seminary at Kandy, Ceylon
(Sri Lanka) for his major seminary formation. After obtaining the licentiate in philosophy
and theology, he was ordained priest on 24 August 1939. His first parish ministry was
assistant parish priest at St. Mary’s Church, Njarakal, for one year. He obtained a
doctorate, presenting a thesis on St. Augustine, entitled “Augustine versus Pelagius on
Grace”, from Kandy. On 28 October 1953, he was nominated Auxiliary Bishop of the
Archdiocese of Ernakulam and in 1956 Archbishop of Ernakulam. After becoming
Archbishop he served the Universal Church as a Consultor to the Oriental Congregation
(1961), Joseph Cardinal Parecattil actively participated in Vatican II. He was a nominated
member of the preparatory Commission for the Oriental Churches. During the fourth
session he was appointed a member of the International Episcopal Synod. On 20 October
1966 he was elected Vice-Chairman of the Catholic Bishops’ Conference of India. On the
occasion of the visit of H.E. Maxmilian Cardinal von Fürstenberg on 27 February 1968,
he was appointed a member of the Oriental Congregation. Pope Paul VI created him
Cardinal in 1969. He was a nominated member of the Secretariat for Christian Unity in
1976. He had the singular privilege of participating in the two conclaves which elected
Pope John Paul I and John Paul II.336 His Eminence passed away on 20 February 1987.
D.S. Amalorpavadass said about him, “Joseph Cardinal Parecattil was indeed a great
pioneer of inculturation within the Syro-Malabar Church, and to some extent in the
Church in India. All do know what is required of a pioneer. They sow in tears that others
may reap in joy.”337
1.5.3.1. Joseph Cardinal Parecattil’s views on Inculturation during Vatican II
Cardinal Parecattil had a rare opportunity of participating in all four sessions of Vatican
II. He had already been nominated member of the preparatory Commission for the
Oriental Churches in 1960. The assignment of this commission was to prepare the draft
text for the forthcoming Council. His interventions during the preparatory and Council
sessions bear testimony to his broadminded vision about Church renewal and the role of
the Oriental Churches in it.
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Cardinal Parecattil was a champion of inculturation for the Oriental Churches, who fought
tirelessly for the legitimate rights of the Oriental Churches. In the second meeting of the
preparatory Commission he said that “just like America and Europe, the Oriental
Churches in India should have the right to establish parishes wherever there were
sufficient numbers of Oriental faithful.”338 He challenged the remark in the draft that
stated that the Oriental Churches were “ornaments” in the Universal Church. He defended
equal rights and privileges for Oriental Churches and the Latin Church.339 Moreover, in
the first Council session he stood up for the identity and individuality of each of the
Oriental Churches in the Catholic communion.340 Sometimes he was taken to be a friend
of the “Latin Church” because he could not accept the claims of the Oriental bishops who
wished to retain the majority of oriental traditions. To give one example, in the Council
meeting held on 6 November 1963 Cardinal Parecattil defended the Sunday obligation,
which elicited the displeasure of some west Asian bishops,341 because the Sunday
obligation was not an Oriental custom. He also proposed the creation of patriarchates for
Oriental Churches. Orientalium Ecclesiarum nr. 11 says: “Seeing that the patriarchal
office in the Eastern Church is a traditional form of government, the Sacred Ecumenical
Council ardently desires that new patriarchates should be erected where there is need, to
be established either by an ecumenical council or by the Roman Pontif.”
Cardinal Parecattil held innovative views on liturgical renewal. Even though he was in
favor of bringing back those liturgical traditions lost during the earlier renewal of the
liturgy, he objected to restoring or bringing back all those old liturgical elements that did
not consider the needs and aspirations of the present-day local Church. He informed the
Council Fathers that his objections were to do with the spiritual growth and the pastoral
exigencies of the faithful.342 This was in line with Pope Paul VI, who said, “Liturgy is for
man and not man for liturgy.”343 As a result the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy
endorsed his views, laid down in the Constitution Sacrosanctum Concilium.344
Later in the second session of the Council from September to December 1963, he
intervened on the subject of Religious Orders. He supported the introduction of new
contemplative orders to the life of the Church and requested them not to be affected by the
modern craze for “active life.” His view on this subject was undoubtedly influenced by
the nature and manner of the Indian or Hindu religious contemplative lifestyle called
sanyasa. He was convinced that “for the Church in India to be fully Indian, it had to shed
her foreign garb in all spheres of life, including that of the religious life.”345 In the fourth
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session of the Council from September to December 1965, he expounded on the rights of
the workers and the obligations of employers, thus considering the material needs of the
third world.346 It was the vision of a spiritual leader, concerned with the spiritual, social
and economic order of a just society.
By attending Vatican II he also received the authentic spirit of adaptation in the Church,
especially in the liturgy.347 He tried to introduce his ideas of adaptation in India as inspired
by Vatican II, thinking out loud and expecting counter-arguments from the faithful, priests
and bishops. He thought that “It is only by giving expression to different points of view
that we will be able to speed up the process of renewal and adaptation inaugurated by
Vatican II in order that the Church may meet the challenges of the modern world.”348
1.5.3.2. Joseph Cardinal Parecattil’s views on Inculturation in General
Cardinal Parecattil was fully in favor of inculturation, as advocated by the Constitution on
the Liturgy. According to him the views of SC 37-40 were the basis for inculturation in
India. He desired to have a truly Indian Church and wanted to discard the meaningless
rituals and symbols imposed on this Church by foreign cultures which had remained
foreign.349
On 12 June 1968 at the inaugural address on the occasion of the blessing of the new
headquarters of Pastoral Orientation Centre (POC), Kochi,350 “he made references to the
Asian Bishops’ Message, Pope VI’s vision on adaptation, the Chinese Rite Controversy,
the importance of local cultures and the role of the Pastoral Orientation Centre in the life
of the Church. It would add a new dimension to our theology and liturgy by the prudent
process of cultural adaptation and assimilation.”351
In a radio talk he expressed this idea more clearly saying, “The church feels at home not
only here but in all your nations. What she has to bring to you also is that the message of
Christ is not imposed upon its hearers but rather proclaimed in open and friendly words. It
is offered for your instruction and meditation and it is not in any way to cancel out or
lessen the cultural and spiritual values that constitute your priceless heritage.”352
Further, he mentioned inculturation in an article during the Federation of Asian Bishops’
Conferences (FABC) held at Taipei, Taiwan. The topic was “Evangelization in Modern
Asia.” There was detailed discussion on the theology of evangelization, the challenges of
346
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indigenization of the Church in the Asian soil, the dialogue with Asian religions, the need
of training for the missionaries, and promotion of justice. The Cardinal also mentioned the
attempts at adaptation of local cultural elements into the liturgical celebrations. 353 He used
every opportunity to talk about the need and possibilities of inculturation in the Indian
Church.
According to him inculturation and evangelization should take place simultaneously; they
are equally valuable and essential, neither having priority. Each person, community or
region may initiate inculturation, induced by any circumstance, need or resource, and
from there may proceed to cover the other aspects or dimensions of inculturation in a
given locality as the need arises. 354
Cardinal Parecattil preferred a truly Indian Christianity. According to Bishop Sebastian
Mankuzhikary, “The Cardinal has been acclaimed as a progressive pathfinder who
approached, with marked openness, the various intellectual, religious, theological,
liturgical and administrative problems. He was an Indian Catholic who searched the
depths of Indian spirituality and loved the soul of India. He preferred to be known rather
as Indian Catholic than Syrian Catholic.”355 His favorite option was discovering the
experience of God as rooted in Indian culture, Indian in all her aspects.356
According to Cardinal Parecattil, the increase in numbers of faithful depends on the
quality of Christianity as it is practised in India. The religious experience it provides must
be refreshing and enriching. In his view Christianity is above all “a way of life, not merely
a set of dry dogmas.”357 Besides Christian manifestation of the elements of the faith it is
necessary to have cultural adaptation on the part of the Church through assimilation,
acclimatization, and inner maturity.358 His concept of inculturation was wide in its scope.
It even welcomed various local elements from other religions that were suitable to the
Indian way of life.359
1.5.3.2.1. Non-Christian Religious Elements
He shared the view that the traditions of the Church and other religions can enrich each
other. For him, if the pagan religions of Rome could be exploited and harnessed to the
needs of Christianity, it is even more fitting…to draw on the rich resources of Hinduism
which is pre-eminent among all non-Christian religions…. “The point I wanted to make in
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this talk is that there is no Christian tradition as such that can be said to be free from the
interpenetration of non- Christian customs and practices.”360
When this attitude was criticized by his own hierarchy he answered, “If Christianity could
assume certain elements from the pagan religions in Rome, why cannot the Indian Church
adapt certain good elements from the highly spiritual Indian heritage.”361 His Indian way
of life and the process of Indianization of the Church made him a champion of tolerance
and of inter-religious dialogue.
His presentation on the nature of adaptation during the Bishops’ Meeting in Manila was
special. He defended the need of adaptation and acculturation in the Church.362 Then one
of the members of the Indian hierarchy took exception to his viewpoint saying, “Why
does this Cardinal want to borrow elements from pagan culture when we have our own
Christian tradition,” to which he replied, “My Lord, what you call Christian tradition is
filled with pagan elements.” He said, “I used the word “pagan” for want of a better word
to express the same idea, though the word has come to acquire a pejorative sense and
hence should be avoided as far as possible in order not to wound the religious
susceptibilities of others.”363 After that incident, he began to study this topic in greater
depth and Cardinal Henry Newman’s An Essay on the Development of Christian Doctrine,
written a hundred years before, while he was still an Anglican, was his guide. The eighth
chapter of the book dealing with the “Assimilative Power of Christianity” is particularly
interesting in this regard. Cardinal Newman, in his “Development of Christian Doctrine”
summarizes it as follows: “The use of temples, and these dedicated to particular saints,
and ornamented on occasions with branches of trees, incense, lamps, and candles, votive
offerings for recovery from illness, holy water, holy days and seasons, use of calendars,
processions, blessings on the fields, sacerdotal vestments, the tonsure, the ring in
marriage, turning to the east, images at a later date, perhaps the ecclesiastical chant and
the Kyrie Eleison, are all of pagan origin, and sanctified by their adoption into the
Church.”364
Cardinal Parecattil's vision of the Church in India was based on inculturation with proper
openness to the values of the majority religion in India, Hinduism. His autobiography
gives a succinct description of the various interreligious meetings and assemblies that he
either presided over or inaugurated, or in which he participated and spoke. His great
interest in interreligious dialogue and harmony and his vision of the need for Christians to
promote them are clearly shown in those pages.365 Moreover, he studied and appreciated
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the poems of great non-Christian poets in Malayalam and his autobiography contains a
number of non-Christian quotations. He was also inspired by many Indian spiritual
writings such as the Upaniṣadic concept of virtuous life, which is founded on three basic
rules: self-restraint, compassion and self-giving.366 The Cardinal also cited Indian
religious customs such as: “wearing of sacred beads of rudrākṣa or tulasī, smearing of the
forehead with ashes, pilgrimage to the religious centers like Ganges, religious rituals,
prayers and visiting the temples do not sanctify us as much as our love for our fellowmen
does.”367
He thought that “there was no harm in borrowing and making our own certain customs,
ideas and expressions even from Hinduism because the Catholic Church is willing to
accept everything that is true and holy in non-Christian religions.”368 About the meaning
of the Eucharist in particular he said, “If we want to speak to a Hindu about the Holy
Eucharist, reference to the prevalence of sacrifice in Hindu rituals will be a good starting
point.”369 With regard to the renewal of the Eucharistic liturgy of the Syro-Malabar
Church in 1962, and 1968, he was happy with the 1968 texts, because they were enriched
with the ancient formulas and additions from Indian culture.370 About the taksa of 1962 he
said that they failed to take into account the Indian elements that had characterized the
liturgy of the Thomas Christians from the time of the Apostle. 371 He was in favor of more
Indian elements in the Eucharist. “He pointed out that it was all the more necessary to
give importance to local customs, as the national Government and regional leaders
considered Christianity a “foreign religion” opposed to the Indian local tradition.”372
1.5.3.2.2. Importance of the Local Church
The Cardinal intended a genuine inculturational process in the local Church. He was
happy with the freedom given to the local Churches to use the vernacular in the liturgy,
but according to him it should not to be a simple verbal translation of the original text.
Linguistic adaptation should open the way to experiencing the spirit of liturgy in its
fullness with the medium of the local language, including idioms familiar to the faithful. It
is a matter of appropriation of language of the local culture with expressions of faith. He
thought that imported western tastes especially in art and architecture should be modified
to become more Indian.
After Pentecost, when the Spirit miraculously enabled the devout to understand the speech
of St. Peter in their mother tongues, the apostles used local languages for worship. Later
the Church replaced this custom by the use of Latin but since Vatican II the principle of
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linguistic adaptation has been universally accepted. As to adaptation in art, India needs to
promote the indigenizing of painting, decoration, sculpture and architecture. Social
adaptation may show itself in dress, food, habitation, and recreation. The formation of a
local clergy requires Indian priests, religious and lay leaders to have an Indian spirit and
mentality.373 Finally there are, most importantly, theology and liturgy. The adaptations in
theology may not much concern the ordinary believer in the Church but the liturgy does,
because his life is intimately connected with divine worship.
To Cardinal Parecattil’s mind as regards the theology of inculturation, the most important
aspect in the process requires a proper understanding of the local Church. “The local
Church is not merely a territorial sub-division of an administrative unit. It is the
actualization of the mystical body of Christ in a particular place and time. It is the sign
and instrument of salvation for the people of those particular life-situations. In other
words, the local Church symbolizes the Incarnation of Christ, assuming flesh and blood
and adapting himself to local conditions and dwelling among men.” 374 The Church, being
the continuation and extension of Christ´s Incarnation, should become incarnate in local
cultures, elevating and converting them into instruments of salvation.375 The Church faces
hostility and is looked upon as exotic in most mission countries where She still has to
become incarnate. “Christ has become incarnate in Europe and America. He still has to
become incarnate in Asia and Africa.”376 Cardinal Parecattil appreciated the
inculturational attempts made in the early centuries by missionaries Matteo Ricci in China
and Roberto de Nobili in India. Uniform cultural views of the Church had prevented her
from appreciating inculturation of local Churches.
However, Vatican II gave strong impetus to inculturation, creating new hope for the local
Churches. Worldwide, new vistas were opened up, new experiments undertaken.377
Cardinal Parecattil was deeply impressed by the words of Pope Paul VI: The expression,
that is, the language and mode of manifesting this one faith, may be manifold; hence, it
may be original, suited to the tongue, the style, the character, the genius and culture of the
one who professes this one faith. From this point of view certain pluralism is not only
legitimate but desirable. An adaptation of the Christian life in the fields of pastoral, ritual,
didactic and spiritual activities is not only possible, but even favoured by the Church. The
liturgical renewal is a living example of this.378
1.5.3.3. Joseph Cardinal Parecattil on Liturgical Inculturation in India
The liturgical renewal started by the Cardinal Parecattil was based on a holistic approach
which touches various cultural and religious spirits in India. His vision of liturgy was
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unique and his pioneering ideas on inculturation prophetic. His interest in liturgical
renewal and adaptation in India demanded total inculturation of the Indian Church,
making it relevant and acceptable not only to her own children but also to people in
modern India in general.379
Cardinal Parecattil’s vision of liturgical renewal in the Church was not limited to the
Christian elements. He believed that religious Hindu elements could be incorporated in
the liturgy as part of inculturation. One of the Cardinal’s “revolutionary” statements in
this regard created a furore in many ecclesiastical circles and also outside. He said that
“theoretically speaking, the introduction of readings from non-Christian scriptures in the
Divine Office, and even in the liturgy is not in itself objectionable.”380
Cardinal Parecattil was a defender of an indigenous liturgy for India. He followed the
example of his predecessor Archbishop Mar Augustine Kandathil, who boldly wrote to
the Holy See, “we are Indians, not Chaldeans and what we really need is a living, dynamic
and progressive liturgy.”381 He stood uncompromisingly for a liturgical renewal based on
restoration, adaptation and inculturation.382 Keeping this strategy in mind under the
leadership of the Cardinal, “The Church in India-Seminar” was held in Bangalore in
1969, which developed ideas for an authentic Indian liturgy, asserting that all concerned
should promote, prudently and gradually, an Indian atmosphere in Indian worship, by
adopting suitable Indian decorations, objects, posters and gestures and by composing
prayers and hymns that took their inspiration from Indian religious literature.383 Even
though he conceded that in the near past Indian rituals, music and language had been
introduced into the liturgy, “evidently those adaptations were only in the externals and did
not affect its soul or spirit. What is more important is the soul of the liturgy, which takes
into account the philosophical background, cultural heritages, spiritual patrimony,
language, genius, idioms, music, tastes, hopes, aspirations, needs, plans and prospects, in
short the life situations of the contemporary men to whom the Church is making her
diakonia (service) available.”384
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1.5.3.3.1. Cardinal Parecattil and Inculturation in the Syro-Malabar Church
As regards the liturgy of the Syro-Malabar Church Cardinal Parecattil recognized the
inherent value of non-Christian religions. “While the Indian Church was introducing
experiments, in order that the Christian liturgy could be enhanced by the introduction of
suitable rituals from Hinduism, Cardinal Parecattil called for the renewing of the SyroMalabar Eucharistic liturgy, hoping to promote a more intensive Hindu-Christian
dialogue.”385 His views were based on a three-dimensional reform of restoration, revision,
and adaptation as explained by the liturgy document of the Council.386
He appreciated the apostolic patrimony of the Syro-Malabar Church and refused to
consider the Indian Church an appendix to any other culture or Rite. According to him
“the Syrian colonizers of the 4th century made a 4th century Chaldean (Semitic)
expression of the Church in India and the missionaries who arrived in the 16th century
brought us a 16th century European expression; it is up to us to give a 20th century Indian
expression to the Church in India in accordance with the demands of contemporary
culture and the new hopes and the new awareness created in the people by Vatican II.”387
For him indigenization in this sense embraced various aspects: personal experiences and
feelings, resources, life-style, art, architecture, music, language, theology and liturgy.388
Even though he knew the East Syrian canvas of the Indian liturgy, his preference was not
for a merging of Syrian and Indian elements, but for discovering the roots of the Indian
Church before the Syrian Influence,389 and he refused to see the Indian Church as an
offshoot of the Chaldean Church.
He was of the opinion that like any other Church in East or West, the Church in India
should be autonomous and should have the freedom to absorb suitable Indian cultural,
social and even non-Christian religious elements (Hindu religion elements) into her
lifestyle and liturgy.390 However, for him the Chaldean liturgy as had been used in India
for many centuries did not need to be rejected but retained, adapting it progressively to the
tastes and aspirations of the people in India and to the needs and spirit of the times. 391 It
may be a merging of both Indian and Syrian elements according to their relevance at
present. Indian terminology and thought patterns should find their legitimate place in the
Indian liturgy.
It will only be possible to implement this conviction of the Cardinal through a radical
change in the mentality of the people and in the liturgy, supported by SC 40. He may have
thought that it would be possible to remove those unessential East Syrian elements from
385
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the Syro-Malabar Church, because they did not any longer play an authentic role in the
forming of an Indian Liturgy and a Christian lifestyle. The Chaldean Church imposed
those more or less foreign East Syrian elements on the Indian Church. According to him
the Indian Christians did not accept those foreign elements and he claimed that the Church
in India had remained a minority because of its failure to adapt her lifestyle and worship
to the Indian culture. 392
According to him “a Church is not indigenous until it becomes native to the country and
grows there as part and parcel of the people among whom it is planted.”393 He did not
want to transplant a Syrian or European Church in India without considering the cultural
differences. He wished for an Indian Church to grow organically in Indian soil, by
inculturating the necessary Indian cultural and religious elements.
He intended a deeper inculturation of the Syro-Malabar liturgy, risking unpopularity, even
from the Vatican and his co-bishops.394 He wrote to Archbishop Miroslaw Marusyn,
secretary of the Congregation for the Oriental Churches, that the Syro-Malabar Church
has its own identity independent from that of the Chaldean Church.395 In accepting the
norms given in Sacrosanctum Concilium on the renewal of the liturgy, Cardinal Parecattil
defined them as the key to the liturgical reform in the Syro-Malabar Church. He wrote to
Archbishop Miroslaw Marusyn, “Your Excellency, please believe me, I stand for neither
Latinization nor de-Chaldeanization. I stand for the Indianization of our present Chaldean
liturgy as far as possible.”396 He argued, based on SC 21, that a proper up-dating of the
Syro-Malabar liturgy means “reinstating of Indian thought-patterns, gestures, postures and
symbols,”397 and not the reintroduction of the East Syrian tradition which “does not
deserve the name Syro-Malabar, because there is nothing of Malabar in it.”398
The Cardinal considered that all the liturgical renewal norms given by Vatican II were
also valid for the Syro-Malabar Church. Adaptation, revision and restoration were seen as
key to liturgical reform in the Syro-Malabar Church. Cardinal Padiyara wrote an
introduction to the liturgical work of Cardinal Parecattil in which he said, “he (Cardinal
Parecattil) believed and argued that unless the liturgy was reformed on the basis of the
principles of restoration, revision and adaptation enunciated by the Council, as conducive
to the further growth of the dynamic and enlightened Syro-Malabar Church and as helpful
to the progress of missions in North India, the liturgy would not be accepted by the people
of God and would before long turn out to be a show piece fit only for museums.”399
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He also highlighted tolerance when he said, “we have to find our rite and rituals amidst
contemporary background. But then, any picture can be painted only on a canvas. It is this
canvas that we are seeking in the Chaldean liturgy which is the fundamental basis of the
Syro-Malabar liturgy. I plead only for the renewal and revitalization of that basic structure
to suit the needs and likes of the present generation.”400
1.5.3.3.2. No return to the past: Chaldean Restoration or Indian Inculturation
Cardinal Parecattil opposed the move from the Holy See to restore the Chaldean liturgy
totally in the Syro-Malabar Church, without the renewal or adaptation called for in
modern times.401 He was against a blind, total, return to the Chaldean traditions without
considering contemporary views. The East Syrian framework of the Indian liturgy should
not function as the single element to be considered in liturgical reform. Instead, both the
East Syrian and the contemporary cultural elements were to be taken into account as most
important factors of inculturation.
His goal was Indianization rather than a return to Syrian traditions. The decree on Eastern
Churches says, “If they have improperly fallen away from them (their lawful liturgical
rites and their established way of life) because of circumstances of time or personage, let
them take pains to return to their ancestral ways.” (OE,6). According to Cardinal
Parecattil, “it is good to reflect on these words and consider if we are not obliged to
reconstruct our liturgy, with a creative imagination, following the principles that must
have guided our Father in Christ, while he prayed and offered the Eucharistic sacrifice
with the first converts.”402 He argues further that “our forefathers were “HinduChristians”, having been converted from Hinduism and not “Judaeo-Christians” like the
first fruits of the apostolic labours of St. Peter. Just imagine how vigorously St. Paul
resisted St. Peter’s attempt to impose the law of circumcision on non-Jewish converts (Gal
2:14). We have no traces of the liturgy used by St. Thomas in India, but we may presume
that it was an indigenous form of worship blending the message of the Gospel with the
spiritual patrimony of the new converts and using idioms and symbolisms intelligible to
them.”403 For him a return to the sources was not the Chaldean liturgy, but - even if it is
not traceable - the liturgy used by the first Christians in India before the influence of the
Syrian liturgy.
In the process of inculturation and renewal he was against the Chaldeanization of the
Syro-Malabar liturgy and worship. A total return to the Syrian traditions discarding the
present Indian cultural adaptation is understood by him as Chaldeanization. The Cardinal
had in mind a liturgy that cared for the “needs, tasks, tastes, interests, concerns, hopes and
aspirations of the worshiping community.”404
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This may be the reason why Bishop Gratian Mundadan says, “Cardinal Parecattil was a
prophet of modern times, who awakened the Indian Christians to the urgent need for
inculturation and made a clarion call for liturgical renewal and adaptation.”405 As regards
liturgical renewal, he was no advocate of merely restoring the ancient traditions. Although
he supported restoration, he objected to restoring everything irrespective of the
contemporary needs and aspirations of the faithful. He informed the Council Fathers that
his reservations were based on the principle of the spiritual growth of the faithful and their
pastoral demands.406 He called for a total inculturation of the Syro-Malabar Church, of
every aspect of its life, and to make it acceptable to the modern Indian.
He was of the opinion that the Syrian liturgy used by the Syro-Malabar Church was not
fully Indian even in the symbols, postures and gestures. He believed that with the socalled “restoration” of the liturgy, a number of Semitic signs, symbols, and actions had
been re-introduced into the Syro-Malabar liturgy. For example, the Indian manner of
keeping the palms of the hands joined at prayer was forbidden.407 It was prescribed that
the body should be kept inclined, with the hands stretched forward and the palms half
closed while reciting some important anaphora prayers called “G’hanta”408 a purely
Semitic or Arabic gesture. Instead of making the sign of the cross from left to right in the
normal Indian way, they were obliged to make the sign of the cross from right to left in
the Semitic manner.
These and other anomalous innovations not in accord with the cultural genius of the
people of India raised a storm of protest from several sections of the community, so much
so that in 1968 efforts were made by the Syro-Malabar Liturgical Committee to
reintroduce genuine Indian postures and gestures. The Cardinal’s vision of a renewal of
the Syro-Malabar Church was not a return to the past but a renewal that had its roots in the
present Indian culture. Archbishop Padiyara remembered his ideas when he said: “He was
a liturgist who wanted to reflect modern life and the cultural background of the 20th
century so that we (Thomas Christians) may have a meaningful liturgy.” 409 At the same
time “he was an open-minded man who had no difficulty in accepting rays of truth and
goodness, wherever they were found, irrespective of their origin, Eastern or Western.”410
This explains why he was sometimes stigmatized as a “latinizing” and “hinduizing”
prelate.411
According to Cardinal Parecattil the hierarchy contributed its share to the inculturation by
means of documents treating the theological, liturgical and spiritual aspects, while wise
spiritual men and theologians made various attempts at integrating Hindu religious beliefs
into Christian spirituality.412 He even allowed experiments with an Indianized Mass.413
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From 1970 onwards he applied the inspiration received from Vatican II to creating the
“Indianized Mass”, which incorporated elements from Hindu theology and rituals into the
Eucharistic liturgy. The Christian mysteries were expressed in Indian terms and thoughtpatterns, making the Syro-Malabar liturgical adaptation profound and substantial. In this
way he hoped to realize his understanding of the Syro-Malabar Church: Hindu in culture,
Christian in Religion and Indian in Liturgy. After Vatican II Cardinal Parecattil hoped for
a general reform through the inculturation of liturgy in the Church.414
At the 1950th anniversary of the arrival of St. Thomas in India (according to Indian
tradition) the Cardinal had hope that the Syro-Malabar Church would give some thought
to the full Indianization of her liturgy415 with regard to re-discovering her identity and
individuality, as it had existed right from Apostolic times. He quoted the words of Pope
Pius XI, “half measures are neither generous nor fruitful.” 416 This view gave shape to a
new vision of the liturgy in India, and resulted in concrete steps to modify the liturgy to
the cultural and spiritual climate of India.417 Even though he did not want to, he was
compelled to form a liturgy in India based on the framework of an East Syrian liturgy that
been in use in India for a long period.
Cardinal Parecattil strongly advocated, and experimented with, the idea of the Bhāratīya
Pūjā (Indianized Mass), because he believed that unless interaction was realized, the
future of Christianity in India would be precarious. He may have dreamed of celebrating
the Syro-Malabar liturgy in India together with Indians who took their inspiration from
the age-old prayers of their forefathers from Bṛhadāraṇyaka Upaniṣad, 1.3.28:
“asato mā sat gamaya, tamaso mā jyotir gamaya, mṛtyor māmṛtaṁ gamaya.”418 (Lead us
from untruth to truthfulness; lead us from darkness to light; lead us from death to life).
Some considered his attempts at indigenization “hinduization”, but those familiar with the
decrees of Vatican II will recognize his desire to help the Christian faith take root in
Indian culture.419
Inculturation of the liturgy in accordance with the spiritual traits of Indian culture
encouraged the Syro-Malabar Church to relate her faith to her surroundings. A liturgy
characterized by the symbols commonly used in India, and particularly by Hindus, was to
be experimented with, in order to stimulate communal participation, as dictated by the
teachings of Vatican II. Even though the Holy See did not give permission to continue the
use of the “Indianized Mass”, a few elements of it were occasionally used in India.
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Many years later “Asato mā sat gamaya” and “OṂ śanti, śanti” were pronounced during
the beginning of Holy Mass in a Syro-Malabar Convention on 16th November, 2008 in
Delhi.420
It is evident that he was not in favor of Chaldeanization or Latinization but of
Indianization or full inculturation.421 Cardinal Parecattil’s vision and the magnitude of his
pioneering contributions on inculturation made him a symbol of contrasts. He went further
than any other contemporary Church leader in India. It was this uniqueness that made the
Cardinal a controversial figure; but it was this same uniqueness that made him a prophet
of modern Indian Catholicism. A powerful group of conservatives in India could neither
understand nor accept his ideas. He was sometimes isolated, sidelined and even ignored.
But he bore “all the heat and burden of the day” so that others after him might march
ahead safely and comfortably.”422
1.6. Conclusion
The Constitution on the Liturgy Sacrosanctum Concilium re-introduced inculturation in
the universal Church. With the announcement of Vatican II Pope John XXIII made a leap
into the future, intending to make the Church enduringly suited to future generations.
Liturgy was no longer seen as an exercise of strange and foreign rituals; instead it had
become more personal, by creating a genuine “home feeling” for each and every group of
the faithful. The use of the vernacular in the liturgy was the first step towards
inculturation, followed by the Christianization of the local rituals and customs. The term
“adaptation” (aptatio) was used in Sacrosanctum Concilium to describe the process of the
continuous updating in the Church by means of Christianizing various local cultural and
religious elements. Later theologians began to use new terms like enculturation,
contextualization, appropriation, incarnation and inculturation to denote this process of
adaptation, but the term “inculturation” has become the generic one.
With the reinstating of inculturation a new form of “incarnation” was introduced in the
Church. The impact of Sacrosanctum Concilium permitting inculturation was tremendous,
especially in the Asian Churches. Theologians like Anscar J. Chupungco even proposed
methods to implement genuine inculturation in the liturgy based on interaction, integration
and interculturation. The views of D.S Amalorpavadass and Joseph Cardinal Parecattil on
inculturation went even beyond the limits of Christian religion, and then held that not only
cultural elements but also a variety of other religious elements could be used as part of
inculturation in the Church. They especially referred to the religion of the majority in
India, Hinduism, because of its influence on Indian culture. They were in favor of a
holistic or radical inculturation in India in order to make Christianity in India “fully Indian
and fully Christian.” This fullness of Indian culture in the Indian Church, without losing
the East Syrian essence, seems a perfect inculturation of the Syro-Malabar liturgy in India
today.
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However, the enthusiasm of the local Churches was tempered when the Holy See came
forward with new instructions for inculturation. Even though the Bishops’ Conferences
were the only authority for implementing inculturation in their local Churches, the final
decision was reserved to the Holy See. According to the instructions from the Holy See,
inculturations should happen as an organic growth from existing liturgical practices.
Renewal of the liturgy as understood in the instructions meant a return to the original
sources adding only a few local external elements to it. The later documents tried to curb
and slow down inculturation, imposing limits upon it, while defending a minimalist
interpretation of the documents of Vatican II which were ambiguous and open to multiple
interpretations. Unfortunately, there was no sign of positive organic growth in the
instructions on this matter from the Holy See. This paradoxical situation caused tension
among the local churches as to the implementing of the provisions for inculturation given
by Sacrosanctum Concilium. Contrary to those developments, Anscar J. Chupungco, D.S.
Amalorpavadass and Joseph Cardinal Parecatiil continued to promote inculturation in the
Church.
The findings of the first chapter excite our interest to continue the research into
inculturation in the liturgy of the Syro-Malabar Christians. We are keen to know how the
norms of Vatican II, followed by the instructions for the proper implementation of the
renewal in the liturgy, influenced the attempts at inculturation among the Thomas
Christians. The provisions given by Sacrosanctum Concilium 37-40 of Vatican II created
new opportunities to make the Syro-Malabar Church more Indian. The inspirational and
fundamental views of Cardinal Parecattil on inculturation are most relevant.
In the second chapter we will begin by looking at the origin of Christianity in India, the
nature of first century liturgies, influences of the East Syrian liturgy among the Thomas
Christians, the Indian elements that were used in the liturgy during the Syrian era and the
Latinization process from the western Church. The emphasis will be on the impact of the
re-establishment of the Syro-Malabar hierarchy: the way back to an autonomous Church
in India and the influence of the liturgy constitution Sacrosanctum Concilium of Vatican
II. Immediately after the promulgation of Sacrosanctum Concilium inculturational
attempts began among the Indian Christians, especially on the Eucharist. How the views
of Vatican II and the Cardinal Parecattil on inculturation inspired the Syro-Malabar
Church will be discussed in the second chapter.

CHAPTER 2: INCULTURATION IN THE SYRO-MALABAR CHURCH
2.1. Introduction
This second chapter deals with liturgical inculturation in India. We start with a general
description of the origin and development of Christianity in India and of its liturgical
traditions. What elements from local Indian cultures were most probably integrated in the
Christian liturgy? How all-pervading was the influence of the East Syrian tradition? What
do we know about the inculturation of Christian liturgy in India, prior to the arrival of the
Portuguese in the sixteenth century? How did the Portuguese missionaries impose
elements from the Latin Church in India? Did the re-introduction of the Syro-Malabar
hierarchy in 1923 constitute the beginning of a new era among the Indian Christians?
Furthermore, we will deal with the impact Vatican II had on the liturgy of the SyroMalabar Church.
2.2. Origin of Christianity in India
Before we start with the question of the (liturgical) inculturation in the Syro-Malabar
Church it will be necessary to observe the origin and the nature of Christians in India.
Basing themselves on secondary sources, most Indian (Syro-Malabar) theologians argue
that the Apostle Thomas himself preached in India in the first century AD.1 According to
Indian tradition St. Thomas came by sea and landed at Muziris (Kodungalloor, Kerala)
about the year 52 AD and converted high caste Hindu Nambudiri Brahmin families.2 Due
to lack of contemporary documents, Western historians and theologians deny a direct
preaching by the Apostle Thomas in India. Moreover, some Western historians point to
another tradition which considers the Apostle Bartholomew rather than Thomas the
preacher of the Gospel in India.3 However, there is no document to convincingly prove
this hypothesis.4 In spite of the disagreement about the origins of Christianity in India and
although very little is known about them, some facts at least stand out clearly. First, the
South Indian tradition concerning the preaching of Thomas in India can be traced back at
least to the sixth century AD.5
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Furthermore, there is other strong evidence indicating that there were already Christians in
South India at a very early period and that, more in particular, there were waves of
immigrants from Mesopotamia to Kerala between the third and the ninth centuries.6
Besides, the Church of Kerala was undivided until the advent of the Portuguese.7
In the history of the Syro-Malabar Church in India the following periods can be
distinguished. a) The first stage, that of the first centuries, of which little is known. As
regards the nature of the church at that time we can only suppose that the Christian faith
preached in India was celebrated in an Indian cultural context. This supposition accords
with the early Christian tradition that wherever the Apostles preached the “Good News”,
they celebrated the rituals of faith using symbols and cultural elements of the local
population.
b) The second stage in the development is the Syrian influence on Indian Christians. 8 As
to Syriac influences, it is clear that Christians in India soon came under East Syrian
jurisdiction and there is a consensus today that due to these contacts the East Syrian
liturgical tradition was introduced in India at a rather early date.9 However, this did not
mean that the Indian Christians carried out East Syrian practices in everything. Even after
the reform by Patriarch Isho-yabh III they practiced many customs which were not Syrian,
but Indian.
c) The influence of the Latin Church (Portuguese) occurred during the third stage.
Malabar Christians opposed the intention of the Portuguese missionaries to Latinize the
Indian Church. As part of the Latinization, Syrian bishops were replaced by Latin bishops.
The last three Chaldean bishops in India from the East Syrian Church were Mar Jacob
(+1552), Mar Joseph (+1569) and Mar Abraham (+1597).10 After these bishops the
Thomas Christians were brought under the Latin bishops.
d) The period of reform in the Church constituted the fourth stage. It was a period of
revision, renewal and restoration in the Indian Church which began with the appointment
of native bishops. In 1887 Rome established two Apostolic Vicariates, Thrissur and
Kottayam, exclusively for the Thomas Christians in India. The appointment of Indians as
Bishops in India in 1896 was an important step towards inculturation. In 1923 the Holy
6
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See constituted the Syro-Malabar hierarchy making Ernakulam the Archbishopric See.
With the establishment of another ecclesiastical province with Changanacherry as the
Archbishopric See in 1956, a division in the Syro-Malabar Church between the supporters
of the Syrian-influenced liturgy and those of the Latin-influenced liturgy arose. However,
Vatican II strengthened the attempts at inculturation in the Church.
e) When the Syro-Malabar Church rose to a Syro-Malabar Major Archiepiscopal Church,
the final stage was reached.11 On December 16, 1992, Pope John Paul II, by the Apostolic
Constitution Quae maiori12 raised the Syro-Malabar Church to the status of Major
Archiepiscopal sui iuris Church, with the title of Ernakulam-Angamaly. Today the SyroMalabar Church is the second largest Eastern Church in the Catholic communion and
constitutes the largest group of St. Thomas Christians.
After this short description of Christianity in general in India we will proceed to the
liturgy of the Thomas Christians.
2.3. Liturgy of the Thomas Christians in the first four Centuries
There is no historical evidence for a fully developed liturgy among the Thomas Christians
in the first four centuries. Since the Christians in India were converts from Hinduism, they
may have continued their Indian way of life even after receiving faith in Christ and in the
Gospel message.13 Most probably the newly converted Christians’ worship will have been
based on the message of the Gospel, perhaps in combination with Jewish, Syrian but also
Indian cultural and ritual elements.14 Or to use the words of Cardinal Parecattil: “We have
no trace of liturgy used by the first Christians in Malabar, but we can presume that it was
an indigenous form of worship blending the message of the Gospel with the spiritual
patrimony of the new converts and using idioms and symbolisms intelligible to them.”15
However, the first Christians will certainly not have known a proper developed liturgical
rite; their rudimentary liturgical forms must have been adapted to the local, that is, Indian
needs.16 The connection of the Thomas Christians with the Persian Church, with the East
Syrian tradition, and the impact of the East Syrian liturgy is our next topics of discussion.
2.4. The East Syrian Liturgy among the Thomas Christians
We know from secular history that the relations between Persia and India began before the
Christian Era.17 They were of a cultural nature. The East Syrians have been shown to be
11

Since 24 May 2011 the Syro-Malabar Church has had a Major Archbishop, elected by her own
synod, as the head of the Church.
12
AAS 85 (1993), pp. 398-99.
13
Cf. James Aerthayil, The Spiritual Heritage of the Thomas Christians, first print 1982 (Bangalore:
Dharmaram Publications, reprint 2001), p. 58.
14
Cf. Antony Nariculam, ‘The Syro-Malabar Liturgical Reform, A Historical Perspective’, in Tanima
1, 2, June (1993), pp. 4-18.
15
Joseph Cardinal Parecattil, ‘Adaptation and the Future of Christianity in India’ in The St. Thomas
Christian Encyclopedia of India, ed. by George Menachery, 2 vols (Trichur: Published by O.V.,
1973), 2, p. 190.
16
Cf. Mundadan, History of Christianity in India, from the Beginning up to the Middle of the
Sixteenth Century (Bangalore, 1984), p. 193; Parecattil, Syro-Malabar Liturgy As I See It, trans. K.C.
Chacko (Ernakulam: publ. by Fr. Abel, 1987), p. 8.
17
Cf. Aerthayil, The Spiritual Heritage, 2001, pp. 10-11; Thadikkatt, Liturgical Identity, pp. 61, 64.
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the cultural inheritors of the ancient Sumerians.18There are connections between
Sumerians and Dravidians. Havell says, “It is quite likely that the Sumerian founders of
Babylon were themselves of Dravidian stock”19 The inhabitants of Malabar as a whole are
fundamentally of Dravidian descent. “Their bodily features and language are indicated as
a proof of this Dravidian culture.”20
A second factor in the relationship between Persia and India was the language used in this
period. Aramaic (Syriac) was the everyday language of Palestine. Aramaic was the
language spoken by Jesus and the apostles.21 Aramaic was also used long before the time
of Thomas in India to facilitate commercial relations.22Aramaic was not spoken in daily
life. It just functioned as a lingua franca and as a cultic language.23Moreover this was the
language used by the Jews in Malabar.24
Apart from these elements in the relationship between Persia and India, the Apostle
Thomas as the common father in faith may have caused both Churches to grow together,
the third factor. The only four autonomous Churches that developed outside the limits of
the Roman Empire, the Eastern Syriac Churches of India, Persia, Edessa and
Mesopotamia, look upon St. Thomas as their direct or indirect Apostle.25 “This common
heritage may have united them directly or indirectly, working in close collaboration in all
aspects of the development of the Churches.”26 In this connection acceptance or
introduction of an East Syrian liturgy among the Indian Christians may have been
possible.
Placid Podipara says: “India had a hierarchical relationship with the Persian Church, and
the Persian Church with the Chaldean, so it follows that India was indirectly related to the
Chaldean Church.”27 Even though we do not know exactly when the East Syrian liturgy
was introduced among the Indian Christians we have evidence that the bishop of Basra in

Cf. Jacob Vellian and Varghese Pathikulangara, ‘The Eucharistic Liturgy of the Chaldeo-Indian
Church’ in The Eucharistic Liturgy in the Chaldean East, ed. by John Madey (Kottatyam/Paderborn:
1982), pp. 239-73, (p. 248) see footnote nr.24; Hambye, Dimensions of Eastern Christianity
(Kottayam: OIRSI Publications, 1983), p. 15.
19
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20
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21
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Varghese Pathikulangara, Chaldeo-Indian Liturgy 1: Introduction (Kottayam: Denha Services, 1992),
p. 45; Documenta Indica, III, 804.
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Ibid.
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295 left his see to visit the Christians in India.28 The Chronicle of Seert, an important East
Syrian document of the seventh century, mentions that Dudi (David), bishop of Basra in
the Persian Gulf, an eminent doctor, left his See between AD. 295-300 and went to India
where he evangelized many.29 This document also says: “Persian had in fact been used as
a medium for Christian writings since the fifth century, and Job of Revardahsir, a
companion of Abraham of Netpar, had prepared translations of the monastic rules for use
in Fars and among Christians in India.”30
Furthermore, in the late 5th century, Ma‛ne, Metropolitan of Fars is said to have
composed Pahlavi madrāše (discourses), memre (verse homilies), and enyāne (antiphons)
and sent these books “to the islands of the sea and to India” for liturgical use.31 The letters
of Isho-Yabh III (7th century) state that India’s line of bishops was dependent on the
metropolitan see of Rew-Ardashir (in Fars, Persian Gulf).32 This relationship of the
Thomas Christians to Fars explains the Pahlavi features on the ancient stone crosses found
in different parts of India.
The use of the anaphora of Addai and Mari among the Thomas Christians in India is
evidence of the early liturgical collaboration with the Syrian Church. The anaphora of
Addai and Mari is said to be the oldest available fixed form of the liturgy existing in the
Church even today. Its antiquity is proved by the absence of the words of institution and
the absence of kūšāpē (a priestly prayer in silence) in the original form of the anaphora.33
There is an inconclusive debate going on among scholars on the question of the words of
institution in the anaphora, which was absent in all the early manuscripts.34 The
Eucharistic prayer used in India seems to have been without the words of institution,
which proves the antiquity of the use of Syriac liturgy among the Indian Christians.
28

Cf. Chronicle of Seert, trans. and ed., Addai Scher, Patrologia Orientalis, I.8 (26). The reference to
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Documentary evidence of the presence of East Syrian bishops in Malabar constitutes
indirect proof for the use of the Chaldean liturgy at an early period.35 It might be a
believable fact that at least from the time of Isho-Yabh III Indian Christians were brought
under East Syrian jurisdiction,36 which made it possible to accept the East Syrian liturgy
among the Indian Christians. It is very likely that they received the East Syrian liturgy
from at least the seventh century, or even earlier. It may be assumed that the reform of the
East Syrian liturgy by patriarch Isho-yabh III was soon implemented among the Christians
in India.37
The East Syrian period in India was both a time of Chaldeanization and Indianization.
Christians in India received a developed liturgy from East Syria celebrated in Syriac. St.
Thomas Christians regarded both their Syriac liturgy and the Syriac language as
inviolably sacred, as they believed that the language spoken by Jesus in his earthly life
was Syriac.38 Nonetheless, they made alterations to the Syriac liturgy. In the next section
we will highlight a few examples of Syrian and Indian elements prevalent among the
Christians.
2.4.1. Ritual and Liturgical Inculturation during the East Syrian Era
It is likely that the liturgy of the Thomas Christians developed at this period side by side
with the Persian counterpart.39 It was an Indian liturgy based on the Indian cultural
background, within the canvas of worship influenced by the Apostle Thomas and the East
Syrian liturgy. The East Syrian heritage of an indigenous Church with Indian culture can
hardly be denied. A. Mingana affirms, “Any attempt to speak of early Christianity in India
as different from East Syrian Church is, in our judgment, bound to fail.”40
Even though the Indian Church received the East Syrian liturgy it was not completely East
Syrian in all its aspects. The Thomas Christians without doubt adapted the East Syrian
forms of worship to their own Indian culture. Unfortunately there is a paucity of source,
but there are at least a number of documents which allow us to catch a glimpse of that
process.
There are only a few documents that contain information about the liturgical life of the
Indian Christians before the 16th century. The major available documents are Jornada of
Cf. Ibid., p. 68; A. Mingana, ‘Early Spread of Christianity in India’, in Bulletin of the John Rylands
Library X, 2 (1926) pp. 26-32; Winstedt, The Christian Topography of Cosmos Indicopleustes
(Cambridge: 1909), p. 119; G.T. Mackenzie, Christianity in Travencore (Trivandrum: 1901), p. 5.
36
Cf. Podipara, The Hierarchy of The Syro-Malabar Church, 1976, p. 31; J. S. Assemani, Bibliotheca
Orientalis, III, 346; James Puliurumpil, History of The Syro-Malabar Church, 2013, pp. 148-49;
Aerthayil, The Spiritual Heritage, 2001, p. 32.
37
Cf. A.M. Mundadan, History of Christianity in India from the Beginning up to the Middle of the
Sixteenth Century (Bangalore: Church History Association of India, 1984), pp. 100-02.
38
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39
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Alexis de Menezes,41 a Portuguese account of sixteenth century Malabar, the Decrees of
the Synod of Diamper42 (Udayamperur), held in June 1599, and the Narratives of Joseph
the Indian, originally published in Portuguese. The Decrees of the Synod of Diamper
condemned a multitude of ritual elements practiced by the Christians, in particular Indian
rituals. Apart from the fact that there are only few sources available, they all view the
customs and practices of Indian Christians with European eyes, more specifically from
the perspective of the Portuguese missionaries who were deeply moulded by their
European mentality and, in addition, by the principles of the Council of Trent. It is
relevant to search for the Indian elements in the celebration of the sacraments in particular
within an East Syrian liturgical framework.
The Thomas Christians in India accepted the social structure built on the network of castes
and sub castes in India.43 Position in society was determined by social custom. The rulers
of the country considered the Thomas Christians as high caste, granting them great
privileges and honors, in written copperplate documents, that became the Magna Carta of
the Thomas Christians.44
2.4.1.1. Social Customs
Even though the Thomas Christians in India were all subjects of non-Christian kings,
thanks to a very old custom in the Christian community, all their affairs of government,
both spiritual and temporal, had been entrusted to their Bishop; in all their dealings they
had recourse to him.45
Hindu ceremonies and customs related to matrimony, death, birth and purification for
touching lower castes were prevalent among the Indian Christians of St. Thomas. Among
the Christians, daughters could not inherit; when a father died without male issue the
entire estate passed on to a male relative, sometimes twice or more removed or even
transversely, with the daughters sometimes dying of hunger.46 “The dress of the Thomas
Christians was the same as the Malabarians, naked from the waist up… all of them went
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about with swords and shields, and many with guns and lances”47 which they left behind
when entering the Church. For this reason there were porches in front of the Churches to
keep these weapons.48 Their hairstyle was the same as the Nairs’, long hair bound together
at the top of the head with a ribbon, to which the Christians added some prayer beads or a
cross of gold or silver. Thus, although they did not differ from Nairs, in their dress, when
they moved among Nairs it was easy to distinguish Christians.49
Indian Christians pierced their ears and over-hanging like the Malabarians, wore many
earrings, gold jewelry and precious stones held together with rings of gold which enlarged
their ears, and gave them great authority.50 They used to observe the custom of other
Malabarians of not touching the low castes, and if they did happen to touch them, washed
themselves, not from superstition but because of the Nairs, who were forbidden to touch
them. If they neglected this rule, Thomas Christians would lose contacts, communication
and trade facilities and the respect of the kings. The Christians and the Nairs could
communicate and trade with each other without restrictions, because both were of noble
castes.51
In addition, it was characteristic of the social life of the early Christians of India that,
though Christian in faith, they remained in many respects attached to the Hindu (Indian)
way of life. Christians in India were not Jewish-Christians or Syrian-Christians but
Indian-Christians. They have been sometimes described as “Hindu in culture, Christian in
religion and Oriental in worship.”52
Indian Christians celebrate Hindu (Kerala) social festivities including “Ona” (Onam). It is
interesting to see by Action IX Decree IV of the Diamper synod prohibits: “Whereas in
the feast of the heathen, called Ona, celebrated in August, in which they go out one
against another with bows and arrows, and other arms, in which conflicts some are killed,
and more wounded; and some Christians, unmindful of their obligations, living among
them, and communicating much with them do go forth with them, and armed as they are
to the said feasts, and are thereby liable to the same disasters: Therefore the Synod doth
command all the faithful Christians of this Bishopric, in Holy Obedience, and upon pain
of Excommunication, not to presume to resort to this or any other Heathen Festivity.”53
Portuguese missionaries misunderstood the meaning of Onam and denied ecclesiastical
47
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burial to those who died at the celebration of the “ona” festival. It was understood by
them that the Heathens superstitiously imagined that all who died on that occasion of
“ona”, would immediately go to Heaven; “but Christians shall only observe their own
Holy Festivities and if any Christian shall die in the said Heathen Feast, he shall be denied
ecclesiastical burial.”54
Indian Christians had believed that every man might be saved by his own laws, all of
which were good and led to heaven, irrespective of their religion. The Diamper Synod
banned Christian teachers from installing or using any Hindu idols in their schools - which
means that they had used to do so- and even from performing military service to Hindu
princes. Hindu musicians used to conduct programmes in Christian Churches and the
Synod banned them outright.55 Even the gentile practice of magic and luck was part of
their daily life.
2.4.1.2. Fortune and Magic
Fortune and magic held a prominent place among the Indian Christians. The story of
Kadamattathu Kāthānar (Priest from Kadamattam), the well-known magician priest in
Kerala, is an example that confirms this practice of magic by the Christians.56 They used it
to select the days, auspicious or inauspicious for weddings and for many other occasions,
making use of various magic tricks, like that of gentiles.57 Inculturation was not only
limited to social customs, it even extended to the architectural style of Church buildings.
2.4.1.3. Church Bells, Church Building and Crosses

Joseph the Indian58 states that bells were not in use in the Christian Churches. In order to
call together the faithful for worship, a semantron was used. However in 1493 Aloysius
Cadamustus, a Venetian traveller who visited Kozhikode (Calicut) reported that the city
was inhabited by Indian Christians and that he had seen churches with bells.59
The architecture of the churches resembled Hindu temples apart from the many St.
Thomas crosses in them.60 Maintaining the internal basic structure necessary for the
celebration of the East Syrian liturgy, an authentic church-architecture was developed in
India. The Churches of this period (before the Portuguese time) had nearly all the
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essentials of a Hindu temple.61 There was always granite cross in front of important
Christian churches, which distinguished them from the Hindu buildings for worship. On
the pedestal or steps the faithful lit oil lamps and conducted prayers and processions. 62
Just like the Hindu temples the ancient churches had a walled-in compound with small
granite lamps inside and outside the walls. The Christians poured oil and lit these lamps
daily. Near to the Church there were ayudappura (houses for arms) kodimaram (flag staff)
kottupura (music hall) uttupura (refectory) and pools or wells to wash one’s feet before
entering the Church.63
There was strong devotion and affection for the St. Thomas Cross. The old Churches had
been built by these Christians many years before the Portuguese came to India and were
all decorated with such painted and sculptured crosses.64
In all the churches Archbishop Menezis saw many crosses which they called the miracle
of St. Thomas65 (St. Thomas Cross, Mylapore), without the corpus of Christus on it.
Veneration of the cross was a very old custom, which is suggestive of the antiquity of
these crosses.
Latin texts clearly say there were no statues of saints inside the Church. On the premises
there was a big cross. This may have been the open-air granite cross found in Kerala
Churches. “And the old ones were all built like the temples of the gentiles, but all full of
crosses like those of the miracle of St.Thome, which they call the Cross of Saint
Thomas.”66 Gouvea also reports about the open air granite crosses: “and no one can but
see crosses in the whole of Malabar, even if it is in the most out of the way roads, which
does not have its foot very well done, and inside it a place for the lamp which is lit
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throughout the night, having the care to provide it with oil, not less the Christians than the
gentiles, which is not found in any other part of India, and much less in Europe.”67
Pius Malekandathil observed that two types of crosses were venerated among the St
Thomas Christians: one constructed outside the Church, often in front, along the wayside,
with arrangements for lighting lamps (vilakkumadams) and the second type, inside the
Church, with Pahlavi inscriptions, which Gouvea referred to as St Thomas Crosses.68
These crosses had an important role in the daily life of the Thomas Christians.
2. 4.1.4. Liturgical Calendar
The East Syrian Church keeps the ancient liturgical traditions with various forms of
worship and observations suitable for feasts and ecclesiastical occasions. Thomas
Christians while accepting the East Syrian liturgy followed the East Syrian liturgical
calendar adapted to Indian customs.69 The liturgical year was developed through out the
centuries. The seven cyclically arranged sections in the East Syrian liturgical calendar
were “Annunciation and nativity, Epiphany, Lent, Resurrection and Ascension, Pentecost
or Apostles, Elijah and Cross and Moses and Dedication of the Church”70 Instead of going
into detail we will explain a few other items in the liturgical calendar of the Thomas
Christians, such as feasts, food and fasting which have an Indian touch.
2.4.1.5. Food and Fasting
Thomas Christians have their own customs for food and fasting. The Christians of St
Thomas had meat on Saturdays and Wednesdays. On Fridays they had fish. Their fasting
custom was not to eat more than once a day before sunset.71 The Lenten season started on
Sunday before Ash Wednesday, when there were no special rituals.72 During Lent they did
not eat meat, fish or eggs, drink wine or milk and abstained from sexual relations. Joseph
the Indian spoke about Lent and Advent and commented that they fasted on Good Friday
and Holy Saturday.73Jornada also mentions fasting during Advent, “they used to fast
throughout Advent”74 The common attitude for praying during fasting was prostration
with the face to the earth. Fasting was also the custom throughout the Advent period.
Breaking one day of the fast was considered breaking the entire Lenten period and thus
considered a sin that invalidated the entire fast.75
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East Syrian fasting practices were also prevalent. They observed a special fasting
“Moonnunoimbu” (three-day fast), or “the fast of Jonas” which started eighteen days
before the first day of Lent.76 “On those fasting days in most of the Churches, they used to
give a dinner, to which all came, saying that they were honoring the three days which
Jonas spent in the belly of the Whale, being the picture of Christ our Lord.”77 Even though
these characteristics of food and fasting seem to be more Syrian than Indian, these
elements have become part of the customs of Thomas Christians. It is likely that the
common practice of washing the whole body on the day of fasting is Indian. “The
common people believed that if they did not wash the entire body early in the morning on
the day of the fast, it was not of any value.”78
2.4.1.6. Feasts

With regard to the feasts, some of the East Syrian feasts and traditions became part of
Indian tradition. Apart from Sundays, there were feasts of the Apostles and Saints. All the
Fridays from Christmas to Lent they celebrated the feasts of the Saints. However, in the
Indian Church, there are four days of special remembrance for the Apostle Thomas: 1.
The Eighteenth December, Feast of the Miracle of Mar Thoma Sleeba (Saint Thomas
Cross), 2. The Seventh Friday of the Season of Denha: patron Saint of the Church, 3. The
Second Sunday of the Season of Resurrection (Puthunjayar=New Sunday), the Apostle’s
Proclamation of faith in the Risen Lord and 4. July the third is the feast of Martyrdom of
Apostle Thomas. 79July the third was a most solemn feast in honour of the Apostle
Thomas.80 Even though the origin of this feast is East Syrian, the celebration became more
popular among the Thomas Christians in India. This feast is called “Dukhrana”, it is the
“Pithrudinam” (Father’s Day) a day when Hindu Indians celebrated the anniversary of
their dead, giving of food in their commemoration. In Indian Hindu tradition there is
“Pithrubali” (Sacrifice for Father) which is still practised among Hindus.81 It was a feast
celebrated in memory of St Thomas, by both Christians and non-Christians.82
2.4.2. The Indian way of Celebrating the Sacraments
It is relevant to search for the Indian elements in the celebration of the sacraments in
particular within an East Syrian liturgical framework.
2.4.2.1. Baptism and Confirmation
Jornada mentions that in the baptismal practices of Thomas Christians there was much
confusion of form. Each priest baptized in the way he thought best, and even in the same
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diocese there were different forms in different churches.83 In the next chapter we will deal
in detail with baptism among the Thomas Christians.
It seems that neither in baptism nor in any other sacrament did the Thomas Christians use
holy oils. However, they did use various oils in their rituals and worship. “They used to
anoint all the children after baptism with coconut oil or with the oil of sesame without
blessing, considering this anointing to be holy.”84 The Dutch text of Joseph the Indian
clearly says that they did not have sacred oil, but blessed the body instead.85 They had no
knowledge of a separate sacrament of Confirmation.
2.4.2.2. The Eucharist
The existing manuscripts and documents give evidence of the use of the Chaldean liturgy
in Malabar from very early times.86 The anaphora of Addai and Mari was the principal
Eucharistic prayer of the Indian Christians at least from the fourth century onward. There
is no evidence of the development of an Indian Eucharistic prayer among the Thomas
Christians.
2.4.2.3. Holy Communion
Even though the Portuguese Osorius wrote to Portugal that the reception of Holy
Communion was preceded by Confession, Holy Communion was received by nearly all
participants of the Eucharist. Jornada says, “All of them who participated received Holy
Communion on the Thursday of the Supper of Our Lord, and on many solemn days of the
year without any preparation except fasting.”87 As they had no wine (grapes do not grow
in the region) they used dried grapes from China, put them in water and squeezed them to
make a juice for use in the sacrament.88 There is evidence that the mode of receiving
Communion was also different in Malabar. The Eucharistic celebration was expanded
with many additional items in the way bread and wine was prepared for the Eucharist.
“They used to consecrate cakes made of oil and salt which were cooked in a copper vessel
by the deacons and young men with minor orders in a small tower which they had on the
main chapel for this purpose, always singing Psalms and Hymns while the cooking or
frying was going on, and at the time of consecration, the bread was dropped through a
hole which there was in the floor of the tower on the altar, placed in a small basket of
fresh palm fronds, and thus into the wine of dried grapes or on the palm frond whichever
was offered.”89
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Although there were no words of Institution in the Qurbana of Mar Joseph, there was
elevation, fraction and the entire Eucharistic prayer.90 The Thomas Christians were less
interested in the frequency of the celebrations, use of vestments and incense. The
language of the singing during the Eucharist was in Syriac.91
2.4.2.4. Confession

It seems that the Thomas Christians were not happy with confession and penitential
sacraments. “They sometime hate these sacraments and are fed up with them, although for
the last few years in a few Churches near those of the Portuguese a very few used to
confess on seeing the Portuguese do so.”92 The Dutch text of the Narratives by Joseph the
Indian says that they confessed like those faithful to Rome. 93 Their practice was like this:
“In the place of confession they used to put some embers in the middle of the Church on
Sundays and they threw in it a lot of incense, and all approached it, each one diverting
with his hand its smoke to his chest, saying that, with that smoke his sins were going
outside his soul, although this custom had already weakened in many places.” 94 A sign of
peace by kissing the hands of the priests while they were singing the Divine Office was
refused to those whom the Church had condemned to penance and excommunication.95
Confession was somehow related to the Holy Eucharist. Osorius who wrote about Thomas
Christians at the time of King Emmanuel of Portugal says: “no one comes forward to
receive the Eucharist unless by previous confession he has washed away the soul’s
defilements.”96
2.4.2.5. Marriage
In their marriage ceremonies Thomas Christians had special customs. The main part of the
marriage ceremony consisted of the tying of tali97 around the neck of the bride by the
bridegroom. “Only by placing a silk thread from the neck of the bridegroom to the bride,
without any ecclesiastical ceremony, or prayer said with this intent, and many when they
got married would make a superstitious circle in which they placed themselves, and in
which they put the obligations of their marriage ceremonies, which were practices of the
gentiles.”98 Joseph the Indian does not say anything about the sacrament of marriage, but
he mentions that there was no divorce whether the marriage was good or bad. 99 The
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marriage ceremony was a very big event which had a certain pre-eminence conferred by
the old kings of Malabar.
2.4.2.6. Holy Orders
The Thomas Christians were very well attached to the Holy orders.100 In every house there
were ordained men, because nothing impeded the enjoyment of secular things. Priests
were ordained when still very young, at the age of 17, 18, or 20. They were all married,
many with widowed women, the majority of them getting married after ordination.101
Widowers got married once, twice or even three times.102 The celibacy of priesthood was
only introduced in the Malabar Church after the Synod of Diamper in 1599. Priets did
marry again after the death of their first wife and did not keep the women apart when they
celebrated. In the same Church there were sometimes father, son and grandson, all priests,
and all took part in the Eucharist.103 The wives of the priests were more honored than
other women and were given preferential treatment.104 “Priests held also secular jobs, even
in the service of the gentile kings, as receivers and collectors of rent.”105 Joseph the Indian
mentions that the Christians of Malabar had priests who did not have tonsure. They kept
the hair on the top of the head. Malabar priests used to retain a tuft of hair on the head as
did the Nambudiri Brahmins, the Hindu priests. Christian priests used to keep a cross on
this tuft of hair.106 It is also said that after the death of their wife they did not remarry.107
2.4.2.7. Anointing of the sick

Jornada says that Thomas Christians had no knowledge of extreme Unction108 but Joseph
the Indian confirms that there was some form of blessing of the sick prevalent among
Malabar Christians which took the place of the anointing of the sick.109 The sick were
blessed after placing some biblical verses written on palm-leaves or paper on them.110
Sometimes the sick were given water to drink in which some earth taken from the tomb of
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the Apostle Thomas was mixed.111 Their holy water was not been blessed especially, but
the sacristan scattered a little mud from the places through which The Apostle Thomas
had passed, and from the place where he had died. Pilgrims visiting these places used to
bring back big clods of earth to give them to the Churches for this purpose.112 When they
did not have this mud they scattered some grains of incense but without any blessing.
2.4.2.8. Conclusion
The East Syrian liturgical tradition was usually followed by the Thomas Christians at least
from the seventh century onwards. A mingling of both Indian and East Syrian elements in
the celebration of the sacraments, fasting and feasts were traceable from the available
documents. Even though the social customs of the Thomas Christians were somehow
equal to the other non-Christian Indians, they had different religious customs connected
with the framework of an East Syrian tradition.
The liturgical celebrations of the sacraments and the liturgical calendar were East Syrian
with some additions from the Indian cultural sphere. There are examples of Indian touches
in the East Syrian Christian life: the use of coconut or sesame oils for baptism, a special
approach to Holy Communion and Confession, the use of special bread and wine for the
Eucharist, the use of “Tali” in the marriage celebration, the blessing of the sick after
placing some biblical verses written on palm-leaves on their bodies. They also had the
tradition of a married clergy, they used mud taken from the place of Thomas to make
Holy water and they used to take a bath in the early morning during fasting days. They
also had four feast days a year in commemoration of the Apostle Thomas, whereas there
were only two in the East Syrian Church. Besides the liturgical and the ecclesiological
combinations with the East Syrian Church, Thomas Christians had their own Indian
architects for the construction of churches. In short, it seems that there was good
integration between the East Syrian and Indian elements in their spiritual, sacramental and
ecclesiological life. From these findings we may conclude that the Indian Christians
retained their own cultural heritage while living their Christian life, even under East
Syrian influence, until the coming of the Portuguese.
2.5. Latinization during the Portuguese Period
The arrival of the Portuguese113 was the beginning of a new era in the history of India in
general and for her Christians in particular. The Portuguese had two main objectives in
India: trade and missionary work. Their missionary activities involved the introduction of
a large number of Latin liturgical traditions that had been unknown to the Indians, and the
abolishing of many traditions - both Syriac and Indian ones - with which the Thomas
Christians had been familiar for centuries. To effect Latinization properly Archbishop
Menezes convoked a Synod at Diamper in 1599.
Cf. Jacob Vellian, ‘Syro-Malabar Liturgy Down the Centuries’, in The Thōmāpēdia, p. 118; Jacob
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2.5.1. Missionary Activities and Latinization of the Portuguese
At the first stage the Portuguese were happy to see the Christian presence in India and
they appreciated the contact with the Christians. In 1502, when the Thomas Christians
visited Vasco da Gama in Cochin, there was a common spirit of faith and friendship. 114 In
1504 the Chaldean Bishop Mar Elias wrote, “When we...came to this town of the Indians,
Cannanor, we made them (the Portuguese) understand that we were Christians…. We
were received by them with great joy…and they honored our pilgrimage exceedingly for
Christ’s sake.…Their priests daily offer the Holy Sacrifice, for this is their custom and
rite.…after their priests had celebrated, we also were admitted and we celebrated the Holy
sacrifice, and it was pleasing in their eyes.”115
However, after the initial period of acceptance and tolerance, the Portuguese tried to bring
the Indian Church under Padroado116rule. The Papal bull Romanus Pontifex which served
as the foundation of Padroado rule granted the Portuguese king absolute and exclusive
jurisdiction over all conquests.117 This bull is an example of the Latin Church's claim to
spiritual superiority of the whole world. It was the beginning of a process of Latinization,
a systematic process of eliminating the Syrian elements from the Thomas Christians and
of imposing the traditions of the Latin Church, against the will of the local Christian
community. This happened on various levels.
2.5.2 Replacement of the Ecclesiastical Hierarchy and Leadership

The leaders of the Indian Church were replaced by Latin leaders. Titles like “Archdeacon
of All India” and “Bishops from Persia” were suppressed. Latin bishops were appointed
over the Thomas Christians against the will of the faithful. The last three East Syrian
Bishops (Mar Jacob, Mar Joseph and Mar Abraham) as part of Latinization had to face
opposition from the Portuguese missionaries. During their period in Malabar, the
Portuguese tried to latinize the Thomas Christians.118 The bishops were unable to resist
this process effectively, because they were virtually compelled to observe the Roman
customs in order to keep their position.119
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Remarkably, the Indian and Persian bishops were compelled by coercive means to accept
Latinization.120 The Indian priests were trained in Latin seminaries with the intention of
having them implement and administer only Latin traditions among the Thomas
Christians. The Portuguese started in1541 a seminary121 based on Latin traditions so that
future priests received neither Indian nor Syrian formation.122 Consequently the priests
ordained from this seminary were unable to perform the liturgical services of their own
Church.123 The traditional Indian system of priestly formation had been the Malpanate
System, where the priestly candidates were selected from the parish by the parish council.
The malpanate system, the original form of training among the Christians in Malabar, was
deeply rooted in the consciousness of the community. It also had close affinity with the
gurukula124 system of the surrounding Hindu majority. Even though malpanates were
suppressed by the Diamper Synod, for two and a half centuries such malpanates continued
all over Malabar.125
The resulting vacuum in leadership in India cleared the way for the Portuguese to impose
their own customs, hierarchy, law, liturgy and rites on the Thomas Christians. Many of the
local customs were officially anathematized as heretical and manuscripts were condemned
to be either corrected or burnt. At all places in the Eucharist and the divine office where
the name of the Patriarch of Babylon was mentioned, the Diamper Synod substituted the
name of the Chaldean Patriarch with that of the Pope.126 The Synod said that “there was a
certain heresy twice repeated in the holy sacrifice of the mass, and twice more in the
divine office, in calling the patriarch of Babylon, the universal pastor, and head of the
Catholic church, in all places, and as often as they happen to name him; a title that is due
only to the most holy father, the bishop of Rome, successor of the prince of the apostles,
St. Peter, and vicar of Christ on earth: the synod doth therefore command in virtue of
obedience, and upon pain of excommunication to be ipso facto incurred, that no person of
this bishopric, secular or ecclesiastical, shall from henceforward presume, by word or
writing, either in the holy sacrifice of the Mass, or in the Divine Office, or in any other
120
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occasion, to bestow that title on the said patriarch of Babylon, or on any other Prelate,
besides our lord, the bishop of Rome; and whosoever shall dare to contravene this order,
shall be declared excommunicate, and held for a Schismatic and Heretic, and shall be
punished”127
2.5.3. Suppression of the Indian Church Organizational System
As part of Latinization, the Thomas Christians were brought under Latin dioceses. “In
1514 Pope Leo X erected the diocese of Funchal in the Madeira Islands, to which India
and Brazil were annexed. The ancient dioceses of Kodungalloor and Angamaly were
brought under the Latin dioceses Goa and Cochin. In 1534 Pope Paul III erected the
diocese of Goa through the Papal bull Aequum Reputamos, assigning Padroado to the
king of Portugal. The jurisdiction of Goa extended from the Cape of Good Hope to China.
In 1558, the See of Cochin was erected, and Goa became an Archdiocese.”128 In the
parishes, Thomas Christians had the system of Palliyogam. “Palliyogam is a laudable
heritage of the Thomas Christians. It expresses in a tangible way the ecclesial communion
of all Christian faithful in the Church.”129 It (a kind of democratic Pastoral Council) was
replaced by a western pastoral council in the parishes based on Latin traditions. The
Thomas Christians were used to designating their liturgical, ecclesiastical, ascetical and
socio-cultural lifestyle as the “Law of Thomas”.130 It is an organizational system prevalent
among the Thomas Christians which is different from the “Law of Peter.” The Thomas
Christians believed that they had inherited the “Law of Thomas” from the Apostle
Thomas. “The remarkable feature of this “Law of Thomas” was its being thoroughly
Oriental and Malabarian, well-adapted to the socio-cultural life of Malabar.”131 It was a
completely inculturated organizational system.
But, Menezes ordered the Archdeacon (higher social authority among the Thomas
Christians) under pain of deposition to declare that the “Law of St. Thomas” was the
same as the “Law of Peter”132 with the word, “I do likewise confess and believe, that in
pure Christianity there is only one law of our Lord Jesus Christ, true God, and true man;
in like manner as there is no more than one only true God, one only faith, and one only
baptism; which one only law was preached by all the holy apostles, and their disciples and
successors after the same manner. I do therefore condemn and reject all those who
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ignorantly teach, that there was one law of St. Thomas, and another law of St. Peter, and
that they are so different as not to have anything to do with one another; as also all other
heresies and errors condemned by Holy Mother Church.”133 The Diamper Synod
condemned the idea that there was a “Law of St. Thomas” and declared it as a manifest
and perverse error, schism and heresy.134
2.5.4. Elimination of Nestorian Elements from the Liturgy

Although it seems that initially, until the establishment of the archdiocese of Goa, the
Portuguese did not doubt the orthodoxy of the Indian Thomas Christians, 135 they soon
started accusing them, saying that their liturgy contained heretical Nestorian elements.
This suspicion may have arisen from the relations of the Thomas Christians with the East
Syrians, who were considered to be Nestorian. This mistrust of the Nestorians was more
politically motivated than liturgically.136 Nevertheless, the missionaries had the intention
to purify the liturgy of the Thomas Christians from heresies. This clearly emerges from
the letter of Archbishop Menezes to Fabio Biondi, the titular Patriarch of Jerusalem,
written on 19 December 1597.137 Moreover, many changes in the liturgy introduced by the
Diamper Synod were made in view of doctrinal integrity and especially meant as a
protection against Nestorian heresy. Thus, fifteen of the changes in the liturgy that were
imposed concerned the names referring to Christ. Simple titles like Christ, Jesus and the
Son were amplified into “Jesus Christ His Son Our Lord.”138 “The “Mother of Christ”
usage in the liturgy was replaced by “Mother of God.”139
2.5.5. Suppression of the East Syrian Liturgy
Once the administrative system and leadership had been brought under the control of the
Latin Church, it became possible to replace many of the liturgical practices of the Thomas
Christians by the Latin tradition, even if it was done against the will of the faithful. The
suppression of the East Syrian liturgy was begun with the introduction of Latin elements
in the Syrian liturgy even before the synod of Diamper in 1599. In the beginning East
Syrian Bishops were used as instruments to introduce Latin liturgy among the Thomas
Christains.
Thus, we see that during the episcopate of the Syrian bishop Mar Jacob (+1550/2) instead
of the pagoda style of architecture; the Thomas Christians were compelled to build their
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Churches in the western architectural style.140 He acted as chaplain of the Portuguese in
Cranganore, saying Mass in Latin.141 He was nearly abandoned in his old age even by the
Syro-Malabarians because he was extremely Latinized.142 Bishop Jacob also introduced
private confession in Malabar instead of the practice of the general confession. 143 Mar
Joseph, his successor, introduced the use of unleavened bread, wine and Roman vestments
in the Eucharist in Malabar.144 He introduced the words of institution in the anaphora of
Addai and Mari, which were found missing in the original text.145 He must also have
introduced the Latin absolution formula for private confession and the formula for
(Extreme Unction) the Sacrament of the Sick from the Latin Church.146 Latin liturgical
books were translated into the Syriac language for the use of the Thomas Christians. The
Goan Council of 1585 decreed that “the Roman Ritual, (with peculiarities of the diocese
of Braga in Portugal) the Roman Missal, the Roman Breviary, and the Roman Pontifical
were to be translated into Chaldean for the use of the Syro-Malabar Church.”147
2.5.6. Latinization through the Synod of Diamper
The Synod of Diamper convoked by Archbishop Menezes in June 1599 introduced radical
changes, which substantially affected the Eastern nature of the Thomas Christians. At the
same time J. Thaliath shows the invalidity of the Synod of Diamper for the Thomas
Christians. Archbishop Menezes was not authorized to conduct the Synod for the Malabar
Church nor did the decrees of the Synod have formal approbation.148
By way of preparation for the Synod Archbishop Menezes undertook visits to all the
Churches of Thomas Christians in 1599. His journey lasted a few months and he slowly
earned the good will of the people. Having won over a considerable number of people and
priests, Menezes threatened to depose Archdeacon George (of the Cross) and appoint in
his place Thomas Kurian, another nephew of the former Archdeacon whose claims had
been ignored in 1593. In order to prevent a division, Archdeacon George (of the Cross)
yielded to the demands of Menezes.
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The Synod of Diamper was a forceful, illegal invasion by Portuguese missionaries into the
affairs of the Thomas Christians. The Archbishop of Goa had no jurisdiction over the
Thomas Christians. Without any special mandate from the Roman Pontiff, he entered the
Archdiocese of Angamaly, convened the Diocesan Synod of Diamper and proclaimed that
he would reunite the Thomas Christians who had been living outside the Roman
Communion for a thousand years. Thus, through their zealous efforts and in a matter of
within a few months, the Archbishop and his team of missionaries wished to establish
their reputation in Europe.149 The controversial Synod of Diamper canonized the
Romanization of the Thomas Christians.150 The Archbishop, in the shadow of the
Protestant Reformation and the Council of Trent, was unwilling to be flexible about the
Indian customs of the Thomas Christians.
The aim of the Diamper Synod was not only the correction of dogmatic doctrines, but an
overall Latinization of liturgy. If the correction of dogmatic doctrines had been the only
intention of the Synod, the Synod would only have needed to correct those liturgical
books used among the Thomas Christians which contained Nestorian views? Instead, it
was a strategic approach to revise the rite and customs, in order to transform the Thomas
Christians’ Rite into the Latin Rite, to effect the suppression of the “Law of Thomas.”
Some of the synodal decrees that explicitly ordered conformity to Latin Rite include:
admittance and reception of “all the customs, rites and ceremonies received and approved
in the Roman Church.”151 Images painted after our manner (European) are to be placed in
all Churches.152 “The Syriac lectionary is to be replaced by the Vulgar Latin edition used
by the Holy Mother Church.”153 There were many changes in the Eucharistic liturgy to
achieve conformity to the Latin Rite,154 such as: the Words of consecration were added to
the Liturgy of Addai and Mari and the modification of the Creed. Furthermore the
introduction of extreme unction (Sacrament of the Sick), the conversion of optional
celibacy into obligatory celibacy for priests and Latin vestments were introduced by the
Synod among the Thomas Christians, being desirous that the Church of the Serra
(Malabar) would conform to the Latin customs.155 The unity of the Church in India that
had been kept for the last sixteen centuries was disrupted when a group of Thomas
Christians opted for non-Catholic Churches in protest against the Latinization.
2.5.7. Impact of the Synod of Diamper on the Thomas Christians
The Latinizing policy of the Portuguese reached its culmination with the Synod of
Diamper. Through the Synod of Diamper the Decrees of the Council of Trent were made
known to the Thomas Christians. The main changes were in liturgical matters. For
example the fourth decree of the eighth session of the Diamper Synod ordered the Roman
Mass (except the Eucharistic prayers) to be translated into Syriac for the use of the
149
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Thomas Christians.156 The liturgical use of naming bread and wine the Body and Blood of
Christ in anticipation during the preparation was to be abolished. “Where the priest
pouring the wine into the cup said, Misceatur pretiosus Sanguis in Calice Domini nostri
Jesu Christi, it shall be said, Misceatur Vinum in Calice Domini nostri, that no occasion
may be given to the error of calling the Wine before it is consecrated, the precious Blood
of Christ…and presently after where the Priest said, Expectans expectavi Dominum,
corpus Christi & sanguinem ejus pretiosum super sanctum altare offeramus, it shall be
said for the same reason, Panem Sanctum & Calicem pretiosum offeramus.”157
Although the anaphora of Addai and Mari was retained-which in itself is remarkable-as
the only one approved for use, its text was reformed in accordance with the theology of
the Latin Rite.158 All liturgical practices that were not in line with the Latin Rite were to
be removed or replaced. Archbishop Menezes (25 January 1559 to 3 May 1617) used his
authority to introduce changes in the liturgy with the punishment of excommunication.
During the Diamper Synod He ordered all the liturgical books of the Thomas Christians to
be destroyed.
Even though Latinization was implemented among the Thomas Christians by the decrees
of the Diamper Synod, many of the social and cultural elements that prevailed among
them continued to exist to a certain extent.159 For example, the Thomas Christians adhered
to home-centered rites such as the Christianized “tali” in marriage ceremonies,160 liturgies
of śrādha, Good Friday rituals, like not cleaning the house on that day, and the use of
sacred oil lamps. They also prayed three times a day corresponding to Gāyatrī mantra in
Hinduism. The way in which they celebrated the Epiphany in this family liturgy was very
interesting. They erected decorated plantain trees, like the Christmas tree of the west,
which corresponded to the Dīpavali feast of the Hindus.161 Further even after the Synod of
Diamper they kept some of the customs related to birth, naming, feeding infants, teaching
the alphabet, ear-piercing and social initiation rites which corresponded to Indian culture
(Hindu saṃskāras) or Hindu customs.162 Thomas Christians still felt like a community,
Christian in religion, oriental (Syrian) in liturgy and Indian in culture. The Christian
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community has continuously preserved their ritual heritage for centuries 163 even after the
strict restrictions imposed by the Synod of Diamper.
The Latinizing measures cannot be well understood if one does not take into consideration
the historical situation of Western Christianity at that period. More in particular, it should
be viewed against the background of the Council of Trent which was convoked with the
intention of combating the growing inner divisions and lack of unity in the Western
Church.164 This made the Western Christians suspicious of everything that was not in
keeping with the Western traditions. Anything that was not in keeping with Western ways
was considered heresy and the Portuguese missionaries were not open to inculturation.
However, according to Antony Nariculam, most of the cultural elements that had
resemblances to the Hindu saṃskāras, prevalent among the Thomas Christians before the
Council of Diamper, are known to the Christians of today, but they do not practice
them.165 Nearly all those Indian elements slowly disappeared from the daily life of the
Thomas Christians.
The Thomas Christians were fully aware that their forefathers had accepted the East
Syrian tradition with intelligent Indian adaptations in it. Even in the ritualization of
sacraments they had their own customs in the Indian Context within the East Syrian
liturgical framework. The Latinization among the Thomas Christians changed the East
Syrian canvas and the Indian Christians became more or less a Latin Church including
hierarchy, liturgy and disciplines. The Latinization process eventually came to an end with
the re-establishment of the Indian hierarchy and the opening of possibilities for
inculturation in the twentieth century: a return to the Oriental identity of the Syro-Malabar
Church in harmony with contemporary Indian culture.
2.6. Return to Sources in the Twentieth Century
At the beginning of the twentieth century practically all the Syrian and local Indian
elements had been eradicated from the liturgy of the Thomas Christians. A Roman liturgy
had been enforced for the last 300 years by foreign missionaries with the support of the
Roman Pontiff. It affected the missionary activities of the Christians in India, and
Christianity seems to have been considered a foreign religion by non-Christians. Indian
Christians began to adopt European Christian rituals and a lifestyle which were disliked
by their fellow citizens. Fortunately, the Roman Church began to understand the need for
an indigenous Church in India. As a result the Roman Church tried to regain the lost
identity of the Thomas Christians by initiating a restoration of the centuries-old liturgical
traditions that they had followed prior to the arrival of the Portuguese.
2.6.1. Establishment of the Local Hierarchy

Latinization among the Thomas Christians had started with the suppression of the
indigenous hierarchy and leadership. Although the Thomas Christians had continuously
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tried to get bishops of their own Rite from Persia, the Jesuit prelates had always blocked
their efforts and tried to bring them under the Latin bishops.166 In revolt against such crude
behavior, the Thomas Christians had in 1653 tied a rope on the cross at Mattamcherry,
near Cochin, and touching it, had sworn they would never be subject to Jesuit prelates.
This event is known as the "Coonan Cross Oath”. This is where the divisions among the
Thomas Christians had started. One group that separated itself from the Thomas
Christians later established the Jacobite Orthodox Church of India. 167Thomas Christians
underwent thorough Latinization under the Latin bishops for more than three centuries.
Only Pope Leo the XIII understood the miserable condition of the Thomas Christians and
took action to restore their original status by re-establishing the hierarchy of the Thomas
Christians. This act of Pope Leo the XIII was the first step to the restoration of the identity
of the Thomas Christians in India.
On 20 May 1887 Pope Leo XIII, in order to remedy the situation of the Thomas
Christians, separated them from the Archdiocese of Verapoly. On the same day he
constituted for the Thomas Christians the two Apòstolic Vicariates of Thrissur and
Kottayam (later named Changanacherry) by way of the apostolic letter Quod
iampridem.168 These apostolic vicars were given the privilege of exercising pontifical
ceremonies in their own Rite. “The ritual separation of the Thomas Christians from the
Latin Christians of the Archdiocese of Verapoly and the erection of two Vicariates
Apostolics exclusively for them marked the rebirth of the Catholic section of the Church
of the Thomas Christians as the Syro-Malabar Church.”169
On 28 July 1896 the two vicariates were reorganized and established as three vicariates,
namely Ernakulum, Thrissur and Changanacherry, immediately responsible to the Holy
See. To the satisfaction of the Thomas Christians the three vicars apostolic were appointed
from the Syro-Malabar Church.170 Thus the quest for indigenous bishops for the Thomas
Christians was fulfilled. On 21 August 1911 with the apostolic letter In Universi, Pope
Pius X separated all the Southist parishes and Churches from the vicariates of Ernakulam
and Changanacherry and erected the new vicariate of Kottayam for the Southist
community.171 It was a diocese with personal jurisdiction over the Southists. The Southists
are believed to be the descendants of the merchant Thomas of Knai who came to Kerala
from Syria together with 72 Syrian families about 345 AD.
According to the recommendation of the Oriental Congregation, by way of Apostolic
Constitution Romani Pontifices of 21 December 1923, Pope Pius XI established the Syro166
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Malabar hierarchy with Ernakulam as a Metropolitan See and Trisuur, Changanacherry
and Kottayam as suffragan dioceses.172 Ironically, “the hierarchy of the Syro-Malabar
Church was not constituted in the manner of an Eastern hierarchy with a conjoint
authority (Patriarch, Catholicos or Major Archbishop) and a synod of Bishops, consonant
with the “sacred canons” and authentic Eastern traditions, but as a metropolitan province
in accordance with the Latin Code of Canon Law of 1917.”173 It was an establishment of
the eastern hierarchy without providing an Eastern hierarchical structure with a patriarch
as her head. Consequently even after the establishment of an Indian hierarchy, “Like the
other metropolitan provinces of the Latin Church, the Syro-Malabar Church in 1923
remained a province directly subordinate to the Holy See.”174
Even though the re-establishment of the Indian hierarchy was not in line with the Eastern
structure, the erection of an indigenous hierarchy contributed to the phenomenal growth in
the Syro-Malabar Church. Consequently Pope Pius XII erected three more dioceses for
the Syro-Malabar Church. He bifurcated the diocese of Changanacherry and created the
diocese of Palai on 25 July 1950 by the Apostolic Constitution Quo Ecclesiarum.175On 31
December 1953 the same pope erected the diocese of Thalassery for the Syro-Malabar
Christian migrants in the northern parts of Kerala176 and on 29 July 1956 the diocese of
Kothamangalam.177 At present Syro-Malabar Christians have thirty-four dioceses in India.
The establishment of vicariates, dioceses and provinces is to be considered only as a first
step, though an important one, in the gradual process in which the Syro-Malabar Church
tried to rediscover its own identity. This process manifested itself even more clearly in the
reform of the liturgy which took place in the twentieth century.
2.6.2. Restoration and Reform of the Latinized Syro-Malabar Liturgy

Latinization of the Syro-Malabar liturgy continued even after the re-establishment of the
local hierarchy. The reason was that the Indian bishops who were appointed had been
taught liturgy only in the Latin tradition and the liturgy of their own mother Church was
unknown to them. Among the Thomas Christians three hundred years of Latinization had
caused a lack of interest in a return to their ancient Syrian liturgy. Because the spirituality
they had fostered for 300 years was based on the popular devotions of the medieval
Western Church, it had become very difficult to introduce them to a sound liturgical life
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and to spiritual principles based on Indian traditions.178 At this period the Thomas
Christians had almost fully accepted the Latin liturgy imposed upon them and they did not
take the initiative to restore their lost Syrian liturgical identity.
Even though a majority of the Thomas Christians was against a total restoration of their
old East Syrian liturgy, as it had been used before the Synod of Diamper, a small group of
faithful reacted positively to the initiatives taken by Rome to restore the Syrian liturgy.
The earliest account of an attempt at restoration of the East Syrian liturgical heritage came
from a petition submitted in Changanacherry to Msgr. Levigne (Changanacherry, 18871896) First Vicar Apostolic of Kottayam in April 1888, by a very small group of priests
and faithful. They requested a restoration of the ancient customs and rites as they had
prevailed among the Thomas Christians.179 In 1895 Father Bernard of Jesus wrote a letter
to Msgr. Zaleski, the Apostolic delegate in India, telling him that there was a lot of
confusion in the Church with regard to the celebration of the Qurbana and other
sacraments.180 Likewise, in 1899, the priests of the three vicariates submitted a petition to
Cardinal Saltoli and in 1908 a memorandum to the Pope, requesting the re-establishing of
the pure Chaldean Rite, with the exception of the priestly celibacy of priests and the use of
unleavened bread.181
The effect of Latinization still continued among the Thomas Christians. “In 1905, Bishop
Mar Louis Pazheparambil, a native bishop (1896-1919), obtained permission from Rome
to add an appendix to the taksa in order to include new feasts. The feasts that were added
were Latin ones. A new service for the ceremony of confirmation, in which the bishop
officiated, was a direct translation of the Latin Rite. Services for pastoral visits by the
bishop and for the rituals used for the reception of the religious habit for women were just
translated from Latin into Syriac. The Syriac version of the Latin services for Holy
Saturday was printed in 1943.”182 Nearly all the new elements that were added to the
liturgical books edited at this period had the intention to conform the rites and text ever
more closely to the Latin Rite and Roman practices.183
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Pope Benedict XV took an important step towards the restoration of the Eastern traditions
in the Eastern Churches by establishing a Sacred Congregation for the Oriental Churches
as an autonomous entity by the decree Dei Providentis on 1 May 1917.184
There was much less interest from the community as a whole, and from the Vicars
Apostolic in particular, to restore the full Chaldean liturgy. Nothing was done from the
part of the local hierarchy to restore the liturgy. It was only under the leadership of Rome
that the restoration process, started from 1930 onwards, resulted in concrete actions. 185 On
5 December 1931, His Holiness Pope Pius XI set up a permanent commission to restore
all lost Oriental liturgies. A special commission was soon nominated for the restoration of
the Syro-Malabar Pontifical.186 The actual restoration of the traditions and liturgies of the
eastern faithful began with a long process connected with the restoration and renewal of
the East Syrian Pontifical.187
2.6.3. Restoration and Renewal of the Pontifical
It seems that up to the Diamper Synod the Thomas Christians used the East Syrian
Pontifical. The Syro-Malabar Church had used the Latin version of the Latin Pontifical for
the past three hundred years. The question was whether they should just translate the Latin
Pontifical into Syriac, or introduce or make use of the Chaldean Pontifical which followed
the East Syrian tradition, or use ancient manuscripts in India that were equally following
that tradition.
The process of Pontifical renewal began in 1896 when Msgr. Zaleski asked permission to
make a Syriac translation of the Latin Pontifical that was already in use in the SyroMalabar Church. A Syriac translation of the Latin Pontifical was a necessity at that time
because the East Syrian Pontifical had survived only in manuscripts and after centuries of
Latinization, it was no longer known in Malabar.188
The long contact with the Latin Church affected the mentality of the bishops with regard
to the Syriac Pontifical. They became more Latin in mentality than Chaldean. Cyril
Korolevsky wrote clearly about this situation through the views of the native bishops: one
of the first acts of the Syro-Malabar hierarchy after its establishment was to call for the
Syriac version of the Pontifical. They refused to make use of the Chaldean Pontifical
because it was foreign to them. After thirty-five years of delay189 they were at long last
able to send the Chaldean translation of the Pontifical to Rome. Bishops’ wished for the
choice of translating the Roman Pontifical from Latin into Syriac.190 Their translation was
184
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rejected by Rome because of the strong objections from the Chaldean bishop Francis
Daud, who had been entrusted with a strict examination of the translation by the Oriental
Congregation. He objected to some of the grammar, literary style and terminology.191
A later attempt at the restoration of the Pontifical was also cut short. It was only a request
to Rome in 1929 to get permission for translating the Latin Pontifical to be used in the
Syro-Malabar Church.192 This request was rejected by His Holiness Pope Pius XI. During
his audience on 1 December 1934 Pope Pius XI took the final decision on the matter and
said, “Latinization is not to be encouraged among the Easterners. The Holy See does not
want to Latinize, but to catholicize. And then, half measures are ungenerous and they do
not bring good results. So continue the status quo, but organize at once a Commission for
the revision of the earlier Pontifical which can be printed part by part.”193
“Pope Pius XI ordered the appointment of the commission for the restoration of the
Pontifical. The commission headed by Fr. James Vosté O.P. restored the Syrian
Pontifical.”194 The Pontifical included the Rite of Ordination of Metropolitan Bishop,
Bishop, Archdeacon, Presbyter, Deacon, Sub-deacon and Lector. The full session of the
Cardinals, which met on 3 July 1939, formally approved the Pontifical, and its decision
was confirmed by Pope Pius XII on July 1939.195 However, its printing and promulgation
took place only in 1958.196 The Malayalam versions of the rite of Ordination to the
Priesthood printed in 1960 and the rite of Episcopal Ordination printed in 1968 are
available, not is used at present.197
After the re-establishment of the hierarchy for the Thomas Christians, the idea of a return
to the Chaldean Pontifical and the renewal of the liturgies of the Thomas Christians were
launched by Rome. Its sole intention was to restore the lost heritage of the Thomas
Christians which was East Syrian. By this time Rome was no longer interested in
imposing the Latin Pontifical on the Orientals. As a result, the renewal of the Pontifical
for the Thomas Christians was a simple restoration of the East Syrian Pontifical. We are
interested to know the results of the renewal in the Holy Mass before and after Vatican II.
2.6.4. Restoration of the Syro-Malabar Qurbana
The restoration of the liturgies of the Thomas Christians continued. When the restoration
of the Pontifical for the Syro-Malabar Church was in its final stage, the attempt to revise
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and restore the Holy Mass began. Here too, the inspiration did not come from the native
bishops but from the Oriental Congregation. On 17 January 1938 Cardinal Tisserant, the
secretary of the Oriental Congregation, informed the Syro-Malabar hierarchy of the
intention of the Holy See to restore the Holy Mass (Qurbana) and Divine Office.198 The
reaction of the Syro-Malabar bishops was not positive; instead they suggested retaining
the latinized liturgy.199 In a letter to Cardinal Tisserant, Bishop Alappatt mentioned the
aftereffects of a total restoration of the Chaldean liturgy in the Malabar Church, “Both
people and clergy have come to love our modified Chaldean Rite to such an extent that the
pure Chaldean Rite is looked upon as a strange and foreign Rite. A reversion to the pure
Chaldean Rite would seriously affect some of the popular and cherished devotions in
Malabar.”200 This negative reaction was the result of the training received by those
bishops under a heavily Romanized seminary formation. They did not know anything
better than what they had studied in the Latin seminaries.
In fact, the wish for renewal of the liturgy was growing among the members of the SyroMalabar hierarchy as well, but they had different ideas about its character and aim. Their
intention was rather to bring the liturgy more in accordance with contemporary
requirements. On 4 August 1953 the hierarchy formed a liturgical committee in
Ernakulum consisting of five people, with Mar Tharayil as the chairman.201 Their interests
were limited to shortening the length of the Qurbana, reducing the prayers of the deacons,
minimizing the use of incense and, remarkably, following the structure of the Mass as
found in the Roman Missal.202
In reaction to these developments, others like A. Raes and P.J. Podipara, asked Rome to
take the initiative for a reform of the Syro-Malabar Liturgy.203 As a result Cardinal
Tisserant visited Kerala in December 1953.204 Pope Pius XII nominated a commission205
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to edit the texts of the Qurbana, the other Sacraments of the Catholic Church and the
Breviary on 10 March 1954.206 The basic objective entrusted to this commission was to
remove the “scandal” caused by the Latinization of the Syro-Malabar liturgy. On 6 May
1954 the Holy See wrote on this subject, “your ancient rite, which in its origin and
development is connected with Edessa and Mesopotamia, is preserved among you in a
mutilated and highly westernized form. In its present form it cannot help to inculcate the
liturgical spirit as esteemed by the Holy Mother Church…those already mutilated and
Westernized forms are to be restored to their proper and authentic form.”207
Many of the Syro-Malabar bishops were very critical of this initiative and the policy of
restauration of the Chaldean tradition.208 In 1955 Archbishop Kandathil wrote a long letter
to Cardinal Tisserant entitled: “Chaldean Liturgy not to be restored.” The Archbishop
proposed a renewal of the liturgy: “The Latin liturgy has not failed to make convenient
adaptations and modifications throughout the centuries. We want a reformation in our
liturgy that will help it to be living, dynamic, and progressive.”209
Nonetheless, the commission set to work. In 1955, it presented the Latin text of the Holy
Mass with the three anaphora’s, the Ordo Celebrationis which contained the rubrics for
the celebration of Holy Mass and the Kalendarium Festorum et Commemorationum
Totius Anni. The Oriental Congregation published the same in 1955 entitled, Liturgia
Siro-Malabaresi: Revisione e Ristampa del “Missale Siro-Malabarese.”210 After
consultation with all the parties concerned and having received positive reactions from
them, the draft of the Qurbana Taksa was discussed, accepted and revised211 in the
plenary session of the Cardinals on 27 May 1957. The decisions were approved by Pope
Pius XII on 26 June 1957 and again by Pope John XXIII and the Oriental Congregation
approved the liturgical texts submitted by the Liturgical Commission, having consulted
the observations of the bishops.212 As a result two Roman documents were published with
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regard to this subject namely: Ordo Celebrationis Quddasa iuxta usum Ecclesiae SyroMalabarensis, (1959) containing the rituals of the Qurbana and Supplementum
Mysteriorum sive Proprium Missarum de tempore et de Sanctis iuxta Ecclesiae SyroMalabarensis (1960)213 containing proper readings, for the seasons and feasts.
Priests from the Syro-Malabar Church studying in Rome began to use this taksa from
1958 onwards. It contained the ordinary Qurbana with the single anaphora of Addai and
Mari214 which was later published at Alwaye with the imprimatur from Mar Joseph
Parecattil. In addition the first Malayalam Qurbana was implemented by the Holy See on
20 January 1962 by the Decree De Ritu Sacrificii Eucharistici Instaurati.215 “On 3 July
1962, the taksa printed at Alwaye in a bilingual Malayalam and Syriac edition, officially
came into use by common accord and the decision of all seven bishops and it bore their
imprimatur.”216 It was only a partial restoration of the Syro-Malabar liturgy because so far
only the simple form (the solemn form of the Qurbana had not been printed) of the
Qurbana had been printed and published. Vatican II might influence the inculturation
concepts of the Syro-Malabar liturgy further. The impact of Vatican II on the renewal of
the liturgies of the Syro-Malabar Church is our next section.
2.7. Impact of Sacrosanctum Concilium in the Syro-Malabar Church
Vatican II brought about tremendous changes, such as the celebration of the Eucharistic
liturgy in the vernacular, attempts at active participation and involvement of the laity in
the parish ministry, revival of religious communities, ecumenical dialogue, openness to
the world, towards other religions and the formation of the Oriental Codex (CCEO). With
regard to the Syro-Malabar Church, mention should be made of its elevation to the
juridical status of Major Archiepiscopal Church.217 Another remarkable effect of the
Council was that it initiated a discussion about liturgical inculturation. Syro-Malabar
Christians became aware of the fact that, as Indians, they are rooted in Indian culture and
therefore are well equipped to evangelize India.
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In this section we examine the inculturational process begun and developed in the SyroMalabar Church by Joseph Cardinal Parecattil, inspired by Vatican II. His views of
inculturation for the Syro-Malabar Church were based on an Indian Origin of the liturgy
and his strategy of inculturation was a search into an Indian Church: “Fully Christian and
Fully Indian.” As leader of the Syro-Malabar Church he launched a search for the identity
of the Syro-Malabar Church from her apostolic foundations and for a creative response to
the demands and exigencies of the modern Indian culture. In the joint pastoral letter
published in November 1968 the bishops of India wrote: “The Church in India must be a
Church rooted in Indian soil, thoroughly at home in her various languages, cultures and
ways of life, intimately sharing the joys and hopes, griefs and anxieties” (GS 1) of the
Indian people and acknowledged by them not as foreign but very much as their own.”218
Inculturation was explicitly addressed after Vatican II in a seminar held in 1969 that was
called “Church in India today.”219 It aimed at promoting the ongoing process of
inculturation in the Indian Churches and thereby making faith and worship easier to
understand and more inviting to people from different cultures.220 Joseph Cardinal
Parecattil insisted on the need of “seeking and finding” the truth and “not yielding” to the
pressures that would deviate the Church in India from its renewal trend, and of making it
genuinely “Indian” rather than a copy of foreign cultures.221 It must be renewed at all
levels - local, regional and national - taking into consideration the multi-religious context
of India.222 It should affect the spiritual, cultural, social and political life of the people.
The Church in India was to be presented as a “pilgrim people of God” beyond the barriers
of Rites and Regions. At the same time, he said, unity should not be misunderstood as
uniformity nor community as conformity.223
The views of Cardinal Parecattil were not always accepted by the opposite group who
argued for a mere re-introduction or restoration of the 16th century East Syrian liturgy in
India. This difference in interpretation of the SC 37-40 brought tensions and debates in the
Syro-Malabar Church on the reform of the liturgy. The ongoing debate of the Qurbana is
a clear illustration of the debates that took place. The debate was mostly on the nature of
the reform of the liturgy, suitable for the present Indian situation, based on the liturgy
constitution SC 37-40: “Chaldean restauration or Indian inculturation.” His inculturational
strategy as the leader of the Syro-Malabar Church brought about debates on the reform of
the Qurbana but finally the opposite group won the battle - with the support of Rome - at
least for the time being.
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2.7.1. Indian Origin of the Liturgy

Cardinal Parecattil was convinced that the liturgy of the Thomas Christians was not
Chaldean, but Indian.224 Only a few details are available regarding the life and activities of
the early Christian community in India. It must have had an indigenous character in
liturgical worship, art, architecture and cultural expressions, just like the other local
Churches founded by the Apostles in the different parts of the world. The indigenous
character of the Indian liturgy most probably changed with the introduction of the
Chaldean liturgy. According to Cardinal Parecattil, with the presence of the Syrian
Bishops in India, Chaldean liturgy developed there and as a result the liturgical seed
planted by St. Thomas must have been discarded. He said, “We have no traces of a liturgy
used by St. Thomas in India, but we can presume that it was an indigenous form of
worship blending the message of the Gospel with the spiritual patrimony of the new
converts, using idioms and symbolism intelligible to them. At that time liturgy as such had
not taken shape anywhere; only its seeds which the Apostle Thomas brought with him,
had been planted and they were to sprout forth and grow, drawing manure and water from
the local soil. With the advent of the Syrian Bishops from abroad, bringing with them a
developed Chaldean liturgy, the liturgical seeding planted by Apostle Thomas must have
been neglected, if not choked.”225 “However, our forefathers succeeded in Indianizing to
some extent, the imported liturgy, but in the essentials it remained Semitic.” 226 He was
convinced that Christianity in India dated from the first century and that its essence could
be inserted into Indian culture, without the addition of any Western or foreign elements.
His conviction was that the Church in India should grow from Indian culture and that the
liturgy should not only help to sustain the Church but also to give it its unique Indian
individuality.
Cardinal Parecattil unhesitatingly asserted that the Syro-Malabar Church had its own
identity, independent of that of the Chaldean Church. “Our Rite has been designated
“Syro-Malabar” in the Roman Bulls that erected the vicariate of Trichur and Kottayam in
1887227 and of Ernakulam and Changanacherry in 1896.”228 Moreover, in a letter dated 25
September 1897 from the Holy See to Bishop Louis Pazheparambil it was pointed out by
him that, “in view of the appointments of native bishops to the Syro-Malabar Church, the
efforts of some people to relate or link the Church with the Patriarch of Antioch are not
only unwelcome but even insubordinate to the proper authorities.”229 In addition, in
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Cardinal Parecattil’s wider view of the Thomas Christians the name “Syro-Malabar” or
“Malabar” was unsuitable for forming an Indian Church. His view was that the Church
should be called the Church of Saint Thomas Christians instead of “Syro-Malabar”,
“Malabar” or “Chaldean” Church.230
Cardinal Parecattil believed that the Apostle Thomas instituted the first community’s
liturgical worship, even though we cannot know the exact nature of that worship. The
question was why should the Syro-Malabar Church today use an imported liturgy imposed
on it by foreign immigrants in the fourth century or later or the Portuguese in the sixteenth
century? He was dedicated to the search for an Indian liturgy that was rooted in Indian
traditions and ritual customs that had existed even before the fourth century. 231He knew it
was useless to look for indisputable proof from that period but he wished to move forward
into the future for the needs of the faithful today. A Church in India based on both
authentic traditions and genuine Indian culture. He remembered the words of his
predecessor Archbishop Augustine Kandathil, unwilling to give his agreement with the
Chaldean liturgy for the Thomas Christians proposed by Rome in 1965. “We are pure
Indians, born and brought up in India. We are racially Indians, a good part of our
forefathers having been converted from high caste Hindus of Malabar by St. Thomas;
hence we are known as St. Thomas Christians. From the time of St. Thomas, our people
were having their liturgy in their own national language, except perhaps, some essential
parts in Syriac which had been introduced by St. Thomas.”232
Further, there is an often repeated saying about the Syro-Malabar Church: “Christian in
faith, Hindu in culture and Oriental / East Syrian in worship.” 233 The Cardinal had some
reservations about the last one, namely “Oriental/East Syrian” in worship or liturgy. The
Cardinal believed that St. Thomas must have introduced some sort of liturgy with
elements taken from the local culture as did the other Apostles in the countries where they
preached the Good News of Jesus Christ. Though we are not sure about the nature of the
indigenous form of liturgy used in the early centuries in India, the Cardinal’s argument
was based on the universal logic of the process of evangelization in the first centuries,
which took local elements from the existing local culture needed for local worship. The
strategy Cardinal Parecattil, leader of the Syro-Malabar Church, used to implement
inculturation influenced by Vatican II is discussed in the next section.
2.7.2. Strategy of Inculturation in the Syro-Malabar Church
Cardinal Parecattil’s strategy of inculturation based on SC 37-40 was developed step by
step. It embraced pastoral views on Indian situations and a genuine search for an Indian
Christian identity. The Cardinal referred to various sources to explain his stand for a total
inculturation in India. “Christianity has been refracted only through Greek and Roman
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worlds, it still remains to be refracted through the Chinese and Indian facets,”234 wrote
Jean Cardinal Danielou in 1972. Therefore, the seed of the liturgy planted in India must be
allowed to germinate, take root and grow, drawing nourishment from the native soil. The
first attempt must be the development of a theology of inculturation for effective
implementation of the same in the realm of art, architecture, and especially of worship.
Without a theological basis, they will merely remain in the sphere of externals.
A genuine inculturation among the Christians in India should not be limited to the
introduction of external elements; it should be accompanied by the inclusion of internal
elements into the hearts and souls of the people by blending Christian and Indian values.
External inculturation without internal effects would only be harmful to a harmonious life
in India. Christian values like love of God, love of mankind, sharing, caring for the poor,
hope and faith, are to be inserted into Indian culture and its style of everyday life. These
values may not be a direct means of turning people into Christians; they could become a
set of values to be absorbed by Indian culture. At the same time many ancient Indian
values might be adapted and Christianized to improve Christian life in India. Existing
human values in Indian culture could be inculturated in to Indian Christianity. In genuine
inculturation of the Indian life-style could be transformed into an Indian Christian lifestyle. A genuine Indian Christian culture may be cultivated by the Indian Christians who
understand their culture better than anybody else.
With each step during his efforts for inculturation of the Syro-Malabar Church the
Cardinal consciously avoided the danger of a simple restoration that did not regard the
norms of the Council.235 He had earlier fully collaborated with people who were in favor
of an East-Syrian restoration of the Syro-Malabar liturgy, hoping that this phase would be
followed by an Indianization on that basis. However, after the restoration of the East
Syrian liturgy, those who had worked together with him did not collaborate for its
Indianization. At that moment he began to strive for a radically Indian liturgy. The
Council intended a three-dimensional reform of restoration, revision, and adaptation.236
But in the field of inculturation he understood immediately that the committee members
were only in favor of restoration and did not give proper attention to revision and
adaptation.
While he was working together with those who at the time were engaged in the restoration
of the Syro-Malabar liturgy, he was irritated and thought: ““I cannot record the semiofficial communication the two officials…gave me. They said: ‘Now we have only
restored the liturgy; it is for the Bishops in Kerala to make timely changes and reforms.” It
is because I believed them that I initially co-operated in implementing the restoration as
such. But their trick was exposed only later. Neither Fr. Raes nor Fr. Placid (commission
members) had any sympathy for the progressive suggestions from the Bishops. I realized
from the behavior of his co-workers that their Chaldean view was unchangeable and they
did not consider the proper understanding of the views of inculturation in Vatican II.
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Therefore I decided to take each step very cautiously.’237 Cardinal Parecattil could not
tolerate the one- sided view of those committee members who only wanted to restore the
liturgy without any revision or adaptation.
When the Cardinal understood the view of the committee members on inculturation which
only intended to be a return to the past or a restoration, he decided, fully prepared, to fight
for Indianization opposing the Chaldeanization of the Syro-Malabar Church. On 7
February 1977 in a letter to Paul Cardinal Philippe, Prefect of the Congregation for the
Oriental Churches, he said, that, what was required is not only restoration, but also
revision and adaptation.
On 10 June 1984 in an article on “The Future of the Syro-Malabar Church” he says that it
envisages three ecclesial dimensions in which the liturgical reform has pride of place.
Restoration, revision and adaptation of the liturgy must go together. Compared to the
other Oriental Churches, which are interested mostly in preserving intact their ritual and
liturgical traditions for the sake of their very existence, the Syro-Malabar Church has a
missionary role to play. Therefore, there is need for a progressive indigenisation which
responds to the contemporary culture, conditions and aspirations of the Indian people. As
for the emigrants of the Syro-Malabar Church, here the question arises of a special
ministry to them according to their cultural environment.
Cardinal Parecattil thoroughly studied the history and theology of liturgy together with the
Indian sacred language, Sanskrit, to understand the core of the Indian substance of rituals,
symbols and spirituality. He strove for an indigenous Indian Church free from interaction
with Chaldean or Latin elements. He also developed the view that inculturation was a
pastoral issue and experimented even with the Indian Mass.
His pastoral view after Vatican II in the Syro-Malabar Church was linked with
inculturation. In this regard his vision of liturgical language was special. In the Synod of
Bishops held in 1967, the Cardinal spoke of the norms to which the translation of the
liturgical texts should adhere. “He held that the translation should be true to the original,
but not literal.”238 The “Instructions on Translation of Liturgical Texts”, published in 1969
by the Consilium for the Implementation of the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy, amply
bears witness to this principle of translation.239 He was happy with the outcome of the
discussions on liturgy. He expressed this in a message broadcasted by Vatican Radio on
28th October 1967. In the message he pointed out that liturgy was not something merely
academic, but essentially practical. Unnecessary repetitions should be avoided.
Inculturation was to be an imperative in the process of liturgical renewal. “Reviewing the
innovations brought about by Vatican II the Cardinal felt that the con-celebration of the
Eucharistic Sacrifice and the use of the vernacular are two major achievements in the field
of liturgy.”240
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During the International Eucharistic Congress held in Bombay Pope Paul VI said: “In the
happy union of fidelity and adaptation entered into by all the different hierarchies and
their faithful together in a spirit of fraternal cooperation lies the promise of a genuine
witness to Christ and his gospel in this beloved land of India so rich in religious life and
spiritual striving.”241 Supporting this view in the concluding address at the “National
Seminar on Church in India Today” the Cardinal said, “You know that the Bishops,
though appointed to individual Churches and circumscribed regions, are Bishops of the
whole Church, responsible for the whole Body of Christ.”242 Moreover, the Cardinal
agreed with Pope Paul VI who said that “tradition must not be a dead veneration of the
past, but it must be joined to a living adaptation to the needs of the people.”243
Speaking as pastor of the faithful he said that liturgical texts should not be imposed on the
people by the Holy See without the approval of the majority of the local bishops.244
Bishops being pastors, and as such in constant contact with the needs and sentiments of
the people, in his view they were the best judges as to what would contribute to the
spiritual progress of the flock committed to their care. A liturgical rite has its historical,
structural and pastoral dimensions, but the last one is the most important of all. At the
hands of the so-called experts, the pastoral dimension often becomes casuistry. However,
their word should not be final in deciding on the feasibility of a liturgical text.245
For Cardinal Parecattil, inculturation of the Syro-Malabar liturgy was a pastoral issue. So
he decided to entrust the liturgical reform work not only to the experts but also to those
who were experienced in the pastoral field. The renewal of the liturgy should be a
common concern, shared by all the faithful. He consulted with the people before giving
final shape to the liturgy of the Syro-Malabar Church. On the 9th of May 1986 in a letter
to Bishop Joseph Kundukulam of Thrissur regarding the text of the Simple Form of the
Holy Mass, he expressed his view that it must not be an abridged form of the Raza, but
rather that there should be real revision and adaptation, taking into consideration pastoral
needs. On the 4th of November 1986 he said that with regard to the preparation of the
Raza text, it was not in the expected manner and that no serious consideration had been
given to the contemporary pastoral exigencies, nor had attention been to the principle of
revision and adaptation consistently and repeatedly demanded by the bishops in the earlier
meetings.246
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Cardinal Parecattil thought that it was in the liturgy that inculturation could take place
most effectively as it was based on the pastoral life of the church. Along with Cardinal
Montini, later Pope Paul VI, Parecattil believed that “the liturgy is for man and not man
for the Liturgy.”247 In the Indian context, he was trying to move the needle of the liturgy
clockwise and not anti-clockwise. So liturgy should be “ever ancient and ever new.”248
These views made him controversial. He was misunderstood by certain circles in Rome,
but he bravely made his standpoint clear: “Your Excellency, please believe me, I stand for
neither Latinization nor de-Chaldeanisation. I stand for Indianisation.”249
However, his view, expressed in a message in Rome during the ad limina visit stated that
the Syro-Malabar hierarchy wanted to maintain its identity as an Eastern Rite Church in
conformity with Vatican II decree on the Catholic Eastern Churches. He wished to keep
the character of a distinctive Eastern liturgy, starting from the apostolic times, without
hybridism derived from other liturgies. The principle of an “appropriate and organic
development”, clearly affirmed by the decree on the Catholic Eastern Churches as well as
the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy, had to be upheld in the process of the liturgical
revision.250
In this regard he had a clear view of an inculturated Eucharistic theology for the SyroMalabar Church. In his Eucharistic theology Cardinal Parecattil systematically developed
the view that “in the celebration of this sacrament, divine grace would nourish the
spiritual life of the faithful, stimulating their social action.” 251 That led for a Cardinal of
the Syro-Malabar Church to dress in such a way that his pectoral Cross rested against
saffron robes, and that his pastoral heart and administrative capabilities inspired him to
prepare an “Indian Mass”, to incorporate Hindu religious and ascetical practices into
Christian spirituality, and to encourage the faithful to be engaged in human welfare
activities. For him a “theological foundation of the Indian Mass was the analogy between
the incarnation of the word and the inculturation of the local Church.”252
His Indian view was extended to the position of the celebrant during the Eucharist. As an
example of Indianization, he says, “Till recently it was a custom of the priest to celebrate
the Holy Sacrifice turning his back to the people. It is not suited to the Indian custom and
manners. Even to prepare children for respectful behavior or acting, the first instruction
given to them is not to turn their backs to the audience. In the early years, the Orientals as
well as Latins celebrated the Holy Sacrifice facing the people as Christ did in the Last
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Supper. That custom was abandoned first by Orientals and later by the Latins. Now Latins
have regained this custom on the basis of Vatican II. The Council documents call the Holy
Sacrifice as paschal banquet. That biblical vision is also respectful and applicable to the
Orientals.”253
He continued, “Before Vatican II there were strict regulations regarding rituals in Holy
Mass such as where to put the Taksa, in which direction one should celebrate Holy Mass.
But after Vatican II a way of thinking developed which promoted the experience of the
freedom of Children of God. Actually, before the Council itself the custom of celebrating
versus populum had already begun and spread widely, especially in Germany. Such
developments became important factors not only in the liturgical renewal but in many
other decisions of Vatican II. It is a fact that during the Vatican Council itself the oriental
rites ruled that the Holy Mass be celebrated facing the people.”254
2.7.3. Inculturation on trial: the Continuing story of the Qurbana after the Council
The continuing reform of the Holy Qurbana is a clear illustration of the debates that took
place in the Syro-Malabar Church after Vatican II. The renewal of the Eucharist among
the Thomas Christians had already begun before Vatican II. The renewed text of our
Qurbana (East Syrian) had been approved by the plenary session of the Oriental
Congregation on 27.5.1957, and by Pius XII, 27.6.1957 and had been introduced for
common use in 1962. The introduction of the renewed Malayalam Qurbana in 1962 was
not accepted wholeheartedly. Evidently the liturgical renewal in the Indian Church before
Vatican II had only been a return to the East Syrian liturgies. Later, two bishops who were
part of the restoration and implementation commission of the Qurbana gave conflicting
reports. According to Bishop Sebastian Vallopilly (Bishop of Thalassery), the initial
response to the restored Qurbana was that of acceptance.255 Later opposition arose from
the diocese of Ernakulam.256 Cardinal Parecattil wrote, “The priests and the people reacted
very gravely to the renewal of the Mass in 1962.”257 He said that this reaction from the
priests was understandable, because they had been trained in the Latin tradition only and
that the Oriental tradition was unknown to them.258 They rejected the newly restored
Qurbana and appealed to the Oriental Congregation to make major changes in order to
make the Qurbana more understandable and attractive to the faithful. These requests were
not granted by the Oriental Congregation. However, through the influence of the Council
a new request for greater adaptation of the liturgy to the Indian mentality was submitted
and in response to the objections brought against an absolute return to the pure Chaldean
Rite, the Oriental Congregation issued a decree that provided for some amendments and
abbreviations in the liturgy of 1962.259
However, the restored Syro-Malabar Holy Qurbana of 1962 was not suitable for all.
Though Malayalam was used in the restored Qurbana of 1962 it was not satisfactory for
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the faithful, the clergy and even the bishops. After the promulgation of the liturgy
constitution SC 37-40 a new committee was formed to work on further renewing of the
liturgy in the spirit of the SC. This Central Liturgical Committee (CLC) took into
consideration the opinions and suggestions from priests and laymen.260 The Syro-Malabar
Bishops’ Conference (SMBC) directed the Central Liturgical Committee to prepare a
taksa with adaptations suited to modern times, and to shorten the Qurbana.261 Finally, the
SMBC approved the taksa presented by CLC with certain modifications on 20 May 1968.
The Oriental Congregation approved it ad experimentum.262
We find traces of inculturation in the Qurbana of 1968 that have obviously been inspired
by Vatican II. They differ considerably from those of 1962 in length and structure. The
1968 Qurbana has been revised and shortened. The use of the sanctuary veil has been
discarded, liturgy can be celebrated facing the people, rubrics such as the dismissal of the
catechumens and kissing the host after the elevation have been removed and saying the
Apostle’s Creed was made optional.263 At the words of Institution, the bread is taken in
the hands of the priest; the triple signing of the cross of both bread and cup left out, and
the raising of the bread over the head is added.264 Moreover, with the taksa of 1968 the
new liturgical calendar had been introduced into the Syro-Malabar Church introducing
variable prayers for each liturgical period including the feasts of the Lord,
commemorations of the saints and other special days of the year.265
This new taksa came into use on 15 August 1968. It is interesting to note the comments on
this taksa given by the Prefect of the Oriental Congregation: “The Sacred Congregation
permitted its use without having had the time to submit it to examination, given the
urgency of the case and the time of the year (midsummer). When, however, the experts
examined the text, they were far from enthusiastic. Even some of the Bishops, who had
requested permission for its use on 15 August 1968, subsequently dissociated themselves
from that text, which, in any case, had only been allowed “ad experimentum.”” 266
The period of experimentation with the 1968 taksa was extended despite the disapproval
of the Oriental Congregation. The Oriental Congregation preferred to discontinue the
experiment with the 1968 taksa and once more recommended the use of the 1962 taksa,
which was totally Chaldean. But the Church disregarded the exhortation of the
Congregation and continued the use of the 1968 taksa.267
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2.7.3.1. Qurbana for the North Indian Missions
The Qurbana for the North Indian missions was intended for the Syro-Malabar faithful
living in North Indian mission regions. They were in need of an inculturated Qurbana in
their special cultural background. The taksa, introduced in the North Indian mission, was
a combination of the 1962 and 1968 versions. To reduce the length of time, what could be
avoided without violating the “emotional, devotional, ecclesial and theological link” in the
prayers of the Qurbana was indicated in small print.268 There were also some attempts at
Indianization.
It became clear that Cardinal Parecattil was not pleased with this edition. He wrote, “the
new 1970 Mass … (is a) mass of the 1962 and 1968 editions, with a bit of Indianization
and not a few arbitrary alterations and that is not a faithful translation of the Original
Syro-Malabar text.”269 Instead, the prefect of the Oriental Congregation reacted positively
and praised the Exarchs for not following the ad experimendum taksa of 1968 exactly.
The Bishops’ Conference convoked for the improvement of the liturgy on 19 June 1973,
decided that the Qurbana was to be adapted for the missionary regions and for the needs
of the extensive diaspora of the Syro-Malabar emigrants outside Kerala.270
2.7.4. Further Liturgical Inculturational Experiments

The inspiration for inculturation generated by Vatican II did not halt at the introduction of
the vernacular and seasonal liturgical actualization in the liturgy. The Syro-Malabar
Church got involved in and became more influenced by the general attempts at liturgical
reform that were taking place in all the Catholic churches of India including those that
followed the Latin and those that followed the Syro-Malabar Rite.
The first steps towards a systematic, well organized and comprehensive implementation of
the liturgical views of Vatican II were undertaken by the general meeting of the Catholic
Bishops’ Conference of India (CBCI) which included the Syro-Malabar Bishops, at New
Delhi on 13-20 October 1966.271 The National Biblical Catechetical and Liturgical Centre
in Bangalore took responsibility for leading the process of updating the Church in
accordance with the vision of Vatican II. The All India Liturgical Meeting held on 27-30
January 1969 formulated “12 points of adaptation” which introduced minor adaptations in
the Holy Mass in order to create an Indian atmosphere of worship, chiefly by adopting
Indian postures, gestures, objects, elements, vestments, decorations, forms of homage and
veneration.272
The twelve points of inculturation used in the experimental inculturated liturgy
incorporated the cosmic dimension and symbolism typical of the rich Indian religious and
social traditions. Some of those points are: the removal of footwear (which is the custom
in Indian houses and places of worship); Añjali hasta (a profound bow of the head with
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the palms of the hands joined, the joined hands signifying the totality of one’s person) the
exchange of peace is done in Añjali hasta; Panchanga pranam (an homage with the five
senses); Vajrasana, (sitting on one’s heels; one touches the floor with one’s forehead and
both palms. This posture may be assumed by both priests and faithful before the liturgy of
the word and at the conclusion of the Anaphora); Bhajan singing (an Indian
congregational form of music-the repetition of the same rhythm may help to go to the
depth of one’s being and discover in deep silence God’s indwelling and all - pervading
presence); and Arati (an Indian form of homage - there are arati of flowers, incense and
fire).273
Other forms of liturgical inculturation can be found in some major adaptations like the
formulation of the Eucharistic prayer, the preparation of the rituals for the celebration of
the sacraments and the celebration of Indian festivals of social and religious character.
The use of non - Christian Scriptures in the Christian liturgy also is recommended.
The all-India Seminar on the “Church in India” held in May 1969 at Bangalore with more
than 600 participants from the whole Church of India, including the Syro-Malabar
Church, was the beginning of a new attempt at creating an Indian Church, free from all
foreign cultural elements and different Rites.274 As a result, the text for an Indian Order of
the Holy Mass known as Indian Mass275 was formulated. It contained the 12 points of
inculturation. In 1974 a “Bhāratīya Pūjā” (Indianized Mass) was also composed by CMI
Dhramaram College Bangalore. In the Latin Church, influenced by the reforms of Vatican
II, D.S. Amalorpavadass envisioned an experimental Indian Rite Mass that would
supplant the imported Roman or Latin Rite.
Though not approving of Amalorpavadass’s most radical reforms, the Vatican issued “12
Points of Adaptation,” which allowed for a variety of accommodations to Indian culture in
the Latin Rite Mass, such as priests dressing in ochre robes characteristic of renunciation
and the honoring of the Bible and the Eucharist with offerings of flowers and incense.
Amalorpavadass envisioned these adaptations as bridging the gap between Christian and
Indian identities. Moreover, such adaptations were designed to embrace Indian culture.
Amalorpavadass and many Indian bishops hoped that Catholicism would no longer be
seen as foreign but very much as part of the Indian nation.276 The “12 Points of
adaptation”277 were incorporated into the new order of the Eucharist, together with the
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integration of Indian symbols, the composition of an Indian anaphora and the use of nonChristian scriptures. They continued to be in use both by Latin and Syro-Malabar
Christians till 1980 but the Syro-Malabarians were prohibited as the Latins are still using
it with permission, though very rarely.
2.7.4.1. Indian Mass and Indianized Mass
Thoughts on a framework for an Indian Mass (Latin Rite) started as early as 1966. The
General Body Meeting of CBCI held at Madras in 1972 made the following decisions. At
the meeting of CBCI in 1966, the observation had been made that in view of the Council
document on liturgy (SC 37-40), India should think of preparing a special Eucharistic
prayer. The commission accordingly set up a sub-commission to study the possibility of
preparing an anaphora for India. After several drafts of the proposed anaphora, the final
text was circulated to the consultors of the commission and discussed at an ‘All India
meeting of diocesan liturgical directors’. The directors found the text acceptable and
asked that the commission should submit the text of the anaphora to the CBCI for
approval. The major proposal of the commission was a request that the Eucharistic Prayer
prepared in India (Indian anaphora) be sent to Rome for approval by the CBCI.
In the request it was pointed out that the oriental liturgies have many anaphoras and that
not one individual anaphora could contain all the riches which are desirable from a
pastoral, spiritual and theological viewpoint. It was explained that the Indian anaphora
text didn’t contain any quotations from the Hindu Scriptures though there might be similar
phrases and words in the Hindu Scriptures. The concepts in the anaphora were entirely
Christian.
A large number of the bishops were in favor of sending the anaphora to Rome for
approval. It was considered in profound accordance with the Indian genius and not
contrary to the faith. It was pointed out that the anaphora began with truths that had a
basis in natural religions, which had then been enriched with revealed truths, and as such
would prove acceptable to new Christian societies and converts. However, some bishops
had serious reservations, most of which were based on the explicit or implicit quotations
from Hindu scriptures. It was also felt that the liturgical value of the Indian anaphora
could only be judged and evaluated through its use by an actual community and not from
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its use by experts.278 In the Latin Church an Indian Mass was composed under the
leadership of NBCLC, director D.S. Amalorpavadass.
Here follow a few extracts from the Indian Mass edited for the use in the Latin Church:
a) From the Rites of Preparation:
“O creator of the universe, may we offer these flowers to which you gave
odour, and beauty, as token of our humble homage to thy Divine Majesty”;
b) From the Liturgy of the Word:
“Lead us from untruth to truthfulness; lead us from darkness to light; lead
us from death to life ”;
c) From the Anaphora:
1. “As Supreme Teacher and Master, he imported the words of eternal
life to the poor and humble of heart. He went about doing good”;
2. “Bless the offers of all those who labour to build our country into a
nation, where the poor and the hungry…”;
3.”We and the whole creation give to you, God of all, father of all…”;
4. “YOU are the fullness of Reality, One without a second Being,
Knowledge, Bliss!.”279
Just like the Latin Church in India had edited an Indian Mass under the leadership of
Amalorpavadass, an Indianized Holy Mass (Syro-Malabar Church) was composed under
the leadership of the Carmelite Fathers from Dharmaram College, Bangalore on a Syrian
liturgical canvas for the Syro-Malabar Church, following the request of Cardinal
Parecattil. See below the Syro-Malabar version of the Indian Mass called “Bhāratīya
Pūjā” or Indianized Mass.
a) From the Rites of Preparation:
1. “OṂ!”;
2. “Saccitānanda”;
3. “You God, Thou art freedom way”;
b) From the Liturgy of the Word:
1. “We want to become prophets of thy eternal word which is the
foundation of the Holy Scripture, the inspiration of the sages, the hope of
the brahmacāri”;
2. “O Lord Jesus Christ, true Guru of the entire world”;
c) From the Anaphora:
1. “You have created the world in a primordial act of self-sacrifice”;
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2. “You are for us father and even mother…”
3. “Through the prophets and restorers of the dharma, you have revealed in
various ways the message of salvation”;
4. “You have given us Thy Holy Spirit, to make us capable of realizing you
in us”;
5. “Welive in the expectation of the vision of your cosmic form”;
6. “This sacrifice has reconstituted the harmony of the cosmos and the
dharma”;
7. “This is the divine food descended from heaven: in it dwells the divine
presence, which strengthens the soul with incomparable nectar;
we can immerse ourselves in this divine presence and lose ourselves in
it”;
d) From the Rites of Communion:
“We can be the bearers of immortality! Lord of fullness, dwell in us. You
are our refuge; you alone are the end of our life….”280
2.7.4.2. Reactions to the Indian Mass and Indianized Mass
Both the Indian Mass in the Latin Church and the Indianized Mass in the Syro-Malabar
Church were expressions of inspiration from Vatican II and the urgency for inculturation
in the Indian Churches. Even though many of the Christians in India were happy with the
new developments in the liturgical experiments there were criticisms both from within and
without the churches.
Examples of reactions from outside the Church: writing about the inculturation
movement, the Indian sociologist K.N. Sahay predicted that it would lead to the full
acceptance of Catholicism within Indian society.281 Hindu nationalists, however, differed.
The social criticizer Sita Ram Goel saw inculturation as a contemptuous attempt to win
souls by dressing up Catholic religiosity in Indian garb282 for example, the adaptation of
the Hindu symbol “OṂ” into Christianity. According to what innumerable passages of
the Upaniṣads continually and repeatedly affirm, the “OṂ” is the synthesis of all the
Vedas and of all the “gnosis” of Hinduism.283 The word “OṂ” is an essential and integral
part of Hindu worship; all prayers are started or ended with pronouncing “OṂ.” “OṂ” is
the trunk of the tree of the Vedas. For example, the Kata Upaniṣad begins with: ““OṂ”
May Brahman protects us both! May Brahman bestow upon us both the fruit of
Knowledge! May we both obtain the energy to acquire Knowledge! May what we both
study reveal the Truth! May we cherish no ill feeling toward each other! “OṂ”, Peace!
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Peace! Peace!”284 In Hinduism this word has led to deeply philosophical, theological,
ritualistic and sectarian interpretations.285 Even though inculturation is a necessity and a
wonderful opportunity, many traditional Indian Catholics resist it. The South Indian
Catholics even brought Amalorpavadass to court to stop the experiments in inculturation:
they believed that these adaptations threatened their own distinctive identity.286
Examples of reactions from inside the Church: after the publication of the Indianized
Mass Cardinal Parecattil said, “The Indianized Mass is in line with the principle of
“organic development” enunciated by Vatican II in article 6 of Orientalium Eeclesiarum
and art. 23 of Sacrosanctum Concilium, for it keeps the structure and framework of the
Syro-Malabar Mass in the Syrian framework and reproduces a few of its prayers. The
anaphora is new, but it is of an experimental nature in tune with the directives of the
sacred Congregation dated 9 May 1969, recommending the compilation of new
anaphora.”287 Moreover, about the criticisms from inside and outside the Church he said,
“It does not contain any direct pages from Hindu scripture except the famous sentence,
Lead me….”288 He explained the significance of this Hindu prayer in the Christian
Eucharistic prayer. He defended his position: this prayer had been introduced into the
Indian Mass just to show that Christ comes to the world as an answer to the yearnings of
the human heart, especially to the fervent prayers of the people of India.289 He was not
opposed to adapting or using non-Christian scriptures in the Divine Office, even in the
Liturgy of the Word.290 He knew, however, that the time might not be ripe, because the
faithful had been accustomed to looking on non-Christian religions as superstition and
idolatry. He considered this an attitude that had to be set right at the earliest possible
moment.291
Cardinal Parecattil supported the use of “OṂ” in the Syro-Malabar liturgy. He said, “An
expert in the Sanskrit language told me that if in Hinduism “OṂ” signifies the union of
three gods, there is nothing wrong in Christianizing it and using it to signify the Trinity of
Christian religion.”292 Similarly, the use of the word Saccidānanda in the Indian Mass was
criticized. Yet, he himself appreciated it because it signifies God as Sat-cit-ānanda.293
“We should be grateful to the wise men who coined this term for God long before Christ,
and we as Indians should be proud of this contribution to philosophy.”294 For Cardinal
Parecattil the Indianized Mass was a reflection of the nature of the Syro-Malabar Church,
with its cultural, religious and liturgical aspects. To maintain a proper missionary spirit it
is necessary to integrate the Church effectively in the cultural milieu of modern India with
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her characteristic synthesis of East and West, of old and modern. This task should start
with the liturgy, to be projected eventually into theology.295 He maintained that the SyroMalabar Church is Hindu in culture in so far as Christians are more or less like their
Hindu counterparts in appearance, education and social customs. The Church has to
assimilate and adapt these elements or rather Christianize and use them in the Eucharistic
liturgy.296 He was of the opinion that the Syro-Malabar liturgy had to be adapted to the
Indian genius on a deeper level, and had to remove its Semitic overtones.297
On this subject he said, “I am glad to note that the “Indianized Mass” composed by the
CMI Fathers of the Dharmaram College, Bangalore, represents a pioneer effort in the
direction of the profound Indianisation of liturgy-not only in regard to the externals but
also at the deeper level of its inner spirit. Though not perfect in itself, in a tangible manner
it gives the lie to the contention that the Syro-Malabar liturgy is already Indian and cannot
be Indianized further.”298
Reactions from other Bishops: Bishop Mar Sebastian Vayalil mentions that, “In later
times "short mass" and "Indianized Mass" appeared without even the knowledge of the
Syro-Malabar Bishops’ Conference and without the approval of the Holy See and came to
be used in some dioceses and institutions. It was against the spirit of SC 22, of Vatican II
and of the Syro-Malabar liturgy.”299 Cardinal Parecattil favored and fostered them by
avoiding discussion of liturgy in the Syro-Malabar Bishops’ Conference. Bishop Mar
Sebastian Vayalil demanded the liturgy to be discussed in the Syro-Malabar Bishops’
Conference on 12 to 14 August 1974 and insisted on it on 14 August 1974. After these
incidents of Indian Qurbana the Syro-Malabar Church received some documents from the
Vatican on the inculturation in the liturgy.
Reactions from Rome: in its objections to the Indianized Mass the Congregation observed,
“Among many other things, there are seen in it expressions taken from the Holy Bible,
placed side by side with expressions taken from the sacred books of the Hindus.”300
“These two Indian liturgies cannot be considered an inculturation, a liturgical reform or an
organic development of the Syriac liturgies into the Indian Liturgy because they do not
preserve the structure, tone or spirit of the original liturgy.”301
The first document related to the inculturation of the Syro-Malabar Church and the Indian
Mass was the Report on the State of Liturgical Reform in the Syro-Malabar Church (12
August 1980).302 On the whole the “report of 1980” expresses the dissatisfaction of the
Congregation for the Oriental Churches (COC) with the steps taken by the Syro-Malabar
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Church with regard to inculturation, but at the same time it also reveals the COC’s
openness to the subject.303
This document prohibits the use of the “so-called Indianized Mass” formulated in the
Dharmaram College, Bangalore and the “experiments of abusive Indianization.”304
However, this instruction had been sent by the Congregation for Divine Worship and not
by the Congregation for the Oriental Churches, and to Cardinal Parecattil as president of
the CBCI (Catholic Bishops Conference of India), and not as president of the SMBC
(Syro-Malabar Bishops Conference). Therefore, technically, the instruction was meant for
the experimental Indian Mass in the Latin Rite and not strictly in the Syro-Malabar
Rite.305
This Document warned against the dangers of adopting non-Christian elements without
due reflection on the liturgy. The historic Jesus of Nazareth as opposed to the “Cosmic
Christ” is a case in point.306 Therefore, the Congregation advised caution in the process of
inculturation. It spoke of the “danger” of integrating non-Christian scriptures with
Christian prayers,307 as in the offering of flowers to God, in the use of Bṛhadāraṇyaka
Upaniṣad, in using the Indian term “Guru”, in calling God “Fullness of Reality” and in
the use of “OṂ”, “Saccidānanda” and “Dharma.”308
On the other hand, the COC realized the complexity of the Indian culture and the
importance of a serious study and understanding of Hinduism, especially through a
profound contact with its sources.309 Its negative reaction to the “Indianized Mass” should
not be regarded as a design to block all study of reform or to discourage every attempt in
this direction.310 Reform and inculturation in the liturgy should follow from an authentic
spiritual basis, as a result of serious study and mature reflections. 311 The report of 1980
made some relevant observations on the issue of inculturation: “measures have to be taken
to promote that double integration which is considered to be both necessary to the life of
this Church and an indispensable premise of the desired liturgical reform. Therefore it
should: a) be based on an Eastern Christian direction, through a deeper contact with the
Syriac liturgical, theological and spiritual tradition; b) be based also on an Indian
direction, by favouring serious study of Hinduism; c) contribute to a more authentic
insertion in the life of the Indian people; d) make for a better understanding of the Indian
reality as well as of our own task in it; e) serve as a powerful stimulus towards the
rediscovery of important theological and spiritual categories in the Christian tradition.”312
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According to the COC this concept is the basis for a “sound liturgical reform” in view of
an “authentic cultural and spiritual” recovery.313
The Syro-Malabar Bishops’ Conference policy on liturgy was that revision, restoration,
and adaptation should go together.314 It did not agree with the policy of the Roman
documents that demand restoration as a prerequisite and basis for any reform. 315 For
example, the third part of the 1980 document pronounces the texts of Indian liturgies
unacceptable,316 points out the errors and imperfections and observes that they cannot be
considered as reform or as an organic development of the Syriac liturgy. The SyroMalabar Bishops’ Conference was not unanimous in their opinion about the inculturation
and restoration in liturgy.317 These Roman documents influenced the restoration of the
Solemn Raza of 1986.
2.7.5. Inculturation in the Solemn Raza of 1986
Generally, the Congregation wished the liturgical reform in the Qurbana to be finished.
The Syro-Malabar Church should not continue using experimental texts but, instead, try to
retrieve the lost identity of its liturgy. Yet, on 22 May 1979, the Congregation wrote to
Cardinal Parecattil, “The mind of the Sacred Congregation for the Oriental Churches on
this point is known. The experimental phase, at one time granted and later prorogated,
must be brought to an end. Any further prorogation “ad experimentum” will certainly be
detrimental.”318
Since the “ad experimentum” period of the 1968 Qurbana could not be extended, a new
restored Qurbana became necessary for the Syro-Malabar Church. The Congregation
continued to inspire restoration of the East Syrian Solemn Raza for the use of the SyroMalabar Church. The foundation for the preparation of the Solemn Mass was the Report
sent to the bishops in 1980, entitled Report on the State of Liturgical Reform in the SyroMalabar Church Given by the Sacred Congregation for the Oriental Churches, Rome. At
the end of the ad limina visits of the members of the SMBC in August 1980, Cardinal
Rubin, the prefect of Oriental Congregation, requested the SMBC to prepare and submit a
draft taksa of the Qurbana to the Congregation by Easter 1981. The Cardinal, aware of
the tension between the two groups of bishops, also suggested sending separate reports
together with the draft taksa.319
Back in India the SMBC meeting held on 4-6 December 1980 gave some guidelines for
the preparation of the new Qurbana taksa: a) “The anaphoral part should be preserved
without substantial changes; b) Some pre-and post-anaphoral prayers could be indicated
as optional; c) Alternative prayers and rubrics could be introduced; d) At places pointed
313
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out, room could be provided for spontaneous prayers to suit the occasion; and e) The
introduction of any change not envisaged in the above four headings should have the prior
approval of the Bishops’ Conference and the final approval of the Holy See.”320 A
committee was formed to study and make the draft of the Qurbana taksa. In the process of
preparing the taksa disagreement among the committee members regarding the position of
the celebrant was a difficult issue.321 Nevertheless, the draft was prepared and submitted
to the SMBC on 30 March 1981. The majority of the bishops supported the draft and it
was finalized on 2 June 1981 and sent to Rome on 3 October 1981 along with the different
opinions of the bishops.322 After a long time Rome reacted in 1983 with Observations on
the Order of the Holy Mass from the Sacred Congregation of the Oriental Churches in
1983.
A CLC meeting was held on 24 May 1985 to discuss the different aspects of the
preparation of the Qurbana taksa. The Qurbana taksa was composed from various texts.
Texts from the Chaldeans and Nestorians were used along with the old taksa of the Mār
Tōmā Nazrāni Church. The Roman directions on liturgical renewal were also taken into
consideration.323 The episcopal committee approved the draft taksa of the Qurbana on 30
July. After receiving the reactions from the Congregation, the committee re-examined and
redrafted this taksa. On 2 November 1985 the episcopal committee approved the text and
sent it to Rome for final approval. The decision of the bishops on the final draft was: “The
Syro-Malabar Bishops’ Conference at its meeting held on 8 November 1985 “saw” the
taksa of the Raza prepared by the bishops’ sub-committee as per the directives of the
Congregation for the Oriental Churches dated 24 July 1985, and resolved to forward the
taksa to the Congregation for the necessary action.”324
The way the taksa was formulated gave rise to some controversy. “The word “saw” seems
to have been carefully chosen, to indicate that the bishops felt unable to do more than
“take note of” what Rome was imposing on them, not to express a unanimous acceptance
of it.”325 However, Thomas Mannooramparampil’s conclusion was that the “judgement”
had prescribed the “final” norms for the redaction of the Raza text and consequently,
discussion or study of the text was superfluous, and so under these circumstances the
question of approving the text that had been given as final did not arise at all.
The Holy See approved the Raza taksa on 19 December 1985. The Decree clearly
indicates that the bishops had approved the taksa before it was sent to Rome: The Bishops
tabled new suggestions and recommendations to be considered by the Congregation. The
Congregation studied these and prepared the definitive text. Then the Council of Bishops
collegially accepted the text nearly in its entirety and once again took it to the
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Congregation for approval. Finally, at the end of 1985 it received definite approbation.326
During the visit of Pope John Paul II on 8 February 1986 he inaugurated the Raza at
Kottayam in Kerala. That meant the end of a long liturgical battle in the Syro-Malabar
Church and of the inculturation in the Qurbana for the time being. Even after the
restoration for the Qurbana in 1986 the debates on inculturation have continued in the
Syro-Malabar Church.
There are two Roman documents related to the reform of the Raza. 1) Final Judgement of
the S. Congregation for the Oriental Churches Concerning the Order of the Syro-Malabar
Qurbana (24 July 1985); and 2) Directives on the Order of Syro-Malabar Qurbana in
Solemn and Simple Forms (5 May 1989).327 The Roman document “Final Judgement of
1985” was not really final because it gave more observations for the improvement of
inculturation in the Church. It commented, “It is therefore devoutly to be hoped that the
Church of the St. Thomas Christians may once again find its roots, at once evangelical
and truly original, oriental and Indian…”328 This document cleared the “substantive ritual
form” and the “inevitable and legitimate adaptations.” These adaptations, according to the
document, depend on various factors including the “local customs.”329 The COC fully
agrees with the need for “legitimate Indianization” in the Church, but stipulates that
inculturation of the Syro-Malabar liturgy is possible only when the whole hierarchy
consents to it, a condition practically impossible to be realized.330
Though the SMBC resolved to use the restored taksa in all three forms, there were a lot of
complaints about the taksa from a section of the bishops, priests and laity. Leaflets,
pamphlets and articles were published both in favor and against.331 In August 1987
Cardinal Lourdusamy (Prefect of the Oriental Congregation) visited Kerala to discuss
liturgical developments. The Congregation issued a document, Directives on the Order of
Syro-Malabar Qurbana in the Solemn and Simple forms (1989). This document proposes
a “middle way” to give the dioceses freedom of choice. The directives temporarily solved
some of the major controversial issues such as whether or not to celebrate the Mass facing
the people, use the sanctuary veil, begin the Qurbana with the sign of the cross, and retain
the custom of an offertory procession. The directives also permitted a number of options
to the celebrants, especially to avoid a repetition of prayers,332 while the restoration of the
Initiation Rite of the Syro-Malabar Church neglected nearly all the provisions for
inculturation.
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The document “Directives of 1989” was mainly about the inculturation of the Qurbana in
its Solemn and Simple forms. It mentioned the role of the local Ordinary in implementing
the local adaptations. The Congregation said about the procedure of the inculturation that,
it “will clearly show the maternal solicitude of the Church in its desire to give the faithful
a liturgical prayer, based on the spiritual roots of the tradition, while at the same time open
to renewal and adaptation to its historic-cultural context.”333 It also gave more freedom to
the local Ordinary to judge and adapt to local situations. “These directives of 1988 do not
deprive the local Ordinary of his right and duty to resolve concrete pastoral issues and
authorize local customs in the renewed liturgy within the legitimate limits.”334
Inculturation includes the translation of the liturgical texts. “The Malayalam text of the
liturgy is the competence of the Syro-Malabar Bishops Conference in consultation with
experts in the language and liturgy.”335
The need for this Raza in daily life was questioned even before its introduction by the
Bishops. The Bishops wished for a solemn and simple form for the use on Sundays and
weekdays. Two suggestions emerged from the Bishops: the text of the Raza already
printed could be used for liturgical celebrations, both in its solemn and simple form, and
the text of the simple form of Qurbana was to be printed separately, taking into
consideration the observations and suggestions from the members at the meeting of the
SMBC in 1986.336
Actually, there is no formal document from the Syro-Malabar Bishops’ Conference that
permits the introduction of inculturated elements in the liturgy except for two local forms
allowed as “options” in the General Instructions of the text of the Qurbana: Instead of
kissing the altar or the gospel book, the celebrant may touch it with the forehead; when
exchanging peace, this may be done by facing one another with hands folded and the head
slightly inclined.337
2.8. Conclusion
At the end of this second chapter, our research on inculturation in the Syro-Malabar
Church leads to the conclusion that, for lack of solid sources, we remain in the dark about
the nature of inculturation in the first centuries. At least from the eighth century AD there
is clear evidence of an organized lifestyle, worship and liturgy in India based on the
traditions of the East Syrian Church. It seems that, even though the East Syrian Church
deeply influenced the Thomas Christians, there was room left for continuing practices that
had their origin in an Indian cultural lifestyle to which the Christians had been
accustomed. In so far it is justified calling Indian Christians: “Christian in faith, Indian in
Culture and East Syrian in worship.”338 It has to be assumed that an East Syrian liturgy
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mingled, with many Indian cultural elements, was the form of liturgy at the dawn of the
Portuguese era in India.
The Thomas Christians began to think about their own Christian identity only when the
Portuguese missionaries tried to impose the Latin way of Christian life on them.
Portuguese missionaries who came to India just after the Council of Trent sincerely tried
to unite all Christians under the Pope, with one faith, one liturgy and one hierarchy. With
the Synod of Diamper, Thomas Christians came under Latin jurisdiction and nearly
everything Indian in their lifestyle and worship was radically and officially changed into a
Latin mode of Christianity. Both Indian and Syrian elements were removed from the
liturgy of the Thomas Christians. These changes did not happen without protests from the
part of the Thomas Christians. They always struggled and protested to regain their own
Indian hierarchy supported by an Indian lifestyle and liturgy. Eventually the reestablishment of the hierarchy of the Thomas Christians in 1923 resulted in actions of
liturgical restoration. Only after the Liturgy Constitution SC of Vatican II the concept of
liturgical renewal was changed into renewal, revision and inculturation. The Liturgy
Constitution SC 37-40 gave inspiration to the local churches to make a renewed attempt to
revise their liturgy aiming at an updating called “inculturation.”
Faith is no longer associated with the particular culture of a particular region. The faithful
are free to experience and live the authentic faith within all cultures and customs. The
Liturgy Constitution Sacrosanctum Concilium 37-40 of Vatican II requests to respect and
foster the genius and customs of the various races and peoples in the local churches.339
This teaching of Vatican II supports the implementation of inculturation in the worship of
Syro-Malabar Church. The Vatican document on inculturation Varietates Legitimae
explains, “Inculturation has its place in worship as in other areas of the life of the
Church.”340 These reformed views in the Church have promoted inculturation in every
aspect of Christian life, and have lifted up a new enthusiasm among the faithful to live the
Christian faith knitting with the local culture. Vatican II emphasized the areas of
inculturation in the areas of language, music, art, gestures and postures considering
whether it is suitable or not to use non-Christian religious expressions.341 In all these
matters more inculturation is possible avoiding syncretism.342
According to Pope Paul VI “the Gospel, and therefore evangelization, is certainly not
identical with culture, and they are independent in regard to all cultures. Nevertheless, the
kingdom which the Gospel proclaims is lived by men who are profoundly linked to a
culture, and the building up of the kingdom cannot avoid borrowing the elements of
human culture or cultures. Though independent of cultures, the Gospel and evangelization
are not necessarily incompatible with them; rather they are capable of permeating them all
without becoming subject to any one of them. The split between the Gospel and culture is
without a doubt the drama of our time, just as it was of other times. Therefore every effort
must be made to ensure a full evangelization of culture, or more correctly of cultures.
They have to be regenerated by an encounter with the Gospel. But this encounter will not
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take place if the Gospel is not proclaimed.”343 His view is shared by Pope John Paul II as
regards the oriental Churches: “At a time when it is increasingly recognized that the right
of every people to express themselves according to their own heritage of culture and
thought is fundamental, the experience of the Individual Churches of the East is offered to
us as an authoritative example of successful inculturation.”344 Pope John Paul II also says,
“the Church not only transmits her truths and values and renews cultures from within, but
she also takes from the various cultures the positive elements already found in them. This
is the obligatory path for evangelizers in presenting faith, making it part of people’s
cultural heritage. Conversely the various cultures, when refined and renewed in the light
of the Gospel, can become true expressions of the one Christian faith.”345
Vatican II kindled discussions also in the Syro-Malabar Church. The role played by
Joseph Cardinal Parecattil as a pioneer of inculturation in the Syro-Malabar Church is
tremendous. He sincerely intended to make the Church in India genuine in her lifestyle
and worship, being one with the Indian culture and customs. He even went beyond the
boundaries of Christianity by promoting, theoretically, the use of non-Christian elements
in Christian worship. He wished to have a Church in India, “fully Indian and fully
Christian.” Even when many of his co-workers opted for restoration of the East Syrian
liturgy he stood strong in his views on inculturation and renewal.
He was open to experiments with the Syro-Malabar liturgy and even succeeded in making
an Indianized anaphora for the Syro-Malabar Church, on an East Syrian canvas.
Unfortunately this Indianized anaphora was finally rejected by Rome, stating that it was
more Hindu (Indian) in its nature than Christian. Even though he was more radical in his
views when he said an Indian Church “fully Indian and fully Christian”346 he never fully
rejected the East Syrian canvas of the Syro-Malabar Church. Though not whole-heartedly,
he accepted that a picture could not be painted without a canvas.
Even though the views of Cardinal Parecattil on inculturation were prominent during the
inculturational attempts in the Syro-Malabar Church, his views on inculturation did not
win - in the battle - between “inculturation” and “restoration.” Unfortunately the
inculturational views of Cardinal Parecattil and the provisions of SC 37-40 were not
sufficiently implemented in the latest reformed Qurbana of the Syro-Malabar Church. In
spite of the efforts made by Cardinal Parecattil the restoration party won, at least for the
time being. In the next chapter we shall see how the inculturational views of Vatican II
and Cardinal Parecattil were implemented or denied in the renewal attempts of the
Initiation Rites of the Syro-Malabar Church.
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CHAPTER 3: PRIMITIVE INITIATION RITUALS IN THE EARLY CHURCH AND
INCULTURATION IN THE SYRO-MALABAR INITIATION RITES
3.1. Introduction
In this chapter we will investigate how throughout the centuries initiation rites continued
to be inculturated in Syriac Christianity, the cradle of the Syro-Malabar Church and in the
Syro-Malabar Church itself, before and after its Latinization in the sixteenth century and
during the liturgical reforms of the twentieth century. We hope that in this way the study
of the past will help us to get more insight into the possibilities for inculturation of
initiation rites in India. To answer this question it is essential to formulate precisely what
we mean by initiation rites and also by the word “baptism”, and to consider what we know
about the origins and the earliest development of this ritual. What kind of inter-cultural
activities can be found in the earliest phases of these rites when they originated and came
into development in the early Christian period?
3.2. Primitive Initiation Rituals in the Early Church
Which were the antecedents of Christian baptism and how were they transposed into
Christian baptism? How did these rites receive a new meaning in baptism and how did
baptism as a ritual become the rite of passage by which Christians are incorporated into
the Body of Christ, the Church? Which role did the baptism of Jesus Himself play in this
process? These are the questions we will try to answer, while paying special attention to
the tensions in the early Church caused on the one hand by the influences early
Christianity underwent from its cultural environment and, on the other hand, its critical
attitude towards these influences and this environment.
3.2.1. Baptism: a Christian Rite of Passage
To understand the origins and meanings of early Christian baptism, it is important to
know that it belongs to a specific type of rite, namely that of the rite of passage. The
concept of a rite of passage as a general ritual form of socialization was first formally laid
down by Arnold van Gennep in his book The Rites of Passage.1 It has had a deep impact
on anthropological thought and takes up a prominent position in taxonomies of rituals that
have been proposed by scholars like Catherine Bell and Ronald L. Grimes in introductions
to studies of rituals.2
Rites of passages are celebrations ritualized during a person’s transition from one stage of
life to another. In many cases, they are linked to major events during the life-cycle like
birth, coming of age, marriage, and death. This is the reason why in English they are also
1

Arnold van Gennep, The Rites of Passage, trans. by Monika B. Vizedom and Gabrielle L. Caffee
(London: Routlegde and Kegan Paul Ltd., 1960).
2
Cf. Catherine Bell, Ritual: Perspectives and Dimensions (New York: Oxford University Press,
1997); Ronald L. Grimes, Deeply into the Bone: Reinventing Rites of Passage (Berkeley, Los Angeles
and London: University of California Press, 2000).
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called “life-crisis” or “life-cycle" rites.3 However, it is important to note that many rites of
passage do not exactly coincide with the biological or physical events with which they are
connected, for instance, the birth of a child, or first sexual intercourse.4 This shows that
biological order is less determinative for life cycle rituals than social order. Physical birth
is one thing, being properly identified and accepted as a member of one’s social group is
another. The community confirms the admission, but it does so in its own good time.
Moreover, not all of the rites of passage are linked to biological events and changes. Some
of them are related to entrance and initiation into a new community. In both cases, the
transition implies a change of social status and a transformation in which someone is
socially reborn. Examples of initiation ceremonies that are not connected to changes in the
life-cycle include Hindu dīkṣā;5 acceptance into a fraternal organization, secret society or
religious order; graduation from school; or Christian adult baptism.
Ritual theorists agreed on the fact that, like most other ritual activities, rites of passage
have three basic characteristics in common. Firstly, the ritual action is communal,
involving groups of people who gain social solidarity through the participation of the new
members. Secondly, the action is traditional and “understood as carrying on ways of
acting established in the past.”6 Thirdly, the ritual is rooted in beliefs in divine beings.
Arnold van Gennep has pointed out that most rites of passage consist of three phases:
separation, transition and reincorporation. He says: “I propose to call the rites of
separation from a previous world, pre-liminal rites, those executed during the transitional
stage liminal (or threshold) rites, and the ceremonies of incorporation into the new
world post-liminal rites.”7
In the pre-liminal phase, people detach themselves from their current status and prepare to
move from one place or status to another. “The first phase of separation comprises
symbolic behavior signifying the detachment of the individual or group...from an earlier
fixed point in the social structure.”8 There is often a disconnection or “cutting away” from
the former self in this phase, which is expressed by symbolic actions and rituals, for
example, the cutting off of the hair of a person who has just joined the army. Thereby, he
or she “rejects or denounces” the former self, the civilian.
The (liminal) phase of transition is the period between states during which one has left
one stage or status but has not yet entered or joined the next. “In the third phase (postliminal or reincorporation), the passage is consummated.”9 One re-enters society with a
3
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new status. The re-incorporation is often marked by elaborate rituals and ceremonies, like
college graduation, and by outward symbols of new ties: thus “in rites of incorporation
there is widespread use of the “sacred bond”, the “sacred cord”, the knot, and of
analogous forms such as the belt, the ring, the bracelet and the crown.”10
Like other religions, Christianity knows several rites of passage. Its most central rite of
passage is the one that accompanies and marks initiation into the Christian community:
baptism. Although Christian initiation mostly takes place immediately after one's birth, it
is as such not directly connected with a specific stage in the life cycle. Originally it was
related to the conversion of adults to Christianity. In most Christian traditions, this
initiation entails two central rituals (sacraments), which constitute their culmination
points: baptism by immersion into water or ablution and the Eucharistic meal. Apart from
these central rituals, Christian initiation comprises various ritual elements, like anointing
and the laying on of hands (which in Roman Catholic tradition have developed into a
separate sacrament of confirmation) and, moreover, “catechesis”, preparation for
baptism.11
In Christian initiation one may recognize cross-cultural patterns and features that are
characteristic of rites of passage. At the same time, it has its own specifically Christian
shape and character which is directly related to the fact that it means entrance into the
community of Christians and marks the transition into a Christian way of life. This colors
the entire initiation: the choice of the texts recited, the performance of the ritual actions
and the meaning given to them, the choice of the symbols and the way in which they are
interpreted.
It should be realized that Christian baptism did not originate all of a sudden by a sort of
ritual “big bang”. Its foundations were laid in the New Testament period and it gradually
developed further in the centuries after the New Testament period. Equally importantly,
Christian initiation came into existence and developed in a process of continuous
interaction with the surrounding cultural and religious traditions. Insight into this early
Christian process of initiation is indispensable if we want to get a more precise idea of
what makes Christian initiation “Christian”. This is of crucial importance to the central
issue of this chapter: the possibility of the inculturation of Christian initiation.
So the question is: How did Christian initiation originate and develop? We will start with
what, both historically and theologically, can be considered the core rite of Christian
initiation, namely baptism by water.
3.2.2. Meaning of the Word “Baptism”
Etymologically, the basic meaning of the Greek term “Bapto”, from which words like
“Baptizo” and “Baptismos” are derived, is “to dip” or “plunge” something into a yielding
medium, usually in a liquid, for instance water.12 From this basic sense comes a use that
emphasizes the result, “to wet”.13 “Special uses are to plunge a weapon into a person and
10
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to dip a container in a liquid in order to draw it up.”14 With time, “the secondary meaning
“to dye” (initially because this was the result of dipping) virtually supplanted the primary
meaning.”15 The verb “Baptizo” has a more intensive force. It means, “to make a thing
dipped or dyed”, or “to immerse for a religious purpose”, and designates a complete
immersion or a perfect purification (by immersion).16 In the New Testament the root word
from which the word baptism is derived is used to designate the washing with water. It is
employed when speaking of Jewish lustrations, and of the baptism of John, as well as of
the Christian ritual of baptism. To understand the uniqueness of the Christian ritual of
baptism we need to have a look at its pre-Christian origins. How did baptism develop into
a Christian rite of passage in such complex cultural and social surroundings and in
interaction with these surroundings?
3.2.3. Pre-Christian Origins and Roots of Christian Baptism.
The central act of Christian baptism is the immersion in and the purification by water.
This ritual act as such is in itself not uniquely Christian. Ritual purification by means of
water- by ablution, washing or immersion- goes back to hundreds of years before Christ.17
“It is well known that the ritual bathing were common in most ancient cultures as a
preparation for their prayers and sacrifice or as expiation of sin.”18 “In warm countries this
connection is probably even closer than in colder climates, and may explain the frequency
of ablution in religious rites throughout the East.”19 In Hinduism, for example, water
purification is connected with the river Ganges and is referred to as Gaṅgā and considered
sacred. Personified as a goddess, Gaṅgā 20 is worshiped by Hindus who believe that
bathing in the river brings remission of sins and facilitates liberation from the cycle of life
and death. Likewise, pilgrims travel long distances to immerse the ashes of their loved
ones in the waters of the Ganges, bringing their spirits closer to nirvana.21
This act of washing or immersion was also known in the religious traditions in the
Mediterranean world where Christianity emerged. Preliminary purification by washing
occurred not only at temples of the ordinary civic cults but also at healing and oracle
14
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sanctuaries, before the reception of visions, in magic, and in the mystery religions. 22 In
Greek religion, in the Attis and Mithra cults, in Egyptian cults, and in the veneration of
Cybele, people were familiar with the phenomenon of the sacred bath which might have
multiple spiritual meanings such as spiritual enlightenment, rebirth or purification.23
Early Christians were familiar with these ritual baths, immersions and purifications by
means of water, which may have influenced the evolution of early Christian baptism at a
later phase of its development. They are, however, not directly linked to the origins of
Christian baptism. Direct antecedents of early Christian baptism are to be found in
Judaism, the religion to which both John the Baptist and Jesus belonged.
3.2.4. Jewish Antecedents of Baptism
The ritual use of water was common in the Jewish ceremonial world. Nobody was
allowed to enter into the tent of meeting and the altar to approach God for prayer or
sacrifice without first having performed the rite of ablution.24 The Law of Moses required
ablutions on the part of priests who were performing certain sacrifices and of people who
were unclean because diverse forms of impurity.25 The washing of their clothes was an
important means of sanctification imposed on the Israelites before God would come down
upon Mount Sinai to give them the Ten Commandments.26 The use of water for cleansing
was used as a metaphor in such passages as Ezekiel 36:25 where God says, “I will
sprinkle clean water on you, and you will be clean; I will cleanse you from all your
impurities.”27
For the purpose of actual or ritual purification, ablutions or washings form an important
feature of the Jewish religious ceremonial. There are three kinds of ablutions recognized
in biblical and rabbinical law: 1. the washing of hands, 2. the washing of hands and feet,
and 3. the immersion of the whole body in water. Ritual baths in Judaism were primarily,
if not exclusively, connected with cultic impurity.
The primary and original function of the purity laws and the purification rites was to
regulate access to the sanctuary, i.e. the Temple. Moreover, “they were closely connected
with physical changes, with the forces of life, death, and reproduction.”28 Before the
priests approached the altar of God, they were required to wash their hands and feet to
cleanse them from the soil of common life. This practice is alluded to in Psalm 26:6. The
washing of hands and feet is only stipulated by the Mosaic Law for those desiring to
perform priestly functions. Scripture states that whenever Moses or Aaron or any of the
subordinate priests desired to enter the sanctuary or approach the altar, they were bound to
wash their hands and feet from the laver which stood between the Tabernacle and the
22
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altar.29 The book of Leviticus gives detailed information about the nature and need for
ritual washings or immersions before a religious ceremony. In this regard, purification
with water dealt with bodily purification and took place by the immersion or ablution of
oneself, and was not administered by somebody else. It was a preparation for other ritual
acts and not the main ritual act itself.30
The meaning of ablution or immersion varied according to different groups in preChristian Judaism of the Second Temple period. Among certain groups water purification
was associated with repentance and atonement.31 Purification by immersion into water
was also part of the rituals of admission practised by some specific movements inside
Judaism, in particular by the community of Qumran. According to the Rule of the
Community of Qumran, it was necessary to have a spirit of uprightness and humility to
bring about the effectiveness of one’s water rite.32 It should be noted, however, “that these
groups were not familiar with something like a unique and unrepeatable bath of
initiation.”33
Finally, mention has to be made here of a special form of ritual purification by means of
immersion into water which shows a very close resemblance to early Christian baptism,
namely proselyte baptism. Proselyte baptism came into existence around the same period
when Christians started baptizing by immersion. It is, however, a complicated issue to
establish how its origin and development relate to the rise of Christianity.
3.2.5. Proselyte Baptism
Proselyte baptism came into existence in Judaism at a certain period in the first centuries
A.D. An undisputed statement as to the exact time of its origin is impossible. According to
the Babylonian Talmud (b. Kerithoth 8b-9a), three things are required for a Gentile to
become a Jew: circumcision, immersion and sacrifice.34 The immersion was performed
before witnesses during the daytime, so it was not a private affair.35 Self-administered full
immersion was the ritual practice that later also included instruction in the Jewish way of
life.36
Here the pertinent question arises regarding whether Christian baptism may have
originated from Jewish proselyte baptism.37 To answer this question it is of crucial
importance to know whether the latter rite existed prior to the rise of Christianity.
Unfortunately, this remains a open question and there is even evidence to the contrary.
The tractate Pesachim of the Mishnah (Pes 8.8; see Eduy 5.2) is the earliest source where
possible evidence for the existence of proselyte baptism is found. 38 There the question is
raised as to whether Gentiles who converted on the eve of Pesach were allowed to eat
from the Pesach meal.39 The house of Hillel did not agree with this practice but the house
29
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of Shammai allowed the convert to eat of the Paschal sacrifices if he first immersed. The
allusion to this immersion has sometimes been understood as referring to proselyte
baptism.40 This would imply that already in the period prior to and just after the
destruction of the second Temple, circumcision was followed by a sort of immersion. This
would also mean that Christians had been familiar with proselyte baptism and that they
might have taken over the immersion rite from Jewish tradition. Unfortunately, the status
of the immersion mentioned in the Mishnah is very much open to debate. It is argued by
scholars that the majority of the rabbis did not consider immersion into water to be
essential for conversion. They posit that only at the end of the Tannaite or at the
beginning of the Amoraic period there was an increasing agreement among the rabbinic
authorities that “conversion was not complete unless circumcision had been followed by
immersion.”41 In that case, the origins of Christian baptism cannot be traced back to
Jewish proselyte baptism.
By contrast, there is no doubt about the importance of another Jewish immersion for the
question of the origins of early Christian baptism: the baptism that was performed by John
the Baptist.
3.2.6. Baptism of John the Baptist
A study and analysis of all known bathing rituals like immersion and cleansing in Judaism
and in Jewish surroundings shows that the characteristics of the baptism of John are
unique and different in form and theological meaning from all ceremonies of purification
practised up till then. The background and origins of the baptism of John, and in particular
its relationship with proselyte baptism, are unclear. We do not know whether John the
Baptist was familiar with proselyte baptism (if it existed in his time). There are
similarities as well as differences between proselyte baptism and the baptism of John. On
the one hand, John’s baptism has in common with proselyte baptism that it represents a
one-time change in a person’s life, “as contrasted to the repeated immersions for
purification in the ordinary life of observant Jews.”42 On the other hand, different from
proselyte baptism and all other immersions in Judaism, it was an administered rite and not
a self-immersion. This practice provides the most plausible explanation for the description
of John as “the Baptist”. More importantly, the intention of the baptism of John was not to
admit non - Jews into the Jewish religion. It was based upon repentance, and its purpose
was the forgiveness of sins.43 Its intention was not the creation of a new Israel, or a new
community that one could join by baptism. The goal of John’s baptism was a renewal of
Israel, of the Jews.44 It was intended for Jews who were willing to convert and to answer
to the true call for holiness from God.
In his baptism John the Baptist linked purity to a call for moral transformation, spiritual
cleansing and forgiveness of sins.45 It may be observed here that Josephus' description of
John’s preaching and baptism differs from the picture presented by the Synoptic Gospels,
40
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when he denies that John’s baptism was for the forgiveness of sins. According to
Josephus, John, called the “Baptist”, was a good man who exhorted the Jews to lead
righteous lives, practise justice towards one another and piety towards God in order to
participate in the redemptive ritual of baptism. In his view, this was a necessary condition
for baptism being acceptable to God. However, according to Josephus, the purpose of the
baptism of John was not to gain pardon for the Jews for whatever sins they had
committed, but for the purity of the body, implying that the soul was already thoroughly
cleansed by right behavior.46 Here the denial of Josephus about the forgiveness of sins by
John’s baptism is contradicted by the Synoptic Gospels.47
Anyway, John’s baptism differed from other prevailing forms of baptism by its
eschatological vision and because he thereby accorded to it a deeper meaning and
significance than a mere ceremonial purification. The eschatological meaning consists in
his call for repentance so that people might escape from God’s imminent judgment.48
Eschatological expectation as such played a prominent role in the Qumran community and
the image of cleansing by water was used to describe eschatological purification, but in
the texts derived from the Qumran community there is no evidence that this expectation
was connected with the baths of the community.49 John’s baptism was unique in Jewish
tradition.
In short, John’s baptism was not a Christian baptism but it certainly was an immediate
antecedent to it. John performed a new type of baptism with a new spiritual meaning of
repentance connected with eschatological views. The mode of baptism by self-immersion
had been changed here into an unrepeatable and once and for all ritual act of non-selfimmersion, administered by a baptizer.
3.2.7. Baptism of Jesus
To understand the meaning of Christian baptism, it is essential to have insight into its
Jewish antecedents and in particular into its most direct antecedent, the baptism of John
the Baptist. However, Christians did not simply continue the baptismal practice of John.
Both its form and content underwent a profound transformation. This transformation
cannot be understood independently from the fact that Jesus Himself was baptized. The
fact that Jesus was baptized may at first sight cause a dilemma. It certainly did so for the
early Christians. Why would Jesus need to be baptized? According to the Gospels, even
John himself did not understand at first why Jesus came to be baptized by him.
From the Gospels it clearly emerges that, according to their authors, Jesus was not
baptized for the same reason as other Jews. Baptism played a very specific role in His life,
unique to Him. At the same time, for the early Christians their own baptism and Jesus’
were closely connected; it served both as the foundation and model of their baptism. That
is the reason why we are dealing here with the baptism of Jesus, as described in the New
Testament.
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The earliest accounts of the baptism of Jesus, recognized by nearly all New Testament
scholars as a historical event, are found in the canonical Gospels. The synoptic Gospels
give short descriptions of what happened at the time of His baptism as given below: The
order we follow is Mark, Luke, Mathew, and John.
Mark 1:9-11. In those
days Jesus came from
Nazareth of Galilee and
was baptized by John in
the Jordan. And when
he came up out of the
water, immediately he
saw the heavens opened
and
the
Spirit
descending upon him
like a dove; and a voice
came from heaven,
"Thou art my beloved
Son; with thee I am well
pleased."

Luke 3:21-22. Now when
all the people were
baptized, and when Jesus
also had been baptized
and was praying, the
heaven was opened, and
the Holy Spirit descended
upon him in bodily form,
as a dove, and a voice
came from heaven, "Thou
art my beloved Son; with
thee I am well pleased."

Mathew 3:13-17. Then Jesus came
from Galilee to the Jordan to John,
to be baptized by him. John would
have prevented him, saying, "I
need to be baptized by you, and do
you come to me?" But Jesus
answered him, "Let it be so now;
for thus it is fitting for us to fulfil
all righteousness." Then he
consented. And when Jesus was
baptized, he went up immediately
from the water, and behold, the
heavens were opened and he saw
the Spirit of God descending like a
dove, and alighting on him; and lo,
a voice from heaven, saying, "This
is my beloved Son, with whom I
am well pleased."
The synoptic Gospels which were written against the background of their own respective
communities emphasize distinctive points of view in the details of the event of Jesus’
baptism.
The baptism of Jesus is associated, in all of the three the Synoptic Gospels, with Jesus’
Sonship in relation to God His Father, the beginning of His messianic ministry and the
coming of the Spirit.50 Whatever the experience of the historical Jesus may have been, the
importance of Jesus’ baptism for the disciples lay in the meaning it had for their faith and
later for their baptismal practice, baptism. Especially the theme of the “sonship”, but the
action of the “Holy Spirit” as well, provides a parallel to the baptism of Christians.51
In the description of Jesus' baptism in Mark’s Gospel, the oldest of the Gospels, only two
central motifs are highlighted, namely the descent of the Spirit like a dove and a voice
coming from heaven proclaiming Jesus as the beloved Son of God.52 New Testament
scholars like Oscar Cullmann53 and Joachim Jeremias54 have already long ago noted that
these two motifs recall Gen. 1:2, Gen. 8:8-11, Is. 42:1 and Ps. 2:7.55 The sonship of Jesus
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is not like that of the powerful Old Testament king but that of a “suffering Messiah”, a
“suffering servant”, who will give His life as a ransom for many.56 To this end He had
been baptized, toward this end He had begun his journey at the Jordan, and to follow Him
as His disciple meant sharing in His baptism and crucifixion as well. Mark 10:38 later
states, "You do not know what you are asking. Are you able to drink the cup that I drink,
or to be baptized with the baptism with which I am baptized?" Jesus speaks of His
anticipated death as a baptism here.57
Luke and Mathew add some distinctive details to the event of Jesus’ baptism as described
by Mark. While Luke gives a rather extensive description of John and his baptism, his
description of the baptism of Jesus is very brief, using just one lengthy sentence (Luke
3:21-22). Luke has added the words “Holy” and “bodily”. He is the only one to mention
that Jesus was praying after he had been baptized. He identifies the Spirit as the “Holy"58
Spirit in "bodily"59 form like a dove.60 Further on, in chapter 4, Luke associates the
coming of the Holy Spirit to Jesus (Luke 4:16-21) with the anointing mentioned in Isaiah
61:1. Acts 10:38 confirms that, according to the author of Luke and the Acts, Jesus was
anointed at his baptism by the Holy Spirit at Jesus’ baptism as Messiah (Acts 10:38).
Matthew’s handling of Jesus’ baptism includes all the aspects of Mark’s and Luke’s
Gospel as well as his justifying the fittingness of Jesus being baptized, to solve the
problem of a baptism administered to a superior through an inferior.61 He uses “Spirit of
God”62 in the place of “Spirit” in Mark and “Holy Spirit” in Luke. In the description of
Jesus’ baptism, only Mathew uses the third person with regard to the voice from heaven.
The phrase “This is” is used and not “You are” (Mt. 3:17). The Gospel of John does not
contain a description of Jesus’ baptism, but only alludes to it when the author mentions
the superiority of Jesus over John the Baptist, saying that John’s main role was to witness
to Jesus the Messiah, the one who will be baptized with the Holy Spirit.63
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John 1:29-34: “The next day he saw Jesus coming toward him, and said, "Behold, the
Lamb of God, who takes away the sin of the world! This is he of whom I said, “After
me comes a man who ranks before me, for he was before me.” I myself did not know
him; but for this I came baptizing with water, that he might be revealed to Israel." And
John bore witness, "I saw the Spirit descend as a dove from heaven, and it remained on
him. I myself did not know him; but he who sent me to baptize with water said to me,
“He on whom you see the Spirit descend and remain, this is he who baptizes with the
Holy Spirit.” And I have seen and have borne witness that this is the Son of God."

The purpose of John’s mission was to reveal Jesus (Jn.1:31). He had testified that he had
seen the Spirit descend as a dove from heaven and abide with Him (Jn. 1:32). According
to the fourth Gospel the coming of the Spirit was significant for Jesus’ self-understanding;
it was also a moment of revelation for John, because he proclaimed, “this is the Son of
God” (Jn.1:34).
Further independent narrative traditions concerning the baptism of Jesus are to be found in
some of the non-canonical gospels such as the Gospel of the Ebionites, the Gospel of the
Nazarenes and the Gospel of the Hebrews.64 The Sibylline Oracles also mentions the
event of Jesus’ baptism. “Since he was raised up the second time according to the flesh,
when he was washed in the flowing waters of the Jordan River… Having escaped the fire,
he will first see God coming as the sweet Spirit on the white wings of a dove.” 65 These
non-canonical works contain independent traditional narrations about the baptism of
Jesus. In the Gospel of the Ebionites new detail is given such as the appearance of a great
shining light.66 In the Gospel of the Hebrews descriptions are found of the Semitic features
like “the Holy Spirit being presented as female and as speaking in the manner of the
personified divine wisdom in the Wisdom literature.”67 After having studied how the
canonical and non-canonical gospels dealt with the baptism of Jesus, it will be interesting
to have a look at the interpretations or understanding of the baptism of Jesus by the early
Church leaders.
From the beginning of the second century a number of patristic attempts have been made
to explain, as well as to elaborate on, the significance of the baptism of Jesus. The general
concept is that the baptism of Jesus was not only an act of humility but also the
consequence of His Incarnation and His assuming a fallen human nature.68 The Church
Fathers had different views which emerge from the different images and metaphors they
use to describe the nature of the baptism of Jesus and its effects on Christian baptism. For
instance, baptism is interpreted by some in terms of illumination. 69 We also find the idea
that the baptism of Jesus purified or sanctified the water so that it might be used for
baptism of Christians. Ignatius, Bishop of Antioch says, “He was born and was baptized
64
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in order that by his passion he might purify water.”70 Ignatius continues, “Having been
truly born of the virgin, baptized by John in order that all righteousness might be fulfilled
by him.”71 According to Gregory of Nazianzus through the baptism of Jesus, Jesus
identified himself with humanity, water in the Jordan is sanctified and humanity is
sanctified. Jesus came to John the Baptist “to bury the whole of the old Adam in the
water; and before this and for the sake of this, to sanctify Jordan; for as he is Spirit and
flesh, so he consecrates us by Spirit and water.”72 The sanctifying of the water of the
Jordan by Jesus is also one of the central themes of the feast of the Epiphany on January
6th, on which in many Eastern churches the baptism of Jesus is celebrated.73 John
Chrysostom says, “This is the day (feast of Epiphany) on which he was baptized and he
sanctified the nature of waters.”74
The declaration of Jesus’ sonship and the coming of the Holy Spirit to Him during
baptism provide a parallel with Christian baptism.75 The baptism of Jesus became a model
for Christian baptism - at least for adult baptism. Throughout the centuries it has been
considered that Christian baptism, through water and Spirit (Jn. 3:5), and through Spirit
and fire (Mt 3:11), signifies participation in the baptism of Christ.
The theme of the coming of the Spirit after Jesus' baptism was developed by Church
Fathers. Some of them interpreted it as an anointing,76 in line with Acts 10:38. Thereby
the anointing of Jesus could become the model and prototype of the post-baptismal
anointing of the Christians.
The transformation of the various purifications by water and baptisms was closely
connected with and caused by the fact that Jesus Himself was baptized. In this way, the
baptism of Jesus brought Jewish baptism to its fulfillment and at the same time marked
the beginning of Christian baptism. In the following quote John Chrysostom makes a
comparison between the baptism of Jesus and Christian baptism. “Having brought Jewish
baptism to its fulfillment, at the same time he opens the way for that of the Church; at the
Jordan the law ended and grace began.”77
So far we have seen the baptism of Jesus and the way in which this theme was developed
in the New Testament period and by the Church Fathers. In the next section we will
examine the baptismal practices of the early Christians.
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3.3. Baptism in the Primitive Christian Church: Ritual and Theology
Although its origins go back to pre-Christian rituals, especially immersions, which were
practised in Judaism and it has preserved many elements of these rituals, Christian
baptism is something new and unprecedented in the history of religion. In early
Christianity, immersion in water, accompanied by invoking the name of Jesus upon the
person who was baptized, became the rite of admission or acceptance into Christianity. 78
How did this ritual develop in early Christianity? How did baptismal rituals and theology
further develop in the New Testament period, the Post-New Testament period, and what
happened when the transition from adult baptism to infant baptism took place in East and
West. What part did traditions about Jesus’ baptism play in this development? To answer
these questions, let us start with the New Testament period.
3.3.1. The New Testament Period
The Gospels of Mathew and Mark mention Christian baptism only once. Only Matthew
28:19 mentions the command of Jesus to baptize in the name of the Trinity, while in Mk.
16:16 the risen Lord says that whoever is baptized and willing to believe, will be saved.
Christian baptism with water makes one eligible for salvation through Christ. Even though
the passages dealing with baptism in Mk. 16: 16 as well as in Mt. 28:19 are probably not
part of the oldest text, they show the early Christian conviction of the importance of
baptism as a condition for salvation and how baptism is connected with faith.79 Apart from
these passages about Christian baptism we will find more about baptism in other parts of
the New Testament. Let us start with the work of Luke, that is, the Gospel of Luke and the
Acts of the Apostles.
Luke speaks about Christian baptism in detail in the Acts of the Apostles, where he
describes the descent of the Holy Spirit at Pentecost. Particularly Acts 2:1-42 reflects his
view of baptism and the liturgical practices with which Luke must have been familiar. The
basic function of baptism as reflected in Peter’s Pentecostal sermon is similar to that of
John’s baptism, but new elements have been added, namely the idea that it is the
Christians who received his word and were baptized (Acts 2:41), and that the baptism
occurred in the name of Jesus (Acts 2:38) and those who were baptized received the gift
of the Holy Spirit (Acts 2:38-39) and the forgiveness of sins.80 Acts 5:32 is parallel to
2:38, “the Holy Spirit whom God gave to those who obey him,” so that the Holy Spirit is
the gift.81
The Acts give a lucid account of what, according to Luke, is involved in becoming a
Christian through baptism. The baptism accounts in the Acts are always preceded by a
preaching of the gospel with the message that calls for faith in Jesus and for the
repentance of sins.82 Those who receive the apostolic message83 recognize Jesus as Lord
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and Messiah, repent of their sins and are baptized in his name. 84 They receive forgiveness
of sins followed by the receiving of the Holy Spirit and salvation and then eventually
participate in the life of the community.85 Luke does not give much information about the
way in which baptism is performed.86 We at least do know that the candidates for baptism
were adults because in the promises of Acts 2:39 there is no indication of infant baptism.
All the accounts of conversion involve persons of a responsible age, with no clear mention
of infants or children being baptized.87 Women are mentioned along with men,88 but
children are never mentioned as being baptized. The Acts give no further detail about the
ritual of baptism except that people were baptized in water in the name of Jesus.89
It is not clear whether besides baptismal immersion any extra accompanying rite existed
in the first century. Georg Kretschmar says, “There is no apostolic norm in a bare
immersion, without accompanying rites, nor is it probable that any such thing ever
existed.”90 The only ritual mentioned in the Acts is the post-baptismal hand-laying on the
candidate which is associated with the giving of the Holy Spirit. However, it is not clear
whether this reflects a regular ritual practice or whether this took place only occasionally,
in certain specific circumstances.
In the Gospel of John we find another concept of baptism. Even though John is short in
his narration of baptism, he brings a new interpretation of it by introducing the themes of
new birth through water and the Holy Spirit.91 His baptismal perspective is expressed in
John 3:3 and 3:5 as follows: “truly, truly, I say to you, unless one is born anew, he cannot
see the kingdom of God” (Jn.3:3), and “truly, truly, I say to you, unless one is born of
water and the Spirit, he cannot enter the Kingdom of God” (Jn. 3:5). A major
interpretative problem with this verse is the meaning of the words “born of water and the
Spirit.” Does the word “water” refer to baptism or is it just a metaphor for the Spirit?
Some scholars have argued that the use of water in John’s gospel 3:5 does not refer to
baptism, because the Spirit is the entire focus of John chapter 3 and Christian baptism was
not yet known at that time. Consequently Nicodemus could not understand the words of
Jesus on rebirth in terms of baptism with the Holy Spirit. Still, several arguments may be
advanced to refute this view. The total focus of John 3 is on the Spirit, but this does not
exclude the possibility that the Spirit might also work in and through water. John’s Gospel
was written in a post-resurrection setting in which Nicodemus could easily understand the
Christian-Jewish debates of his time and John’s baptism would have given him sufficient
basis for relating the rebirth mentioned by Jesus as involving Spirit and water.92
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The New Testament figure whose contribution to the theme of baptism is most important
is Paul. The frequent references to baptism in his writings offer a profound understanding
of its new significance for the first Christians.
The most important baptism theme of Paul is the participation of the Christian in the death
and resurrection of Christ. Paul developed this new theme of baptism when he wrote to
the Romans saying that baptism is a participation in the death of Christ: “Do you not
know that all of us who have been baptized in Christ Jesus were baptized into his
death?”93 It is a burial with Christ: “We were buried therefore with him by baptism into
death, so that as Christ was raised from the dead by the glory of the Father, we too might
walk in newness of life.”94 As a result, “if we have been united with him in a death like
his, we shall certainly be united with him in a resurrection like his.”95 It involves
crucifying the old man, so that the body of sin may be destroyed;96 it thereby frees us from
sin as we die to sin, that we might live with Christ.97 Unification in and communion with
Christ in baptism are the most important themes in the Epistles of Paul.
All baptized persons are united in Christ’s death and resurrection. This new view of union
with Christ in baptism is further developed in other Epistles of Paul. In Gal. 3:26-27 we
learn that baptism is involved in the process of becoming sons of God by faith in Christ
Jesus. According to Paul, in baptism a Christian fully follows the sequence of taking part
in the life of Jesus: he died, was buried and resurrected. The most striking feature here is
the unity with Christ, but in particular the participation in Christ's death and resurrection.
Baptism unites the Christian with Christ; the baptized one is incorporated into the one
Body of Christ. In 1 Cor. 12:13 Paul says, “For by one Spirit we were all baptized into
one body-Jews or Greeks, slaves or free and all were made to drink of one Spirit.” This
theme of incorporation into the body of Christ is also found in other Pauline writings.98 In
the letter to the Ephesians an implicit theology of baptism is given in the form of an
exhortation to “maintain the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace” (Ephesians 4:3).99 In
Eph. 4:4 we read, “There are one body and one Spirit, just as you were called to the one
hope that belongs to your call.” So, according to Paul the baptism is not only an entering
into Christ but also into the one body which is the Church.100 “For by one Spirit we were
all baptized through the one Spirit into one body in Christ”101 just as the one body of the
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Church has many members with different functions.102 This unity in Christ received in
baptism103 is to be maintained in the real Christian life.104
Furthermore, the Pauline epistles reveal a theological view of baptism that was to have a
profound impact on the young Christian communities. Paul advocates baptism as a
common ground for all who wish to begin a new life in Christ. Baptism presupposes
preaching and faith: it takes place in the name of Jesus, and it mediates the eschatological
gift of salvation through the forgiveness of sins and the reception of the Holy Spirit.105
The letter to the Galatians briefly presents the key baptismal theology of Paul: “For in
Christ Jesus you are all children of God through faith. As many of you who were baptized
into Christ have clothed yourselves with Christ. There is no longer Jew or Greek, there is
no longer slave or free and there is no longer male or female. For all of you are one in
Christ Jesus. And if you belong to Christ, then you are Abraham’s offspring, heirs
according to the promise.”106 It is not faith alone but both faith and baptism that integrate
the recipient into Christ.107 Paul binds faith and baptism together as two inextricable
means of entering into Christ, which is the distinctiveness of Christian baptism.108
Another, new aspect of Paul’s baptismal theology is that he opposes baptism to Jewish
circumcision. Paul sees baptism as a work of God. It is a “spiritual circumcision” in which
sins are “cut away”.109 He sees a parallel between the death of Christ and baptism on the
one hand and Jewish circumcision on the other hand (which in Judaism may already have
been associated with ideas of death and a new life). 110 He says that when one entered into
Christ’s death, one received a spiritual circumcision, a circumcision that is not done by
human hands. The act of baptism is not itself the spiritual circumcision, for baptism is
performed by human hands. Rather, spiritual circumcision is received as an effect of
baptism.111 Paul says, “In him also you were circumcised with a circumcision made
without hands, by putting off the body of flesh in the circumcision of Christ; and you were
buried with him in baptism, in which you were also raised with him through faith in the
working of God, who raised him from the dead. And you, who were dead in trespasses
and the uncircumcision of your flesh, God made alive together with him, having forgiven
us all our trespasses.”112 Thus, it is a spiritual circumcision in which sins are cut away. 113
In short, Christian baptism as preached and practised by the New Testament period
developed from its antecedents. Although it has preserved basic components from
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Judaism, such as the use of water and immersion, Christian baptism has developed into a
uniquely Christian ritual which has received or assumed a new significance centered on
Christ and the Holy Spirit.
3.3.2. The Post New Testament Period
Evidence from the New Testament period constituted the basis for the further
development of baptism rituals and theology in the Church.114 In the period immediately
following the New Testament, a diversity of baptismal practices developed, which may be
surprising when one takes into account Paul’s letter to the Ephesians which says there is
“one Lord, one faith, and one baptism”(Ep.4:5); in reality a variety of different rituals and
theological interpretations came into being, particularly in Syria, North Africa and Rome,
that were influenced by the specific and unique cultures of the local Christian
communities. In a study of inculturational possibilities in liturgy, it is important to know
in what ways the development of theology and ritual patterns of baptism took place in the
first centuries just after the New Testament period. We will start with the witnesses of the
Didache115 and Justin the Martyr, as these are the two earliest post-New Testament
sources relevant for both East and West.
We get an impression of a very early stage in the development of Christian baptism in the
Didache.116 The ancient pattern of baptism in the Didache is as follows: First, there was a
period of moral instruction on the “Two Ways” of life and death (Didache Ch.1-6). Next,
the candidates for baptism were advised to fast before baptism for one or two days
(Didache Ch.6). Thirdly, the rite of baptism was administered in the name of the Trinity
(Ch.7). It took place in living, i.e. running water (Didache Ch.7).117 It is noteworthy that
being baptized was a prerequisite for being allowed to take part in the Eucharistic meal.118
The basic pattern seen in Didache is also found in the First and Second Apologies of
Justin the Martyr which only give more detailed information. Baptism is preceded by a
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preparation which consists of instruction, preparatory fasting and prayer.119 Baptism itself
is administered by immersion into water accompanied by an invocation of the Names of
God the Father and Lord of the Universe, of the Saviour Jesus Christ and of the Holy
Spirit. The ritual is understood by Justin as being for the “remission of sins”, 120 for
“regeneration”121 and for “illumination”.122 It is followed by taking part in the Eucharistic
meal.
3.3.3. The Post New Testament Period in the West
The major records on the further development of the initiation rite in the West during the
first three centuries are the writings of Tertullian (died ca. 220), Cyprian of Carthage (d.
258) in North Africa, and the Apostolic Tradition (which seems to reflect tradition dating
from the end of the second to the middle of the fourth centuries). In his tractate entitled
On Baptism,123 Tertullian gives us insight into the initiation rites as practised in North
Africa in his time.124 In Tertullian we see the major New Testament baptismal themes.
Tertullian often refers to the significance of baptism in terms of the forgiveness of sins. 125
He also associates baptism with regeneration and new birth, 126 which, for its part, is also
associated with the Holy Spirit. He says, “the person receives the Spirit of God that was
given when God first breathed into him (Gen. 2:7) but that was lost through sin.”127 As
will appear further on, it seems that this coming of the Spirit was primarily connected with
a post-baptismal imposition of hands,128 but he sometimes does not make this technical
distinction and seems to understand only the presence of Holy Spirit in baptism.129
Tertullian gives understandings of baptism that are not yet found in the Didache and
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Justin the Martyr, because, basing himself on the sixth chapter of Paul’s Letter to the
Roman, he explicitly connects baptism with the death and resurrection of Christ.130
The baptismal ritual described by Tertullian begins with a preparatory131 part of baptismal
catechism of unspecified length which includes prayers, fasting and night vigils
accompanied by the confession of sins. The Holy Spirit is invoked upon the baptismal
waters by a prayer of sanctification. The sanctifying prayer over the water is followed by
the renunciation of the devil and his pomp and his angels. After these preparatory rituals
the actual baptism follows by immersion or submersion combined with a threefold
interrogatory profession of faith in which the person being baptized expressed his belief in
the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit” (On Baptism 6.1).
After the immersion a post-baptismal anointing with oil (Chrism) follows, accompanied
by a signing with the sign of the cross. “Then, leaving the bath we are anointed all over
with blessed unction according to the primitive practice by which priests were wont to be
anointed with olive oil from a horn.”132 This anointing is interpreted in line with the Old
Testament tradition of the anointing of priests.133 The post-baptismal anointing is followed
by a laying on of hands “by way of blessing, summoning and inviting the Holy Spirit.” 134
The imposition of hands is associated with the Old Testament narrative of the patriarch
Jacob blessing his grandsons (Gen. 48:8-11).135 Further, it is noteworthy that in On
Baptism, Tertullian dissociates the coming of the Spirit from the immersion into water. He
says, “Not that the Holy Spirit is given to us in the water, but that in the water we are
made clean by the action of the angel and made ready for the Holy Spirit". The addition of
the post-baptismal anointing and the laying on of hands attested here (On Baptism 6.1;
7.1-2; 8.1-3) and the fact that they are clearly distinguished from water baptism lay at the
basis of the later development of the ritual of the sacrament of Confirmation in the West.
In the West confirmation, as a separate sacrament, was eventually detached from the
initiation rite, whereas the East always kept the integrity of the rite intact. Finally, the
baptism ceremony was concluded with the Eucharist. The first communion of the new
initiates included the consumption of milk and honey. The new converts were thus
accepted into the community and partook of a mixture of milk and honey.136
Tertullian attests the existence of a further developed and more elaborate pattern of the
baptismal rite in use in North Africa at his time. Further information about this North
African ritual and its development is provided by the writings of Cyprian.
According to Cyprian the “oil” or “chrism” used for the post-baptismal anointing was
consecrated on the altar within the setting of the Eucharistic liturgy.137 Cyprian also makes
mention of a baptismal question that does not yet appear in the writings of Tertullian and
in which the person being baptized believes “in eternal life and remission of sins through
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the Holy Church.”138Cyprian further indicates clearly that it is the bishop who laid hands
on the newly baptized immediately after baptism so that they may obtain the Holy Spirit
and be perfected with the Lord’s seal by the imposition of hands and the prayers of a
bishop.139 Another new element in Cyprian's description of the baptismal ritual is the
possibility of aspersion (sprinkling) at the sickbed of those who are seriously ill instead of
the normal usage of immersion practised in the Church.
For Cyprian, one of the effects of baptism is that the devil is driven out. “In baptism the
devil is driven out by the faith of the believer, and he comes back again if that faith should
falter.” 140 Baptism also means regeneration, a new birth. It brings about the forgiveness of
sins and through baptism people receive the Holy Spirit. For him “Being born again”, was
his conversion, so that he was “quickened to a new life in the laver of saving water.”141
Cyprian emphasizes the necessity of baptism for salvation and that is why he urges the
administration of baptism at the sickbed, but also defends infant baptism.142 This also
explains why he is concerned with the validity of heretical baptism. According to Cyprian
there is only one church143 which possesses the one baptism which can only validly and
lawfully administer the baptism which is necessary for salvation.144 The “graces of the
church’s one and only baptism” are available only in the unity of the church and not in a
division such as Novatian’s.145
The Apostolic Tradition146 provides also information about the entire ritual process,
starting with the selection of the candidates who were accepted for baptism.147 The way of
life of the candidates was examined. It was checked whether, while catechumens, they had
lived conform to Christian values, whether they had honored the widows, visited the sick,
and done all the works of mercy. Only if they had done so, would they be accepted to hear
the Gospel.148 Once they had been selected they were protected against evil influence and
purified through exorcisms149 and the imposition of hands,150 followed by instructions for
preparation for baptism. As part of the immediate preparations they were to observe a fast
from Friday before Easter. On Easter Saturday the bishop would lay hands on them to
exorcise every foreign spirit, he would breathe on their faces and seal their foreheads, ears
and noses. They were to keep vigil all night, while they were read to and instructed.151
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The pattern of the initiation ritual itself is not basically different from Tertullian’s and
Cyprian’s, but is more elaborate. The baptism ceremony itself took place early on the
Easter Sunday morning in running water. The candidate was to be naked without any
foreign objects on the body. Children were baptized first and then the women, followed by
the men.152
The bishop started the baptism rituals with prayers over the oils that were to be used
during the ritual, that is the oil of exorcism and the oil of thanksgiving. After the
candidates had renounced Satan, the bishop anointed each candidate with the Oil of
Exorcism saying, “Let every evil spirit depart from you.”153 During the ritual of
immersion the baptizer would lay hands on each of them while each of them to be
baptized reacted to the profession of faith with the answer “I believe”. 154
After the baptism proper, the anointing with the oil of thanksgiving by the presbyter
followed and then a prayer said by the bishop invoking the Holy Spirit.155 Having sealed
each of them on the forehead, the bishop gave them the kiss of peace156 and continued the
ceremony with the Eucharist. In the Eucharist the bishop blessed the bread and wine; and
the mixture of milk and honey, in fulfillment of the promise made to the fathers.157 Having
received communion the recipient responded “Amen.”158
In short, the post New Testament period in the West witnessed a gradual development of
baptismal theology and ritual pattern. Jewish rituals were transformed to Christian rituals.
There were influences from antique bath culture: undressing, the fact of taking a bath,
being anointed after the immersion, but they were also understood in a Christian and
biblical sense. Even though rituals were adopted by the Christians, their form and
function received new theological meanings. These were: being baptized only once and
forever, obtaining the forgiveness of sins and union with Christ. At the same time a
critique of ancient culture and society was implied: renunciation of the devil and his pomp
and an examination of the way of life of the people who wanted to be baptized and their
motivation to renounce the old life. The new patterns of baptism in the post New
Testament period159 included are preparation, exorcism, immersion, hand laying, postbaptismal anointing and the concluding Eucharist.
Adaptation played a major role in the forming of the Christian baptism in this period.
Jewish initiation rituals were transformed organically into Christian rituals by giving them
new Christian meaning. On the other hand there were also anti-inculturational elements
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which made the Christian baptism unique. For example, whereas the repetition of the
purification rituals whenever necessary was the usual practice in the Jewish and
Hellenistic worlds, in Christian baptism it was done only once, without repetition.
In view of the development of initiation rites we will now deal with some features that are
peculiar to East Syrian tradition, and therefore are important for the Indian Church, but we
will first address an issue that is of particular relevance for all Eastern and Western
traditions and also has implications for the question of inculturation: the relationship
between adult baptism and infant baptism.
3.3.4. The Origins and development of Infant Baptism
The documents at our disposal make clear that, in the primitive church, adult baptism
prevailed and that adult conversion and baptism were the norm.160Ritual patterns of
baptism were clearly intended for the initiation of adults into the Christian community.
The preparation for baptism presupposed that one understood the gospel message, which
called for faith in Jesus and provided remission of sins. 161All the surviving accounts of
conversion mentioned in the New Testament involve persons of a responsible age. 162 A
real understanding of the Christian message was necessary to have conscious
repentance.163
Even though adult baptism was the usual form of baptism practised in the Church for
more than six hundred years, there is clear evidence that already at a quite early period
(some) Christians started baptizing children and that, in the long run, in the period from
the fifth and sixth centuries onwards, adult baptism became more and more rare and infant
baptism became more and more common.
The first known unambiguous witness to the practice of infant baptism in the church is
Tertullian. “According to the circumstances and nature, and also age, of each person, the
delay of baptism is more suitable, especially in the case of small children.”164 Tertullian
was against infant baptism in ordinary circumstances, because he held children to be
immature and unable to understand Christian doctrines of faith and morals. However, in
case of danger of death, Tertullian was not against infant baptism on condition that the
sponsors made promises on behalf of the child’s faith.165 The infant baptism was
administered only if there was a guarantee that they might be brought up in faith. He
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found that it was unnecessary for innocent children to receive baptism, 166 because they
had no sins that had to be forgiven, except in case of emergency.
Origen appeals to three Biblical passages, for justification of infant baptism. He appeals to
Job 14: 4-5 and Ps. 51:5 to show that a “stain is tethered to the child at the time of
birth,”167 that “through the mystery of baptism are cast aside.”168 Origen explains that
“every soul that has been clothed with a human body has its own ‘stain’” (Homilies on
Luke 14.4). He makes a distinction between ‘stain’ and ‘sin’ when he says that Jesus had
no sin, but that the ‘stain’ involved in His taking of human body for human salvation,
necessitated Him for purification (Homilies on Luke 14.4). “The same impurity that
attached to Jesus’ birth applies to all human beings” (Homilies on Jeremiah 5.14). It is for
this reason that infant baptism is necessary for Origen. It does not mean that Origen was
familiar with the notion of original sin. However, it was clearly a point of discussion at his
period. His further references on infant baptism in the Commentary on Matthew 13.16
states that being converted for an adult means to attain the condition of a child. He
reminds also that “Unless born of water and the Spirit one cannot enter the kingdom of
heaven” (Homilies on Luke 14-5 on Luke 2:22). For these reasons according to Origen
infants may be baptized.
That the Apostolic Tradition is also familiar with the practice of infant baptism emerges
from the following passage: “The children shall be baptized first. All of the children, who
can answer for themselves, let them answer. If there are any children who cannot answer
for themselves, let their parents answer for them, or someone else from their family.”169
Unlike Tertullian, Cyprian supported infant baptism to liberate new born children from
the bondage of sin and death brought by Adam on his descendants.170 It was better to get
rid of this obstacle as early as possible for a better growth in holiness.171
“For which reason we think that no one is to be hindered from obtaining grace by
that law which was already ordained, and that spiritual circumcision ought not
to be hindered by carnal circumcision, but that absolutely every man is to be
admitted to the grace of Christ, since Peter also in the Acts of the Apostles speaks,
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and says, "The Lord has said to me that I should call no man common or unclean"
Acts 10:28. But if anything could hinder men from obtaining grace, their more
heinous sins might rather hinder those who are mature and grown up and older.
But again, if even to the greatest sinners, and to those who had sinned much
against God, when they subsequently believed, remission of sins is granted-and
nobody is hindered from baptism and from grace-how much rather ought we to
shrink from hindering an infant, who, being lately born, has not sinned, except in
that, being born after the flesh according to Adam, he has contracted the contagion
of the ancient death at its earliest birth, who approaches the more easily on this
very account to the reception of the forgiveness of sins-that to him are remitted, not
his own sins, but the sins of another. And therefore, dearest brother, this was our
opinion in council, that by us no one ought to be hindered from baptism and from
the grace of God, who is merciful and kind and loving to all.”172
With the theological basis of the concept of original sin Cyprian recommended an
immediate baptism of infants.173 He is also the first undisputed witness to child
communion as the conclusion of the baptismal rite.174 This practice has been continued in
the Christian East until today.
Like Cyprian, St. Augustine supports infant baptism. Augustine wishes to baptize infants
for many reasons. The share of infants in Adam’s guilt is for him a theological
justification for infant baptism. According to him infants inherit original sin and therefore
they need baptism (Augustine, On Merit and the Forgiveness of Sins, and the Baptism of
Infants, Book 3, ch.10). Augustine denied that infants are free from original sin. He
believed that original sin is the source of every sin and it should be removed due to the
effect that original sin deprives one of grace (Book 1, Chapter 21). Therefore infant
baptism is necessary to regain the lost grace. Augustine believed that to gain salvation
baptism is indispensable, and so to guarantee the salvation of children, infant baptism is
necessary (Book 1, Chapter 33). Augustine’s theology of original sin laid a solid
foundation for infant baptism in the Church which afterwards gradually became the norm
in the West.175
The acceptance of infant baptism may be understood as a natural and organic
development in the initiation rites. The fact that instead of adults, more and more children
were baptized became a natural process of inculturation. The need and effects of baptism
were interpreted from a broad perspective and allowed the infants to receive baptism. The
church dared to accept the changing situation once their members were mostly born in
Christian families. Not only adults may receive the graces of baptism but also infants in
the Church.
The transition from adult baptism to infant baptism in the Church did not only mean that
the church adapted itself to a new sociological situation, but also that the ritual of baptism
began to function more or less as a different type of initiation rite connected with the birth
of children. This offered the opportunity for new forms of inculturation.
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3.4. Inculturation in the East Syrian and Syro-Malabar Initiation Rites

The first part of this chapter gives an overview of the organic inculturational growth of the
initiation rites in the Universal Church, especially in the crucial first three centuries of
Christianity. In the next part we will try to determine which role inculturation played in
the initiation rites of the Syro-Malabar Church. To this end we will start with the initiation
rites of the East Syrian liturgy which were at the basis of those of the Syro-Malabar
Church, then continue with its inculturation in the Syro-Malabar Church in India, with the
Latinization after the arrival of the Portuguese, with the reformation after Vatican II, and
with the views of Cardinal Parecattil.
3.4.1. Initiation Rites in the East Syrian Church
In Eastern Christianity, the ritual and interpretation of baptism developed in ways that
were different from those of the West.176 With the help of the available documents,
commentaries and witnesses, we will take a look at the developments that took place in
Syriac, especially in East Syrian Christiantity, starting from the third century.
Interesting information concerning the baptismal ritual as practiced in the Syrian region is
to be found in the Didascalia Apostolorum (around the third century). The instructions on
baptism found in this source177 make clear that those who sought baptism at that time were
mostly Gentiles. So, the purpose of the instructions was to break with the pagan way of
life: “For we did not believe, brothers that anyone who has been baptized will again
perform the disgusting wickedness of the gentiles, since it is known to all that anyone who
should commit any grievous sin after baptism is condemned in a fiery Gehenna.”178
It may be added that against the repeated Jewish washings of purification, the Didascalia
posits that only a single bath of Christian baptism is needed for people to receive the Holy
Spirit, who removes all impurity and marks a clear line of demarcation between Christians
and non-Christians,179 both pagans and Jews. The Didascalia states that this state of purity
received by baptism is not undone by natural fluxes and marital intercourse, so that further
immersions would be needed.180
The most remarkable characteristic of the baptismal ritual of the Didascalia is that the
immersion was preceded by a twofold anointing. The first anointing was made with oil on
the head, before the sanctification of the water, probably in combination with imposition
of the hands by the bishop.181 This anointing is associated with the anointing of priests and
176
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kings in Israel. “But anoint the head alone, with laying on of hand. As in ancient times the
Priests and Kings of Israel were anointed so you should do the same.”182 Next, just before
baptism by immersion into the water, the whole body is anointed. In the case of women it
was performed by female deaconesses.183 These rituals were preceded by some kind of
catechesis under the direction of the bishop.184 No reference is made to an anointing or a
ritual of “laying on of hands” after immersion. Nothing is said about the time of baptism,
as no reference is made to Easter baptism.
A ritual sequence very similar to that of the Didascalia is found in the Acts of Thomas.
The Acts of Thomas contain several descriptions of an initiation ritual in which the
anointing with oil had a central place.185 All the five narrations of baptism that the Acts of
Thomas contain, offer the same sequence of the initiation process. It consists of anointing,
immersion, and Eucharist.186 The association of the forgiveness of sins with the Eucharist
is a special feature.187 The day preferred for initiation and the length of the pre-baptismal
instructions in Syria at that time are not indicated. Probably there are no fixed days for the
ritual. No reference is made to a church building or a baptistery. The baptismal scenes
described take place in river,188 in a spring, or in a bath.189 A post-baptismal rite like an
anointing after the immersion is absent.
3.4.2. Pre-baptismal Anointing in Syria
One of the most striking peculiarities of the initiation rites described is the importance
given to the pre-baptismal anointing of the forehead which takes place before the blessing
of the water and mostly is followed by a second anointing of the whole body, just before
the water baptism which is connected with the bath that follows.
Ever since the time of the Didascalia the (first) pre-baptismal anointing of the forehead
remained essential in the initiation rites in Syria. What was the meaning of this ritual?
Remarkably and contrarily to what one might perhaps expect, none of the sources makes a
clear connection between the pre-baptismal anointing and the descent of the Holy Spirit
upon Christ during his baptism in Jordan.190 Further, one gets the idea that this anointing
was the most central element of the Christian initiation. In some sources, such as in the
Acts of Thomas, water baptism appears to play a minor role compared to the pre-baptismal
anointing.191
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In the Didascalia, probably the first document in which the pre-baptismal anointing is
mentioned, it is associated with the priesthood and kingship. This document reminds those
who baptize, to anoint the head alone of the candidate before baptizing them in water
because also kings and priests were anointed in that manner.192 However, if we want to
understand the origins and the meaning of the pre-baptismal anointing in our regions, we
had better start with the source: The Acts of Thomas.193
The correct and precise translation of the terms used by the Acts of Thomas are an
important key to the correct understanding of the basic meaning of the ritual. Primarily the
pre-baptismal anointing is understood as “sign” in the Acts of Thomas. “And everybody
begged of him that they might receive the sign.”194 When dealing with pre-baptismal
anointing, the source speaks of receiving the “sign” (through the oil). In the Syriac
version, the term “rušma” is used, the basic meaning of which is “sign” or “mark”.
“Come to him that is indeed good, that you may receive grace of him and implant his sign
in your souls” (28). The “rušma” is primarily understood as a mark of identity, indicating
an entry into a new relationship. It authorizes the newly baptized to call God “Father” and
to become sisters and brothers of Christ. It is an entry into the flock of Christ, it is
imprinting with a mark of ownership, it provides a seal of ownership, healing and
cleansing and protection against the powers of evil. “Stretch your mind toward our Lord;
and he signed him with the cross.”195
At the same time in Greek the word “rušma” is translated as “sign” or “seal’. The basic
idea is “sign” or “mark”. “And they besought him that they also might henceforth receive
the seal of the word.”196 This “seal” is associated with the name of Christ and it might
even stand for the entire baptismal ritual. It symbolizes the seal of ownership. “And the
apostle arose and sealed them (baptism). And the Lord was revealed unto them by a voice,
saying: Peace be unto you, brethren. And they heard his voice only, but his likeness they
saw not, for they had not yet received the added sealing of the seal. And the apostle took
the oil and poured it upon their heads and anointed and christened them.”197 One thing that
clearly emerges from the texts, both Syriac and Greek, is the concept of ownership.
The pre-baptismal anointing serves first of all as a ritual identity marker. “It indicates to
which community the person, who will be immersed in the baptismal water, belongs. He
belongs to Christ and will become member of his community, of his flock.”198
Pre-baptismal anointing was also understood by other Church Fathers coming from the
same region, in line with the concept of belonging or ownership. Ephrem was familiar
with pre-baptismal anointing, because in his typical associative way he combined it with
the image of the signet ring which is used to leave an imprint upon wax: “for with the oil
the Holy Spirit imprints his mark on his sheep. Like a signet ring whose impression is left
on wax, so the hidden seal of the Spirit is imprinted by oil on the bodies of those who are
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anointed in baptism; thus are they marked in the baptismal mystery.”199 Ephrem also
compared the pre-baptismal anointing with circumcision.200 For Theodore of Mopsuestia,
rušma referred to a pre-baptismal signing on the forehead with holy oil after the
renunciation of Satan and by these “signs” the catechumen was “stamped - as a sort of
tattoo- as lamp of Christ and as a soldier of the heavenly king.” 201 This stamp shows “to
which master it belongs.”202 Meanwhile, Narsai describes this oil as a sharp-edged iron:
“The iron of the oil the priest holds on the tip of his fingers; and he signs the body and the
senses of the soul with its sharp (edge).”203 For Narsai it was a protection against the evil
one.204 This signing on the forehead with oil was meant to confuse the devil as well as to
protect the Christians.205 Aphrahat, like Ephrem, also occasionally uses the word rušma.
For Aphrahat, rušma for Christians is the baptismal anointing and in baptism by which
Christians have been marked unto the day of redemption and are set apart from the nonbelievers and the rušma becomes a distinguishing mark and a sign of freedom from
punishments.206
Pre-baptismal anointing is an example of counter-ritualization in the early Church. There
are indications suggesting that pre-baptismal anointing did not develop independently
from the Jewish environment in which many Syriac speaking Christians appeared to have
been living.207 The pre-baptismal anointing in Syriac Christianity fulfilled a function
comparable to circumcision in Judaism. Thus, strikingly, for Ephrem it was not the
immersion, but the pre-baptismal anointing that was the fulfilment of circumcision and
replaced circumcision as a Christian identity marker. “Ephrem's view of circumcision and
the pre-baptismal anointing is as ritual identity markers.”208 According to Rouwhorst this
suggests, “that Christian communities who had ceased practicing circumcision, were
looking for a ritual alternative to circumcision and that pre-baptismal anointing was the
most commonly practiced alternative (usually in combination with the immersion).”209
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Rituals taken over from surrounding cultures prompted inculturation in baptism. The
various images for the pre-baptismal anointing of the head pronounced or proclaimed by
the fathers of the Church are interlinked with their cultural backgrounds. At the same time
this ritual pre-baptismal anointing does have the function of distinguishing Christians
from Jews. Christians did not circumcise but had pre-baptismal anointing and thereby they
distinguished themselves from the Jews. Even though a variety of images derived from the
culture of that time are being used, actually, this pre-baptismal anointing is rather a
counter-cultural development in the early Church.
3.4.3. Renewal by Isho-Yahb III
As a result of the theological changes in the understanding of baptism, at least during the
lifetime of Isho-Yahb III, infant baptism was officially established in the East Syrian
Church in place of adult baptism. Renewal and development in the liturgy of East Syrian
initiation rites continued under the guidance of Isho-Yahb III (Nestorian Patriarch 647658 AD). R.H. Connolly is not certain about the contents of the statements of Isho-Yahb
III in his letters,210 yet the fact remains that Isho-Yahb III was just the man to introduce
important innovations in the baptismal ritual.211 It is believed that the East Syrian Church
under the inspiration of Isho-Yahb III even changed the original baptismal pattern of prebaptismal anointing, immersion and Eucharist, and added a second pre-immersion
anointing of the whole body, followed by the introduction of a post-immersion
anointing.212
Isho-Yahb III gave a new view on infant baptism in the East Syrian Church. The basis for
infant baptism was different from the West. In the East, children were not baptized for the
remission of original sin. The Eastern Church accepted the sinlessness of infants and
administered infant baptism on the basis of different aims.213 The Syrian concept of the
sinlessness of infants made it unnecessary to have penitential rites before the baptism of
infants, which is the reason why Isho-Yahb III eliminated exorcism and the renunciation
of Satan from the baptismal liturgy of children.214In this way, Isho-Yahb III adapted the
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rituals in such a way that they would fit in better with the situation of the infants that had
been baptized.215
This implies that baptism became a different type of initiation, the initiation of babies in a
society that was considered as Christian in general. This prompted new forms of
inculturation, both in the East Syrian tradition, but also in India. So the question is how
the initiation rites and especially infant baptism was inculturated in India.
3.5. Inculturation in the Initiation Rites of the Syro-Malabar Church
After having examined the inculturation in the East Syrian initiation rites we will now
deal with the initiation rites in India. How did they develop? Which role did inculturation
play in their development? Did the Thomas Christians combine both the East Syrian
initiation rites with the Indian cultural elements during the Syrian period? Latinization
changed the Eastern structure and nature of the initiation rites but was there inculturation?
In the twentieth century Thomas Christians attempted to re-establish indigenous elements
in their liturgy. The Roman Church began to understand the need for an indigenous
Church in India; admittedly, they wished to go back to a Church that had already existed.
Subsequently, they initiated a restoration216 and renewal of the identity of the Thomas
Christians and their centuries-old liturgy. While on the one hand, Rome took the initiative
to restore the lost identity, on the other some Indian bishops, priests and faithful attempted
to cling to the familiar ways of life, in other words: Latinization from within.217
The difficulty is that we know nothing about initiation rites in use with the first
generations of Indian Christians. It may be assumed that they followed traditions similar
to those found in writings like Didascalia and Acts of Thomas, but these rites were purely
East Syrian. It is to be supposed that they had their own way of initiation rites in the first
centuries. As it was common everywhere in the Universal Church, adult baptism together
with a few local cultural elements will have been the standard norm also in India in the
first few centuries, although infant baptism must have gradually become common
practice.
As for the ritual form of baptism used among the Thomas Christians, it is generally
assumed that the Indian Christians at a quite early date adopted the form that was used in
the East Syrian Church which was systematically reformed by Isho-Yahb III. There is a
lot of evidence about this fact and we can take the interventions of Father Alvaro
Penteado and the letters of the Syrian Bishop Jacob in India as examples. The first
indication that the Thomas Christians followed the East Syrian practice is provided by a
letter that Bishop Jacob (East Syrian Bishop in India) wrote to the king of Portugal.218
Bishop Jacob informed the king that he knew the Scriptures sufficiently to administer
baptism validly, although he was not used to do so with the usages of Rome and the
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Popes.219 The attitude of suspicion of the Portuguese towards the validity of the baptism
administered by Bishop Jacob in India compelled him to write this letter. Later, one of the
first Portuguese missionary priests Alvaro Penteado (he probably reached Goa, India in
1511),220 made the following observation about the initiation rites in India: “Penteado
made one of the East-Syrian bishops perform the baptismal ceremony and when it was
done Penteado found fault with the bishop because what the bishop had done did not
conform to the Latin method.”221 Penteado concluded that “the baptism was ‘Nestorian’
and not Greek; although some told him that it was Greek.”222 We have already seen in the
second chapter that the Thomas Christians depended on the East Syrian liturgy for
Eucharist (Qurbana) at least from the seventh century AD. Furthermore the old baptism
liturgies found in the Vatican Syriac Manuscript 65 (AD,1556) and the manuscript of the
Martha-Mariam Church in Trissur (Archive of the Martha-Mariam Church, Trissur) give
evidence of the use of “Nestorian” initiation rites in India. Mar Joseph copied Vat. Syr. 65
with the intention of using it in the Malabar church. There is no other baptismal liturgy in
connection with his name other than those mentioned are present. This baptismal liturgy
can be found in Vat. Syr. Manuscript 65. The manuscript of Trissur writes clearly that this
version is from the Patriarch Isho-Yahb III.223 Accordingly, it may be concluded that the
initiation ritual used by the Indian Christians up to the Latin period was similar to the
"Nestorian" one that is described by George Percy Badger in his book The Nestorians and
their Ritual which contains the following elements:
Nestorian Initiation Rites224 used in India up to the Latinization Period
Entrance:
- Priest: Glory to God in the highest…
- Our Father, - priestly Prayer, “Remembering the compassion of the Lord”, - Psalm 84,
- Prayers, “Reborn in His mercy”, - imposition of hands on each (optional), he shall say
with a loud voice the prayer, “Ask and it will be given…”225
- A penitentiary exhortation explaining the unchanging purification which may take place
through the baptism.226
The first signing of acceptance:
- priest signs using the oil of unction, with his forefinger, every one of them with the sign
of the cross between the eyes, signing them from the bottom of the face upwards, and
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from right to left, saying: “be thou signed with the oil of unction in the name of the
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen.”227
- And as he signs them, all shall enter into the baptistery with censer, lights, cross,
Gospel, and all the other utensils, and they shall commence with this and they shall
commence with the hymn: “Open unto me the gates of righteousness. The gates of
heaven are opened. The gates of the spiritual chamber of the Bridegroom are opened for
the forgiveness of the sins of men…;228
The Rite of instruction:
- Prayer, - Psalm, - Prayer, -Psalm 45, - Karozutha, - priestly prayer: “Elect us in your
compassion”, - Surraya, -Psalm 45:3 or 110, - Karozutha, - prayer for “pure temples”,
- Qanona and “Glory be…” - Priestly prayer.
- They shall pour water into the font sufficient to rise above the head of the person about
to be baptized, and shall say: “The voice of the Lord is upon the waters; the glorious God
has thundered.”
- Prayer, then they shall say: “Holy God, Holy Mighty, and Holy Immortal, have mercy
upon us”, - Prayer;229
- Readings:230 Prayers; “Illumine…”- Zummara, -The Gospel reading, - Karozutha, prayer for Pardon an remission, - imposition of hands on the people, - dismissal of
catechumens,
-Instruction about the history and the fruits of baptism follow in a blessing prayer.231
- Procession to Baptistery, - Onitha de-Raze, - setting of oil on the altar
Pre-baptismal anointing:
- Canon (preparation canon like in the Holy Eucharist)
- Holy, Holy, Holy, - Blessing the oil, - Canon,
- Blessing of the oil by the priest by saying prayers: “Let this oil be signed.... the Holy
Spirit.”232
- Prayer,
- Canon (by the priest in a loud voice), a long prayer about the nature and effects of the
oil.
- Priest. “This holy thing is meeting for the One and Divine Essence.”
- “The one Father is holy, the one Son is holy,”
- “Holy Spirit is holy. Glory be to the Father, to the Son, and to the Holy Spirit, He who
is holy for ever and ever. Amen.”233
- When the children are brought in, the priest shall sign every one of them with the sign
of the cross upon the breast, with his three fingers, from below upwards, and from right
to left with a prayer.
- Those present shall carefully and properly anoint all over the person… and they shall
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turn him so that all his back may be anointed and they shall not leave any part of him unanointed.234
Baptism:
- They shall take him to the priest standing by the font, who shall place him therein with
his face to the east, and he shall dip him therein three times, saying at the first time: N. be
thou baptized in the name of the Father. Amen.235
The second time: In the name of the Son. Amen. And at the third time: In the name of the
Holy Spirit. Amen.
- In dipping him he shall dip him up to the neck, and then put his hand upon him so thathis head may be submerged.236
- After those who have been baptized are dressed, the priest shall come forth through the
great door of the bema, and with him the deacons, cross, Gospel, censer, lights, and the
horn of unction, and he shall cause the baptized to be brought near the door of the bema,
follows a few prayers.237 - canon, - prayer
Perfecting ceremony with the sign of the cross, (Chrismation):
- Prayer, Glory to you…, - Psalm 95: 1-7, - priestly prayer,
- The priest shall say a perfecting prayer, moving his hand in the meantime from one to
another, “Lord, great are the wonderful works of Thy providence, our nature is incapable
of uttering them.”
- He shall sign them between their eyes with the sign of the cross, with the thumb of his
right hand, from above downwards, and from right to left saying: N. is baptized and
confirmed [or, perfected] in the name of the Father, of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit.
Amen.”238
- They shall re-enter the baptistery and begin with an anthem. - “It is right, O Lord, that
we should ever offer praise, honor, glory and worship to Thy adorable Trinity, for the
gift of Thy holy sacraments, which in Thy mercy Thou hast given us for the forgiveness
of sins, Lord of all, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Amen.”239
Concluding Rite:
-Prayer: “Let us offer unto you glory, honor, praise and worship….Amen.”240
Even though the Thomas Christians followed the East Syrian initiation rites, there is
secondary evidence that they had inserted several Indian elements. Evidences of an
adaptation of the baptismal rite to Indian traditions are to be found in Jornada, narratives
of Joseph the Indian and in the decrees of the Synod of Diamper:
1. Baptismal names: The names of Thomas Christians received at baptism as baptismal
names were not always Christian names, but often Indian or Hindu names, a custom still
present in India.241
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2. Baptism formula: One of the characteristics of the Thomas Christians was their
flexibility in the mode of rituals. They were used to following different forms of
administering the rite of initiation. This can be understood as a sign of adaptation to the
local customs as well as to the freedom of administration of baptism enjoyed by the local
priests. Archbishop Menezes during parish visits noticed that: “of baptism they had so
much confusion in the form, that almost each cassanar (priest) baptized in the way he
thought best, and even inside the same bishopric, in different Churches there were
different forms, as desired by the cassanars (priests).”242 Not only had the priests baptized
them in different forms, but also many senior (elderly laymen) people had been
baptized.243 This may have happened only because of the special situation in India.
3. Age of baptism: This flexibility also continued as regards the age of baptism which was
common in all Eastern liturgies. The Thomas Christians did not care about the timing of
baptism, “they usually did not baptize the children after eight days, but after they were
some months old, others one year old, and seven and eight and ten years old.” 244 The
Archbishop says about this: “many used to get baptized with many days of age, and others
of months and many of five, ten and fifteen years, for they were so careless about this
Sacrament in the Serra, and especially among the people who lived in the forests….”245
According to Joseph the Indian the Thomas Christians’ children were usually baptized 40
days after birth unless there was danger of death.246
This custom in itself has its roots in East Syian tradition (Isho-yabh III) but that it is also
in line with Indian or Hindu custom. Unfixed age for baptism may also have been a form
of adaptation among Thomas Christians who followed the Hindu custom that, when a
child was born in a Hindu environment, it was Hindu by religion. Thus a child born in a
Christian environment would be Christian, and consequently baptism was not a matter of
great urgency for them, as is shown by the fact that the priests did not always baptize
immediately after birth. Many of the practising “Christians” had not been baptized,
especially those living in the country, nor had many poor people, because they could not
afford the simony which the cassanars (priests) charged.247 Nevertheless, they continued
to receive communion without having been baptized officially. It was a strange custom in
the eyes of the western missionaries that people who had not been baptized, regularly
received Holy Communion.248
4. Exorcisms and superstitions: Many forms of exorcisms around baptism existed among
the Thomas Christians.249 Sometimes children were not baptized, because of prevalent
practices that were considered superstitions by the missionaries such as those connected
with date of birth, for example those who born on 13th of the month.250
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5. Holy oils: Use of oil in the initiation rites among the Syrian Christians was special.
Neither in baptism nor in any other sacrament did they use oil withour blessing.251 The
consecration of the oil played a prominent role in the East Syrian initiation rituals. Even
though it was mentioned in the Syrian books, Holy (blessed) oil was not used in the
Malabar Church.252 Instead of using holy (blessed) oils, the practice was using unblessed
coconut oil or oil of the sesame, as they considered this anointing with unblessed oil to be
holy.253 Since the olive tree did not grow in South India the Thomas Christians used
coconut oil. Some missionaries reported that the Thomas Christians did not have holy oils,
only because they did not use olive oil.254 “They used to anoint all the children after
baptism with coconut oil or with the oil of sesame without any blessing, considering this
anointing to be holy, what the mothers and the maids do in Malabar for their children to
have health and to recover strength.”255
6. Single ceremony: The single ceremony of baptism has its roots in the East Syrian
tradition and it is the practice in all Eastern Churches. The initiation rite of the Thomas
Christians was a single ceremony including confirmation. 256 The sudden actions of the
Portuguese bishop Menezes to give the sacrament of confirmation for all among the
Thomas Christians prove this custom. When Archbishop Menezes visited parishes he gave
confirmation in the following manner: “when the sermon was over he (Archbishop
Menezes) ordered all of them to come on the following day to the Church for the
Confirmation, to give them the doctrine of this Sacrament which they did not recognize…
administered the Sacrament of Confirmation in which he declared the truth and effects of
this Holy Sacrament, and confirmed all the people without any distinction.”257 The attempt
to introduce a separate confirmation by the bishop met with opposition. An incident shows
this fact. “Until then (up to the time Archbishop had taught about the doctrine of
confirmation) people had heard him quietly, but on this point they all got up with the
arms258 in hand, saying in a loud voice with great impetus that they would not allow the
Confirmation, because their bishops (Chaldean bishops) never did so to the Christians, nor
was that Sacrament instituted by Christ, but his (Archbishop Menezes) invention, with
which he wanted to make them captives, and vassals of Portuguese by putting the seal of
Portuguese in their forehead.”259
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Opposition was provoked among the Thomas Christians by the attempt of the Archbishop
to introduce the Latin confirmation ceremony in a separate rite. When the Archbishop,
besides ordaining priests, confirmed people in order to increase his influence over them,
the archdeacon wrote to the faithful on an “Ola”260 (dried palm or leaves used to write)
requesting Thomas Christians not to receive sacraments from the Archbishop and "when
ola arrived", so we read in the Jornada, "the entire earth turned, and no more person was
given confirmation, and the eldest Cassanar (priest) of the Church, in the name of all of
them, requested him (Archbishop) to go away from those people and not to enter any
more in the Church, nor to give more Confirmations, because that ritual was not
necessary, because besides not being an institution of Christ Our Lord, he was doing it to
children when he baptized them.”261
Even though we do not have documentary evidence, it appears that the Thomas
Christians, as a consequence of their affinity with local culture elements, employed a
number of extra-sacramental rituals which were of a social nature.
Besides the differences in the way of baptizing they had some extra-sacramental rites
linked with Christian initiation. According to Nagam Aiya, Susan Visvanathan and
Jornada some birth rites262 describe rituals performed by the Thomas Christians in India
which may have close parallels with the saṃskāras of Hinduism263 and Indian culture.
They were still preserved by the Jacobite Church which means that they were probably
older and once observed by everybody. For example, even today, bringing a pregnant
woman to her parents’ house in the seventh or ninth month of her pregnancy. During the
weeks in which the time for birth approaches, seven or nine types of food are distributed
among the neighbours and relatives. Soon after the birth of the child, his father or any
other person present will put a drop (mixture) of gold and honey264 (ponnum thenum) in
the mouth of the child. On the twenty-eighth day, the child’s paternal grandmother ties a
black thread with a conch on the hip of the child. This is known as irupatthettukettu
(twenty-eight ties).265 After 56 or 90 days mother and child are led to the husband’s house.
The child’s father gives a kacha (twelve yards of cloth) to the girl’s mother. These
practices are also observed by the Thomas Christians. We have only later documentary
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sources for these practices among the Thomas Christians, but they may have been much
older and observed by everybody.
In general, there are indications that the Indian Christians owed a great deal to Indian
culture even in their religious life.266 About the social and religious customs and manners
found among the Indian Christians Cardinal Tisserant remarks, “It is almost certain that
they were old customs traceable to a time when Christianity was introduced to Malabar,
and accepted spontaneously without changing the indigenous character of the
inhabitants.”267 It is very unlikely that the Indian Christians did not incorporate Indian
elements in their new faith. Even though the Thomas Christians enjoyed considerable
freedom to celebrate the East Syrian initiation rites within the Indian cultural context, the
Latinization radically changed the nature and the structure of initiation rites in India. In
the next session we will examine to what degree the inculturation of Initiation Rites
continued during Latinization.
3.6. Latinization in the Initiation Rites and Inculturation
Latinization among the Thomas Christians in India changed initiation rites and customs.
To understand the changes implemented, a general view of the concept of initiation rites
in the Latin Church is indispensable. As would always be the case in the Eastern
Churches, in the early Christian period the mysteries of baptism, confirmation and
Eucharist in the Latin Church were considered as a unity and administered in a single
celebration.268 This was also still the case, according to early medieval Roman sources,
notably in the Old Gelasian Sacramentary, Ordo XI and other ancient liturgical sources
which show that in Rome, Christian initiation took place in one single celebration.
However, thorough changes took place in initiation rites in the medieval West:
Confirmation and the reception of communion were separated from Christian initiation,
the initiation rite was no longer necessarily connected with Easter/Pentecost, and the
single rite of initiation was now divided into three distinct sacraments, separated by
intervals in time. The scholastic theologians thought that the place of confirmation should
be between baptism and Eucharist. 269
3.6.1. Latinization before the Synod of Diamper
The latinization which already began before the Synod of Diamper (1599) was more
drastic than the Chaldeanization in India. In the Chaldeanization, we may assume that,
even though the East Syrian liturgy was introduced among the Thomas Christians in India,
some room was left for adaptation to the existing local systems in the liturgy.270 Although
based on their liturgical books, not all elements from the East Syrian Church were
implemented. It seems that a complete Chaldeanization of the Indian Church could not
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take place during the East Syrian period because circumstances were not favourable for it,
there was no attempt at conversion or any royal patronage from the Syrian Church to
promote evangelization in India.271 In contrast, the Latinization of the Indian Church,
which started in the sixteenth century, was much more radical and systematic because of
the support and encouragement the Portuguese missionaries in India received from Rome,
which wished to subject the Indian Christians to the Latin Rite.272
Latinization started even in the first half of the sixteenth century. In 1523 Bishop Jacob
(an East Syrian bishop in India) sent a reply to the letter he received through the priest
Alvaro Penteado from the King John II of Portugal. “Thou hast sent me a letter…Alvaro
Penteado…brought it for me… thou lettest me ask in it, I should allow Alvaro Penteado
and the priests, whom thou sendest for it, to baptize the Christians of the country….As for
Alvaro Penteado’s baptizing the Christians of the country, if you doest this, because thou
thinkest, that I baptize in a manner different from that which Jesus Christ gave in the
Gospel, and some so informed thee, then mayest thou be informed by Father Master Joan
Caro, how thou hast been deceived in this. Do not think, that I am so silly and know so
little of the law, that I do not know the Holy Scripture Old and New as far as concerns this
matter of baptizing, though it be true, that I am not instructed in the usages of the Popes
and in the Roman usage…they (the Thomas Christians) esteem me very much and do not
want anybody else to baptize them as long as I am alive…; and the said Fathers shall in
the meantime instruct them in the things of the faith, and I shall introduce them, that they
after my death may receive them in my place.”273 These correspondences appear as the
first evidence of a conscious attempt to Latinize the baptism rites of the Thomas
Christians in India.
Later in 1550 Mateus Diaz wrote the King of Portugal about the East Syrian Bishops of
the Thomas Christians, “And now there are here two from the said Babylon, who first did
all after the manner of Babylon, until Your Highness sent Fr. Alvaro Penteado, who with
much diligence and zeal brought the two said Babylonians to the obedience of the Holy
Mother Church, and obtained for them a salary from your Highness, and now they no
longer do anything after the Babylonian customs and they are very honest and obedient
towards Holy Mother Church.”274 From this letter it may be concluded that the East Syrian
bishops even at this early period of Latinization somehow intended to accept the Latin
way of administering baptism. It was not a spontaneous acceptance because the Syrian
bishops of the Thomas Christians were sometimes forced to follow the Latin tradition
even in liturgy. Even though Bishop Joseph (+1565-69) successor of Bishop Jacob was
against the Portuguese policy he also accepted some of the Latin practices and
implemented them among the Thomas Christians.275 Nevertheless, it was probably due to
protest from the Thomas Christians and Syrian bishops that the implementation of the
Latin baptism rite may not have fully succeeded. It seems that the use of the East Syrian
initiation rite continued among them up to the Goan Synod in 1585.
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In 1585 with the intention of Latinizing the Indian Church, the Goan Provincial Council
decided to translate the Roman Sacramentary into Syriac for the use of the Thomas
Christians in India.276 The third Provincial Council held in Goa (Act II, Decree no. 25,
1585) ordered also that “a compendium of catechism be made in the Portuguese language,
and the doctrine contained therein be taught generally in all parts of India, with a view to
maintaining uniformity in all things.” Striving at uniformity in all things in the Church,
initiation rites were also included. Accordingly, Fr. Roz, SJ, translated the Rituale
Romanum277 into Syriac.
3.6.2. Latinization during the Synod of Diamper
The process of Latinization of initiation rites among the Thomas Christians continued and
accelerated the Synod of Diamper. The decrees of the Synod reveal that it rejected both
the Indian and the East Syrian elements. As part of Latinization the Synod of Diamper
tried to reform the initiation rites of the Thomas Christians forcing them to use the Roman
Rite translated into Syriac.
As part of Latinization the Synod ordered to use only Christian names as baptismal names
and no more Indian names were allowed.278 An interesting note here about the names is
that the decree specifically asked the Syrians to stop using the name “Hijo” which
probably was “Easho” or Jesus, a name, according to the decree, very common among
them. The name of Jesus was considered to be very holy and not to be used by the likes of
men. However, Old Testament names remained common among the Syrian and Indian
Christians and are so even today. The use of Jesus as a name seems to have disappeared.
279
Session IV, decree XVII, says that children were to be called only by the name
received at baptism. We see that up to now most Syrian Indian Christians have not strictly
adhered to this rule.
Portuguese missionaries were suspicious of the validity of the baptisms in the Indian
Church due to the different forms used to administer this sacrament. 280 The Synod ordered
all those who had been baptized according to the old forms to submit themselves to the
directions of the archbishop at his visitation.281 Furthermore, the Synod imposed
uniformity in the use of the formula of baptism which should be the same as the one used
in the Latin Church: Session IV, decree I, says, “any other form, but that which is used in
the Holy Roman Church; I baptize thee in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of
the Holy Spirit”282 is invalid.
Latinization implied the fixation of the age and time of baptism. The Archbishop
comments about the flexibility of the age of baptism in India, “many used to get baptized
with many days of age, and others of months and many of five, ten and fifteen years, for
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they were so careless about this Sacrament in the Serra, and especially among the people
who lived in the forests.”283 There is no clear evidence for the obligation to baptize even
sick children.
Against this Indian practice the Synod stated that the “children are to be baptized within
eight days of their birth. The Synod strictly commands that all children are to be baptized
on the eighth day.”284 It further ruled that when a child was in danger of premature death,
it should be baptized immediately.285 Nevertheless, some concessions were given to those
who lived in the country and far from any church.286 In urgent cases the Synod
commanded all vicars either in person, or through some other priest, to hasten to action;
performing this obligation with diligence was one of the highest duties of their office.287
According to the Synod, “in danger of dying presently, they shall then, if it can be done,
call the vicar, or in his absence any other priest, to come immediately to baptize the infant;
but if the danger shall be such as not to admit of any delay, in that case any person that is
present shall baptize it in the Church; throwing water upon its face, and saying, I baptize
thee in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and the Holy Spirit, Amen.”288
Furthermore, the priests were compelled to use Holy oil (blessed oil) instead of unblessed
oil for the sacraments.289 The Dutch text of Joseph the Indian clearly says that they did not
have sacred oil, but instead blessed the body.290 The Synod commanded blessed oils to be
used in the Initiation ceremony: “Affairs of this Church, having on the Thursday of the
last Holy Week blessed the oils, and furnished all the Churches therewith, instructing
them in their holy uses and distinctions; the Synod did therefore command all vicars in
virtue of holy obedience, to use the said oils in baptism, anointing all that are baptized
therewith on the breast, and the sides, and after they are baptized, anointing them with the
Holy Chrism on the head, and making the sign of the cross thereon with their thumb
dipped in the Holy oils, or with a feather kept in the vessel for that use, wiping the oil off
afterwards with a cloth or towel.”291
Latinization also implied that the children of ex-communicated parents were to be
baptized. The Synod commanded that the children of excommunicated parents should be
baptized just like the others, and to that intent it declared that the guardians of the faith
should go to such families, take the children to Church, and baptize them. 292 Furthermore,
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the Synod recommended baptizing infidel non-Christian slaves who were not baptized in
the Malabar Church.293 Clear instructions were given about the baptism of foundlings and
converts. The Synod ruled that infants left at the gates of churches, or in any other place,
should also be baptized, unless it was manifestly clear that they had already been
baptized.294
The Synod also demanded children that had not been baptized, because of prevalent
superstitions such as those connected with date of birth, for example those who were born
on the 13th of the month, to be baptized.295 Further, the Synod forbade all forms of
exorcisms around baptism which existed among the Thomas Christians except those
approved by Rome.296
Moreover, according to the Portuguese there was great negligence in the Malabar Church
as regards the preparation for Baptism.297 This lack of catechism in the Indian Church
created the necessity for the introduction of godfathers and godmothers in baptism, and
the Synod also ordered sponsors to be appointed.298
3.6.2.1. Latinization of the Sacrament of Confirmation
Thomas Christians did not know a separate Sacrament of Confirmation. 299 All the
initiation rites were included in one and the same ceremony as was the practice in the East
Syrian tradition. As part of Latinization, this practice was condemned and Confirmation
was separated from water baptism and its concomitant ceremonies. It was decreed “that all
persons who have come to the use of reason, ought to receive this holy sacrament…,”300
and the Synod commanded everybody over the age of seven to receive confirmation
during the visit of the Archbishop,301 in accordance with the decision taken by the Holy
Council of Trent: “all that reject and despise the rites and ceremonies approved of, and
received in the church, in the solemn administration of this (Confirmation) and the other
sacraments, are Heretics and apostates from our holy Catholic faith, as was determined in
the holy council of Trent, and ought to be proceeded against and punished as such,
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according to the sacred canons.”302 Interestingly, as we shall show further on, this
Latinization may have had an inculturating effect at that period, in so far as it was closer
to non-Christian Indian traditions.
3.6.2.2. Translation of Liturgical Texts and other Instructions
As part of Latinization liturgical texts for initiation rites were translated from Latin in to
Syriac. The Diamper Synod decided to translate all the rites of the sacraments from the
Latin Rite into Syriac without considering the cultural and traditional differences between
West and East. “The Synod commanded that all curates and vicars do celebrate this
sacrament, with the Rites and ceremonies, exorcisms and prayers, that are contained in the
Roman ceremonial which the most illustrious metropolitan has ordered to be translated
into Syrian for the administration of all the sacraments, and is to be kept in all Churches;
and that the priests when they administer baptism solemnly in the Church, shall have on a
surplice, and a stole about their necks, for the more decent administration of that
sacrament, and shall not perform it in their ordinary wearing habit, as they have done
hitherto.”303
Other customs introduced by the Synod were more practical than theological: a. It seems
that there were not enough suitable baptismal fonts to celebrate the baptism according to
the Roman Rite. However, the Synod required the provision of a baptistery in all parish
churches304 and demanded it to be treated respectfully. b. Changes in the use of holy
water: “the water they have baptized with, shall be thrown in some place of the Church,
where it will not be trodden upon, and all the water that shall be made use of in Baptism,
whether it be in a font, or a vessel, shall be blessed with the holy Chrism, according to the
Roman ceremonial, which they are to make use of.”305 c. It also insisted on the names of
the baptized to be registered together with the names of the parents, the godfathers and the
godmothers, the place, the day of the month, and the year.306
3.6.3. Latinization after the Synod of Diamper
After the Synod of Diamper, Bishop Roz convened a meeting at Angamali in 1603. The
appointment of Roz as Bishop of Angamali can be seen as the culmination of the
Latinization policy of the Portuguese missionaries in India.307 Before he became bishop he
had translated all the sacraments of the Roman Rite from Latin into Syriac (The
sacraments of initiation according to the version used in the diocese of Braga, Portugal),
and the priests of the Thomas Christians were requested to use them instead of their own
Eastern Rites.308 Besides, the texts for the administration of baptism and other sacraments
according to the Rite of the Roman Church were signed by bishop Roz on 4 November
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1604 for the Indian Church309 and afterwards implemented. In these initiation rites the
three sacraments of baptism, Holy Communion and confirmation were given separately at
reasonable different stages. In accordance with the Latin discipline, the power to confer
confirmation, which was separated from baptism, was limited to bishops and to the priests
who had special permission to do the same. This Romanization resulted in the creation of
a hybrid liturgical identity for the Thomas Christians with many Latin additions such as
godparents and omissions of original East Syrian prayers, such as long blessing prayers
for oil and water.310
These Latin liturgical rites for initiation continued among the Thomas Christians up to
Vatican II. It is evident that the Latinization meant the elimination of almost all the East
Syrian or Indian ritual elements. Ironically, however, at least in one respect the Latin
tradition was closer to the Indian cultural tradition: the separation of confirmation and first
Holy Communion from infant baptism brought more connection with different stages of
the life-cycle in Indian saṃskāras.
This was the situation at the eve of the reform. In the next section we will see how the
renewal of the Syro-Malabar initiation rites included Indian elements, with the intention to
make the rituals more suitable to the immediate cultural background of the Indian
Christians.
3.7. Reform of the Syro-Malabar Initiation Rites after Vatican II
In the twentieth century, especially since Vatican II, the Roman Catholic Church was
realized the futility of imposing the Roman Rites, which just impeded the missionary
process among multiple cultures.311 This section deals with the reform and renewal
processes of initiation rites in the Syro-Malabar Church and how the provisions for
inculturation of Vatican II were implemented.
The general liturgical reform among the Indian Christians had started long before Vatican
II. Inspired by a new understanding of missionary activities, Pope Pius XI on 1 December
1934 announced his historic decision to renew the liturgy of the Malabar Church,
especially of the administration of the sacraments. Pope Pius XI said that “the Malabar
Church has a noble place among all the Oriental Churches, because its origins are traced
back to the most ancient Christian communities who received the light of the Gospel from
the Apostle Thomas.”312 Even though the Pope had initiated reform in the liturgy in 1934
the reform process of the initiation rites started much later. Not until in March 1954 was a
three-member committee313 appointed in Rome to restore the text of the initiation rites.
The reform work proper did not begin until 1966, and only much later did the liturgical
committee eventually begin to work on it seriously. On 1 January 1969 hybrid initiation
rites (a combination of Syrian and Latin initiation rites) formulated in the local language
were published. It was not until 2005 that reformed initiation rites both for infants and
adults were completed and published.
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A concise historical survey of the process of reform of the initiation rites may help us to
analyze the mentality of the Indian Church towards inculturation, including the
implementation of SC 37-40
3.7.1. Reform Process of the Syro-Malabar Initiation Rites
The reform process of the initiation rites of the Syro-Malabar Church began with the
decision of the SMBC314 meeting held in 1966. The SMBC held in February 1966 decided
to request the Holy See to send the Latin translation of the original East Syrian initiation
rites texts (baptism and confirmation) to the Central Liturgical Committee.315 The SMBC
also decided that the Sacrament of Confirmation which, as part of Latinization, had been
separated from baptism and administered at the age of discretion, 316 should be revised
along with baptism. Accordingly, in March 1966 the Oriental Congregation from Rome
provided copies of East Syrian texts of the initiation (Sacraments of baptism and
confirmation), which had been in use before Latinization, translated in Latin and
Malayalam, including an explanatory note in Italian.317 The Latin text sent from Rome
was an abbreviated version of an ancient manuscript with a guideline. The Malayalam
texts were derived from the Nestorians of Trichur.
The first Central Liturgical Committee, appointed in 1966, to make a draft did not succeed
in submiting a report on the renewal of the sacraments. Therefore, SMBC decided in
March 1967 to form a Second Central Liturgical Committee318 to study the original
documents of the East Syrian initiation rites and to prepare the texts for the renewed
initiation rites.319 The decision was also made to appoint Fr. Abel CMI as general
choirmaster to prepare music for the renewed sacraments.320
3.7.2. First Two Drafts of the Initiation Rites
The first draft for the renewed initiation rites was made by the second liturgical committee
with Msgr. Kurian Vanchipura as convener. In 1968 this concept draft titled "Liturgy of
the Syro-Malabar Church” circulated among the Bishops and others. This first draft was
based on the East Syrian initiation rites as they had been received from Rome, but some
modifications were introduced. Thus, as there were no prayers in the Syrian ritual for the
giving of the candle and white garment which existed in the Latin rite, the Malayalam
draft added prayers to those rituals.321 Moreover, as part of the updating of the initiation
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rites some changes were introduced into the draft. “If the receiver of baptism was a child,
the celebrant said, “Peace be with you”. In order to show that the baptized was received
into the community, others also gave the sign of peace.”322 This ritual of peace-giving was
added. The karozutha (the prayer of the faithful) could be recited and in the case of adult
baptism, the baptismal ritual would be completed with the reception of the Holy
Eucharist. A new huttamma prayer was added. Confirmation was not given.
In addition, a few more guidelines were given for baptism such as the possibility of using
blessed oil and blessed water more than once to make it more convenient for the local
Church: 1. The oil of Catechumens and the water were to be specially blessed for each
Baptism. 2. The oil blessed previously by a bishop could be used for the sake of
convenience and also water once blessed could be used several times. 3. When the
administering priest had blessed the oil, instead of pouring myron (oil) into the water in
the form of the cross, after dipping his finger into the myron, when the water had been
blessed, it was enough for him to dip his finger into the oil and make the sign of the cross
with it. 4. Baptism was conferred by pouring water on the head of the child or the child
could be made to sit in the baptismal font. Water was then poured on its head or it was
immersed in the water three times. 5. In case of adult Baptism, Ps 51 was recited after the
epistle. 6) In danger of death Baptism and Confirmation were given together both to
children and adults, as well as Holy Communion. 7. The wearing of white clothes was
encouraged. 8. When a child that had been baptized because it was near dying, but had
recovered, it was to be taken to the Church in order to complete the rite and register its
name.323
Some people were not satisfied with the addition of Latin as well as Indian elements such
as, white dress, candle and the chandanathiri: giving a sandalwood candle. Since the first
draft was considered unsatisfactory by bishops and priests because it was not entirely
Syriac, a new committee was formed in 1967 under Mar Kuriakose Kunnacherry with
Msgr. Kurian Vanchipura as convener to prepare another draft based on the first draft
presented and the original sources that had been received from Rome as mentioned earlier.
The new committee prepared a revised draft and circulated it for study among the priests
and bishops, inviting suggestions for improvements and modifications. Both Latin and
Indian elements (white dress, and the chandanathiri: giving a sandalwood candle) were
removed. The Diocese of Kothamangalam suggested that nothing needed to be said about
the white dress; that the use of chandanathiri (giving a sandalwood candle, an Indian
custom used during the Hindu initiation rites, still in use in India today) be omitted; that
the rubrics “go and preach the Gospel in the whole world” be discarded; that official
vestments be used; that in the formula for giving baptism one “Amen” was sufficient and
that uniformity was needed in the profession of faith in all the Sacraments. 324 The Diocese
of Kothamangalam had more affinity with the East Syrian liturgies, which may be the
reason why they reacted negatively to the Indian elements added in the draft.
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3.7.3. Response of Bishops and Priests
Those who argued in favor of a total restoration of the East Syrian initiation rites reacted.
Bishop Mar A.D. Mattam’s remark is worth noting: "The main reason for such a change is
that before making any change in liturgy, theological, historical and pastoral study had not
been done properly."325 According to Mattam, all proposed suggestions lacked sufficient
study, which was partially due to the background of the new members of the committee
“who have no knowledge of the liturgy or who evaluate matters only in the light of Latin
liturgy."326The responses received from many priests and bishops were Latin-based rather
than Eastern, as those priests had been formed in Latin seminaries. 327 Thomas
Mannooramparambil held that, if the majority opinion were the criterion for renewal, as
given in the second draft, it would be better to introduce the Latin liturgy in the SyroMalabar Church rather than a hybrid liturgy.328 A difference of opinion among the leaders
of the Syro-Malabar Church manifested itself concerning its identity, whether it was to be
based on the East Syrian or on the Latin traditions or whether it was to be a hybrid
tradition based on both. Many of the Syro-Malabar church leaders were still thinking
along Latin lines. They considered “the Latin liturgy as the most ideal for the SyroMalabar Church and therefore, resisting the restoration of the original East Syrian liturgy
was taken to be a sign of love for the Church.”329 This caused a controversy about the
reform of the liturgy in the Malabar Church. Which pattern should be considered authentic
for the Malabarians: the East Syrian, the Latin, the Indian or a mixture of them all?
3.7.4. The Central Liturgical Committee Communications

As there was difference of opinion among Malabar Christians about their identity,
communication between the liturgical committee on the one hand, and priests and bishops
on the other, was of great importance. There was an effort to limit the discussions in the
committees in order to reduce public disturbance. In June 1968 Fr. Chavelil wrote to the
bishops, “Even though this text was meant for public circulation, according to the
unanimous opinion of the members, the central committee has decided not to bring it out
without making some necessary corrections. So, a sub-committee was constituted which
had the task of rewriting certain prayers and to make changes in the rubrics in consultation
with diocesan committees. So I request your Excellency to instruct the convener of the
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diocesan liturgical committees to send to Fr. Vellian the opinion of the committees before
the thirtieth of this month.”330
Fr. Vallamattam received information from Fr. Vellian that "The suggestions on
sacraments were sent to Fr. Abel yesterday. The sub-committee for preparing the text of
the sacraments was held last week. I gave all suggestions there. Fr. Abel has been asked to
prepare the new text and print it before the first of August and send it to the members of
the committee and the members of the Diocesan liturgical committee members. The
meeting is on 8th I do not think that it was of any use that the text which I prepared was
studied and suggestions were given, since new text is prepared. Let us see whether the
suggestions are received when it comes."331
On 25 July 1968 Cardinal Parecattil wrote to all bishops: "By the end of this week you
will receive from Mar Louis Press, Ernakulam fifteen copies of the revised draft (prepared
by Fr. Abel) of the sacraments which will again be scrutinized by the Central Liturgical
Committee, which is to meet on 8 August 1968 at the Pontifical Seminary, Alwaye.
Before that, I should like to know your comments on the same, which you will please
forward directly to Rev. Fr. James Chavely, St. Joseph’s Seminary Alwaye -3, so that they
may reach him on or before 5 August."332
3.7.5. The Text by Fr. Abel
Fr. Abel was appointed by the SMBC to prepare music for the liturgy. Following the
suggestions he received, he prepared a text that contained the rites for infant baptism as
well as confirmation. The prayers, blessing Saith (Holy oil), the rite for conferring
baptism, and the rite for confirmation for those in danger of imminent death were given in
the appendix. In August 1968 the draft written by Fr. Abel was sent to diocesan centers.
Not all the diocesan offices received it wholeheartedly. The diocese of Palai rejected it
arguing that the new draft diverged from the original East Syrian initiation rite received
from Rome; it did not correspond with the early draft and differed from the East Syrian
structure of the sacraments.333 Joseph Cardinal Parecattil acknowledged these objections
and tried to deal with them. In the same month the Diocesan Liturgical Committee of
Kothamanaglam drafted the suggestions for the Central Liturgical Committee. The
Central Liturgical Committee meeting held in August 1968 at Alwaye discussed the Abel
draft. The Central Liturgical Committee at Mangalapuzha held in September 1968,
presided over by Joseph Cardinal Parecattil, discussed the suggestions from the dioceses
and put them to the vote.
The initiation rites draft prepared by Fr. Abel was basically a Latin Rite to which some
East Syrian elements had been added. It was a mixture consisting of more Latin elements
than East Syrian ones. Some East Syrian elements had been added to a basically Latin
structure. In addition, confirmation and Holy Communion were not celebrated together
with the baptism ceremony. In the table below one can see which East Syrian elements
were inserted into the basically Latin initiation rite.
330
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Rite of Initiation334 prepared Fr. Abel used up to
2005 in the Syro-Malabar Church.
Entrance:
-Reception of the child at the entrance of the Church
-Questions about the desire and the intention of the
parents
-Sign of the cross, -Gloria verse, -Our Father, Prayer, -Psalm 42, - Laying on of hands
-Prayer
-Blessing of the child with the sign of cross
-Everybody goes to the Baptism fountain
-Prayers
Readings:
Reading from the New testament: Rom. 6:1-4; Jn.3:
1-5
-Profession of faith
-Blessing of the holy water with oil
Anointing:
-Anointing with oil by calling her/his name.
Baptism:
N..., I baptize you in the name of the Father (he pours
water upon the child in the form of a cross) and of
the Son (he pours water upon the child in the form of
a cross) and of the Holy Spirit (he pours water upon
the child in the form of a cross). Amen

East Syrian elements in the
Initiation Rites prepared by
Fr. Abel

This part is East Syrian. In East
Syrian initiation rites the first
anointing follows after the dialogue,
which is missing here.

This part is East Syrian

This part is East Syrian but the
prayer of the faithful before the
profession of faith is lacking.
East Syrian, pre-baptismal anointing
The formula used here is not East
Syrian because in East Syrian Rites
passive form is used:
“N. is
baptized in the name of the Father
and of the Son and of the Holy
Spirit”.

White dress and candle:
-Clothing with the white garment
-Giving lighted candle
-Everybody goes to the altar in a procession with a
song about the Baptism of Jesus in the Jordan
-Prayer of the faithful
-Lord’s Prayer
-Prayer of the priest
-Prayer of the faithful
- Concluding prayer of the prayer of the faithful
Concluding prayer:
-If there is no Confirmation intercession prayers to
the Virgin Mary and Saints.
-Final Blessing335
334

Father Abel CMI., Kudhasakal (Sacraments), imprimatur: Joseph Parecattil, Archbishop of
Ernakulam, Malayalam (Ernakulum: 1-1-1969).
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The Abel draft was printed at Ernakulam in December 1968 and was published by the
CLC on 11 February 1969. This draft came into use in the Malabar Church without proper
permission from the Church authorities, not even “ad experimentum” permission by
SMBC or Rome.336 Moreover it had not even been published under SMBC authority, but
by Fr. Abel in his own name with only an imprimatur by the Archbishop of Ernakulam,
Joseph Cardinal Parecattil.
3.7.6. Revisions, Adaptations and Reform in the Initiation Rites
The draft by Fr. Abel was not fully accepted because its structure was different from the
East Syrian initiation rites and was not conform to the original nature of the East Syrian
sacramental theology. Moreover, to use a draft text without the approval of the SMBC and
the Holy See was a serious issue. At this point a new concept of reform for liturgy was
necessary. Furthermore there were requests from the diocesan Liturgical Committee of
Kanjirapally to the SMBC to correct the situation with genuine liturgical reforms based on
the norms of Vatican II. The basic problem, according to SMBC was that the members of
the Liturgical Committee were not expert enough in the liturgical field. “The work of the
reform of this liturgy as envisaged by Vatican II must be entrusted to a Committee of
experts in oriental liturgy, theology, traditions, Church history, pastoral theology etc.
Hence, a reconstitution of the present Central Liturgical Committee of the Syro-Malabar
Church is highly necessary including experts from abroad. For the efficient and quick
work of the CLC, there should be clearly formulated and approved norms.” 337In this
respect Bishop Vallopally was of the opinion that, "If the present Liturgical Committee is
not competent, it should be reorganized. Once a committee is appointed their voice should
be heard and respected. Since the members of the Conference are not experts on liturgical
matters, some experts should be appointed to advise the Conference on liturgical
matters."338
In August 1974, a special session of the SMBC was convened to discuss the initiation rites
and all other sacraments. The most important demand from the Bishops was that the text
of the sacraments should follow the original East Syrian translations given by the Holy
See. Some of the decisions by the SMBC were that revision, adaptation and restoration of
the liturgy should go hand in hand and that its identity should be retained, always taking
into account the decrees of Vatican II. It was decided that from then on the Bishops’
Conference alone would approve liturgical texts that would have to be submitted to the
consent of the Holy See. The Central Liturgical Committee might form sub-committees
including consultants for the sub-committees. Those sub-committees were to present their
findings to the Central Liturgical Committee members who would evaluate and present
them to the Bishop’s Conference.339 As a result of the decision of the SMBC in August
1974 a new sub-committee chaired by Bishop Mar Kuriakose Kunnacherry340 was
appointed to prepare a new text for the sacraments based on the sources received from
Rome.
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At this point the reform process of the committees met with much delay, which caused
dissatisfaction among many priests, who, in a letter to Rome, described the situation in the
Malabar Church, criticizing Cardinal Parecattil. In January 1977 a member of the interdiocesan committee wrote to Pope Paul VI, “After the Council things became worse.
Joseph Cardinal Parecattil introduced his own reform”341 in the Church, and asked for
action to reform the liturgy the Syro-Malabar Church properly. The Cardinal responded
that “the slow progress of the liturgical renewal is, at least, partly, due to the fact that the
sub-committees, with the exception of the one for calendar, failed to execute the task they
undertook.”342 This uncertainty continued in the Church until 1985 when the subcommittee, which had been appointed in 1974 by the SMBC prepared their draft which is
known as the anonymous draft.
3.7.7. Anonymous Draft of the Initiation Rites
In September 1985 a draft for the sacraments was sent to the members of the Central
Liturgical Committee by the sub-committee. It did not mention author, place or date of
publication. It seemed to be the text prepared by the sub-committee that had been
appointed after the 1974 SMBC meeting. That committee had made a number of
suggestions. The text proposed different Rites for children and adults, especially at the
beginning of the Rite. Every month, one day would be appointed for Baptism so that all
the children that were to be baptized were baptized together, with the parish community
taking part. The draft mentioned Denha (Epiphany), the Presentation of Our Lord in the
Temple, the Annunciation, Holy Saturday, Pentecost, the Sacred Heart, the Dukrana
(Commemoration) of St. Thomas, the Ascension of the Lord, the Finding of the Cross,
Mission Sunday, All Saints’ Day and the Feast of Holy Infants as feast days suitable for
Baptism.343 It was also suggested that the rite of Confirmation would be given
separately.344
This draft was discussed and rejected in October 1985 due to the absence of the persons
responsible for answering the questions on the draft, whereupon a new special committee
was appointed with Fr. Jacob Vellian, Fr. Thomas Mannooramparampil and Fr. Thomas
Elevanal as members. They were requested to collect more liturgical sources of initiation
rites and commentaries on the Syro-Malabar Sacramentary.345 They observed that the
Latin text sent from Rome was only an abbreviated one in the form of a guideline. Hence,
it could not be taken as complete. The Committee understood that the texts of the
Nestorians of Trichur were inadequate for a proper study. Hence, it would be very useful
and appropriate to provide the Syriac texts by the Chaldeans and Nestorians with their
translations and studies. Eventually the new committee began work on a new draft that
was based on new source materials like the Nestorian Rite of Baptism which had been
used in the Malabar Church up to the Synod of Diamper in 1599.
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3.7.8. Suggestions from the Central Liturgical Committee Members
The Central Liturgical Committee members decided to be faithful to the original sources
of the initiation rites made available from Rome and in general to the original structure,
content and theology of the rituals were not to be changed. The official text was to be
completed with the possibility for adaptations that did not violate its basic structure. At
the same time the Roman directives, the Code of Canon Law for the Oriental Churches346
and the texts of the East Syrian Church would have to be respected. The enarxis and the
Liturgy of the Word which were part of all the sacraments, the common liturgical pattern
of the Syro-Malabar Church, should be followed.347
Mar Sebastian Mankuzhikary, the chairman of the liturgy committee, sketched the history
of the draft of the sacraments that had been made available for the members. He studied
the CLC report of October 1985, which had been prepared after an initial discussion by
the members. Again, sub-committees for baptism and confirmation were elected with Fr.
Jacob Vellian as convener and Fr. Silas CMI and Fr. James Chavely as members. They
stated the following terms of conditions for the sub-committees: a. The sources should be
made available to the respective sub-committee members and the general convener; b.
The sources should be translated into English or Malayalam; c. A brief commentary was
to be prepared on the sources; and d) A draft of the respective sacraments in Malayalam
was to be devised as well. Another sub-committee consisting of Fr. Abraham Parampil
(convener), Fr. Jose Poovannikunnel and Fr. Norbert Edattukaran would make a study of
the sacramental theology of the Syro-Malabar Church and make their findings available to
the conveners of the sub-committees and the general convener by the end of April 1991,348
however, this study was not submitted. The sub-committees were to make the drafts
available by the middle of August 1991 to be distributed among the CLC members, but
they did not provide them.
3.7.9. A New Draft for the Initiation Rites
Sources used by the sub-committees were: Latin texts from Rome, Syriac texts of the East
Syrian initiation rites, the Malayalam text of the Nestorians and the texts included by
George Percy Badger in his book “Nestorians and their Rituals". The newly prepared text
was discussed in the CLC held in September 1991. After an exchange of views on the
draft of baptism and confirmation, the CLC took the following decisions:
1. “The structure of the enarxis349 and the Liturgy of the Word should be as in the
Qurbana. However, on certain occasions some elements of the enarxis might be omitted.
2. The sacramental action should be placed after the Liturgy of the Word.
3. Texts for child baptism and adult baptism should be prepared separately
4. The text of adult baptism might be prepared in view of incorporating the system of the
catechumenate.
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5. These texts were to be prepared for the administering of the Sacrament of Baptism
either in the setting of the Qurbana or as a separate rite.
6. The text of adult baptism should be prepared in such a way that the Sacraments of
Initiation (baptism, confirmation and Eucharist) could be given together.”350
To prepare a new draft based on these recommendations, an ad hoc committee351 was
appointed. This new draft would circulate among the CLC members for their observations
and suggestions. Once these were received, an improved, new draft would be prepared to
be sent to the Bishops for their scrutiny and approval. But then, without convening a
committee meeting, the secretary of the episcopal commission drew up the expected draft,
sent it to the CLC members and requested them to send their suggestions and observations
to the Pontifical Delegate Mar Abraham Kattumana.
On the basis of the proposed changes, a new draft was prepared and submitted to the
Pontifical Delegate Mar Abraham Kattumana in April 1993. It was sent to the members of
the Synod as well as to the members of the CLC. The CLC held in July 1993 discussed
this draft; nearly all the amendments proposed were accepted unanimously.
There was divergence of opinion on the use of the sacramental formula in baptism.
Moreover, the need for conferring the sacrament of confirmation separately from baptism
was felt in the Syro-Malabar Church. Whether this would go against the canonical
regulations or not, was a matter to be taken up by the legitimate authorities. An ad hoc
committee was formed consisting of Fr. Thomas Elevanal, Fr. Paul Manavalan and Fr.
Antony Nariculam with the assignment of incorporating the decisions and suggestions of
the members into this draft. The sub-committee conveners were also to join this ad hoc
committee to finalize the third draft of the rites of baptism and confirmation.
Meanwhile, in March 1993 the Congregation for the Oriental Churches wrote: “The
Congregation, in fact, is urged to remind the Syro-Malabar Episcopate that, for a more
authentic rooting in the tradition and for the necessary adaptation to the demands of the
contemporary world, the question of the revision of the liturgical patrimony of that
Church, remains as one of the primary duties in its path: it is all the more important,
given the fact that it has been raised to the status of a Major Archiepiscopal Church.”352
In the meantime, in 1994, the fourth Roman Instruction on inculturation Varietates
Legitimae was published which mentions the need and utility of inculturation in the
initiation rites.353 It aims at achieving a unity in diversity in the church when the Divine
Congregation for Worship expresses the hope, “that each particular church, especially the
young churches, will discover that the diversity of certain elements of liturgical
celebrations can be a source of enrichment, while respecting the substantial unity of the
350
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Roman rite, the unity of the whole church and the integrity of the faith transmitted to the
saints for all time.”354 With regard to the initiation rites it is considered to be the duty of
the episcopal conference to decide for a suitable inculturation. “For the rites of Christian
initiation, episcopal conferences are "to examine with care and prudence what can
properly be admitted from the traditions and character of each people.” 355 The same
instruction repeats directions given by SC: "in mission countries to judge whether
initiation ceremonies practiced among the people can be adapted into the rite of Christian
initiation and to decide whether they should be used."356 It is emphasized that, while
inculturating the proper understanding of the word “initiation” in the Church is to be kept.
“It is necessary to remember, however, that the term ‘initiation’ does not have the same
meaning or designate the same reality when it is used of social rites of initiation among
certain peoples or when it is contrary to the process of Christian initiation, which leads
through the rites of the catechumenate to incorporation into Christ in the Church by means
of the sacraments of baptism, confirmation and Eucharist.”357
3.7.10. Remarks on the New Draft of the Initiation Rites

The new draft was not in line with the sources received from Rome. The structure was not
in conformity to that of the original East Syrian initiation rites, which has its own
character and completeness. In general, the tone and style of the prayers in the new draft
were the same as in the Latin Church and different from the Eastern tradition. 358 In the
draft of baptism we see that the prayers did not conform to the Latin text received from
Rome: various theological implications had been left out, much of the rich symbolism was
lost, and the diaconal ministry had been greatly reduced. The use of holy water is not
found anywhere in the Latin text, and the crowning ceremony in the baptism rite has been
left out. It was also suggested that the G’hantha prayers before the blessing of water and
oil should be reinstated, that the anointing should be done as prescribed in the Latin text,
and if possible, communion be given after the “Our Father”.359 This new draft was a
mixture of Latin and East Syrian elements lacking inculturation of Indian elements of
initiation.
3.7.11. Approval of the Draft by the Synod
The draft of baptism and chrismation was approved with some amendments in the
November 1993 session of the Synod.360 Respecting the negative reaction on changing the
nature of the East Syrian initiation rites it was decided to administer baptism and
confirmation together, but for the time being it was decided to administer Holy
Communion separately. The missions were allowed greater freedom in the administration
of baptism and confirmation, giving them the possibility to celebrate the two rites either
together or separately. As to the rite of baptism of adults more freedom was granted to the
354
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local bishops. What was special about the proposed rite of confirmation was that it was
suitable to be administered either separately or together with baptism.361
During the sessions of the Synod in November and December 1993, the remaining part of
the draft for infant baptism was discussed. Points of discussions were first and foremost
the question of the way of reciting the creed in the baptismal rite. It was decided in favor
of recitation by the community.362 As to the question of whether communion could also be
administered to the infant baptized, the Synod responded negatively.363 The fathers from
the mission dioceses did not agree with the structure of the improved text which was not
suitable to their local situations. Hence, they were also given freedom to modify the texts
to fit the local situation, if needed. However, the Baptismal formula was to be followed as
in the draft. Later, during the same session of the Synod, a discussion was held on the
modified Rite of Chrismation, which the Synod approved.
This discussion was followed by a reminder of the instructions received from Rome.
Those instructions mainly said that all required liturgical texts, including the liturgical
texts to be used ad experimentum, should obtain proper permission before being
implemented.364 The draft approved by the Synod was sent to Rome for final approval. It
was not fully accepted by Rome due to the difference of opinion among the consulters of
the congregation on this subject of Syro-Malabar initiation rites and a Pontifical
Commission was appointed to check the details.365 The Synod held in November 1998
said, “As regards the approval of the text of the sacraments submitted to the Congregation
for the Oriental Churches more than a year ago, the Apostolic Administrator informed the
bishops that according to the information he received from the Congregation a Pontifical
Commission will soon be constituted to study the matter further. He said also that two
experts from the Syro-Malabar Church will be included in this commission.”366 The
special commission finalized the draft and submitted it to the Oriental Congregation in
Rome.
3.7.12. The Suggestions from Rome on the New Draft
In March 2000 the Oriental Congregation sent more suggestions to the Synod. We would
like to summarize those suggestions. The use of previously blessed oil was allowed in
baptism only in case of danger of death. However, respecting the old tradition and the
pastoral need of the Church, previously blessed oil might be also used in other occasions.
This was also the case with the baptismal water.367 The Congregation suggested inserting
the traditional first anointing before the procession to the bema, with blessed oil from
earlier baptisms. The baptism formula was to be in the passive form, “N., you are signed
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with the oil of anointing in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit,
amen”368 which was more in line with East Syrian tradition.
The Oriental Congregation urged using the prayer that followed the Trisagion to be
recited (O Lord Our God, enlighten) as in the 1969 baptism rite.369 The prayer of the
faithful should be responded to with “Lord have mercy” and not with the Latin traditional
text “Lord hear our prayer”. During the Procession to the baptismal font singing the
traditional baptismal Onitha d-raze of the rite of baptism was considered suitable.370 To
keep the traditional “anaphoral” structure of the initiation rites the Congregation wished
to include “at least an abbreviated form of the traditional, first G’hantha (Lord God, Our
loving and merciful Father…)371 plus the Sanctus,372 inserted after the acclamation of
Deacon: “peace be with us”.”373
The blessing prayer over the water with the image of the womb from the baptismal Gospel
of Jn. 3 was to be retained as in the original Syriac prayer: “The water which gives
remission of sins...and was mixed with the holy oil so it may become a new womb giving
birth spiritually through the baptismal “forgiveness.”374 In the rubric for baptism one
should maintain the old tradition: “The celebrant pouring water thrice, at the name of each
Person of the Holy Trinity. Or else the child may be made to sit... poured on the child’s
head thrice, at each mention of one the three persons of the Holy Trinity.” 375 The
baptismal formula should begin with, “N… is baptized in the name....” 376
Further on in the ritual for Confirmation the latinizing term “Confirmation” was to be
changed to the correct Eastern term “Chrismation”. When administering the Chrismation,
the celebrant should use the formula: “N. has been baptized and is (now) perfected in the
name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, forever. People: “Amen”.”377
After Chrismation the traditional crowning could be suitably restored and it should be
accompanied by the formula, “May the crown of (Name) be unto joy and exultation and
for days of rejoicing, now and forever. Amen.”378
Finally there were also suggestions for Holy Communion: Holy Communion under both
species should be administered to the neophyte(s) with the customary formula without
exception. However, if a child was too small to receive even a small piece of the
consecrated Bread, it was advised that, “Holy Communion may be also administered by
the priest dipping a communion spoon or the index finger of his right hand into the
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Precious Blood and moistening the infant’s tongue with it.”379 After inserting these
suggestions from Rome into the draft of the Initiation Rites, it was published.
3.7.13. Final Approval of the Draft of the Initiation Rites
The draft of “Kudasakal” (sacraments) was published by the Syro-Malabar Synodal
Commission for Liturgy in June 2001 for study and discussion. In November 2001 the
Synod finalized the text. It was sent to Rome for further approval with five modifications
on 14 December 2001. The answers to those modifications requested from Rome were
explained in the letter from the Major Archbishop to the Bishops in July 2004. 380 The
Oriental Congregation approved the draft in June 2004. This new initiation rite was
effective in the Syro-Malabar Church from 6 January 2005.
3.8. Assessment of the Renewed Syro-Malabar Initiation Rites of 2005.
The renewed initiation rite is not free from criticism. Basically there are three main points
of criticism: 1. A number of ambiguities which may cause confusion. 2. Even though a
complete return to the East Syrian initiation liturgy was considered the ideal renewal at
this period, in reality it was a compromise with the Latin Rite initiation liturgy. 3. There is
a total absence of Indian initiation elements throughout the renewed initiation rites.
1. Ambiguities: There are some instructions in the renewed initiation rites which caused
ambiguity and confusion. They give alternative options and recommendations in the text
itself which leads to equivocation for both the celebrant and the faithful during the
celebration. According to Abraham D. Mattam “many elements and rituals are ambiguous
379
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and confusing leaving them to the whims and fancies of the parish priests or the
celebrating priests.”381
The title of the renewed initiation rites is “Infant Baptism and Chrismation
(Confirmation).”382 This is confusing because one would rather expect it to be called “the
sacraments of baptism, confirmation and Eucharist as sacraments of Christian Initiation”,
as it is stated that Holy Communion is to be given as early as possible after baptism and
Chrismation.383 Ambiguities and confusions were also found in the instructions 3 and 11
with regard to the use of oil. “The general rule is that the oil be blessed during the
ceremony of baptism. For sufficient reason, previously blessed oil also may be used. The
oil is to be blessed with Myron (Chrism). Vegetable oil like olive oil or coconut oil and
gingili can be used.”384 It is to be noted that the Myron has already been blessed by the
bishop; however, the present instruction allows the priest to bless the oil with Myron.
Therefore in normal cases the oil has to be blessed, that is with Myron. But one may also
use oil that has already been blessed with Myron preferably only in emergency. The use of
blessed oil from a previous baptism is confusing and for that matter not suitable to the
Indian humid climate.
Besides the use of oil for anointing, the instruction on the mode of anointing is also
somewhat confusing. It instructs for the first anointing that, the priest has to mention the
name of the child touching the forehead of the child pronouncing the words: “in the name
of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, N. is anointed with the holy oil.” 385 A
detailed description, as to which finger is to be dipped into the Myron (before it is used to
touch the forehead of the child with it) and in which form the priest should anoint the
candidate is missing here. However, in the second and third anointing the instructions are
clearer. In the second anointing the text says, “N. is anointed with the holy oil in the name
of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit.”386 “Dipping the thumb in the oil the
celebrant anoints the chest of the child.”387 In the third anointing the text says, “The
celebrant, after dipping his thumb in Myron and reciting the following formula, anoints
the candidate on his (her) forehead in the form of a cross.”388
In addition, regarding the blessing of water and oil during the celebration, the renewed
texts do not accord enough importance to the blessing prayers which are now reduced to
just a single prayer of blessing instead of the Eastern traditional solemn rituals for the
consecration of oil and water.389
2. Compromise: Even though the structure of the liturgy is basically East Syrian, in reality
it is a compromise, the structure of the East Syrian being combined with Latin elements.
Ironically the renewed initiation rites of the Syro-Malabar Church have accepted some
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western elements from the Latin initiation rite as part of innovation. On the one hand the
scriptural readings, the blessing before the Gospel reading with the Gospel itself, the
prayer of the faithful, the bringing the candle and white garment by the parents and the
blessing of the water for each baptism are special innovations in the text itself, 390 but on
the other hand these elements were taken from the Latin Rite and not from Indian culture.
For example: the renewed initiation rites give special attention to the role and
participation of the parents and god-parents. It bids the celebrant to wear the vestments
prescribed for Holy Mass391 for baptism. It prescribes the rite of blessing water, the postbaptismal anointing with Myron, the use the white garment and the lighted candle and the
imposition of hands. These elements are more in accordance with the Latin initiation rites
than Indian ones. The third anointing with the Myron (Chrism), that is 'Confirmation' is
introduced into the renewed initiation rites of the Syro-Malabar Church under Latin
influence,392 with which they had been familiar for four centuries.
Hence Thomas Mannooramparabil argues that a comparative study of the present
initiation text with its respective liturgical sources (Nestorian and Chaldean liturgy)
reveals that the present text is not a true translation but an adjustment. He says that it is
not a restoration of the original liturgical sources but a free formulation with new prayers
and rites. The Eastern structure and prayers have been changed in the text leaving room
for individual interpretations, instead of bringing out the special significance of the
Eastern heritage of the Syro-Malabar liturgy.393
3. Absence of Indian elements: There is a nearly complete absence of Indian initiation
elements in the renewed initiation rites even after SC 37-40. Even during the East Syrian
period there was enough room left to use some local customs that were connected with
birth rites in India. Even though there were few changes in the renewed infant initiation
rite it remained mostly East Syrian in its nature and no instruction was given to make the
rituals culturally and locally suitable. In an e-mail Dr. Antony Nariculam, member of the
Central Liturgical Committee, mentions that, “The present text of the Syro-Malabar
Church, though similar to the East Syrian text, has deviated very much from it both in
content and presentation. The original Syriac text was not found to be pastorally
acceptable. Even the Latin text that Rome sent to the Syro-Malabar Church in 1966 was,
in fact, an adapted text, and not a true translation of the East Syrian text. Now as to the
question of inculturation, I regret to say that practically not much has been done.”394
In short, we have to conclude that the renewed initiation rites of the Syro-Malabar Church
on the one hand reveal an Eastern liturgical heritage with prayers, hymns and actions of
worship and on the other hand show a western liturgical tendency. Therefore we may
consider that the present text is a compromise.
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3.9. Conclusion
In this chapter on initiation rites, especially in the Syro-Malabar Church, we examine how
the initiation rites matured from their very origins, during a natural process which was
accompanied by a continuing inculturation. Our study has shown that organic growth
involved the incorporation of various social, religious and cultural foundations. Many
customs and cultural elements were considered suitable for giving shape to Christian
initiation. The ongoing development of baptismal theology in combination with the
impact of social and cultural changes brought about essential changes in the Initiation
Rites. The transition from adult baptism to Infant baptism is one example.
When we examined the developments in the Indian Church we found that the situation
was different there. The initiation rites as practised had not developed against an Indian
cultural background; instead it was an initiation rite borrowed from the East Syrian
Church, as it had been in use up to the arrival of the Latin Church in India. Nonetheless,
we found some traces of inculturation with Indian culture. We may assume that, when the
East Syrian initiation rites were introduced in India, the East Syrian Church did not
instruct the Thomas Christians to discard all the existing Indian practices. As we have
seen in Jornada the Indian Christians had some special rituals that existed unofficially
side by side with the Christian Initiation Rites.
After the Synod of Diamper the Latin initiation rites were imposed on the Christians in
India. This involved the elimination of both East Syrian and Indian rites. However, in at
least one respect, the introduction of the Latin rite involved a sort of inculturation, even if
the Thomas Christians were not aware of it: the Latin model of initiation rituals in stages,
which was part of the Latinization, was based upon the same general anthropological
principles as the non-Christian initiation rituals which existed in India and were called
Saṃskāras: both were connected with different stages in the development of the lifecycle.
After the establishment of the Syro-Malabar hierarchy in 1923 and especially since
Vatican II, possibilities for the celebration of the liturgy in a local cultural environment
were reopened. In recent years attempts had been made both by Rome and by the local
Indian Church for the renewal of the Initiation Rites of the Syro-Malabar Church, based
on the Liturgy Constitution SC 37-40. Ironically the renewed Initiation Rites of the SyroMalabar Church inculturated practically nothing. The final text of the new Initiation Rites
was settled after a long period of detailed study and preparation, consultation with
different dioceses and groups of laity. Contrary to the spirit of Vatican II, the renewed
initiation rites basically meant a (somewhat half-hearted) return to pre-Portuguese
sixteenth-century rituals of the East Syrian Church. In the reformed initiation rites of
2005, no serious inculturation was visible. Indeed, Fr. Nariculam, a member of the reform
committee, said that in the renewed initiation rites the informal birth rites or the cultural
customs of India were not mentioned: “Now as to the question of inculturation, I regret to
say that practically not much has been done.”395
In this respect the question is: how to create original Indian initiation rites instead of
borrowing existing ones? Why borrow initiation rites from a culture that is not even
genuinely known in India today? It may be time to further develop inculturation of
395
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initiation rites that are based on everyday Indian customs, cultures and traditions known to
everybody. In order to realize this purpose a study of the initiation rites of the majority
religion in India, Hinduism, called Saṃskāras, is pertinent. It will form the topic of the
next chapter.

CHAPTER 4: INITIATION RITES IN INDIA, THE SAṂSKĀRAS OF HINDUISM
4.1. Introduction
This fourth chapter deals with the saṃskāras, often called the “sacraments of Hinduism”,
which are the rituals by which a Hindu becomes a full member of the socio-religious
community. Hinduism has over forty initiation rituals. It seems that in Hinduism every
important occurrence in a person’s life is accompanied by a special initiation ceremony.
Are these rituals cultural, sociological or religious in origin? Hinduism has a holistic view
of life, based on a cosmic and eco-centric spirituality.1 To understand a fellow human
being, we should acquire a fair knowledge about his religion and his beliefs. As we know,
Hinduism is a religion that developed gradually, according to the religious feelings of the
people of India.2 Hindu family life and social life are marked by a number of observances,
feasts and ceremonies which cannot leave a Christian in India unaffected because it is
Indian in its essence. This study will try to describe the saṃskāras that are connected with
the phases of life in which Hindu children become members of Hindu society and culture.
The underlying idea is that they are to some extent comparable to the rituals by which
Christian children are initiated into the Church and Christian communities, by infant
baptism and other Christian rituals that are attuned to their phase of life, for instance
confirmation/chrismation and first communion as practiced in Roman Catholic tradition,
or blessings which have been in use in the past and for which, in the Roman Catholic
Church, there is a renewed interest since Vatican Council II. We will show how these
saṃskāras are connected with the cultural and social life of Indians and how they may
help us to find new ways of inculturation for the Syro-Malabar initiation rites.
4.2. Hindu Saṃskāras
The saṃskāras are rituals by means of which a person becomes a full member of the
socio-religious community of Hinduism. Saṃskāras are performed from conception to
cremation; they have a sanctifying and purifying function performed at important turning
points in an individual’s life.3 Saṃskāras create a kind of unity which binds together the
modern and old cultural traditions of the Hinduism. Even though Hindu society is
fragmented into sects based on cults and philosophies, the saṃskāras have continued to be
almost the same for all sects, so the saṃskāras are the link between sects, which give an
external unity.4
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The aim of the saṃskāras is the spiritual, educational, social and intellectual improvement
of the individual throughout life. Undoubtedly in the past many social elements entered
religious ceremonies and many cultural devices were introduced to shape the saṃskāras to
have the desired effect. It began as a spontaneous growth or just a natural phenomenon but
later became more cultural and religious. That may be the reason why Max Müller
claimed that saṃskāras were based on natural instincts.5
4.3. Sources of Saṃskāras
The Vedic hymns, the Brāhmaṇas, the Upaniṣads, the Gṛhyasūtras, the Dharmasūtras,
Mānava Dharmaśāstra and later the commentaries are important sources of saṃskāras.
Saṃskāras are mostly domestic rituals based on popular traditional uses. A scholarly
treatment of these domestic saṃskāras is found in Sūtra literature. The Gṛhyasūtras are
the oldest, followed by the Dharmasūtras and Smṛtis.6 The Vedas are normally recognized
as the primary source of Hindu Dharma or Law. “The Veda is the source of Dharma and
the tradition and practices of those who know it.”7 The commentaries on these sources
give the actuality of the saṃskāras in a given place, time and situation. Moverover, the
lndo-Iranian, Indo-European and Semitic sources are helpful to understand the context of
saṃskāras.
4.4. The word “Saṃskāra”
The word “saṃskār” is derived from the Sanskrit root saṃskrghan. As was already
observed by Max Müller, it is not an easy word to translate.8 The word “ceremony” or
“rite” is not the correct translation of the concept of “saṃskāra”. In classical Sanskrit
literary works like the Rāghuvāmsha, Kumārasaṃbhava, Ābhijnan-Shākuntal and
Mānava Dharmaśāstra, the word “saṃskāra” is used in a very wide sense. It comprises
religious purification rites and ceremonies for sanctifying the body, mind and intellect of
an individual, so that he may become a full-fledged member of the community. It deals
with a holistic approach to the person rather than only a purification of the soul.
4.5. Number of the Saṃskāras
According to different traditions and views the number of the saṃskāras varies from
twelve to forty-eight. Among the various traditions, the Dharmaśāstras, the Purāṇa and
the prayoga texts adopt sixteen saṃskāras as main or necessary saṃskāras.9 The major 16
saṃskāras start with the pre-natal saṃskāras: 1) Garbhādāna (Conception), 2)
Puṃsavana (Engendering male issue), and 3) Sīmantonnayana (Hair-parting). The
childhood saṃskāras are: 4) Jātakarma (Birth rituals), 5) Nāmakaraṇa (Name-giving), 6)
5
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Niṣkramaṇa (First outing), 7) Annaprāśana (First feeding), 8) Cūḍākaraṇa (Shaving of
the head) and 9) Karṇavedha (Piercing the earlobes). The educational saṃskāras are: 10)
Vidyārambha (Learning the alphabet), 11) Upanayana (Sacred thread initiation), 12)
Vedārmbha (Beginning Vedic study), 13) Keśānta or Godāna (Shaving the beard), and
14) Samāvartana (End of studentship). The marriage saṃskāra is 15) Vivāha (Marriage
Ceremony). The death saṃskāra is 16) Antyeṣṭi (Death rites).
4.6 Purpose of the Saṃskāras
There is no unanimous agreement among the scholars about the purposes of saṃskāras. It
seems that the saṃskāras may have various functions, varying from apotropaic and
material to cultural, moral or religious and spiritual.
Several ‘popular’ types of saṃskāras are based on the belief that the human is influenced
by the superhuman powers and their purpose is to avoid or ward off negative influences
from the superhuman powers. Hair-cutting (cūḍākaraṇa) saṃskāra to avoid the evil spirit
is an example. On the other hand, saṃskāras are also performed with the intention of
attracting the attention of superhuman powers in order that they exert a favorable
influence on people. Saṃskāras performed during pregnancy and at birth are examples.10
Saṃskāras may be performed with a material aim that is to gain worldly prosperity from
gods. By performing saṃskāra rituals one is requesting material favors from gods to get a
better life. Self-expression, such as joys, felicitations and even sorrows are often also part
of saṃskāras.11
The social or cultural purpose of the saṃskāras slowly became more sophisticated in its
nature. Moreover, the status of an individual is raised by the saṃskāras because these
ceremonies are related to social privileges and rights, including entry into the Aryan
community and its sacred literature and long life.12
The moral or religious purposes emerged later on into the motivation of performing
saṃskāras: an evolution of saṃskāras from material to more spiritual sense. It was not
enough just to perform saṃskāras but one should change positively by doing “eight good
qualities of the soul” (mercy, forbearance, freedom from envy, purity, calmness, right
behavior, freedom from greed and covetousness) actions to get in union with Brahman.13
Spiritual significance of saṃskāras is pure personal and interior. Saṃskāras are
considered visible signs of an invisible spiritual grace which goes beyond the ritual
actions and has a personal effect upon the inner self. 14
4.7. Time of the Saṃskāras
Like the purpose of saṃskāras, the period of origin of saṃskāras is also difficult to
determine. The sources of saṃskāras give us few hints about the period in which the
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saṃskāras were begun and became popular. It may be assumed that the saṃskāras
originated around the period from which those sources dated or even older. The most
important sources of saṃskāras such as the Vedic literature go back to the period of 1750
to 1200 BC, the Brāhmaṇas and the older Upaniṣads go back in history up to 900 BC.
While the later Upaniṣads, the Gṛhyasūtras were developed between the years 500-200
BC. The Mānava Dharmaśāstra has its origin around 200 B.C and about 300 AD the
redaction of the Dharmasmṛtis, Purāṇas, Tantras and Āgamas took place. The
Gṛhyasūtras were the oldest, followed by Dharmasūtra and the smṛtis.15
Based on the dates of the sources of saṃskāras, we may form a global idea of the periods
of origins of the saṃskāras. 1.Garbhādāna saṃskāra 500-200 BC, 2) Puṃsavana in the
Vedic period 1200 BC, 3) Sīmantonnayana 900-200 BC, 4) Jātakarma in the Vedic period
1200-500 BC, 5) Nāmakaraṇa in the Vedic period 1200-500 BC, 6) Niṣkramaṇa 500-200
BC, 7) Annaprāśana 500-200 BC, 8) Cūḍākaraṇa in the Vedic period 1200 BC, 9)
Karṇavedha after 200 BC,10) Vidyārambha after 200 BC,11) Upanayana in the Vedic
period 1200 BC, 12) Vedārmbha later origin around 300 AD,13) Keśānta or Godāna 500200 BC, and 14) Samāvartana 200 BC.16
4.8. Elements of the Saṃskāras
The saṃskāras comprise a great variety of symbolic and ritual elements such as kindling a
fire, lustration with water, bringing sacrifices, blessings.17
A fire is kindled at the beginning of every saṃskāra and is its most important constituent.
This means that the fire-god Agni is present from the beginning and is its most important
element. It is understood as the “house lord” in the Ṛgveda or “house lord of all houses” in
Avesta Yasna.18 Agni assumes the role of Gṛhyapati, “the lord of the house”, by virtue of
its services he dwells in earthly houses; though god he wins the fellowship of mortals.19
He is believed to be the protector against illness, demons and hostile spirits. “To the
ancient Hindus agni were not only the “house-lord” and protector but also the high priest
and mediator and messenger between gods and men.”20
The lustration of water over persons and things is also an important constituent of
saṃskāras. Many springs, lakes, wells and rivers had a miraculous healing property, so it
was thought that some divinity lived in each of them. The water was also supposed to
possess the power to remove evil influences and kill demons. Ceremonial purification was
a universal feature in nearly all the saṃskāras. Orientation was another constituent of the
saṃskāras. In all the auspicious saṃskāras the recipient faced the east indicating his
preparedness to receive light and life. Other constituents of the saṃskāras are prayers,
invocations and blessings. Besides these there were cultural elements, social usages,
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ethics, hygiene and medicine.21 Symbolism also played a great role in the saṃskāras to
convey mental and spiritual significance. Stones were a symbol of fixity and one who
mounted them was supposed to be invested with firmness in his or her character.22
4.9. Initiation Saṃskāras
In the previous paragraphs we have seen the number of saṃskāras and their aims and
constituents. Next we shall discuss some important saṃskāras relevant for our study on
inculturation. Except for the vivāha (Marriage ceremony) and antyeṣṭi (Death ceremony)
saṃskāras, all other fourteen saṃskāras are considered important for our research. Those
two are excluded because our research is limited to the possibilities of inculturation in the
initiation ceremonies of the Indian Christians.
4.9.1. Garbhādhāna
The series of saṃskāras start at conception. The first one is known as garbhādhāna
(literally, gifting the womb). This sacrament followed immediately on every matrimonial
union. “The rite through which a man placed his seed in a woman was called
garbhādhāna.”23 There are a number of rites performed before conception that are
accompanied by prayers, Ṛgveda mentions, “Let Viṣṇu prepare the womb; let Tvaṣṭṛ24
adorn thy form; let Prajāpati pour on; let dhatṛ place the embryo. Place the embryo, O
Sarasvati; let both the asvins garlanded with blue lotus set thine embryo.” 25 The
Gṛhyasūtras, Dharmasūtras and the Mānava Dharmaśāstra deal with garbhādhāna
ceremonies.26
The Dharmasūtras describe the moment when it should be performed: when the wife was
physically prepared to conceive (ovulation). The proper time for conception was from the
fourth to sixteenth night after the monthly course of the wife.27 Only nights were
prescribed for conception; daytime was prohibited.28 According to Vīramitrodaya
Saṃskāra Prakāśa, children conceived on later nights were considered to be luckier and
more successful.29 Behind this belief was that conception farther removed from the
21
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for only those who generally lived abroad, separated from their wives, or when their wives were
intensely desirous of cohabitation. The idea underlying the second exception was that women should
be satisfied and protected by every means, so that they should not go astray.
29
Vīramitrodaya Saṃskāra Prakāśa vol. 1 says: ‘a son conceived on the fourth night becomes short
lived and without wealth; a girl conceived on the fifth generally gives birth to female children; a son
conceived on the sixth becomes mediocre; a girl conceived on the seventh would become barren; a son
conceived on the eighth night becomes a lord or prosperous; if the conception takes place on the ninth
night an auspicious woman is born and a son conceived on the tenth becomes wise; a girl conceived on
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contact of monthly impurity was purer and of greater value. “The garbhādhāna saṃskāra,
however, presupposed a well-established home, a regular marriage, a desire of possessing
children and a religious idea that beneficent gods helped men in begetting children. So the
origin of this saṃskāra belongs to a period when the Aryans had advanced far from their
primitive conditions.”30 It reveals progress from a mentality according to which pregnancy
was a matter of chance, to one whereby it could be better planned and produces the best
possible result.31
4.9.2. Puṃsavana
When conception was confirmed, the embryo in the womb was blessed or consecrated by
the saṃskāra named puṃsavana.32 It is understood generally as “that rite through which a
male child is produced.”33 The Vedic hymns recited on this occasion mention pumān or
putra (a male) and favor the birth of a son. The word puṃsavana is rendered into English
by “a rite quickening a male child.”34 The Dharmaśāstras deal with the proper time at
which the saṃskāra should be performed. According to Mānava Dharmaśāstra and
Yājñavalkya it should be performed before the fetus begins to move in the womb. 35 In the
Gṛhyasūtra period it was performed in the third or fourth month of pregnancy or even
later. It should be performed when the moon is in a male constellation, a time considered
favorable for male issue. Insertion of herbal medicine into the nostrils was a common
ceremony in this saṃskāra. In the Hindu system of medical treatment, such an insertion of
herbs is normal; therefore, it is undoubtedly evident that the ritual prescribing it was
founded on the medical experience of the people.36
4.9.3. Sīmantonnayana
The ritual of the sīmantonnayana was the parting of the hair of a pregnant woman.37 The
religious intention of this saṃskāra sought prosperity both for the mother and long life for
the unborn child. The time described by the Gṛhyasūtras, is the fourth or the fifth month
of pregnancy.38 The physiological knowledge of the Hindus was also responsible for
initiating the sīmantonnayana rite. The soul of the child begins at the fifth month of
pregnancy. As ceremony fragrant oil is poured on the head of the pregnant woman. Three
times a line of parting is drawn through her hair from the forehead upwards with three

the eleventh night becomes an irreligious woman and a son conceived on the twelfth becomes the best
man; on the thirteenth an adulteress woman is born and on the fourteenth a religious, grateful, selfrealized and firm in his vow, son is born; on the fifteenth a mother of many sons and devoted to her
husband; and on the sixteenth a learned, auspicious, truthful, self-controlled person and a refuge of all
creatures is born.’
30
Pandey, 2006, p. 48.
31
Cf. Ibid., p. 59.
32
Cf. Pandey, 2006, p. 60.
33
Quoted in Vīramitrodaya Saṃskāra Prakāśa, vol. 1. 166.
34
Cf. Pūjā and Saṃskāra, 2006, p. 101; Ramanathan, Hindu Civilization, 2004, p. 250; Pandey, 2006,
p. 60.
35
Cf. Yājñavalkya-Smṛti 1. 11.
36
Cf. Pandey, 2006, pp. 62-3.
37
Vīramitrodaya Saṃskāra Prakāśa, vol. 1, 172.
38
Cf. Pandey, 2006, pp. 64-5; Āśvalāyana Gṛhyasūtra, I. 14.1; Baudhāyana Gṛhyasūtra,
I. 10.1.
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stalks of 'Kuśa' grass bound together. Eventually, these rituals and duties were seen
medically as conditions for a healthy pregnancy period.
4.9.4. Jātakarma
The basis of the jātakarma saṃskāra was the natural physical and spiritual bond between
mother and child. In primitive times childbirth was accompanied by supernatural fear.
However in later period these ceremonies were performed to protect and safeguard both
mother and child, including a ceremony of exorcism, which took place either inside the
delivery room or outside immediately after the birth.39 As Hindus believe in possible evil
influence on the newborn child, proper spiritual care must be given immediately after
birth. As a sign of prosperity a finger ring is worn, and honey with butter is given to the
child.40 This ceremony shows the earnestness of keeping the child under God’s protection.
The time at which this ceremony originally took place was before the severing of the
umbilical cord,41 but later, exceptions to this rule were also allowed. Jātakarma
ceremonies were mainly meant to stimulate the five sensory organs of the child. In
general “jātakarma” ritual follows the following steps:
Medhājañana (production of intelligence): in jātakarma, the main action is to make the
child lick honey, curds and clarified butter from a golden spoon. A small portion of a
mixture of gold, ghee and honey is given to the newborn infant. This rite symbolizes good
fortune.42 In Āyuṣya the ritual involves the whispering of prescribed mantras over the
navel or into the right ear of the child, which raises powers that give long life to the child.
Then the father touches the shoulders of his child as he chants the prescribed mantras.
After this the mother of the child is addressed with mantras that mean, “Oh! Maitrāvaruṇī
”! Oh! Strong one! You have given birth to a valiant son. May you be blessed with more
such sons. In the Pañcha-brāhmaṇa, the father breathes thrice over the child while
chanting verses from three Vedas. It also includes the breathing of five brāhmaṇas from
the east: prāṇa, vyāna, apāna, udānā and samāna (names of five vāyus). In Sthānapratidāna the mother offers her breast milk to her child while the father chants mantras. In
Desābhimāntrana the father touches the earth where the child was born while chanting
mantras. All these rites are performed on the tenth or twelfth day after birth43 which has
spiritual, social, cultural and scientific significance.
4.9.5. Nāmakaraṇa
The social and cultural importance of the naming resulted in nāmakaraṇa as a religious
ceremony. It is performed on the tenth, twelfth, hundredth day, and at the expiration of the
first year or the thirty second day.44 These dates could be postponed for astrological or
Mānava Dharmaśāstra II. 29-30; see also G. Bühler, trans., The Laws of Mānava Dharmaśāstra,
Sacred Books of the East 25 (Oxford: 1886), pp. 34-35.
40
Cf. Mānava Dharmaśāstra II. 29.
41
Mānava Dharmaśāstra II. 29; see also G. Bühler, trans., The Laws of Manusmṛti, pp. 34-35;
Saṁvyarta quoted in Vīramitrodaya Saṃskāra Prakāśa, vol. 1, 187; Cf. Pandey, 2006, p. 73.
42
Mānava Dharmaśāstra II. 29.
43
Cf. Ramanathan, Hindu Civilization, 2004, p. 250; Pūjā and Saṃskāra, 2006, p. 104; Pandey, 2006,
pp. 4-76.
44
Cf. Quoted in Vīramitrodaya Saṃskāra Prakāśa, vol. 1. 234.
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religious reasons. “If there be a saṁkrānti (the passage of the sun from one zodiac to
another), and eclipse or śrāddha, the ceremony cannot be auspicious.”45 Thirty-six hours
after the birth, the father or mantravadi (sorcerer) recites mantras (prayers) over the child
and sprinkles coconut water on his/her head, and gives him /her a secret name. This is the
name of nākṣatranāma (star name) of the child’s birthday.46 This name is kept as a sacred
secret.
The “Name is the primary means of social intercourse, it brings about merits and it is the
root of fortune. From name man attains fame. Therefore, the naming ceremony is very
praiseworthy.”47 The naming ceremony was not a religious ceremony in origin. Through
cultural developments the name became very important in society and then the Hindus
converted the secular naming ceremony into a religious one. Secular and religious ideas
are responsible for the choice of a name, which denotes a particular quality and is
expected to bring special protection from the gods. It seems that the nāmakaraṇa was
more a custom at first, but, being an occasion of great social importance, it was later on
included in the saṃskāras.48
A name may include many syllables, “The father should give a name to the child
containing one syllable, two syllables, three syllables, or an indefinite number of
syllables.”49 The naming of a girl had a different basis from a son. Mānava Dharmaśāstra
gives further qualifications for the name of a girl: “It should be easy to pronounce, not
hard to hear, of clear meaning, charming, auspicious, and ending in a long vowel
containing some blessing.”50 The status of a person is a determining factor in the naming.
“The name of a brahmin should be auspicious, that of a kṣatriya should denote power, that
of a vaiśya, wealth and that of a śūdra contempt.”51 For example, a brahmin should be
named lakṣmīdhara, a kṣatriya yudhiṣṭhira, a vaiśya mahādhana and a śūdra naradāsa.
There was fourfold naming in this saṃskāra. The first name was given in honour of the
family deity. Therefore, it is called kuladevāthānāma, meant to secure special protection
from the family god. The second naming was based on the deity of the month in which the
child was born. The third was meant for general use in society and was very important
from the practical point of view. The last name was a nākṣatra (star) name, derived from
the name of a nākṣatra under which the child was born, or from its presiding deity.52
After the necessary preparations for the ceremony the mother covered the child with a
clean cloth, wetted its head with water and handed it over to the father. After this,
offerings were made to Prajāpati, some other deities, and Agni and Soma.53 The father,
leaning towards the right ear of the child, addressed it, “O child! You are the devotee of
the family deity, so your name is…; you are born in such and such month, so your name
Vīramitrodaya Saṃskāra Prakāśa, vol. 1. 234.
Cf. Pandey, 2006, pp. 82-83.
47
Bṛhaspati, quoted in Vīramitrodaya Saṃskāra Prakāśa, vol. 1, 241.
48
Cf. Pandey, 2006, pp. 78-79
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Vīramitrodaya Saṃskāra Prakāśa, vol. 1. 241.
50
Mānava Dharmaśāstra II. 33.
51
Ibid., II. 31.
52
Cf. Ramanathan, Hindu Civilization, 2004, p. 250; Pandey, 2006, pp. 83-84; Pūjā and Saṃskāra,
2006, p. 105.
53
Pandey, 2006, p. 85.
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is…; you are born under such and such constellation, so your name is… and your popular
name is….”54 The people gathered there said, ““May the name be established”. “After this
the father formally made the child salute the Brahmans who blessed it, repeating its name
every time, “Be long lived, beautiful child”. They also recited the verse “Thou art
Veda”.”55 The ceremonies are concluded with festal celebrations.56
Today the naming ceremony takes place on the twelfth day after the birth of the baby, or
as convenient. The procedure prescribed in the Gṛhyasūtras is not performed. However,
one ceremony of social importance does take place: “the women assemble and two elderly
women from the household of the father and the mother place the child in the cradle. Then
the mother or the paternal aunt whispers the name (only the popular one) in the ear of the
baby.”57
4.9.6. Niṣkramaṇa
Niṣkramana is a saṃskāra in which the child is first taken out of the house to experience
nature and fresh air. Even though the custom may be very old we do not have references
to it in Vedic literature. The Gṛhyasūtras gave a simple procedure. The parents generally
performed it in the fourth month of the child. It consisted in the father taking the child
outside and making it look at the sun while reciting “that eye”.58 “The ceremony of
looking at the sun should be performed in the third, and that of looking at the moon in the
fourth month.”59 The Gṛhyasūtras said that the father and the mother administered the
ceremony, but the Purāṇas and the astrological works extend this privilege also to others.
According to the muhūrtasaṁgraha it was desirable that it be administered by the
maternal uncle.60
On the day of niṣkramana, the parents bath the child with clean water, in the early
morning after sunrise. Then the child is dressed in nice new clothes. The mother takes the
child to the family deity in the house. The father holds the child in such a way that the
head of the child remains in the north direction and the chest straight upward.
Then the deity was worshipped with instrumental music. The guardians of eight
directions, the sun, the moon, Vasudeva and the sky were also propitiated. “The Brahmans
were fed, and auspicious verses recited. The child was carried outside to the sound of a
conch (shell) and the recital of Vedic hymns. At the same time, the father repeated the
following verse, Whether the child is conscious or unconscious, whether it is day or night,
let all the gods let by Indra protect the child.”61 Then the invited people blessed the child.
The niṣkramana ritual also involved exposing the child to moonlight at night. The
niṣkramana ritual was then followed by the father taking a little water in the palm of his
54
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right hand and reciting the same mantra as the mother chanted earlier. The father then
sprinkled the water on the ground and both parents took the child back into the house. The
saṃskāra implied that fresh air is important for a newborn baby, that the newborn should
realize and respect the universe as God’s creation.
4.9.7. Annaprāśana
The word “annaprāśana” literally means “feeding food”. Annaprāśana takes place when
a child is six months old. 62 It is the first time the child eats solid food-in India, rice. A few
grains of rice mixed with ghee are fed to the infant. This is an important ritual among all
sections of Hindus. Annaprāśana was connected with the satisfaction of the physical
needs of the child. This fact is described by suśruta.63 In a later period only the feeding of
the child for the first became a religious act. It seems that this ceremony gained a ritual
pattern during the sūtra period. The suśruta speak about the time of the ceremony, the
types of food64 and the verses to be recited. The later Smṛtis, the Purāṇas and the treatises
describe new changes, while the Paddhatis follow the same old ritual. The feeding of a
child ceremonially corresponded to a parsi custom, which indicates that the annaprāśana
was a common Indo-Iranian ceremony which originated when those peoples were still
living together.
The ritual pattern was accompanied by suitable Vedic prayers or verse. “The gods have
generated the goddess, speech, manifold animals speak her forth. May she, the sweetsounding, the highly praised one, come to us, svāhā.”65 After these preparatory
ceremonies, the father offered four further offers with the words: “Through up breathing
may I enjoy food, svāhā! Through my eye, may I enjoy visible things, svāhā! Through my
ear, may I enjoy fame, svāhā.”66 He then prayed that all the senses of the child could be
gratified in a happy life, keeping in mind, that the search of gratification he should not
violate the rules of health and morality, because that would spoil his reputation. The
ceremony concluded with the feasting of the brahmans.67 The objective of the ceremony
was that by weaning the child the health of both mother and child were protected.
4.9.8. Cūḍākaraṇa
Cūḍākaraṇa68 literally means the arrangement of the hair tufts, which is also known as
mūndana or kūdakarman (tonsure). It is the ceremony of cutting a child’s hair for the first

Cf. Mānava Dharmaśāstra II. 34.
Cf. The Suśruta, Śarīrasthāna, ch.10.64; Pandey, 2006, p. 90.
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wholesome boiled rice. A child should always be kept in an inner apartment of the house, and
religious rites should be performed on its behalf for the propitiation of evil deities, and it should be
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whose hair was cut. Necessity and fear combined gave rise to the Cūḍākaraṇa ceremonies. The sharp
razor coming into contact with the child naturally inspired terror in the father of the child, who
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time. In the first, third or fifth year of the child its head is shaved, leaving only a small tuft
of hair.69Later the ceremony was extended into the upanayana saṃskāra. “Cūḍākaraṇa is
praiseworthy in the third or the fifth year; but it can be performed even in the seventh year
or with the upanayana.”70 According to Mānava Dharmaśāstra “the cūḍākaraṇa must be
performed, for the sake of spiritual merit, by all twice-born men in the first or third
year.”71
The purpose of this saṃskāra as given in the scripture was the achievement of long life
for the recipient. “With what Dhatṛ (the head) has shaven of Bṛhaspati, Agni and Indra,
for the sake of long life, with that I shave your (head) for the sake of long life, of glory,
and of welfare.”72 Suśruta says shaving and cutting the hair and nails removes impurities
and gives delight, as well as lightness, prosperity, courage and happiness. Moreover, it
brings strength, vigour, life, purity and beauty. It was performed when the sun was in the
uttarāyana, only in the daytime. During the Vedic and sūtra periods, the home, which
used to be the scene of all domestic sacrifices, fell into disuse. Consequently the
cūḍākaraṇa did not necessarily take place at home.73
There were customs for arranging of the hair. One should arrange the hair “according to
the custom of the family.”74 The number of tufts was determined by the number of
Pravara in the family, which might be three or five. Laugākṣi gives examples of different
families following different fashions: “The descendants of Vasiṣṭha keep only one tuft in
the middle of the head; the descendants of Atri and Kaśyapa two on either side, the
descendants of Bhṛgu remain without any tuft (muṇḍita); the descendants of Aṅgiras keep
five. Some people keep one line of hair and others just one śikha.”75
This ceremony also has a medical and health aspect. The most striking characteristic of
the prayers cited in this ceremony is that they were meant to ensure long life for the child.
The question may be asked why the Hindu sages supposed that the cūḍākaraṇa would
prolong life. Was there any connection between longevity and the hair of the head? It
seems so: Inside the head, near the top, there is the joining of sirā (artery) and sandhi (a
critical juncture). The place of tuft of hairs is a vital spot called adhipati (overlord). Any
injury to this part causes sudden death.76 The protection of this important spot was
imperative and leaving a tuft of hair over it served as protection.
4.9.9. Karṇavedha
Karṇavedha literally means ear-piercing. It is performed by means of a special thorn, after
which butter is applied to the wound. It is performed on both male and female children.
requested the sharp and hard iron razor to be mild and harmless. These sentiments were responsible
for giving the Cūḍākaraṇa its religious form.
69
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Nearly all the Gṛhyasūtras omit it. It is described only in the kātyāyanaḥ sūtras as part of
pariśiṣta of the Páraskara Gṛhyasūtras. This ceremony is performed when children are
very young, from the tenth day up to the fifth year.77 There are different persons who can
perform this ceremony: the father, a surgeon or a goldsmith. The goldsmith, however,
must have acquired hereditary experience and in the majority of cases it is he who is
invited to pierce the ears.
At the time the karṇavedha assumed a religious meaning, it became compulsory and
omission was considered a sin. Devala78 says, “All the accumulated merits disappear at
the sight of a brāhmaṇa through whose ear holes do not pass the rays of the sun, no gift
should be given to him in the śrāddha ceremonies. If one gives, he becomes an asura or
demon.”79 The karṇavedha ceremony was performed on the morning of an auspicious
day. The child is seated facing the east and given some sweet-meats. Then the right ear is
bored with the prayer, such as “may we hear auspicious things through ears”, then the left
ear with a prayer, and the ceremony is concluded with a feast.80 The right ear of the boy
and the left of the girl was bored first.81 Later more social and religious elements were
introduced into the ceremony adding worship of more gods.
4.9.10. Vidyārambha
Vidyārambha is performed when the child becomes mature enough to learn, at least from
the age of three to five years old. It consists in both writing and reading. It seems that it
originated at a very advanced stage of civilization, when alphabets had evolved and were
utilized for writing purposes. Sources of vidyārambha are found in various treatises, such
as the vīramitrodaya,82 the Smṛti-chandrika,83 the Saṃskāra-ratnamālā of Gopīnātha
Bhaṭṭa and the commentary of Aparārka on the Yājñavalkya Smṛti.
The ceremonies are as follows: after offering a homa the teacher, facing east, performs the
vidyārambha of the child who faced west. On the tongue of the child the religious letters
such as “salutation to Sarasvati”, “Hari Sri Ganapatāye Namaḥ” and all the characters of
the alphabet are written with a piece of gold.84 Now the teacher asks the child to read what
was written. After that, the child gives gifts to the teacher and walks three times round the
gods. The ceremonies closed with the dismissal of the gods to their respective places. 85 At
present not only Hindus but people of other religions also perform this saṃskāra in India.
This ritual is regaining its popularity and becoming more and more a social event, even
Christians perform this cultural act.
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4.9.11. Upanayana
Upanayana literally means taking a student to a teacher in order to hand him over to the
latter for education.86 The basics of upanayana are civil, in order to prepare the young
men for starting active duties of citizenship. Upanayana is the initiation rite of Hinduism
that is reserved for boys only.87 The ceremony of upanayana consists in of receiving the
sacred thread known as yajñopavita and reciting the Gāyatrī mantra.88 According to
Hinduism everybody must be born again to enter the spiritual kingdom, having lost one’s
original purity through contact with the world.89 Initiation takes place in various ways in
different tribes and religions.
In the Vedic period the initiation of the student was regarded as a second birth: According
to Atharvaveda, when the teacher receives the brahmacāri (student) as a disciple, he
places him as a foetus inside (of his body). He carries him for three nights in his belly:
when he is born the gods gather about to see him.90 By performing special rituals the
ācārya introduces upper cast boys (brahmins) into the Vedic studies. That is why the
upanayana is known as the initiation ceremony into the Hindu religion. Knowing Vedas
leads to the knowledge of God and this new religious enlightenment leads towards a new
birth.
In the case of brahmin, this rite was performed at the age of eight and in case of vaiṣya at
twelve. The sacred thread of “upanayana” had to be given before the sixteenth, twenty
second or twenty-fourth year.91 Upanayana meant being accepted as a pupil by a
teacher.92 The teacher was considered to be near to god. Śvetāśvatara Upaniṣad says, “If
these truths have been told to a high-minded person who feels the highest devotion to God
and for his guru as for God, and then they will surely shine forth as inner
experiences−then, indeed, they will shine forth.”93 By the time of the Gṛhyasūtras, the
upanayana saṃskāra had become fully established, while by the time of Sūtras the
development of the ritualistic side of upanayana was complete. The Paddhatis later
simply followed these customs and generally admitted many of the local customs that
were prevalent in their time.94
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Upanayana underwent various changes. When the mystical significance of the upanayana
increased, the idea of second birth through the Gāyatrī mantra overshadowed the original
educational aim of the initiation rite. Mānava Dharmaśāstra says, “In the Vedic birth of
the student, symbolized by wearing the girdle made of munja grass, Sāvitrī is the mother
and the teacher, is the father.”95 By upanayana is meant the establishment of a connection
between the pupil and Sāvitrī, which is performed by the teacher.96 In the latest
development of the saṃskāra, its educational sense has disappeared altogether. Today the
word upanayana is simply used in a ceremonial sense.
According to āpastamba it was meant for learning. Upanayana is the sacrament of a
person desirous of learning.97 Later, only its religious element remained, and the
educational aspect was lost. Even those who were originally excluded from the right of
performing this saṃskāra were required to undergo the ceremony.98 If upanayana was not
performed at the given time, one was considered as having failed in the performance of
one’s duties. When the upanayana became a compulsory physical saṃskāra, it had to be
performed however late that moment might be.99
4.9.11.1. Upanayana Ceremonies
From a practical point of view the selection of an eligible teacher was important, as the
main purpose of the upanayana was character building and acquiring knowledge. A
teacher should be an initiator, of good family, learned and self-controlled.100 A teacher “A
brāhmaṇa who is well read, of good family, of good character, purified by penance,
should initiate a child.”101
Upanayana took place when the sun was in the northern hemisphere, 102 but in the case of
vaiṣya children, its southern course was also permitted.103 Upanayana could be performed
in different seasons depending on the occupation of the different castes. Thus the
temperance of spring stood for the moderate life of a Brahmin; the heat of summer
symbolized the zeal of a kṣatriya; autumn, with its commercial activity pointed to the
wealth and prosperity of a vaiśya, and the rainy season was suitable for a chariot maker.104
Astrological works also linked different kinds of activates to different months.105

Mānava Dharmaśāstra II. 170.
Bhāruchi, quoted in Vīramitrodaya Saṃskāra Prakāśa, vol. 1, 334.
97
Cf. Āpastamba Dharmasūtra 1; Pandey, 2006, p. 117.
98
The Brahma-purāṇa, quoted in Vīramitrodaya Saṃskāra Prakāśa, vol. 1, 339.
99
Cf. Altekar, Education in Ancient India, 1944, pp. 269-70; Pandey, 2006, pp. 122-24.
100
Cf. Pandey, 2006, pp. 125-26.
101
Ibid., p. 125; Śaunaka 1, 1.1.1.II-13.
102
Parāśara Gṛhyasūtra II. 2; Āśvalāyana Gṛhyasūtra 1.19; Pandey, 2006, p. 127.
103
Bṛhaspati quoted in Vīramitrodaya Saṃskāra Prakāśa, vol. 1, 354; Pandey, 2006, p. 127.
104
Baudhāyana Gṛhyasūtra 11. 5.6.
105
For example: A boy whose upanayana is performed in the month of Māgha becomes wealthy, in
the month of Phālguṇa intelligent, in Caitra talented and well versed in the Vedas, in Vaiśakha
provided with all kinds of enjoyments, in Jyeṣṭha wise and great, and in Āsāḍha a great conqueror of
enemies and famous Paṇḍit. The bright half of the month was preferred as it was a delightful time for
any social function and its brightness was symbolic of knowledge and learning. Holidays, inauspicious
times and the days of natural abnormality were avoided.
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A day before upanayana many ritual preparations took place. The ghāṇā ceremony, which
is the grinding of māṣas (beans), done by the ladies of the family take place in
preparation.106 The student was to spend a whole night in absolute silence to prepare
himself for the second birth. Then mātribhojana (the joint meal) followed, when for the
last time, mother and son partook of a meal together. It indicated that he was no longer a
child without responsibilities, but that he had to lead a regular life from then on.107
Then choula (tonsure and bath) followed: After the feeding of the Brahmans the boy was
shaved and bathed, which purified both mind and body of the candidate.108 After the bath,
dressed in silk (Kaupīna),109 he went to the ācārya and announced his intention to become
a brahmacāri (student) by saying, “I have come hither for the sake of studentship. I will
be a student.”110 Having accepted his request the ācārya offered him clothes with the
verse, “In the way in which Bṛhaspati put the garment of immortality on Indra, thus I put
this garment on thee, for the sake of long life, of old age, of strength, of splendour.”111 The
Gṛhyasūtras prescribe thw clothes made of different materials for different castes,112 as
well as the colours, used to maintain caste distinction.113
After that the ācārya ties a girdle (arajānam in Malayalam) around the hips of the student
with the verse, “Here has come to me, keeping away evil words, purifying mankind as a
purifier, clothing herself by power of inhalation and exhalation, with strength, this sisterly
goddess, the blessed girdle.”114 The girdle was made of three strands of cord, which
symbolized that the student was always encircled by the three Vedas.115 According to
different Vedic schools, just like the upper garment, the girdle was made of different
materials for different castes, and even within one single caste different materials were
allowed.116 Nowadays the girdle is only worn a very short time because immediately after
the ceremony a cotton girdle is used.117
Now the central part of saṃskāra, the putting on of the yajñopavita (the tying of scared
thread), follows. Gṛhyasūtras give no rules as to the wearing of the Sacred Thread. The
scriptures say that cotton cords should be worn by the brahmin, woolen by the kṣatriya
and linen by the vaiśyas.118 Cotton cords could be worn by all. The Sacred Thread differed
Cf. Pūjā and Saṃskāra, 2006, p. 113.
Cf. Altekar, Education in Ancient India, 1944, pp. 274-75.
108
Ibid. p. 275
109
Ibid; Kaupīna denotes the small strip of cloth used by children to cover their private parts.
110
Páraskara Gṛhyasūtra II.2.6; Quoted in Pandey, 2006, p. 129.
111
Páraskara Gṛhyasūtra II.2.7.
112
Gaudama Dharmasūtra I. 17.18; the clothes of a brahmin student should be made of sana (hemp),
those of a Kṣatriya of Ksuma (silk), and those of a Vaiśya of Kutapa (the Kusagrass).
113
Āśvalāyana Gṛhyasūtra I. 19.10.
114
Páraskara Gṛhyasūtra II. 2. 8; Quoted in Pandey, 2006, p. 131; other forms of hymns are ‘A youth
well attired, dressed, come hither, He, being born, becomes glorious. Wise sages extoll him, devout
ones, turning their minds to gods.’ The girdle was originally meant to support the kaupīna.
115
The girdle also informed the student that his belt was ‘a daughter of Faith and a sister of the sages,
possessed the power of protecting his purity and chastity and would keep him away from evil’.
Āśvalāyana quoted in Vīramitrodaya Saṃskāra Prakāśa, vol. 1, 432.
116
The girdle of a brahmin is made of muñja grass, that of a kṣattriya of bowstrings and that of a
vaiṣyas of wool; it must be even and good-looking.
117
Pandey, 2006, p. 131.
118
Cf. Mānava Dharmaśāstra II. 44.
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in colour, according to caste.119 The composition of the Sacred Thread is full of
symbolism and significance.120 When an ācārya invested the student with the Sacred
Thread121 he repeated an appropriate mantra, asking for strength, long life and
illumination for the student, while the boy was looking towards the sun. There are
different methods of wearing the Sacred Thread for different occasions.122
The student now accepts a staff (daṇḍa) which was given by the ācārya, who recited: “My
staff which fell down to the ground in the open air that I take up again for the sake of long
life, of holy luster and of holiness.”123 The Mānava Gṛhyasūtra observes that the student
is a traveler on the long road of knowledge,124 and the staff symbolizes the traveler. While
receiving it, the student prayed that he might safely reach the end of his long and hard
journey.125 Mānava Dharmaśāstra says that this staff should be straight, without any
scratch, look beautiful and not cause any discomfort.126
4.9.11.2. Symbolical Performance

Once a student has officially entered student life a series of symbolical acts with the
ācārya follows. The teacher, his hands joined, filled the student’s joined hands with water
saying the verse, “Ye water”; this is a symbol of purification.127 The student is to be fully
sanctified before he may legitimately learn the Gāyatrī mantra.128 The teacher makes the
student look at the sun, “That eye”. The sun as symbol of the Cosmic Law governs the

119

The brahmins wore white, the kṣattriyas red and the Vaiśyas yellow. It is said that this
corresponded to the colour of the mind of the above castes, but the differentiation was later removed
and at present the vaiśya colour, yellow, has been adopted universally.
120

Its length is ninety-six times the breadth of the four fingers of a man, which is equal to his height.
Each of the four fingers represents one of the four states the soul of a man experiences from time to
time, namely, waking, dreaming, dreamless sleep and absolute brāhmaṇhood. The three folds of the
cord are also symbolic. They represent the three guṇas, reality, passion and darkness, out of which the
whole universe evolved. Care is taken that the twist of the thread be upward. It is done in such a way
that the sattvaguṇa or the good quality of reality may predominate in a man, and so that he may attain
spiritual merits. The three cords remind the wearer of having to pay off the Three Debts he owes to the
ancient seers, the ancestors and the gods. The three cords are tied together by a knot called
brāhmaṇgrānthi, which symbolizes Brahma, Viṣṇu and Śiva. Besides this, extra knots are made in the
cords to indicate the various pravaras of a particular family.
121 A brahmacāri can put on only one set of the Sacred Thread. A householder is given the privilege of
wearing two, one for himself and one for his wife.
122 Vīramitrodaya Saṃskāra Prakāśa, Vol. 1. 423; “While performing an auspicious ceremony one
should be Upavīti, this is, the sacred thread should hang from his left shoulder, at the performance of
some inauspicious ceremony a man should be Prachinaviti, that is, the Sacred Thread should hang
from the right shoulder; and at times he is called Niviti when the Sacred Thread is worn round the
neck like a garland” (Pandey, 2006, p. 13).
123 Pandey, 2006, p. 134.
124 Cf. Mānava Gruhyasūtra II. 45-48
125
Cf. Altekar, Education in Ancient India, 1944, p. 280
126
Cf. Mānava Dharmaśāstra II. 47.
127
Cf. Āśvalāyanācārya quoted in Vīramitrodaya Saṃskāra Prakāśa, vol. 1, 426; Āśvalāyana says,
‘The teacher having uttered mantras pours water in the joined hands of the student, so that he may be
purified to receive the Sāvitrī mantra.’
128
Cf. Altekar, Education in Ancient India, 1944, p. 278.
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whole universe.129 The life of the student is perfectly disciplined and regulated to the
smallest details.
Now the teacher touches the heart of the pupil reaching over his right shoulder with the
words, “Into my will I take thy heart.”130 Now the “Lord of Prayers” or the “Presiding
Deity of Learning” was requested to unite the hearts of the ācārya and the pupil.131 Then
the mounting stone132 ceremony follows: the student mounts a stone reciting, "Tread on
this stone; like a stone be firm. Tread the foes down; turn away the enemies.”133
According to the Mānava Gṛhyasūtra, the student, by mounting a stone, was asked to be
steadfast in the pursuit of his studies.134 The stone is also symbol of strength.135
The taking charge of the student is complete when the teacher takes the student’s right
hand and asks his name. The pupil replies, “I am N. N. Sir!” The teacher again enquires
whose pupil he was, the student replying “Yours.” The ācārya correcting his answer says,
“Indra’s pupil are you; Agni is your teacher; I am your teacher, N. N.!” Thus the teacher
takes the boy in his charge for education and protection. However, not thinking himself
omnipresent and all powerful, he commends the student to the protection of the gods, and
all creatures are requested to guard him everywhere. “To Prajāpati I give you in charge.
To the god Sāvitṛ I give thee in charge. To heaven and earth I give you in charge. To all
being I give you in charge for the sake of freedom from harm.”136
After the ritual of walking round the fire, the teacher embraces the student, pronouncing
the following commandments: “A student art thou. Take water, keep silence. Put fuel on
the fire. Take water.”137 Having performed these rituals the sacred sāvitrī-mantra was
taught.138 The teacher, looking at the face of the student, uttered the sāvitrī-mantra, “Let
us meditate on the most excellent light of the Creator (The Sun); May he guide our
intellect.”139 The teaching of the sacred mantra signaled the second birth of the student, as
the teacher was considered father, and Sāvitrī mother of the child.140
After the teaching of the sāvitrī-mantra, first the rite of lighting and feeding of the sacred
fire was performed.141The verses recited were filled with educational significance.142 The
Āśvalāyanācārya quoted in Vīramitrodaya Saṃskāra Prakāśa vol. 1, 427; Āśvalāyana observes
that ‘[t]he sun is witness to all actions; he is the Lord of all vows, time, action and virtues; therefore he
should be properly worshipped.’
130
Páraskara Gṛhyasūtra II,2.16.
131
Pandey, 2006, p. 136.
132
Cf. Altekar, Education in Ancient India, 1944, p. 277
133
Cf. Mānava Gṛhyasūtra I.22.10; quoted in Pandey, 2006, p. 136.
134
Quoted in Pandey, 2006, p. 136.
135
Bhāradvāja Gṛhyasūtra I.8.
136
Páraskara Gṛhyasūtra II.2.20-21; Cf. Altekar, Education in Ancient India, 1944, pp. 277-78.
137
Ibid., II. 3.2; this commandment is found as early as the Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa, which also offers
some explanation of the text. The commandment was practical advice as well as a symbolic
exhortation.
138
Páraskara Gṛhyasūtra II.3.3.
139
Pandey, 2006, p. 138.
140
Mānava Dharmaśāstra II.170.
141
Páraskara Gṛhyasūtra II.1-8.
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The student wiped the ground around the fire with his hand with the formula, “Agni, glorious one,
makes me glorious. As thou glorious Agni, art glorious, thus, O glorious one, brings me to glory. As
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sacred fire was the symbol of Life and Light, for which the student strove. It was the
center of all religious activities of the Indo-Aryans. Its worship continued throughout the
student’s life.
After the initiation ceremonies were over, the student was required to observe three days’
continence, which was called "Trīrātra vrata."143 It was the beginning of a rigorous
training.144 At the end of the vow, the medhājanana145 ritual was performed in order to
evoke divine help in the sharpening of the intellect, memory and retaining power.146
When upanayana became a compulsory ritual in Hinduism, it was often performed
without understanding its real significance and purpose. The result could have ridiculous
consequences. The most absurd consequence was the degradation of the upanayana: even
the upanayana of trees came to be performed. A fourteenth century Carnatic inscription
records that a Brahmin performed the upanayana ceremony on four peepal trees.147 At
present, as the upanayana has no educational purpose, these rites have been dropped.
In short, in the golden era of upanayana it was performed at the beginning of a student‘s
career, as an inspirational background for education. It marked the dawn of a new era in
the life of the initiated. He was no longer a child and was introduced to a life of strict
discipline. The ceremony symbolized the striving of the student who wished to reach
infinite knowledge. To achieve this goal, he was required to be firm and steadfast, like a
stone, in his determination. The relationship between the ācārya and the student had to be
perfect to achieve his goal. In his mission the student was assured of the help of all gods
and creatures. Indra, the lord of all gods, and Agni, the most powerful one in the world
were with him. “If the student worked in the spirit of the saṃskāras, he would be able to
become a successful professional and shoulder the responsibilities of the world.”148
4.9.12. Vedārambha
Vedārambha is the learning of Vedas and Upaniṣads in “Gurūkulam” or “Pāṭhaśāla”.
Gautama gives four Vedic vratas instead of saṃskāras, the "Catvāri Vedavratani".149
Non-Brahmans gradually left the practice of Vedic vratas, or vows; this saṃskāra
thou Agni are the preserver of the treasure of sacrifice for the gods, thus may I become the preserver of
the treasure of the Vedas for men” (Páraskara Gṛhyasūtra II, 4.2). Then he put fuel on the fire with
the prayer, “To Agni I have brought a piece of wood, to the great Jātavedas, as thou, Agni, are
inflamed by wood, thus I am inflamed by life, insight, vigour, offspring, cattle, holy lustre… May my
teacher be the father of living sons; May I be full of insight, not forgetful of what I have learnt; may I
become full of glory and splendor, of holy luster and enjoyer of food. śvāhā!” (Páraskara Gṛhyasūtra
II, 4.3).
143
Āśvalāyana Gṛhyasūtra I. 22.19.
144
He was not to eat saline food, he had to sleep on the ground, and he was forbidden to take meat
and wine and to sleep in the day time. See also Āśvalāyana Gṛhyasūtra I. 22.2 and 19.
145
It was called Medhājanana, because by performing it one could get the intellect fit to grasp the
Vedic knowledge.
146
Cf. Altekar, Education in Ancient India, 1944, p. 281.
147
Epigraphica Carnatica III, Malavalli Inscriptai no.23; Malavalli is a taluk in Mandya district in
the Indian state of Karnataka.
148
Pandey, 2006, p. 140.
149
According to Āśvalāyana these four Vratas were: Māhānamni, Mahāvratam, Upaniṣad and
Godāna.
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developed in its stead. That is why the vedārambha appeared so late in the list of the
saṃskāras. Vyāsa mentions it for the first time.150
The performance of the vedārambha took place on an auspicious day after upanayana. By
way of preparation the mātṛpūjā and the ābhyudayika śrāddha ceremonies were
performed. The general offerings were made when the teacher lit the laukika-agni, invited
the student and seated him on the western side of the fire. Two āhutis of ghee were
offered to the earth and agni if the Ṛgveda was to be begun; if the Yajurveda, to antarikṣa
(the sky) and vāyu; if the Sāmaveda, to dayu and the sun; and if the Atharvaveda, to the
quarters and the moon. If the study of all the Vedas began together, the above offerings
were made together. Finally, having made the gift of the pūrṇapātra and dakṣina to the
officiating Brahman, the teacher started teaching the Veda.151
4.9.13. Keśānta or the Godāna
Keśānta is the first ritual shave performed for a boy at the age of sixteen. 152 A cow is
given to the teacher as a gift so it was also named godāna. It was regarded as a major
saṃskāra by Vyāsa who included it in the list of the famous sixteen saṃskāras.153 The
keśānta marked the natural change that took place in the life of the student. After the
shaving of his beard and moustaches he was required to take the vow of brahmācārya
anew and strictly follow it for one year. Just as in cūḍākaraṇa, the hair of the beard and
the head and the nails were thrown into the water, and then the student offered a cow to
the teacher. Finally, he took a vow of silence and led a life of austere discipline for one
full year.154
4.9.14. Samāvartana
Samāvartana is the ritual of concluding the formal education of Vedas, which also marks
the end of the brahmācārya life,155 and the “returning home from the house of the
guru.”156 It is a snāna,157 because bathing has an important place in this saṃskāra. Bathing
was meant for washing away divinity from the student. The ceremonial bath symbolized
the crossing of the ocean of learning by the student at the end of his studies.
The student now had to make a choice between the two paths of life: 1. be married and
enter the busy life of the world, sharing its full responsibilities, or 2. keep away from the
Vyāsa Dharmaśāstra I. 14.
Cf. Pandey, 2006, p. 142.
152
Mānava Dharmaśāstra II.65
153
Vyāsa Dharmaśāstra I. 14.
154
Cf. Pandey, 2006, pp. 143-44; Pūjā and Saṃskāra, 2006, p. 133.
155
Mānava Dharmaśāstra III. 4.
156
Pūjā and Saṃskāra, 2006, p. 133; Vīramitrodaya Saṃskāra Prakāśa, vol. 1. 564.
157
During his brahmācārya period he was living in contact with the divine and he himself had some
divine halo around him. So, before he returned to the ordinary world, he had to put off divine
influence; otherwise he would pollute divine attributes and thereby incur divine displeasure. The early
Indian writers also regarded brahmācārya as a long sacrifice. Therefore just as at the end of a
sacrifice, the sacrificial bath was taken by the sacrifice, long sacrifice of brahmācārya also required
that the student should have a bath at its end. But there was one more idea associated with bathing in
the samāvartana saṃskāra, which later on became the most prominent.
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turmoil of the world and lead a life of detachment both physically and mentally as a
“naiṣṭhika”. The “naiṣṭhikas” did not leave their teacher and lived in the service of their
masters in quest of supreme knowledge.158
Before the bath the student had to get permission from his master to end his studies and
satisfy him with the guru dakṣina or tuition fees,159 because up to this time the student had
not paid anything to the ācārya.160 So, on leaving him, the student was expected to pay his
master according to his means.161 If he could not pay anything by way of money or
land,162 he should at least have gone to the teacher and formally asked his permission. In
such cases the teacher used to say, “My child, enough with money! I am satisfied with thy
merits."163 The student had practised continence both in food and speech. Now many
comforts and the luxuries of life were presented to him by the ācārya.
Dressed in his new attire, the snātaka (bachelor) would proceed to the nearest assembly of
the learned in a chariot or on an elephant. There he was introduced as a competent scholar
by his teacher. A survey of the samāvartana ceremonies shows how high the esteem was
in which scholars who had completed their education were held by society in ancient
India.
4.10. Conclusion
Saṃskāras are the life cycle rituals of Hinduism developed independently socially or
culturally in order to fulfil the physical needs of the people, but later they became a
religious ritual with strict rules and regulations. It is the fact that they were first secular
and afterwards became more and more religious. In order to compel everybody to follow
those rituals, they had been made more religious. Saṃskāras were performed at the
important turning points of life. Even though there are more than 48 saṃskāras 16 of them
are the most important. The main purposes for saṃskāras are popular, cultural, material
and religious. Hindus believe in the influences of super human powers and they use
saṃskāras to undo the negative influences of external powers on them. They use it also to
attain the positive influence from the superhuman powers for material wellbeing.
Moreover the status of an individual is uplifted by performing saṃskāras. Saṃskāras
remove impurities and make one twice-born in order to be one with Brahman. Many
social privileges and rights were also connected with the saṃskāras such as giving entry
into the Aryan community and its sacred literature. The attainment of heaven and even
mokṣa or liberation is made secure with the performance of it. In their creative period, the
saṃskāras were original in nature, a flexible and living institution without fixed, rigid
ritualism, adapted to different localities and different times. As a result every Vedic
family performed it in their own way. Later on, the saṃskāras were classified and
Cf. Mānava Dharmaśāstra II. 243.
Cf. Āśvalāyana Gṛhyasūtra III. 8.
160
Cf. Mānava Dharmaśāstra II. 245.
161
The teacher should be given, gold, cows, horses, umbrellas, shoes, clothes, fruits and vegetables.
According to Vyāsa, only cows should be given in fees. The services rendered by the teacher to the
student were highly respected and none could pay too much for them. ‘Even the earth containing
seven continents was not sufficient for the guru dakṣina. There is no object on this earth by giving
which one can free himself from the debt of even a teacher who teaches a single letter.
162
Cf. Mānava Dharmaśāstra II. 246.
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Cf. Vīramitrodaya Saṃskāra Prakāśa, vol. 1. 565.
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codified. However, the saṃskāras of initiation are still popular in the daily life of Hindu
Indians even though they are sometimes merely ritual.
4.11. Indian Saṃskāras and Christian Inculturation: Facts or Possibilities
The first impression we get when comparing the saṃskāras with Christian rituals is that
there are many parallels. The saṃskāras are in many respects similar to the medieval
Christian blessings.164 However, the question is how did the saṃskāras influence the
Christian initiation rites of the Thomas Christians given that in India both Hindus and
Christians were and are living together in the same cultural environment? It is unlikely
that there was no significant direct or indirect integration of the saṃskāras with the
Christian way of life. In the third chapter we have already noted that the Thomas
Christians in India had a few extra-sacramental rituals and customs in their initiation rites.
It is very likely that, apart from the official liturgical rituals celebrated in church, they
knew other rituals connected with the phases and the life-cycles and those they were
influenced by the saṃskāras. Unfortunately, we do not have documentary evidence to
prove the same. Nevertheless, we assume several elements from the saṃskāras were
interlinked with the initiation rites of the Thomas Christians, in particular before the
western influences of Christianity in India.
A few saṃskāras of Hinduism have striking parallels with the Indian Christian lifestyle,165 or Christian versions of some saṃskāras. The saṃskāras jātakarma (birth-rites),
nāmakaraṇa (naming rite), annaprāśana (first feeding rites) and vidyārambha-upanayana
(education- rites) were sometimes simply existed apart from the official initiation rites
with special Christian significances.
The first saṃskāra jātakarma has sometimes been known among Indian Christianity in
the following manner: a priest, the child’s father or the eldest family member is the
celebrant at this juncture. L. W. Brown says “Immediately after the child was born it was
washed, and then a priest or a male relative would shout in the child’s ear “Maron Yesu
Maśiha” (Jesus Christ is Lord).”166 Placing the right hand on the child’s head he
welcomes the child by saying, “our Lord Jesus Christ be with you”, and sprinkles holy
water on the child. This greeting in the name of Jesus Christ keeps the child under divine
164

Adolf Franz, Die kirchlichen Benediktionen im Mittelalter, Series: Reihe Orbis litterarum
(Freiburg: 1909; repr. Graz: Akademische Druck- u. Verlagsanstalt, 1960)
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Cf. Nagam Aiya, The Travancore State Manual, 3 vols (Trivandrum: 1906), 2, ch. ix, describes all
the religious ceremonies of the Nambudiri Brahmins which gives insight into the nature of the customs
of Christians at that period; ‘Birth Rite Customs and Baptismal Adaptations Among St. Thomas
Christians in Malabar’, in John Moolan, Studia Liturgica 32. 1 (2002), pp. 111-18; Placid Podipara,
The Thomas Christians, (Bombay: 1970), p. 80; James Aerthayil, The Spiritual Heritage of the St.
Thomas Christians (Bangalore: Dharmaram Publications, 1982; reprint 2001), pp. 43-46; L.W. Brown,
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protection and the holy water safeguards the child from evil spirits. Then the child is given
butter and honey to symbolize a prosperous life.167 According to L.W. Brown “this
custom, shared with the Brahmins, was intended to ensure prosperity.”168 In Hinduism this
is a ceremony of exorcism that takes place either in the delivery room at the moment of
meeting of mother and child or outside the room when the child is brought out for the
ceremony.169
Nāmakaraṇa saṃskāra has also parallels with naming ceremonies of the Thomas
Christians. There existed different forms of giving names among the Thomas Christians.
1. Immediately after the words “Maron Yesu Maśiha” in the birth rites the names of the
child are also uttered in to the ears of the new-born baby.170 2. The naming ceremony is
also sometimes done by the parish priest. The parish priest comes to the house of the newborn, blesses soft food and feeds the child. At this ceremony the name is also given and
the child is taken to the church for baptism. Father Penteado mentions it, “He found that
sometime before the baptism the priests blessed some legumes and put some in the mouth
of the child, giving it its name, as was done in olden times.” 171 Besides these naming
customs indianized Christian names were given to the infants at the moment of baptism.172
Brown says, “The Christians shared many other things besides names with the Nayars.”173
Annaprāśana saṃskāra has parallel ceremonies among Indian Christians. It seems that
before administering the East Syrian baptismal rituals the Thomas Christians had a few
more extra-sacramental or social customs. Penteado mentions a ceremony of giving the
first solid food in the mouth of the child.174 Only after this ceremony did they take the
child to receive the sacrament of baptism and this occurred usually in Paschal and
Pentecostal seasons.175 This ceremony mentioned by Penteado may be the ceremony of
rice-giving social custom in India. This may be a clear inculturational ritual connected
with initiation rites. Antonio de Monserrate SJ (a Portuguese priest in India) wrote, “At
the end of six months (after the birth of the child) they are wont to give the child rice, for
which they invite their friends and relatives, and the priest comes to bless the eating and
takes a little from the rice mixed with black dilute sugar (jaggery) and puts it to the mouth
of the child: he does not touch the rice with the hand but with a cross of gold or of gold-
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plated silver, placed inside a circle. After this has been done by the priest the relatives and
friends approach and repeat the action.”176
Vidyārambha-upanayana saṃskāras also have parallels with Christian initiation rites.
These saṃskāras are interlinked in their meaning and ritual elements. At present not only
Hindus but people of other religions also perform vidyārambha saṃskāra in India. This
ritual is regaining its popularity and becoming more and more a social event, performed
even by Christians. An Indian newspaper published on 6 October 2011 wrote, for
example, “Originally perceived as a Hindu event, for the last few years it has taken place
at churches, with the local priest, or a guest invited by the church, helping the children
write. While Hindus write “Hari Sree Ganapathāye Namaḥ” in praise of Lord Gaṇeśha,
Christians write “Sree Yesu Mishihaye” hailing Jesus Christ. Then, using a gold ring, a
Malayalam word is written on the child's tongue by those who helped the child write.”177
It is relevant to mention here a few elements from the upanayana saṃskāra as regards the
Christian initiation. The upanayana ceremony reminds us of the preparation for the first
Holy Communion in Latin tradition (until the twentieth century at the age of 13; since
Pius X around the age of 7. Perhaps it could also be compared to the instruction before
confirmation. However, a major difference is that after the age of eight, upanayana
ceremonies takes place for boys alone among Hindus. But in Christian initiation this
ceremony should be open both to boys and girls. By knowing Vedas, one is regenerated
into the knowledge of God in upanayana. This new enlightenment in religious truths
effects a new birth.178 A few ceremonies of upanayana saṃskāra give parallel symbolism
suitable for intergration with Christian initiation rites.
a) Fire or Agni is important in an upanayana ceremony. It could be possible in the
Christian baptism ceremony that the deacon carries a portable oil lamp (bhadradīpām)
throughout, as a symbol of Christ’s presence. At the beginning of the initiation ceremony,
the celebrant may light the lamp by invoking God’s presence and protection upon all
present. Lighting an oil lamp at the beginning of important ceremonies is frequent in India
still today. In baptism liturgy a lighted lamp is given to the child or godparents as symbol
of Christ saying, “May Christ, the light of the world, be your beacon all the way.”179
b) Giving dress, or Vesting: In baptism a white cloth is given to the child. This symbolizes
a long life of purity for the child, an everlasting divine call for a pure and holy life.
Baptismal purity is to be maintained as a criterion for eternal life.180 In upanayana the
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ācārya gives a special garment as a uniform to the Vedic student. He wears it throughout
the period of learning.181
c) Thread wearing or Punul:182 “The Punul, or a sacred thread worn by Brahmins, is
blessed at the baptism of male children and put on them.”183 A thread with three cotton
cords, with both ends bound together in one knot, is given in upanayana. The symbolism
in Hinduism is the protection trimūrti (Trinity) Brahmā, Viṣṇu and Śiva.184 In baptism the
celebrant helps the child to wear a white cotton thread or a gold chain around the neck
with a cross or a medal of a saint attached to it for both boys and girls. This symbolizes
protection by the cross and the help of the saints. Sometimes three threads in one knot are
used to indicate the protection of the Holy Trinity.185 “The boys and men among the
Thiruvancode Christians still wear the punul.”186
We lack evidence to prove integration of saṃskāras with initiation rites of the SyroMalabar Church. Even though we lack contemporary evidence it seems plausible that
these extra-sacramental elements were at least known to the Indian Christians. It may be a
great opportunity to introduce a few elements of saṃskāras as a form of inculturation in
the Syro-Malabar initiation rites. Further arguments to realize this integration may be
drawn from the Jewish and Christian concept of blessings.
4.12. Jewish and Christian Blessings
In the Jewish tradition every important occasion in the life of a person is sanctified with
blessings of thanksgiving and prayers.187 "Say to Aaron and his sons, Thus you shall bless
the people of Israel: you shall say to them, The Lord bless you and keep you: The Lord
make his face to shine upon you, and be gracious to you: The Lord lift up his countenance
upon you, and give you peace” (Numbers 6:23-26). The Jewish blessings are mostly
personal prayers that are sometimes used as community prayers.188
The same patterns of blessing ceremonies were continued in Christianity. There are
several passages of blessings in the New Testament.189The source of Christian blessings is
God. “The source from whom every good gift comes is God.”190God entrusted patriarchs,
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bishops, priests, deacons and parents to bless others in the name of God and to invoke His
name to obtain divine graces.191 The blessings were numerous in the past (see for instance
Adolf Franz, Die kirchlichen Benediktionen im Mittelalter (Freiburg: 1909; repr. Graz:
1960). They fulfilled functions very similar to the saṃskāras. In recent times (twentieth
century) scholars were sometimes suspicious of them, being for instance considered as
magical, and focused on material rather than on spiritual goods and values. But since
Vatican II there had been a rediscovery of their values, being closely connected with daily
life, the life-cycle and so on. Moreover, the emphasis is now more upon praising God
rather than on asking. All this is in the Roman book De benedictionibus (Pope John Paul
II, De Benedictionibus: Rituale Romanum ex decreto sacrosancti œcumenici Concilii
Vatican II, Vatican, 1985), which has been translated into many languages and adapted to
many different situations.
The Catholic Church, through the power of the Holy Spirit, fulfills its ministry of
sanctifying, with several forms of blessings. Those blessings are to “manifest the newness
of life in Christ that has its origin and growth in the sacraments of the new covenant
established by the Lord.”192 The Church continuously provides the baptized persons
graces to grow in faith by blessings. “The Church in celebrating its blessings praises the
Lord and implores divine grace at import moments in the life of its members.”193
Sacrosanctum Concilium 61 says, “Thus, for well-disposed members of the faithful, the
liturgy of the sacraments and sacramentals sanctifies almost every event in their lives;
they are given access to the stream of divine grace which flows from the paschal mystery
of the passion, death, the resurrection of Christ, the font from which all sacraments and
sacramentals draw their power. There is hardly any proper use of material things which
cannot thus be directed toward the sanctification of men and the praise of God.” And one
of the results was the edition of the book De benedictionibus.
Hence, the celebration of blessings prepares us to receive the effect of the sacraments and
sanctify various moments or occasions of a Christian life-cycle. We mention here some
blessings in the Church to indicate the relevance of those rituals in various life-situations
of a Christian today. We were able to see parallels with the Jewish blessings, the blessings
from Middle Ages in the Church and the saṃskāras of Hinduism. We could identify at
least 9 Christian blessings connected with birth rites or extra-sacramental initiation rituals
in the Church as follows:
1. The blessing of an engaged couple.194
2. The blessing of a married couple.195
3. The blessing of parents before childbirth.196
4. The blessing of a mother before childbirth.197
5. The blessing of a mother after childbirth.198
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
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6. The blessing of a child not yet baptized.199
7. The blessing of baptized children.200
8. The blessing of sons and daughters.201
9. The blessing of on the occasion of a birthday or anniversary of baptism.202
The blessing of persons at different occasions or stages of the life-cycle may provide a
great possibility for inculturation in the initiation rites of the Syro-Malabar Church. These
blessings could take place between the official initiation sacraments of baptism,
confirmation and first Holy Communion. Moreover, the initiation ceremonies of the
saṃskāras of Hinduism would also accord with the blessing ceremonies that take place at
an anniversary of the baptism of an infant. It would not be necessary to have one and the
same ritual pattern of ceremony everywhere. The inculturation in blessing ceremonies
could also be adapted to the needs existing in a particular region, while still following the
instructions of SC 63 and SC 37-40.
4.13. Conclusion
The saṃskāras are Indian cultural elements that developed spontaneously to serve the
individual or society as a whole. The evolution from the material nature of the saṃskāras
into the spiritual is to be noted. They were common “house rules” in ancient India: a
guide in the process of human existence. However, at a later period these saṃskāras were
interlinked with religious life, safeguarding them, by supplying them with a Hindu
religious touch.
It seems that Hinduism had inculturated the saṃskāras into their religion at an early
period. In Hinduism there are linking different stages in life at which the saṃskāras are
performed. The saṃskāra works as a binding ceremony of transition from one life-phase
to the next. By way of these ceremonies at the various stages of life, the formation and
integration into a new phase of life of the individual is guaranteed. It is realized step by
step by means of suitable rituals. Each of these saṃskāras signifies a definite assertion of
the existing stage and facilitates a new phase in life. Each phase has its own peculiarities
highlighted in rituals, prayers, readings from holy books, signs and symbols.
The core of the saṃskāras was to provide the care for the formation, maturing and the
well-being of the individual, leading to a holistic life prompted and guided by the good
wishes from the parents, family members, relatives, and friends and from the society,
community or group to which that person belongs. On the one hand, they had the
character of thanksgiving ceremonies for the graces received in the past and on the other
they were asking for blessings for the life-phase to come. It is a kind of membership of a
special group or community or religion. Sometimes the saṃskāras are also seen as an
“identity marker” or an “ownership sign” of a new group.
This initiation into Hinduism is considered a “second birth”, a birth more important than
biological birth. As we have seen, the birth rites were administered by parents or relatives
199
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whereas the initiation ceremonies were administered by a ācārya who was more important
than the biological parents from the moment of an upanayana initiation onward. During
this initiation the responsibility for the spiritual and intellectual formation of the student
were bestowed on the “ācārya” who teaches the Vedas and conducts him to adulthood.
These saṃskāras could possibly be inculturated into Christianity.
Even though there are parallels with Christian initiation rites and saṃskāras, those
elements of saṃskāras have not been officially inserted into the initiation rites of the
Syro-Malabar Church. The intention of the saṃskāras such as “born again”, “ownership”,
“identity marker” were the same as the Christian initiation metaphors used in the early
centuries. One of the positive elements that the Indian saṃskāras brought forward is the
idea of initiation at different life-stages. Each small step a person takes is protected
through the blessings of the saṃskāras, necessary in the process of growing to adulthood.
As part of inculturation, making use of that phenomenon of parallel rituals in both
religions, some elements from saṃskāras may be inserted into the initiation rites of the
Syro-Malabar Church in India.

CHAPTER 5: INCOMPLETE INCULTURATION PROMPTS POSSIBILITIES OF
INCULTURATION IN THE SYRO-MALABAR CHURCH,
ESPECIALLY IN THE INFANT INITIATION RITES
5.1. Introduction
Inculturation has been a spontaneous phenomenon in the Church from its very beginnings.
Christianity has taken Jewish and pagan rituals, giving them a Christian significance, and
transformed them into Christian worship. Baptism is a case in point. Early Christian
baptism was rooted in the ablution and immersion practices of Judaism. John the Baptist’s
baptism was a baptism of repentance aimed at internal purification. The Jewish
antecedents of our Christian baptism, however, were transformed and received a new
meaning. Christian baptism became the rite of passage by which Christians are
incorporated into the Body of Christ, the Church. Once the ritual of Christian baptism had
come into existence, it became the starting point for an ongoing process of inculturation.
It may be assumed that when Christianity was introduced in India, the baptismal ritual
was influenced by the Indian local rituals of that time. But as the Indian Christians came
into contact with the East Syrian Christians they began to use East Syrian initiation rites in
combination with the existing local rituals. There are indications that East Syrian initiation
rites were gradually introduced in India at quite an early period. A major change, which
had far-reaching implications for the development of the initiation rites, was the transition
from adult baptism to infant baptism, an organic development of that period. We have
seen that during the whole East Syrian period, up to the Portuguese missionary period in
the 16th century, an East Syrian liturgy that contained some Indian elements was in use in
India.
Later the Latinization introduced by the Latin missionaries removed the manifold Indian
and East Syrian elements from the initiation rites used in India and instead Latin initiation
rites were imposed, from the Synod of Diamper in 1599 at least. After Vatican II
important shifts took place in the theology of baptism. Sacrosanctum Concilium 37-40
presented ample motivation to start or re-start inculturation, which could possibly even
result in radical changes in the liturgies of local Churches. The Syro-Malabar Church
started to renew her initiation rites, incorporating the new accents suggested by Vatican II,
but this was actually understood by many as a return to the East Syrian traditions.
After a long period of study, discussions and consultations the renewed initiation rites of
the Syro-Malabar Church, having obtained the recognitio of the Congregation for the
Oriental Churches on 24 June 2004 (Prot.No.200/23), was promulgated by Varkey
Cardinal Vithayathil, the Major Archbishop of the Syro-Malabar Church on 1 December
2004, to take effect from 6 January 2005.1 These new initiation rites were mostly a mere
restoration of the East Syrian liturgy in the local language of “Malayalam”, in which
inculturation played a very minor role.
In this final chapter we will reflect on the fact that the renewal of the initiation rites of the
Syro-Malabar church showed only a very partial and incomplete inculturation. At the end
1
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we will indicate more possibilities of inculturation in the Syro-Malabar Church, especially
in the initiation rites for infants.
5.2. Incomplete Inculturation in the Renewed Initiation Rites
There was some degree of inculturation in the reform of the initiation rites. Besides the
fact that the vernacular language, the Malayalam was used in the liturgy, which was
highly appreciated, it may be argued that India and East Syrian tradition shared a common
Eastern cultural heritage and that, in some respects the Eastern spirit of the restored
liturgy was closer to Indian culture than the Latin liturgy. In this respect the return to the
Eastern heritage can be considered as a sort of inculturation. Thus, a strong sense of
mystery imbedded in worship in Indian culture is somehow also present in the Eastern
Christian worship which Pope John Paul II characterized as follows: “Liturgical prayer in
the East shows a great aptitude for involving the human person in his or her totality: the
mystery is sung in the loftiness of its content, but also in the warmth of the sentiments
which it awakens in the heart of redeemed humanity…The lengthy duration of the
celebrations, the repeated invocations, everything expresses a gradual identification with
the mystery celebrated with one’s whole person.”2
Likewise, the “apophatic” dimension is a special character in the Eastern and more in
particular, Syriac liturgy, which expresses the sense of unworthiness and finiteness of
human beings in the presence of Divine realities. During the initiation rites the priest asks
at different times. “Make me, O Lord, your humble servant, worthy to administer this gift
to the child. Father, Son and Holy Spirit, forever.”3 This “apophatic” concept is also
present in Indian Hinduism. Hinduism understands God as the Supreme Self, revealed as
the subjective principle, the Supreme energizer, the eternal and the immutable person: the
Paramātmāṇ.4
There was some degree of inculturation, especially in so far as East Syrian tradition had
become part of the culture of Syro-Malabar Christian. But if by inculturation is meant that
Indian elements had been incorporated into the reformed rites, it can only be concluded
that the inculturation was very limited and hardly existent, at least with regard to infant
baptism. This dynamic relationship with Indian culture is lacking in the renewed initiation
rites of the Syro-Malabar liturgy. The total ignoring of the existing local Indian culture,
even after the promulgation of SC 37-40, resulted in an unsatisfactory renewal of the
initiation rites. As a result, the clergy and the faithful were for various reasons for the
greater part dissatisfied with these restored rites. They were of the opinion that the
gestures, words, symbols and structures of these rites were not Indian, but only EastSyrian in nature.5 The spirit of the prayers and the way they were recited, were not Indian
but completely Syrian in character.6 For example, they did not contain elements that are
characteristic of Indian religions, such as the custom of repeating prayer texts in the form
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of bhajans and namajapas.7 The repetitions that are found in the renewed initiation rites
are not inspiring, because they are East Syrian and not similar to Indian mantras.8
Although the use of the vernacular in the liturgy has been highly appreciated in Kerala,
the way in which it was introduced and implemented, is debatable. The translation of the
prayers from the Syriac is too literal and this is at the cost of the real spirit of the prayer.
Many East Syrian words are used in the liturgy without a proper explanation. This use of
unfamiliar Syriac words together with the Syriac style of the prayer, gives the impression
that even the renewed rites of initiation are not Indian, but foreign.9
Inculturation is also limited in the case of liturgical music due to the restoration of a large
number of Syrian melodies. These Syrian melodies only make people feel that
Christianity is not an Indian but a foreign religion, with a foreign language and culture.10
For those who do not know the Syriac language and its musical culture, Christian music
sounds strange. India has her own rich music traditions with wonderful and inspiring
melodies. Attempts had been made to use Indian melodies in the Indian liturgies;
unfortunately those melodies did not receive enough support from Church authorities. The
younger generation is not at all interested in the melodies and traditions of the East Syrian
music in India.
As regards the symbols and signs used in the renewed ritual of baptism, by many people
they are not considered suitable enough to Indian culture.11 People found it hard to
understand their meaning. This is an all the more serious problem since symbols are of
great importance in Indian culture.12
Religious ceremonies of initiation rites are always brief and practical in the Indian
tradition, based on the understanding that full concentration is possible for a short time
only. On the other hand, the renewed initiation rite is very long and totally different from
the Indian approach to worship.
Assimilation of Indian culture into liturgy also has a cosmic and environmental
dimension.13 Hinduism looks at nature and the environment as a means of knowing and
worshiping God. It uses flowers and natural products as offerings for gods and deities.
Unfortunately, compared to this Indian usage, Christian liturgy runs short. The idea of a
cosmic liturgy14 is not new, but the way of implementation in the initiation rites needs to
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be formulated.15 When Indians pray in the direction of the East it signifies that cosmos
and liturgy belong together. Liturgy is never performed solely in the self-made world of
man. It is always a cosmic liturgy. Liturgy loses its grandeur when it forgets its cosmic
connection.16 Although there is a cosmic dimension in the Syrian liturgy, which is used in
India, it is not strong enough. More in particular, the Indian cosmic dimension is missing
in the renewed infant initiation rites.
As we have already seen, the Indians look upon every important stage in human life as
sacred and divine. Accordingly, Hindu initiation rites begin at conception, followed by
birth rites, and continue to the study of the Vedas etc. These innate qualities of the Indian
initiation rites in other religions in India are not at all taken into consideration in the
renewed Syro-Malabar initiation rite.
5.3. Critique of the Restoration and the Incomplete Inculturation
A pure restoration in the name of liturgical reform is disputable from a historical
perspective. A total return to the East Syrian tradition discarding the present Indian culture
is an abstraction from historical reality.
Historically, the basic ritual pattern of the Christian initiation rites took shape in the New
Testament period; it had its roots in pre-Christian17 Jewish and pagan usages, proselyte
baptism, the baptism of John the Baptist18 and the baptism of Jesus.19 Baptism was further
developed by the insertion of more additional or accompanying rites20 during the post
New Testament Period, enriching it with local cultural elements. It is a historical fact that
rituals and theological views in the Christian initiation rites were influenced in later
periods by cultures from the antiquity like Jewish, Greco-Roman, Syrian, Coptic, North
African, Armenian and the pagan cultures. For example, in the course of time customs
connected with bathing and anointing practices became part of the initiation rites
bestowing on them a new Christian significance. In the post New Testament period the
adaptation of infant baptism laid the basis for new forms of inculturation. In the West
baptismal rituals were further developed when the Church separated Holy Communion
and confirmation from the original baptismal rite.
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As for Christianity in India, we can find abundant information about the life and customs
of the Christians from Portuguese accounts and the acts of the Synod of Diamper. Even
though the Thomas Christians followed the East Syrian liturgy, there is no evidence of
practice of a purely East Syrian liturgy in India that does not show local cultural
connections. Cardinal Parecattil says: “we have no traces of the liturgy used by St.Thomas
in India, but we may presume that it was an indigenous form of worship blending the
message of the Gospel with the spiritual patrimony of the new converts and using idioms
and symbolisms intelligible to them.”21 According to Mundadan: “there can be no doubt
that a number of local observances connected with baptism, marriage, funerals, etc.,
which may not be strictly called liturgical, were in use among the Thomas Christians.” 22
Kochuparambil says: “basically the text of the liturgy was that of the East Syrian tradition,
however, celebrated in an inculturated Church with local settings.”23 There are indications
from the writings of Archbishop Roz and from the decrees of the Synod of Diamper that
show conclusively that the Indian Christians, while following East Syrian liturgical
traditions, had their own Indian identity. Archbishop Roz, who lived among the Thomas
Christians, understood that the form of the expression of the faith of St. Peter was
different from that of St. Thomas.24 The Christian community had their own Indian
customs which were sometimes considered errors by the Portuguese. The Synod of
Diamper forbade a number of the customs and practices that the Portuguese considered
pagan or Hindu.25 The fact that certain Indian practices were forbidden, meant that they
existed. These prohibitions imposed by the Synod are evidence of the existing cordial
relations between the Hindu and Christian communities.26 These relations may also have
influenced their celebration of initiation rites, at least in the birth rituals.
The conclusion must be that the Thomas Christians had a double identity before the
coming of the Portuguese in India. They dwelt in both the socio-cultural environment of
India and the ecclesiastical world of the East Syrian Church of Persia.27 It is this life in
two worlds that gave a genuine identity to that pre-sixteenth century Christianity in
India.28 Owing to Latinization, they came in conflict with their Syrian identity. Podipara
describes the identity of the Thomas Christians as “Hindu (Indian) in culture, Christian in
Religion and Syro-Oriental in Worship.”29 For Cardinal Parecattil, inculturation like the
one that had taken place in Rome, implied two things: it is not just a question of
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reintroducing East-Syrian liturgy, and it implies more that adding a few external
elements.30
5.4. Challenges to Inculturation in the Syro-Malabar Church
The inculturation of Christian faith with local cultures in India involves many challenges
both external and internal.
1. External Challenges: The reactions of other religions with regard to Christian
inculturational trends in India are not always positive. There were accusations that
Christians who try to use Hindu symbols and rituals for the sake of inculturation, abuse
these sacred Hindu religious symbols and rituals.31 In his book, Sita Ram Goel (Hindu),
‘History of Hindu-Christian Encounters AD 304 to 1996’ describes the inculturational
nature of Christianity from its beginnings, and how the Jewish, Pagan and Greek world
became Christian. Today Christians perform inculturational activities in India which may
lead to India becoming a Christian nation.
Christian Ashrams modelled on Hindu Ashrams have been founded in India.32 In such
Indian Christian Ashrams, Yoga, meditation and contemplation, once part of Hindu
Ashrams alone, are widely practised.33 Sita Ram Goel is critical of the Ashram of Fr. Bede
Griffiths of Śanti Vanam. He says, “Rituals, rites and ceremonies in Hinduism have been
changed to suit the whims of modern innovators by superimposing the sacred word “OṂ”
on a Cross, they have created a new spiritual phenomenon…. He fails to realize that by
such acts he is neither enriching Christianity nor honoring Hinduism. One has to respect
the unique rites and rituals of each religion, which placed in another context, will be
meaningless and confusing.”34
Likewise, attempts at Christianizing Advaita Vedanta are criticized. Ironically,
accusations are also directed against many of the modern Hindu religious teachers for
taking Advaita Vedanta out of its original Vedic religious context. In doing so these Hindu
religious teachers are accused of giving a powerful weapon to the enemy with which to
attack Hindu religion, and undermine Hindu society and culture. For example, radical
Hindus feel offended by Christian attempts at Christianizing Hindu symbols and values in
the name of inculturation.35 Actually, these religious symbols first originated as social
symbols and were only later adopted by various religions in India.
30
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Without a proper dialogue with other religions there is a great chance of misunderstanding
the attempts of Christianity to make the Church fully Indian. The Federation of Asian
Bishops’ Conferences (FABC) has declared that dialogue must be the model for a Church
becoming indigenous and inculturated.36 The Federation of Asian Bishops’ Conferences
mentions three aspects of dialogue: with the poor, with Asian culture and with Asian
religions. The Church’s dialogue with culture must also include other aspects of the
Church, like organization and administration, local theological reflections, the role of
laymen and laywomen in the Church, and the formation of Church leaders. In a multicultural and multi-religious country like India inculturation must go hand in hand with the
socio-economic and religious challenges of the locality.37
Another challenge consists in avoiding the isolation of liturgy from other life-situations.
Liturgical inculturation cannot be considered in isolation from a more far-reaching
inculturation in all aspects of life. There are various other positive cultural dimensions
which help human beings improve their quality of life. The Bishops’ Conference of India
says, "In both modern and traditional aspects there are elements which degrade and others
which uplift. The evangelical task of the Church is therefore to promote the latter
elements for the sake of integral development of the human person and human society"38
Therefore, when the Church is involved in a missionary enterprise, one of the primary
keys in theologizing has to be a healthy pluralism set against uniformity and conformity,
even in matters of liturgy.39
2. Internal Challenges: When dealing with inculturation, one will also meet with a number
of internal challenges.
Firstly, the proper authority of the local Church leaders: The Church’s dialogue with
culture seems to face serious problems when the Bishops, who are responsible for the
promotion of Christian life and its proclamation in the local Church, are not permitted to
decide on the right type of inculturation in their own local cultural context.40 The final
decision is taken not by the Bishops of the local Church but by the authorities in the
Vatican who are not familiar with local culture.
Secondly, the formation of Church leaders: Proper formation of the Bishops in Indian
spirituality is an urgent challenge, otherwise history will repeat itself. When Saint Chavara
Kuriakose (Father Chavara Kuriakose 1805-1871, Vicar General) was asked to prepare a
liturgical calendar for the Thomas Christians as part of inculturation, ironically he mainly
adapted elements from the Latin Church, for which he requested permission from the
Vatican authorities.41 Likewise, in 1905 Bishop Mar Louis Pazheparampil asked
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permission for new feasts, that all were Latin.42 Moreover, the first few drafts formulated
as part of the renewal of the initiation rites of the Syro-Malabar Church after Vatican II
were more in line with the Latin Church than with the East Syrian.
Thirdly, the common nature of minorities: Minority groups are inclined to maintain their
own identity rather than inculturate local situations. In the case of minority religious
groups, they often wish to keep their particular religious identity, even if it differs greatly
from their local cultural counterpart, in order to keep their uniqueness and identity.43 At
the same time we should realize that instead of destroying, genuine inculturation makes
their Christian faith stronger.
Fourthly, strong and long traditions: Traditional Christians don’t like change. In the local
Church they have been used to their local way of life as Christians for a long time.
Therefore, adapting to another, inculturated, way of life may be difficult for traditional
Christians.
Fifthly, Christian identity: Christian communities risk to giving up their own Christian
identity during inculturation. Sacrosanctum Concilium says, "Innovations should only be
made when the good of the Church genuinely and certainly requires them; care must be
taken that any new forms adopted should in some way grow organically from forms
already existing."44 Otherwise, there is “the danger of the truth of the Christian rite and the
expression of the Christian faith being diminished in the eyes of the faithful.” 45 Varietates
Legitimae says, “Obviously the Christian liturgy cannot accept magic rites, superstition,
spiritism, vengeance or rites with a sexual connotation.”46 So, retaining the Christian
identity during inculturation is a demanding task.
5.5. Basic Principles of Inculturation in the Syro-Malabar Church
Even though today there are inculturational challenges in India in cultural, social and
religious aspects, there is sufficient space for the same. The basic principles of
inculturation linked with the past experiences of the Indian Church offer guarantees for
new possibilities of inculturation in all the fields of the Church, including liturgy. The
inculturational directives of Vatican II, followed by the inculturational attempts made by
the pioneers of inculturation in India will inspire and create awareness among the faithful.
Moreover, the success stories of the inculturation that has recently been implemented may
be considered a starting point for an integral inculturation in the Indian Church. It is said,
“The process of inculturation or renewal may not start first with the liturgy and then move
towards culture, but must start from the WAY OF LIFE, and culture, towards liturgy by a
process of progression, i.e., from life stages, art, architecture, music, devotional practices
and sacramentals to liturgy.”47
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In the SMBC meeting held from 12-14 August 1974 we come across a relevant principle
of inculturation in the Syro-Malabar liturgy: “Regarding the reform of liturgy, the
Conference decided that restoration, revision and adaptation of the liturgy should go
together, keeping the identity of the rite and having in view its organic growth in the light
of Council decrees.”48 In the long history of the Syro-Malabar Church, formation of her
identity was influenced by various internal and external cultural, social and liturgical
elements. The identity formation in the past may in the words of Placid Podipara be
rightly called, “Hindu (Indian) in culture, Christian in Religion and Syro-Oriental in
Worship.”49 This identity of the Thomas Christians in India should be the foundation for
all kinds of inculturation today. In every attempt at updating the Indian Church, Indian
cultural elements, Christian faith foundations and Oriental liturgical worship should be
woven together.50 The documents of the Holy See, reports of SMBC and SMBS are
generally in favor of inculturation in the Syro-Malabar Church.51
5. 6. Possibilities of Inculturation in the Syro-Malabar Church
Here we will present the possibilities of inculturation in the Syro-Malabar Church
especially in the initiation rites. Many of the forms of inculturation that may be achieved
are by their nature applicable to all the sacraments including the initiation rites. Just a few
are specific to the initiation rites of the Syro-Malabar Church. In general, the nature of
Indian culture is that it tolerates, accepts and even desires new customs. 52 This tolerance
and acceptance opened the way for Syrian and Latin elements among the Indian
Christians and in the past they were accepted without great protest. This basic nature of
Indian culture facilitates the inculturation of suitable elements from the local settings into
the Church. We will start with the general possibilities of further inculturation in the SyroMalabar Church.
5.6.1. Inculturation through Language and Music
The first inculturation that took place immediately after Vatican II was the use of the
vernacular in the liturgy. The use of local language was a very successful inculturation in
liturgy. According to Kochumuttom Thomas, “if the Syro-Malabar text is translated freely
into any of the Indian languages, respecting the latter’s literary style, idioms, genius and
characteristic features; the inculturation of the liturgy is half done.”53 A liturgical text
48
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should be short and easy to understand by all sections of the community. The Indian
liturgy has numerous possibilities for inculturation by making use of the Indian languages,
and even the rubrics. The use of a perfect Indian vernacular in the Christian initiation rites
is essential. The renewed Indian liturgies are in the local languages, but still people do not
feel at home, due to the fact that the texts have been translated too literally from the Syriac
and have not been adapted to the characteristic spirit of the vernacular.
The use of real local language should not be limited to written texts but also be reflected
in music. Both music texts and melodies in a perfect vernacular as part of inculturation are
possible. In the Syro-Malabar Church the Syriac texts for the music of the divine offices
and funeral services were translated into the vernacular. In 1967 Father Abel adjusted the
Malayalam text to the Syrian melodies, thereby doing a service to the ancient Syrian
music tradition.54 If we translate texts meant to be sung in the vernacular, they will have to
be translated in such a way that they go together with the Indian melodies as part of
inculturation. It was possible to take Indian melodies for the liturgical music. After
Vatican II there were a few attempts to promote local music. In 1989 the Syro-Malabar
hierarchy published new sets of songs for the liturgy. Some of these collections of hymns
were composed in Indian Karnatic melodies.55
As part of inculturation in the liturgy, music could become more Indian. The acceptance
of Indian music in liturgy was evident from the very positive reception it received when
the Indian bhajans were introduced. In the post-Vatican II period, Indian bhajans were
adopted in the liturgy and there was an effort to compose and develop more Christian
bhajans for the same purpose. In 1969 a bhajan collection was published from NBCLC.
Those bhajans gradually began to occupy an important place in Christian worship all over
India. Particularly the Kerala Christians were happy with this collection, because they
were already in contact with the Hindu bhajans of Lord Ayyappa, “Svāmi sāranam
Ayyāppa sāranam.”56
The faithful and the hierarchy are open to the use of Indian Music as part of inculturation
in the liturgy. Liturgiam Authenticam allows the use of local musical traditions in the
liturgy. It says, “A great part of the liturgical texts are composed with the intention of their
being sung by the priest celebrant, the deacon, the cantor, the people, or the choir. For this
reason, the texts should be translated in a manner that is suitable for being set to music.”57
Divine music is that music which is made for liturgy with divine experience. Vatican II
advises “Besides the commission on the sacred liturgy, every diocese, as far as possible,
should have commissions for sacred music and sacred art.”58 It continues, “In certain parts
of the world, especially mission lands, there are peoples who have their own musical
traditions, and these play a great part in their religious and social life. For this reason due
importance is to be attached to their music, and a suitable place is to be given to it, not
only in forming their attitude toward religion, but also in adapting worship to their native
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genius.”59 The Fathers of the Council desired a wider use of forms of indigenous music to
promote the beauty of the sacred prayers.
The use of local melodies and rhythms in the liturgy is therefore a genuine possibility for
inculturation. Since the acceptance of local music in Indian Christian worship has been
approved with the introduction of bhajans, it is time to make śruti, or pitch of the sound in
music to help the believer experience a continuous musical sensation, and to participate in
the liturgy with greater concentration.60 Indian music has different rāgās (tones) and rasas
(emotions). Those elements of indigenous Indian music may evoke a particular emotion or
rasa in the listener which may enter his heart and soul. The sets of musical forms that
could be used more in the liturgy are kīrtaṇam, bhajans, hymns and chanting. The Indian
rāgās normally employed in Malayalam music are kalyānī, madhyamāvati,
sankarabharanam, hamsanādam, shāna, and revagupti. In the attempt to inculturate
music in the liturgy different rāgās could be mixed with the different rāgās that are
suitable to the mysteries of Christ.61
5.6.2. Inculturation through short Rituals and Mantras
Short and meaningful rituals with mantras (chant) give possibilities of inculturation in the
Syro-Malabar Church. Indian style prayers are short like mantras. The essence of mantras
is deep. Mantras are repeated in order to meditate the inner meaning of the words
pronounced. It is a matter of continuous spiritual exercise to get deep into the mantras.
Transition of some Christian prayers into mantras may be a great opportunity for
inculturation. Mantras may even be introduced into the initiation rites and Blessings.
Mantra prayers were once popular in Kerala (sukrutha japāngal) among the Thomas
Christians in the form of “sukrutha japāngal” (small and repeating prayers) which could
be re-introduced as Christian mantras.
5.6.3. Inculturation through Symbols, Art and Architecture
With a radical inculturation it would be possible to realize the ‘fully Indian and fully
Christian’ views of Cardinal Joseph Parecattil in the Syro-Malabar Church. This view
may be implemented by inculturating more common symbols from Indian culture into
Christianity. Such attempts will not offend other religions in so far as the Church gives
proper respect to the symbols commonly used in India. Some of the symbols might
provide more opportunity for inculturation of the Syro-Malabar Church, especially of the
initiation rites. Some of these rituals such, as the use of oil lamps, are already in use
among the Christians in India.
1. Fire (Agni), a common symbol in India which represents the house Lord in Hinduism.
In Christianity fire may be seen as the symbol of Christ. 2. Air (Vāju), symbolizes the
Ātman in Hinduism, and the air you breathe in, or the wind, symbolizes the Spirit in
Christianity. 3. Water (Vēllam), is used symbolically for the purification of the soul. In
Christianity Holy water purifies and gives new birth in the rite of baptism. Water has a
59
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very wide range of meanings in Christianity: washing, purification, emerge from the water
and quenching thirst. 4. Oil (Thailam), is used to pour on the deities in Hinduism as a
symbol of offering and worship while in Christianity oil is used to anoint people to
receive divine graces. Pouring oil on the cross may be a type of inculturation in India. 5.
Statues are very common both in Christianity and Hinduism. God created all men in His
own image. The statues and images in the Church could reflect the colour and appearance
of the local population. 6. Objects used in the ceremonies such as the robe of the celebrant
and the candidate of baptism, decorations, incense, music and a number of cultural
activities around the Church are a possible means of inculturation. 7. Gestures are
important symbols for the communication of ideas. Introducing symbols that are common
in India is a possibility of inculturation.
Indian art, as part of inculturation, also provides opportunities. In India, the
understanding of art goes deeper than a simple external action. According to Ananda
Coomaraswamy, “the very beginning that is, in an ultimate source logically rather than
temporarily prior to all secondary causes.”62 For him this beginning is a Divine one which
is eternal. “Art in India is not for art’s sake but for the sake of the goals of man
(Purushārthas) like dharma,63 artha,64 kāma65 and mokṣa.”66 When people experience art,
they are closer to mokṣa, the temporal tasting of the final liberation.
For inculturation among the Thomas Christians the Gandhian perspective of “Swadēshi”
(locally produced) is more suitable for art than any other kind. “Swadēshi” can only be
produced by local artists who understand the feelings of the local Christians. The image
of Christ introduced during the Gandhian “Swadēshi” movements in the 1930’s, as part of
the freedom struggle of India, is an example.67 Father Heras, known as the father of Indian
Christian art dared to convey his view of a new and vibrant India, based on her age-old
spiritual traditions expressed through India’s art. Among the Thomas Christians every art
form, such as images of Christ and the saints, materials used in the sacraments especially
in the initiation rites, vestments, decorations and the arrangement of the baptistery could
be made “Swadēshi”, expressing their culture, while understanding and inspiring the local
people.
The architectural system of India is known as Vāstu or Vāstuśāstra. Vāstuśāstra "science
of architecture" is an ancient Indian system of architecture. It tells us how to make a house
suitable for a happy and prosperous life. Vāstuśāstra describes principles of design,
layout, measurements, ground preparation, space arrangement and spatial geometry. There
is an integration of architecture with nature and the relative functions of various parts of
the building. In India churches were built according to the Vāstu. Inculturation in Church
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architecture building is possible by constructing churches and baptisteries according to the
Indian Vāstu, using locally available materials, considering the specialties of climate, and
using a local design. It is a fact that in India the old churches were built more with locally
available materials68 and following suitable local patterns, than the modern ones. A return
to the ancient style of construction may provide more unity with the original Indian Vāstu,
as new baptisteries are built in the Indian architectural style. Then Indian design and
architecture, art and music, gestures and symbols, and all the other material elements in
the liturgy may reflect the cosmic and eco-centered worship of the Indian Church.
5.6.4. Cosmic and Eco- centered Inculturation
Cosmic and eco-centered initiation rituals allow possibilities of inculturation in the
initiation rites. Cosmology is widely used in rituals and ceremonies in India during
worship. The human being, coming from God, lives in the providence of God, and having
attained wisdom together with purity will finally return to God. This cosmological or
natural circle is a common concept in Indian Hindu spirituality. Likewise the Indian
nature of worship, blessing and ritual is generally connected with the environment. People
use natural products available locally for the worship of God. Rivers, trees, mountains,
rocks, and many other natural elements are called upon in the worship of gods for the
spiritual satisfaction of the faithful. Worshipping God in an eco-friendly way is another
opportunity for inculturation in the Indian Church. During worship and rituals there
should be a link between human being and nature. It is possible for the Indian Church to
connect its rituals to the nature and to the universe. It is interesting to observe the decision
of the bishops of India at the Bishops’ Conference, regarding the responsibility of
Christians in safeguarding the environment.69
5.6.5. Initiation Rites at different Stages is a Possibility of Inculturation
Besides the general possibilities of inculturation applicable to all the Sacraments,
initiation rites offer extra possibilities. A basic difference between the Indian initiation
and baptism of Thomas Christians is that, in the former, the initiation takes places in
stages based on the development of the life-cycle and that in the Syrian / Indian tradition it
is a one-time rite. The return to the different stages of the initiation of adults of the
Ancient Church fits in well with Indian initiation in stages. Why then would an initiation
in stages not be possible for children? A mere restoration of the old liturgies, which
considered initiation as a one-time rite, cannot be considered a genuine inculturation
today. Present-day initiation rites ceremonies for infants are clustered in a single
celebration, and this practice is not in harmony with their immediate environment. The
spreading of the initiation rites into different important stages would be more
Cf. P.V. Ouseph, ‘Philosophy of Devalaya-Vastu’, in Inculturation and The Syro-Malabar Church,
ed. by Bosco Puthur, 2005, pp. 241-46.
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inculturational in view of local customs. This view receives sufficient support from the
existing local practices, the new emphasis given to the initiation rites after Vatican II, the
views of Gerard Lukken and Ramshaw-Schmidt on sacraments in stages, the present
customs of the Latin initiation rites in India, the traditions of Hindu Saṃskāras and the
blessing ceremonies for different occasions in the Jewish and Christian traditions. How
non-Christians and the Latin Catholic Church in India celebrate initiation rites locally is
socially pertinent.
The renewed attitude of Vatican II towards inculturation in liturgy makes the celebration
of the initiation rites in stages theologically more meaningful. The theology of baptism
prior to Vatican II was understood to be a means of obtaining forgiveness of sins and was
considered necessary for salvation.70 After Vatican II, the concept of baptism shifted to a
more positive view, emphasizing that baptism means incorporation into the Mystery of
Christ, participation in the death and resurrection of Christ. It is seen as an encounter with
Christ, with the Father and the Holy Spirit.71 It is a personal and existential view of
baptism. Baptism is now the means of taking part in the intimacy of Trinitarian life.72
In contrast to the views of pre-Vatican II which viewed the sacrament as an act of God,
the emphasis is now on the sacrament as a celebration of the community, embracing the
growth of the person through the sacraments, and a manifestation of the graceful character
of all human life.73 Gerard Lukken explains it further, “baptism is seen as a new creation,
new birth, second birth, and adoption as a child of God, deification, sanctification,
indwelling, redemption, illumination, and gifts of the Spirit which restate the theology of
baptism in the early Church.”74 The Sacrament is not only a sudden intervention from the
other world but also a natural growth in faith and grace, entailing baptism. This is an
initiation into Christian life accompanied by a lengthy process that touches upon a whole
way of life.75 After Vatican II, this new view on baptism was realized in practice in the
adult baptismal rite. This initiation is not limited to a one-time ceremony but a wide
sacramental process that consists of various stages of conversion and growth in faith.76
The person receiving baptism is introduced into the faith and gradually reaches maturity
in faith.
According to Gerard Lukken, the family, as ecclesiola in ecclesia, is highly relevant for a
characteristic theology of infant baptism since it is in the bosom of the family that faith
formation takes place. “In the Christian family it becomes a matter of the relation with the
child in the light of sacred liturgy, and that involves all the occurrences of the conception,
carrying, birth and growth of the child as a unique being with his or her own name.”77
These home-ecclesia experiences are to be shared with the Universal Church, which is
only possible if the Church pays full attention to the whole process by which the child
enters into the sacred mysteries. Thus, initiation rites ceremonies may be connected with
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the whole birth process from before birth and after birth, and in the spiritual growth of the
child. This might lead to a new appreciation of the process by which a Christian child
grows into the community. The possibilities of those rituals are described by RamshawSchmidt in an article: ‘Celebrating Baptism in stages.’78
Ramshaw-Schmidt elaborates on the view of initiation rites celebrations in stages. A
Sacrament is not just a one-moment event in the life of an individual. The actual
fulfillment of the sacraments may be a culmination of the organic process of growth in
grace that has started even before birth, and extends to the whole life span. Moreover,
sacraments are public acts that connect individuals, parents, the whole family, believing
community and the Universal Church. According to Ramshaw-Schmidt infant baptism is
not to be celebrated privately but should be an act of the believing community that holds
pastoral responsibility for both the family and the parish, to nourish the faith of the child.79
According to Ramshaw the four stages used in the adult baptism (exorcisms, blessings,
scrutinies and presentations) may be re-formulated, making them child-friendly, to be
used for infant baptism. For each stage and transition between the stages he suggests
rituals appropriate to the nourishment of the faith of the child, family and the whole local
Christian community.80
This proposal of stages in initiation rites starts with the pre-catechumenate stage. This first
stage includes a ritual before birth and a rite of baptismal intent. The purpose of this stage
is to give attention to the complex feelings of expectant parents, and announce to their
local community their intention to baptize their child that is to be born soon. From the
very conception a link is placed with the believing community.81
The second stage is that of the Catechumenate which includes the ritual after birth, the
ritual after death (if the child has died at or before birth) and the rite of enrollment. The
ritual after birth includes a visit by the parishioners to the newborn child to thank God
with prayers and to anticipate baptism. The ritual after the death of a child is encouraged
to lift the family out of their grief and to ask compassion from the Lord. The rite of
enrollment is intended to enroll the child for baptism and to celebrate his or her election
vocation to the Christian faith. In this enrollment the names are given, it expresses the joy
of having a new child, praises God for the new child and commits parents and relatives to
be the first community of Christian faith.82
The third stage proposed by Ramshaw is that of purification and illumination, which
includes a prayer before baptism and the rite of Christian baptism for children. Prayer
before baptism may be integrated with the daily prayer of the family with the intention of
making the family aware of the responsibilities they have on behalf of the child. The rite
of baptism is a sacramental event in which a child receives the Holy Spirit, and becomes a
child of God and a member of the Body of Christ.83 The emphasis in this rite is on the
Gail Ramshaw-Schmidt, ‘Celebrating Baptism in Stages: A Proposal’, in Alternative Futures for
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corporate nature of the Christian’s identity in the family of Christ, involving the whole
community. It is celebrated on Sundays or important feast days, during the Eucharistic
celebration.84
The stages of the initiation rites did not stop with the sacramental ceremony of baptism,
but according to Ramshaw they continued with Mystagogy, which includes a baptismal
remembrance in Church and a baptismal remembrance at home. 85 Christian baptism is
only the beginning of Christian life and all graces flow from it. It is the foundation of
Christian life and it should grow further into an adult Christian life. Therefore baptism is
remembered at various moments in the life of a person. Such occasions are suggested to
be celebrated both in the church and at home with special prayers, rituals and small
festivities, giving attention to the baptism date of an individual.86
This concept of initiation rites is already the norm in the Latin Catholic Church in India.87
Those initiation rites are not limited to a single act of sacramental celebration. Latin
Christians in India keep the Latin tradition of initiation rites at three important stages
namely Baptism, First Holy Communion and Confirmation. Besides, the adult initiation
rites of the renewed Syro-Malabar Church are formulated in four stages, with considerable
periods of time between the stages of celebrations.88
Moreover, the major presence of the non-Christian religion Hinduism in India compels
Indian Christians to compare their customs of initiation rites called saṃskāras, to those of
the Syro-Malabar Church. The non-Christian initiation rites also regard this view of
celebration in stages. We see that the Hindu initiation rites, the Saṃskāras are spread
throughout the whole life span, covering all major events and turning points in the life of
an individual. Etymologically Saṃskāras means the act of purification to be observed at
different occasions of a human life. In the life of each person Hinduism identifies more
than forty major and minor moments which are accompanied by specific rituals such as
the pre-natal Saṃskāras, the Saṃskāras of childhood and the educational Saṃskāras.
Indian Christians are familiar with these Hindu-Saṃskāras because they are rooted deeply
in their daily life. It is an opportunity to introduce more Indian cultural elements into the
lifestyle of Christians in India. This necessarily means discarding irrelevant East Syrian
and Roman elements which are still foreign to them. Rituals are always the product of
cultural practices. Therefore, Indian cultural elements may be used in initiation rites when
necessary at the turning points in the life of each and every individual. These Indian life
stage rituals offer the Indian Christian initiation rites various possibilities for inculturation,
by incorporating relevant cultural, spiritual and social elements.
Celebrating baptism, confirmation and the first Holy Communion at different stages for a
child would be a great step to inculturation at present in India. These celebrations in stages
would help the children to grow in their faith, step by step, as it is based on their culture.
Besides the celebration of the initiation rites in three stages, an annual renewal of baptism
is highly recommended. This renewal of baptism may originate from a personal or a
84
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general notion. For adults we already have the general renewal of baptism in the Easter
Vigil. For children it could be celebrated on the anniversary of their baptism. Since most
of the ceremonies of the Indian Saṃskāras take place in family settings, the renewal of
baptism at home would be a great advantage toward inculturation.89 The celebration and
the necessary ceremonies could be performed according to the cultural and social
background of each child. Especially the rich traditions of blessing, found in Western and
Eastern Christianity and which has been rediscovered since Vatican II, may be a rich
source of inspiration.
The incomplete inculturational status of the Syro-Malabar Church today makes it
necessary to introduce new inculturations in her initiation rites. From our study it becomes
evident that there are genuine possibilities for inculturation in the Syro-Malabar Church.
A combination of Christian faith and Indian values, mingled with new Christian
significance, is the proper inculturation in the Syro-Malabar initiation rites. The SyroMalabar Church may inculturate some of the Indian Saṃskāras, symbols and gestures, art
and music, cosmic and eco-centric worship into her initiation rites, to suit these initiation
rites to the Indian people and her culture.

**********
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SUMMARY OF THE THESIS
“Higher than actuality stands possibility” says Martin Heidegger in ‘Being and Time’
(1927). This philosophical concept may be considered relevant as regards the possibilities
of inculturation in the Syro-Malabar Church in India.
Vatican II envisioned various possibilities of inculturation in the Church of today. The
“Aggiornamento” (updating) proposed by Pope John XXIII was a leap into the future for
the Universal Church. This updating was to be realized mainly through a genuine
inculturation in the Church.
Our present study has examined how the concept of inculturation proclaimed by
Sacrosanctum Concilium 37-40 is reflected in the liturgies of the Syro-Malabar Church
today and in particular how far the suggestions for change in the initiation rites of infants
have been realized. Considering the Indian culture, its religious and social dimensions
were subjected to serious study, so as to discover the challenges and possibilities of
inculturation in the Christian Liturgy.
This being a historical and analytical study, our main objective was to discover and
analyze the elements of inculturation that have already been adapted by the Indian Church
and to suggest possibilities for further inculturation.
With this intention we first reviewed the general aspects of inculturation as mentioned in
Vatican II, as well as the detailed instructions that followed in later years. Both fell within
the scope of our research.
Secondly, we looked into the prevailing social and religious lifestyle, as it was before the
arrival of the Portuguese, linking it to the Thomas Christians and Indian culture. We also
analyzed the Latinization attempts by the Portuguese and later attempts made by the Syro
Malabar Church to renew the Holy Qurbana (Holy Mass).
Thirdly, we reviewed inculturation in the initiation rites, starting with their pre-Christian
origins up to the renewed initiation rites of 2005. Finally, we examined the shape and
pattern of the Indian initiation rites in the saṃskāras of Hinduism, the immediate cultural
and religious ancestor of the Syro-Malabar Church, to re-affirm and suggest greater
possibilities for renewal.
At the outset of our research we were faced with a terminological difficulty: selecting a
proper term for the process of adapting liturgy to other cultures. Terms like adaptation,
contextualization, indigenization, incarnation, appropriation, acculturation and
enculturation indicated the same process but somehow did not convey the total meaning
of this new concept. Eventually the term “inculturation”, new to the majority of
theologians, was coined to denote the interaction between liturgy and cultures.
Article 37 of Sacrosanctum Concilium of Vatican II expresses the willingness to accept
and even encourage the inclusion of indigenous cultural elements in the Roman Catholic
liturgies. “Even in the liturgy, the Church has no wish to impose a rigid uniformity in
matters which do not implicate the faith or the good of the whole community; rather does
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she respect and foster the genius and talents of the various races and peoples. Anything in
these peoples' way of life which is not indissolubly bound up with superstition and error
she studies with sympathy and, if possible, preserves intact. Sometimes in fact she admits
such things into the liturgy itself, so long as they harmonize with its true and authentic
spirit.”1 This concept is further elucidated in Sacrosanctum Concilium 38 - 40. This
renewed attention for inculturation in the Church kindled the inspiration of many Asian
theologians, the most prominent among whom were: Anscar J. Chupungco, D.S.
Amalorpavadass and Joseph Cardinal Parecattil.
Anscar J. Chupungco even developed a method to create genuine and successful
inculturation applying “Dynamic equivalence, Creative assimilation and Organic
progression.”2 He expressed the interaction and the result of integration in inculturation in
a formula: A + B = C. Inculturation is not A + B = AB but “A” and “B” integrating and
interacting with each other thus becoming “C” without “A” and “B” losing their
identities.3 For D.S. Amalorpavadass and Joseph Cardinal Parecattil in the Indian context
the integration of Christian liturgies with Indian cultures stood for “A” and “B”. Both
these Indian theologians advocated an Indian Church “fully Indian and fully Christian”
based on Indian social, religious and cultural foundations, but reformed with Christian
components. In this context Cardinal Parecattil commented that the freedom that had
existed during the formation of the Roman liturgy in Rome, should now be conceded to
the Indian church in its process of liturgical re-formation. However, the inspiration for
inculturation advocated by Vatican II was tempered by the subsequent instructions for the
implementation of inculturation in the liturgy of local Churches.
After explaining the inculturational views of Vatican II and its initial impact on Indian
theologians we proceeded to investigate the implementation of those criteria in the SyroMalabar Church. How was the inculturation as meant by Vatican II understood? Was it
rejected, or accepted and implemented in the Syro-Malabar Church? Since India has such
a complex social and religious heritage, which embraces numerous cultures and subcultures, inculturating Christianity in India to make it accessible to the local people is a
necessity. Unfamiliar forms of worship, worship structure and objects used for worship
could only create discomfort. Even though the need for the inculturation of Christianity in
India was evident to bishops, priests and laity, for various reasons its actual
implementation in specific areas of the liturgy presented a great challenge.
The Indian Church is believed to have apostolic origins. According to Indian tradition the
Apostle Thomas preached in India. It seems that from the early centuries onward the East
Syrian Church began to influence the Indian Christians, even their liturgy. Furthermore,
India had trade relations with Syria which may have resulted in contacts with the Syrian
Church that had been founded by the Apostle Thomas.
Unfortunately, the interaction between the Indian cultural heritage and its contacts with
the East Syrian Church was misunderstood by the Portuguese missionaries in the sixteenth
century, and in consequence they gradually tried to Latinize the Indian Christians. This
1
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Latinziation led to the formation of a hybrid church in India resulting in a Liturgy with
East Syrian and Latin elements. Only the re-establishment of the Syro-Malabar hierarchy
in 1923 brought about a substantial change in this respect. By restoring this hierarchy
Rome finally granted the Indian Christians the freedom to regain their lost identity.
At this point the question of identity became controversial. What is the real identity of the
Thomas Christians in India? Was it rooted in the Church as it was before the East Syrian
influence, or before the pre-Portuguese period? To many bishops and priests the identity
of the Thomas Christians before the Portuguese period was the true one. Cardinal
Parecattil, by contrast, stood for an Indian Church as it had been before any foreign
interference. These different views are reflected in the inculturational process in the SyroMalabar liturgy.
In the SMBC meeting held from 12-14 August 1974 we come across a relevant principle
of inculturation in the Syro-Malabar liturgy: “Regarding the reform of liturgy, the
Conference decided that restoration, revision and adaptation of the liturgy should go
together, keeping the identity of the rite and having in view its organic growth in the light
of Council decrees.”4 In the long history of the Syro-Malabar Church, formation of her
identity was influenced by various internal and external cultural, social and liturgical
elements. The identity formation in the past may in the words of Placid Podipara be
rightly called, “Hindu (Indian) in culture, Christian in Religion and Syro-Oriental in
Worship.”5
This identity of the Thomas Christians in India should be the foundation for all kinds of
inculturation today. In every attempt at updating the Indian Church, Indian cultural
elements, Christian faith foundations and Oriental liturgical worship should be woven
together.6 The documents of the Holy See, reports of SMBC and SMBS are generally in
favor inculturation in the Syro-Malabar Church.7
Cardinal Parecattil, working on the inculturation of the Syro-Malabar liturgy, based his
views on an Indian Church with Indian rituals and worship. The Syro-Malabar version of
the Indian Holy Mass as formulated under the auspices of Cardinal Parecattil was Oriental
in structure and Indian in worship. However, his attempts at legitimizing the Indian Mass
did not succeed because of the protests from the Roman authorities against inculturating
the Qurbana Taksa with non-Christian or Indian elements. Consequently, for the SyroMalabar Church the East Syrian Eucharistic celebration was restored without Indian
elements. The renewal of the Qurbana Taksa of 1962 was fully in line with the East
Syrian liturgy but the Qurbana Taksa of 1968 was a mix of East Syrian, Latin and Indian
elements. The Qurbana Taksa of 1968 was only allowed to be used in the Church by way
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of experiment. In 1986 this Qurbana Taksa was again replaced by an East Syrian
Qurbana Taksa that had no Indian elements apart from the use of the vernacular.
Our search for evidence of inculturation in the Indian Church continued with an
examination into the Syro-Malabar initiation rites. At this point, a complete overview of
the developments in the initiation rites in the Universal Church, and the nature of the
inculturational features it had incorporated, was essential. The pre-Christian origin of the
rituals of Early Christian baptism and its development in Early Christianity serves as an
example of inculturation.
Jewish ritual ablutions and the baptism of John the Baptist were transformed into a
Christian ritual of baptism with a new, Christian, significance. Immersion in water in
Christian baptism is not just an act of external purification or a sign of repentance, it is an
immersion administered in the name of the Father, Son and the Holy Spirit. It became a
mark of identification for the followers of Christ who in baptism share their faith in the
death and resurrection of Christ (Rom. 6). Similarly, the Jewish or non-Christian washing
ceremonies became a ritual component of the Christian initiation rite.
This inculturation of the initiation rites has continued in the Church. For example, the East
Syrian Church attributes greater importance to pre-baptismal anointing than to immersion.
Moreover, the transition from adult baptism to infant baptism is a good example of a
major inculturational shift. Patriarch Isho-Yabh III introduced the renewed East Syrian
infant initiation rites in India. This has become evident from the manuscript found at the
Martha and Maria Church in Thrissur, Kerala, India. It is an indisputable fact that the East
Syrian initiation rites were in use in India up to the Synod of Diamper with only a few
extra-sacramental Indian cultural additions. However, as part of Latinization, a three-stage
sacramental initiation rite was enforced. Paradoxically, in terms of inculturation, the
separation of baptism, first Holy Communion and confirmation was more Indian in nature
than the single ceremony of the East Syrian initiation rites. The Hindu or Indian initiation
rites known as saṃskāras were performed not just in a single ceremony but at different
stages of the lifecycle.
In 2005 - more than 40 years after Vatican II - infant initiation rites were renewed in the
Syro-Malabar Church, without the introduction of any Indian elements. It was simply a
return to the sixteenth century East Syrian initiation rites, extended with a few additions
from the Latin baptism rites. The complete negation of the Indian elements necessitated a
study of the Indian saṃskāras to identify possible inculturational elements in the SyroMalabar initiation rites.
At this point, the following observations should be made as to the possibilities of
inculturation in the Syro-Malabar Church in general, and its initiation rites in particular. It
is unfortunate that the views of Vatican II and those of the instructions on inculturation
have not been seriously implemented in the liturgy of the Syro-Malabar Church. The main
concern during the liturgical renewal was not the identity of the Indian Church as Indian
in its own right. The East Syrian and Latin elements that had remained in the renewed
Syro-Malabar liturgy were not conducive to an Indian Church as inspired by Vatican II
and dreamed of by the pioneer of inculturation in the Syro-Malabar Church, Cardinal
Parecattil. However, the history of the Christians in India was interlinked with the East
Syrian Church sharing the same Apostolic Tradition of St. Thomas. In terms of
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inculturation we should be willing to accept and promote the authentic Indian identity of
the Syro-Malabar Church to a more Indian in its mode of worship and lifestyle, respecting
her East Syrian traditions.
In addition, the Indian Church could inculturate some of the saṃskāras: gestures and
symbols, music and art, cosmic and eco-centric worship, even including architecture, to
make Christianity more Indian. As to the initiation rites of the Syro-Malabar Church,
relevant birth-rites, initiation rites and educational rites of the saṃskāras are to be
considered serious components for inculturation into Christian initiation rites. The
administration of initiation rites, baptism, first Holy Communion and confirmation at
various stages of life would signify great progress in inculturation in the Syro-Malabar
Church. Besides the saṃskāras, the blessing ceremonies as in use in Jewish and Christian
cultures could be introduced, adding meaningful elements to Indian rituals. An
anniversary celebration of baptism until the age of first Holy Communion or confirmation
could be considered a further element for inculturation.
It is our hope that this study may contribute to the implementation of an inculturated
liturgy in the Syro-Malabar Church.

******************
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